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Abstract 

This research focuses on the reform of community-based Long Term Care (LTC) services in 

Ontario between 1985 and 1996 during which the thtee major politicai parties govemed. Each 

introduced its own refonn of LTC. The five models that were proposed, are analyzed fiom a public 

policy perspective, and an understanding of the factors that influenced policy formation is provided, 

The thesis focuses on two issues: policy content (an analysis of the design decisions of financing, 

delivery, and allocation) and policy process (an analysis of the interacting influence of ideas, 

institutions, and interests on reform). 

Prompted by concerns of an aging population its associated medical costs, reforrn began as a 

need to improve services for seniors to enable them to live at home for as long as possible. However, 

with improvements in medical technology and pharmaceuticals and concurrent hospital restructuring, 

care formerly provided by physicians and in hospitals increasingly shified to the home where it was 

no longer covered by the Canada Heafth Act. Underlying the debate were the foliowing: 

the appropriate role of the state, 

the public-private axis in fmancing, 

modets of delivery (not-for-profit versus for-profit), and 

approaches to allocation (centrally planned, cornrnand and control decisions versus market-type 

mechanisms). 

To account for the s h i h  in models, a neo-institutional framework is adopted which argues 

the importance of considering the relative and interacting influence of ideas, interest., and institutions 



to account for policy development and change. None alone is suffkient. Unlikc d e r  health policy 

domains, the LTC policy sector was comprised of a strong state and a loose network of under- 

resourced societal interests, which allowed the ideas and interests of the government to predominate 

over societal interests. Institutions, rather than constraining government actions, were marshalled to 

facilitate state ideology and interests. 

The ana!ysis of the shifting publidprivate mix in LTC reform has broader implications for the 

future complexion of health care in Canada. By considering al1 three constmcts - ideas, interests and 

institutions- an understanding is not only provided of the changes in the LTC sector, but Jso a 

heuristic for cornprehending policy developrnent in general. 
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Cbapter 1 

Introduction and Ovemew 

1.0 Overview 

An ongoing dilemma in the design of public policy is the role of the state. Debates about the 

future of die welfare state rest in part on diHering views about the balance baween public and 

private responsibilities. Moreover, the role of the state in the development of policy has been a 

theoretical debate for decades. 1s the state an active interest in policy formation or an arbiter of 

societal interests? An examination of Long Tem Care (LTC) refonn in Ontario provides insight 

into both these questions. However, the reform of LTC services is even more significant as a 

harbinger of the future of Medicare in Canada. 

The proper scope of public policy and the role of government have dominated public debate 

in recent years. Some of the issues that have infiuenced the discussion are: globalization of markets 

and the power of international money lenders; £iee trade and the reduction of trade barrien; trends 

towards harmonization of social benefits and taxes; the mounting debts and deficits of govenunents; 

the advances of technology and economic restnicturing; the economic crises of the 1980s and 1990s; 

the offence mounted by the Right against the welfare state and the promotion of market systems 

further substantiated by the demise of the Soviet Union; the loss of faith in political elites and 

governments, to name a few. 

In Canada, both the national and provincial governments have been planning major social 

policy reforms for some time. Underlying the text of these reforms is a realignment in thinking of 

the approptiate role of the public and private sector in meeting the social welfare needs of 

Canadians, and a search for a new paradigm of state-market relations. 

Physician and hospital care in Canada falls under the Canada Heaftfi Act  (~t i l ) '  whose tive 

principles of universality, comprehensiveness, accessibility, portability, and public administration 

heavily constrain the role of the private sector in health care. Canada has a publicIy fmanced and 

largely private, not-for-profit delivery of medically necessq services. Societal interests in these 

sectors (medical and hospital) are well-organized, welLresourced and formidable. Reform of these 

services by govemment, consequently, is heavily restrained by the interests of the medical, nursing 

and hospital associations and a public which is strongly supportive of the Act. 

LTC services fa11 outside the CWA and therefore are not protected by its principIes. 

TraditionaIly, these services were ptovided to the elderly or to people with fbnctional disabilities in 

order to allow them to live independently within the community. Societal groups in this sector are 

nurnerous, poorly resourced, and uncoordinated. Faced with this loose nemork of interests and a 

largel y un in formed public, govenunents have been largel y un fettered in their attempts to reforrn 



these services. They have been free to reduce the responsibilities of the state and to privatize both 

the financing and delivery of these services. 

With advancements in technology and pharmaceuticals, more and more acute care (that is, 

care covered under the C m )  has shifted to the commmity and, therefore, its provision no longer 

needs to conform to the five principles of the Act. Because of the shifting site of acute care, LTC as 

a result no longer merely represents health and social services for the elderly or the disabled to keep 

them in the community. As acute services move into the cornmunity services that were formerly 

publicly funded and delivered by not-for-profit providers are subject to mixed fmancing models and 

for-profit delivery. Govemments are able to take advantage of the shifting site of acute case into the 

community to erode the fabric of Medicare and to reduce their financial exposure. Moreover, the 

impact of multilateral trade agreements like the NAFTA will make it more dificult for the Canadian 

and provincial governments to reverse this privatization of health  are.^ The significance of policy 

change in the LTC sector and the decisions regarding the balance of the public and the private in its 

design, therefore, goes beyond its boundaries and has implications for health care as we know it. 

This research focuses on the reform of community-based Long Terrn Care services in 

Ontario between 1985 and 1996. Community-based LTC services include both health and social 

services and can be broken down into professional services, homernaking services, personal support 

services, and community support services. These services were both publicly and privately funded, 

and were delivered by a mostly uncoordinated network of private not-for-profit and for-profit 

providers. 

Over the penod fiom 1985 to 1996, Ontario had four govenunents led by three different 

poIitical parties. Each attempted to reform LTC but only the most recent mode1 introduced by the 

Harris Conservative Government was ever implernented. This research examines the five modeIs 

brought forward by the governments in this period, analyzes their differences fiom a public policy 

perspective, and tries to provide an understanding of the factors that influenced these differences. 

The thesis, accordingly, focuses on two questions: one deals with policy content; the other deals 

with policy process. 

1. Policy Content: How did the design decisions of fmancing, delivery, and allocation differ across 

the following models: One-Stop Shopping, Service Access Organizations, Service Coordination 

Agencies, Multi-Service Agencies, and Community Care Access Centres; and what werdare the 

implications of these differences fiom a public policy perspective? 
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2. Poliqy Process: How do ideas, interests, and institutions, their interactions and relative 

influence account for the development of the five LTC models across the p e n d  of the 

Li beral, NDP, and Progressive Conservative governments? 

The context in which reform took place was relevant in terms of providing opportunities or 

modifiing intentions and actions. DurUlg this period, the role of the state was under debate and 

scrutiny. Heavy debts and deficits of the national and provincial govemments were adding to the 

rising neo-conservative calls for the retrenchment of the state's responsibilities in heaith and sociaI 

services. Globalization of economies was exerting pressures for the harmonization of social policies 

and for the increase of market mechanisms. 

The design or redesign of heaith and social services must consider three dimensions: 

financing (who funds what services for whorn), delivery (who delivers the services) and allocation 

(the mechanism by which money flows fiom the fùnder of services to the deliverer of services). 

Moreover, public policy must decide on the role of the state in the financing and delivery of services 

(the publidprivate mix) and the extent of its control in ailocating the funds (along a continuum fiom 

command and control mechanisms to market mechanisms). The way in which govemments design a 

system along these dimensions (fmancing, detivery, and allocation) has implications for policy 

goals of equity, security, liberty and eaciency. 

Three basic types of models were recommended over the reform period. One type of modei 

was the "brokerage" mode1 where a coordinating agency would purchase services fiom existing 

providers through a variety of informal methods. This model represented an incrementai reform in 

terms of the divergence fiom the existing system. Two versions were proposed by the Liberals 

(One-Stop Shopping approach and the Services Access Organization (SAO)), and one by the NDP 

(Service Coordination Agencies (SCA)). The second type of model which was proposed by the 

NDP was the Multi-Service Agency (MSA) model. The MSA was a quasi-public delivery system 

created through the amalgamation of existing and new services where ail service providers were to 

be employees of this single agency. There was a limit on the purchase of services outside the MSA. 

This mode1 represented an almost total restnicturing of the system, and a movement in terms of 

govenunent invoIvement~encroachment in service provision that ran contrary to rnounting popular 

sentiments. Finally, the third type of model proposed and implemented by the Conservatives was a 

managed cornpetition model where publicly hnded services were purchased through a formal 

cornpetitive contract process based on price and quality where quality to this day has been 

inadequately defined. 

On the financing side of the LTC reforms, al1 three governments, while maintaining the fidi 

funding of home care services (professional health and homemaking services), recomrnended its 



removal fiom the HeaM imurance Act to a global capped budget. As a resulc home care moved 

from a fuIly funded entitlement to one in which availability could be constrained by budget 

pressures. Meanwbile, research on health systems has shown both the superior efficiency and equity 

in publicly funded, single payer systems. 

With respect to the delivery of services, the three successive governments shifted fiom a 

design that maintained the status quo of a mix of not-for-profit and for-profit providers, to a 

preference for aot-for-profit providers, to a quasi-public deliverer, and finally to a design that 

favours for-profit providers. Evidence on the public versus the private delivery of health and social 

services is mixed but slightly supports not-for-pro fit delivery over public and for-profit del ivery. 

On the allocation dimension, government models shifted fiom an informa1 cooperative 

brokerage type model with a purchaser/provider split to a more cenwlly planned model where the 

purchaser and provider of services were the same, and finally to a formal competitive market type 

model with a purcbaser/provider split. During this period, the international literature showed 

experimentation in the creation of markets for publicly financed services through purchaser/provider 

splits and the injection of competitive mechanisms. 

While anatysls of the five models provides an answer to question #1, question #2 seeks to 

understand why and how very different models were developed in the same province in a short 

period of time. Usulg a neo-institutional approach, which sees the interests and preferences of the 

state as a key ingredient in policy formation, the research uses the theoretical constructs of ideas, 

interests and institutions in exploring the influences on policy and its development. It is the 

contention of this thesis that none of these factors is solely deterministic. While one factor may 

predominate over the others at any moment in tirne, ail three are necessary to account for policy 

development and change over tirne. 

Ideas include ideology, dominant ideas, and paradigrns. hterests refer to the preferences of 

stakehoIders in a policy arena. Finally, institutions refer to the structural characteristics, forma1 ales  

and informal noms of state and societal institutions that shape the actions both of individuals and of 

the organizations to which they belong. The ideas that were promoted through the reforms by 

govemment and societal groups involved the appropriate role of the state; the policy goals of equity, 

security, efficiency, liberty and their relative balance in policy; and whether a medical model or a 

more population health mode1 should be developed. hterests pursued by government and societal 

groups included budget control, cost cutting, job secunty, provider and consumer autonomy, 

provider viability, consumer rights, consumer access to quality care, preservation of union successor 

rights, among others. Institutional factors afFecting refonn included legislation, the various 

ministries that were invotved in reform, and the changes in them, that is, the changes in lead 



ministries and the locus of policy development. (This thesis uses the tenn "consumer" to  refer to the 

recipient of care. Please see Chapter 3, section 3.6, The LTC Policy Community, for an 

explanation.) 

In the refonn of the community based LTC system, al1 tbree factors were influential, but 

state ideas and interests predominated. Societd interests in this sector consisted of a network of 

fragmented, loosely associated groups. As a result, each govemment of the day was able to promote 

its ideas and associated interem over those of societal groups. As ~chatischneide? argues the way 

in which a policy problem is framed not only determines who gets involved, but the degree of 

conflict, which in turn creates cleavages, and leads to the realignment of interests resulting in 

different institutional structures. In this way, ideas, interests and institutions never work alone but 

are in constant interaction and account for the changing dynamics in a policy community and the 

changes in policy. 

A qualitative analysis of a number of data sources was employed. Question # 1 is addressed 

through the examination of written documents produced by the Liberal, NDP, and Conscrvative 

governments in the ten-year period. Question #2, is addressed through an analysis using QSR 

NLTD*IST software of written submissions fiom societal stakeholder groups in response to Bill 173, 

the Act legislating MSAs, and face-to-face interviews with govemment and societal key inforrnants 

regarding their positions, interests and strategies in the development of the Liberal, NDP and 

Progressive Conservative models. 

1.1 What is Long Term Care? 

Long Tenn Care &TC) traditionally has referred to the network of persona1 care, support and 

health services required on a periodic or ongoing basis by people who, because of physical disability 

or aging, need assistance to function as independently as possible. Nomenclature for LTC is not 

standardized across Canada - some provinces refer to "continuing care", others to "home care", and 

others to "community  are".^ This system comprises services, programs and facilities funded by and 

accountable to a mix of private organizations and governments. The forma1 system inchdes both 

health and social services, which represents about 20% of the services provided. The informa1 system 

invoIves the support given by family, friends, and volunteers, which represents over 80% of help 

provided.' 

These services can be roughly broken down into services provided in people's homes (in- 

home services) that include professional care (for example, nursing care and physiotherapy), personal 

supports (for example, bathing and toileting), homemaking, and respite services; community support 

services such as meals-on-wheels, transportation, security checks, fnendly visiting, and adult day 

programs; Alzheimer community programs and supportive living programs; and long-term case 



facilities such as nursing homes and homes for the agedP This research will only deal with 

community-based services, that is, in-home services and community support services, and not with 

institutional care. 

Community-based LTC services fa11 under a number of jurisdictions. These services can be 

dichotomized as falling either into the health sector or into the social service sector, a fact that has 

significance both histoncally and in ternis of refom. While the Canada Heaith AC~', S. 6 allows for 

the provision of extended health care services, these services are not subject to the five principles of 

the Act; Le., universal, comprehensive, portable, accessible, and publicly administered. 

The Established Progrums Financing (EPE) formula provided a per capita allowance for 

"extended health services" which included home care services and ambulatory heaith care services. 

SimilarIy, no restrictions were placed on these funds. In Ontario, the Home Care program 

administered by the Ministry of Heaith represented the largest program on the health side of LTC and 

included professional health services and homernaking services provided in the home. In 1985 Home 

Care was legislated and funded under the Ontario Health I m m c e  AC? and fully funded by the 

Ministry of Health. These services were designed to facilitate patient discharge h m  hospitals. 

The community support services included what is commonly referred to as the "sofi" 

services, such as meals on wheels, home maintenance, f!iiendly visiting, transportation, security 

checks, adult day programs, elderly persons centres, and senior votunteer services. These services 

carne under the jurisdiction of the Minisq of Community and Social Services and the Ministry of 

Comrnuniiy and Social Services ~ c t ?  These services were not uniformly available across the 

province, provided by g r a s  roots organizations driven by a large number of volunteers, and funded 

by different levels of government and a variety of pnvate sources which included private insurance, 

charitable giving and out of pocket expenditwes. 

Because none of the federal legislation imposed any constraints on the transfer of fùnding for 

LTC service:; (with the exception of Canada Assistance Plan which mandated portability) provinces 

had complete jurisdiction in redesigning this sector. Accordingly, there were no restrictions on the 

remodehg of either the financing or delivery of LTC services in terrns of the public/private mix. 

1.2 Long Term Care in Onîario Before 1985 

Historically, most of the attention of govements in Ontario focused on providing 

institutional care for the elderly. These programs emanated fiom the Victorian Poor Laws, which 

embodied beliefs of individual responsibility, with minimal assistance from the state as a 1 s t  resort. 

LTC services for the large part became associated with institutional care and loss of independence. 

Services for seniors and persons with disabilities living in the community were developed in an ad 

hoc fajhion over the past fi@ years by municipalities and charitable organizations, were unregulated 



and unintegrated, with varying eligibil* criteria and terms and conditions. In particular, Ontario 

developed community-based programs, which grew independentîy and found themselves overlapping. 

Homemakers and nurses services, acute home care, chronic home care, and elderly persons' centres 

developed under different levels of government and different ministries within the provincial 

government. The various programs consequently reflected their institutional beginnings. 

1.2.1 Homemakers and Numes Semces 

Before the 1950s, Ontario's prirnary role in comrnunity services for the elderly was as a 

reguIator. Its first statutory involvement in the financing of these services began with the introduction 

of The Hornemakers and Nurses Services Act in 1958. This program was not universal, operated at the 

discretion of municipalities and was cost-shed on a 5050 basis between municipalities and the 

province. These services were under the provincial ministry that would eventually become the 

Ministry of Community and Sociai Services (MCSS). Homemaking and nursing services could be 

provided to the elderly, people with disabilities, and those recovering fiom an acute post hospital 

episode to prevent institutionalization in a hospital or LTC facility. 

Municipalities administered the program, and either provided these services directfy through 

municipal workers, or  purchased them fiom agencies such as the Victorian Order of Nurses, the 

Canadian Red Cross Society and the Visiting HomemakersY Association. People needing care were 

charged for these services based on their ability to pay. In 1962, an amendment to the Act allowed for 

the provision of preventive, restorative and emergency services. In 1968, the Act was amended so that 

80% of the costs were covered jointly by the provincial and federal government. Between 196 1 and 

1979, the nurnber of nurse visits went fiom 106,000 to 133,000, and the nurnber of homemaking 

hours provided increased fiom 24,000 to 1.5 million hours. In 1979 these services cost the province 

approxirnately $6 million. Over half of the provincial expenditures were for services for the el der^^.^^ 
1.2.2 Elderly Persons' Centres 

Home support services began with The EZderly Persons Social and Recreational Centres Ac! 

which was passed in 196 1, and amended in 1966 to become The EZderly Persons Centres Act. Its 

purpose was originally to assist not-for-profit organizations with capital cos& of social and 

recreational centres, but was eventually to hclude provincial subsidy for home support services 

provided by the Centres, such as meals-on-wheels, assistance with shopping and heavy cleaning. By 

1979, the Ministry of Community and Social Services fundeci 1 15 Centres in the province, 40 of 

which were providing home support services at an annual cost of $0.44 million. In addition, in 1977, 

the MCSS started 27 demonstration projects throughout the province ta provide alternatives to 

instihitional care, such as the home support services provided by Elder Persons Centres (EPC)." 



During the 1970s, the MCSS provided additional iùnding to develop other wmmunity-based 

prograrns including respite care provided by homes for the aged for families who w e d  for elderly 

relatives, day care centres, and other projects providing meal services. Recognizing that the EPCs 

were unable to fund the growing home support portion of care for the elderly, MCSS provided an 

additional $2 miIlion for these services. As of April 1980, there were 146 home support services 

projects.'2 

1.2.3 The Acute Home Cam Program 

The first acute home care program was developed by the Toronto Board of Health in 1958, 

the main purpose of which was to facilitate early discharge fiom hospital through the provision of 

physician prescribed services. There were direct charges for these services, but often adjusted to each 

patient's ability to pay. The acute home care program was subsequently taken over by the Ontario 

Department of Health in the mid 1960s and cost-shared with the Ontario Hospital Services 

Commission. With the creation of the Ministry of Health (MOH) in 1972, it became an insured 

service under the Ontario Health Insurance Plan (OHIP). 

Consumers were eligibie for services if they were covered by OHIP and if a referral by a 

physician for at Ieast one professional service (nursing, physiotherapy, or speech therapy) was made. 

Application for the service was made by the physician who headed the team providing the care in the 

home. With the introduction of the Canada Healrh Act, 1984, home care was not considered part of 

medically necessary services and therefore not an insured service. However, the federal governent 

provided fùnding under Extended Health Care Service for provinces to develop discretionary health 

prograrns, such as home care. The federal government continued partial funding under the Established 

Programs Financing arrangements. Ontario expanded the acute home care program eventually to the 

whole province, and by 1979 expenditures by the MOH reached $15.1 million. 

1.2.4 The Chrooic Home Cam Program 

The chronic home care program began in 1975 with pilot projects in Kingston, Hamilton, and 

Thunder Bay. Like the acute home care program, it was available to OHIP subscribers and eligibility 

depended on a doctor's referral for at least îhree visits from a health professional per month. The 

purpose of the program was to help people who needed continuing care to remain in their homes, to 

prevent further deterioration and to avoid institutionalization. Like the acute home care program, it 

was a fully insured service for eligible clients, and followed a "medical modei" of service. As of 

198 1, the program was not available across the province (only 21 communities had these services), 

but expenditures for the elderly exceeded $6 million in 1979-80- 13 14 



1.3 The Need for Lang Term Care Reform in Ontario 

Over the last two decades, demand for LTC has been rishg for several reasons - - the agehg 

of the population and an Uicrease in the number (and proportion) of frai1 elderly, the restructuring of 

the health care system in response to a cost control imperative which has led to a shift in care fiom 

institutions into the community, and medical and technological advances which have made it easier to 

provide services in the comrnunity which fonnerly had to be provided in institutions. 

There was a growing awareness that the demographics of Ontario were changirig. In 1980, 

10% of Ontario was over the age of 65. This proportion was predicted then to double by the year 

202 1. Of more concern was the growth of the fiail elderly, a high proportion of whom were single 

women. Between 1970 and 1980, although the elderly popuiation increased by 34%, govemment 

spending on services for this age group increased by 600%. However, the dramatic increase in 

utilization of services was more a reflection of the newness of most of the programs. By 2001, it was 

estimated that the number of elderly between the ages of 65 and 74 would increase by about 38%, the 

number between 75 and 84 by 75%, and the number over age 85 by 110%. The major impact of the 

demographic change was expected to be felt in health and social  service^.'^ Because of the  dramatic 

increase in utilization of acute health care by the frai1 efderly, the development of lower cost 

alternatives was seen as crucial. WhiIe income support for the elderly was viewed as an important 

concern, the fact that the federal government had the largest responsibility in this area, made it a less 

pressing issue for the province. in addition, over the decade the income of the elderly had increased 

by approximately 20%, and approximately 86% lived independently in the community, two-thirds of 

these in their own homes, most, of which were mortgage fiee.l6 

The fear of cost escalation was not unwarranted. In the last two decades home care 

expenditures in Canada have grown at an average annuai rate of 21.3% and were predicted to mach 

aimost $3.0 billion in 1998. This growth in spending is almost double the average annual rate of growth 

in other health expenditures and more than triple the inflation rate. in Ontario, government fiinding for 

home care grew fiom $132.6 million in 1984-85 to an estimated $1,O4O.O million in 1998-99, 

representing a 668% increase." By 2003, it is anticipated that the nurnber of home-based clients will 

grow by approximately 50% to almost 1 million or 9% of the population of Ontario. l 8  At the same time 

that demand has escalated, the federal govenunent began a systematic withdrawal of fhding from 

Established Prograrns Financing and the Canada Assistance Plan shifting the cost of these cuts to the 

provincial governments. 

Unlike the Homemakers and Nurses Service Program and the provincial ministry under 

which it resided, the culture of both the acute and chronic home care programs, as well as the MOH 

which administered it, was based on a medical model: medical gatekeepers, prescriptive and 



paternalistic. The home support services fundeci by the Ministry of Community and Social Services 

had very much a cornrnunity-oriented focus, grass-mots origin, and social welfare orientation. One- 

off service programs were subsidized by govements rather than fblly fiindeci, and run by not-for- 

profit and commercial agencies. Many of these organizations relied on a battery of volunteers to 

deliver the services. Eligibility for services was las  stringent than those required by the home care 

programs and did not depend on the decision of a physician, but was not universal. Unlike the home 

care programs, consumers were charged a CO-payment which was means tested. Home care, based on 

physician referrals was viewed more as a medical necessity and therefore, as a public good, white the 

state's role in home support was an enabling role to community organizations for the provision of a 

minimal level of service for clients. 

The proliferation of one-off service programs without any efforts at coordination and 

integration and the split in jurisdictional responsibility between MOH and MCSS made this "system" 

extremely difficult to access and navigate. As both sets of programs grew, more and more they were 

serving the same clients, however, with difkrent eligibility criteria, hnding mixes and requirements. 

These factors, along with geographic inequities in program availability across the province, resulted 

in unnecessary institutionalization or underservicing. 

As early as 1974, provincial advisory groups were calling for the introduction of a 

comprehensive Home Care Program that combined the traditional home care services under MOH 

and the home support services under MCSS. The total package would include medical assistance, 

visiting nursing care, rehabilitation therapies, hornemakers, home help, eye care, home maintenance, 

attendant services, transportation, housing subsidies, recreation and education, meaIs-on-wheels, 

home aids, friendly visiting, day care and telephonedial-a-fiiend. They recommended uniform 

standards, integrated funding, and a re-orientation to the concept of total delivery of care and al1 that 

it irnplies.'9 

The Progressive Conservative Government's Task Force on Aging in 198 1 recognized the 

future challenges due to the aging population for the province, but felt there was still tirne to plan for 

the future. They made a number of recommendations, which reflected a conservative cornunitarian 

approach: namely, "to continue to encourage the use of personal, family and community resources to 

meet the challenge of aging, .... and to respond selectively to future needs of the elderly in 

recognition of the improved situation of the 'average' elderly, and the shifting character of the 

'future' el der^^."*^ 
Following the 1985 election the Peterson Liberals formed a minority government, ending 

forty years of Tory rule. They inherited a "system" of community-based Long Tem Care ffom the 

Conservatives that was split between the MOH and the MCSS. Although the Conservative 



govemment prior to 1985 began looking at LTC services, it was not until the Peterson Liberai 

government that refonn began in earnest. 

None of the three provincial governments (Liberai, NDP, and Progressive Conservative) 

which have held office since that t h e  disputed the need for change, just as al1 stakeholders appear to 

have agreed that home care was a priority for refonn. Nonetheless, each govemment found it difficult 

to deveIop and implement a policy which did not spark intense debate and which was not 

immediately reversed by the next govemment. 

1.5 Thesis OutIine 

The thesis will be broken d o m  into the following remaining eight chapters. 

Chapter 2 provides a description of the theoretical framework that informs this research and a 

review of related research. 

Chapter 3 outlines the rnethods ernployed in the conduct of this research, the data collected, and 

the analytic tools employed. 

Chapter 4 provides a description and analysis of ideas, interests and institutions dwing the 

development of the One-Stop Shopping and Service Access Organization models by the two 

Liberal governments between 1985 and 1990. 

Chapter 5, using the three constructs, details the developrnent of the Service Coordination 

Agency model and the events leading up to the development of the Multi-Service Agency 

model by the NDP government between 1990 and 1993. 

Chapter 6 provides an analysis of the devetopment of and reaction to the AMSA model between 

1994 and 1995. 

Chapter 7 provides an analysis of the fmt six months of the Progressive Conservative 

govemment in 1995 during which the Community Care Access Centre model was developed. 

Chapter 8 provides an overall analysis of the design decisions inherent in the five models along 

a public-private continuum for the fmancing and delivery dimensions and between centrally 

pranned and market allocation mechanisms. In addition, the chapter provides some insight into 

the implications of the reforrn for the future of the Canadian health care system. 

Chapter 9 provides a summary analysis of the relative influence of ideas, interests, and 

institutions in this policy sector over the eleven-year period, and the implications of this 

research in advancing theory. 

In conclusion, LTC refonn in Ontario between 1985 and 1996 provides two important 

insights. Analysis of these reforms adds to the literature on the necessity of ideas, interests and 

institutions, their interaction and relative influence in understanding policy development. 



Furthemore, analysis of the reforrn models demoastrates the shifting mix of public and private 

responsibilities, and has implications beyond this sector to the future of health care in Canada, 
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Chapter 2 

Theoreticai Framework 

This chapter will outline the theoretical h e w o r k  and background Iiterature that informs the 

analysis in the thesis. To begin with, the chapter will address the schema that will be employed for an 

examination of the first research question: 

1. Policy Content: How did the design decisions of financing, delivery, and allocation differ across 

the following modek: One-Stop Shopping, Service Access Organizations, Service Coordination 

Agencies, Multi-Service Agencies, and Community Care Access Centres; and what were/are the 

implications of these differences h m  a public policy perspective? 

A sumrnary of the literature on the rnerits of state versus market provision of social services will be 

outtined. This synopsis is provided as a backdrop for the examination of the decisions that the Ontario 

provincial govenunents made in designing their LTC reform models. In analyzing and evaluating 

these policies, it will be necessary to separate out the three dimensions of public policy, namely, 

financing, delivery and allocation. In this thesis each of these dimensions wilI be evaluated against the 

policy goals of security, equity, liberty and efficiency as fomulated by Deborah ~tone.' 

The chapter will then go on to set out the theoretical fiamework for the analysis underpiming 

the second research question: 

2. Policy Process: How do ideas, interests, and institutions, their interactions and relative 

influence account for the development of the five LTC models across the Liberal, NDP period, 

and Progressive Conservative governments? 

After a review of the theoretical literature, the thesis will adopt the neo-institutional approach that 

argues the necessity of considering the role and influence of ideas, interests and institutions in 

understanding poIicy. Furthemore, the thesis will argue that, rather than king sirnply an arbiter of 

societal interests, understanding the state's role, its interests and ideology is crucial to the analysis. 

2.1 P u  blic/Pnvate/Privatizrition 

To understand the policy decisions available to and taken by the provincial governments, it is 

necessary to surnmarize the arguments justifiing the role of the state versus the private sector in the 

provision of goods and services, what is meant by 'public' and 'private', and how do we discern shifts 

in directions from public to private. 

A number of justifications have been offered for the intervention of governments, and the 

superiority of state or collective provision over private market provisions of goods and services. ' 
The first rationale is that of public or collective goods. The benefits of these types of goods cannot be 

rationed and are susceptible to the "free-rider" problem - the refbsal by rational individuals to pay for 

such goods while benefits are guaranteed. The resolution is for governments to compel the provision 



and fmancing of such goods and services. A second rationale for government provision is 

externalities - even in the case of pnvate goods, there are ofien positive or negative consequences as a 

result of their consumption. Governments intervene in such instances to ensure standards are met in 

the provision of such services or goods. A thud rationale is that of market failure. Govenunents can 

improve effïciency by becorning monopoly providers or by regulating private monopolies. The 

provision of order, a fourth rationale, is ensured by the state's monopoly of force and its sovereign 

authority. Lady, the promotion of social justice through government redistribution is often cited to 

correct unjust or unfair market outcomes. 

On the other hand, the questioning of government's capacity in sociai welfare provision is 

Iinked to calls for deficitldebt reductions and arguments of efflciency. Distrust and Ioss of faith in the 

public sector, both in terms of motives and competence seems to be increasing.' Critics of 

governent provision advocate the introduction of more market-like mechanisms in public services - 
such mechanisms as consumer choice, competition, and performance rneasurements based as much as 

possible on profit considerations. Cails for greater privatization and minimal public provision are 

other suggestions.' ' The guiding beacon for social policy refonn is no longer "market failure" but 

"government failure."' 

As a counterrnovement to the growth of government, privatization emerges as the most 

serious conservative effort to pose an alternative. Most notable efforts have occurred in New Zealand, 

Australia, Britain, and the United  tat tes? According to Karnerrnan and ~ a h n , "  the pro-privatization 

case argues that the private sector results in greater efficiency, responsiveness to clients, scope for 

innovation and specialization, and improved management. Despite the popularity of the movement, 

precision in the definitions of public and private is lacking. 

Paul ~tarr," in his essay on the meanings of privatization, states that public and private are 

usually paired to describe a nurnber of related oppositions in our thought - public is to pnvate as open 

is to closed, or as the whole is to the part. Public often can mean governmentai or official. Private 

ofien characterizes what lies beyond the state's boundaries; that is, in the market or in the family. 

salunanl* states that "public" can refer to branches of govemment or to semi-autonomous agencies, 

which are publicly capitalized but autonomously managed and accountable to public officiais for 

long-term outcomes. On the other hand, "private" is less precise, sometimes, but not always, 

includhg not-for-profit organizations with commercial ones which may range from small owner- 

operated fims to large stock-issuing corporations. The distinction between for-profit and not-for- 

profit is also less precise; sometimes being separated by whether an excess of revenues to 

expendihtres is called "profif' or "surplus." One has to look not only at the ownership structure but 

also at the frarnework of incentives that determine the behaviour of these institutions. Deber et al. l 3  
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in their definition of public and private divide public into four levels of  government (nation, 

province/state, region, and local), and private into five sectors (corporate for-profit, small business/ 

entrepreneuriai, charitablelnon-profit run by paid employees, charitablehon-profit nui by volunteers, 

and fami 1 y/personal). 

Privatization generally means the withdrawal tiom variously conceived public spheres: a shift 

of individual involvement fiom the whole to the pan; an appropriation by an individual or a group of 

some good formerly available to d l ;  or a withdrawal fiom the state of assets and functions. Public 

policy is concerned with privatization at the latter level. 

Stam cautions that public and private do not have consistent meanings in different 

institutional settings and that it is risky to generalize about the merits of privatization as public policy 

beyond a particular institutional or national conte-. As a resulh he argues that privatization reflects a 

direction of change and does not denote a specific origin or destination. Criticai to this change is 

movement fiom open to closed (as in access to information) or fiom the whole to the part 

(particularly in the distribution o f  benefits). 

There are four types o f  government policies that can bring about a pubIidprivate shift: 

the cessation of public programs and the disengagement of  government fiom specific kinds of 

responsibilities (implicit privatization), or the restriction of publicly produced services in volume, 

availability, or quality, leading to a shifi by consumers toward privately produced and purchased 

substitutions (privatization by attrition); 

the transfer of public assets to private ownership; 

the financing of private service (contracting out or vouchers) instead of direct government service 

production; and 

the deregulation of entry by private f m s  into activities that were previously treated as public 

rnonopoly. 

Bendick l4 defines privatization as a shift of some or al1 roles in producing a good or service 

that was publicly produced into nongovemental hands. He differentiates between "govemmental 

load-shedding" and the "empowerment of mediating institutions." For Bendick, load-shedding refers 

to arrangements where both the means of financing and the means of  delivery are divorced fiom 

govemment; for example, budget reductions, the introduction of user fees, or increased use of 

voiunteers. The empowennent of mediating institutions involves arrangements where government 

delegates production and delivery of services while retaining some or al1 responsibility for financing; 

for example, the use of vouchers, contracting out services, or publidprivate partnerships. Many of the 

policies of both the Thatcher and Reagan governrnents were examples of load-shedding. 



The normative theories justiS.ing privathtion as a possible direction for public policy 

emanate fiom different visions of a good society. Laissez-faire individualism which accepts 

inequality in resources as nanirai and free market econornics that promises greater efficiency, a 

smaller govemment and more individual choice are most influential. Another vision is grounded in a 

return of power to communities through a greater reliance on families, churches, and non-profit 

institutions for social provision. Another view sees privatization as a political strategy for diverting 

demands away from the state, thereby reducing government overload. Starr argues that some 

advocates of privatization draw on ail three." 

saltmani6 cautions that we not conhise privathïtion and competition. M i l e  privatization 

refers to the private ownership of capital resources and the private objective for which these resources 

are deptoyed, competition is a particular rnethodoIogy for aliocating resources. Competition uses a 

variety of mechanisms (consumer choice, open bidding, negotiated contracts, etc.) to compare the 

performance of multiple players. As monopolies can exist with private ownership, competition can 

exist within public ownership and administration. The concept of competition will be discussed later 

under the allocation dimension. 

LTC refom illustrates the attempts by government to shift both the frnancing and delivery of 

services along this public-private continuum. As will be documented in later chapters, the N D P  

shifted delivery away fiom for-profit provision. This was later reversed by the Harris Conservative 

government. In financhg al1 three governments either intended or did put in structures that have the 

potential to increase the private component of LTC fiinding. It will be argued that this act has broader 

implications for health care in general . 
2.2 Design Decisions: Financing, Delivery and Allocation 

In examining publidprivate s h i h  in policy and their implications, Deber et al." argue that 

clarity is gained if we differentiate the dimensions of financing, allocation, and delivery. A review of 

the research and analysis of private versus public frnancing and delivery of health services and 

different allocation rnechanisms will provide a context for evaluating the design decisions made by 

the provincial governments in LTC reform. This review wil1 hiehlight the range of options available 

to the provincial government when they tumed their attention to reforming this sector. 

2.2.1 Financing 

A nurnber of participants may be involved in the financing of health and social services. The 

public sector can take responsibility for funding some services, or some portion of the population. 

Private sources of funding can corne fiom private insurance, out of pocket spending, or charitable 

giving. In reviewing financing of health care internationally, evidence indicates that the public share 

in total health care financing, on average, has incrcased from about 60% in 1960 to 80% at the 



beginning of the 1980s.'~ Many publicly funded systems not only include hospital and physician 

services, as in Canada, but also drugs, dental care and long tenn care services. Poullier found that 

public financing was generally higher in hospitais and other institutionai care than in ambulatory care 

and medical goods. 

The argument for public financing is based on the evidence that single payer systems tend to 

have lower costs than public-private systems as in the United states.I9 *O 2' Mixed funding sources 

give nse to two policy problems: f i r s  cost control measures can be achieved through cost shifiing, 

that is, moving costs fkom govemment to the private sector, or fiom one level of governent to 

another rather than through actual efficiencies, and second, monopsony bargaining power over 

providen is harder to achieve with multiple players.u 

Despite the evidence of the merits of public financing of heaith care and its increasing use, 

there are continuai attempts to introduce increased private fiinding of health care through the use of 

user fees or CO-payments, as a solution to increase revenues and d u c e  costs to the public system, and 

to prevent abuse of the system. Robert ~ v a n s ~  '' refers to these attempts as "mmbies", ideas that are 

intellectually dead, but nevertheless keep retunllng fiom the grave. Evidence shows that user fees will 

generate more revenue for providers, will increase not decrease the total cost of health are, and will 

redistribute the benefits to the healthy and wealthy, and the costs to the sick and the poor. 25 26 

Simiiarly, arguments for private health insurance, like those for user f i s ,  are shown to be less 

efficacious. 27 

in redesigning the financing side of the LTC system, governments were dealing not only with 

health services, but also social support services, most of which are traditionally not considered to be 

part of government's responsibility; such as, housekeeping, and the provision of meals. Governrnent 

intervention in these areas has traditionally been based on financial need. However, goveniments 

have had to untangle the effects of these social needs on heaith to the extent that their lack of 

provision contributed to deterioration in heaith of the client. With respect to traditional professional 

health services, provincial policy at the time fully funded them, but there was no legal requirement to 

do so. As a result, governments were free to privatize them. In other LTC services, there was already 

an ongoing practice of charging user fees. 

With developments in technology and pharmaceuticals, more and more acute care provided 

by physicians or in hospitals was oow being performed in the community. In 1995/96, it was 

estimated that 46% of Home Care cases was for acute home care." As a result, publicly fixnded care 

was being shifted to a sector of care, which no longer fell under the protection of the CE4 and, 

therefore, was no longer mandated to be publicly insured. Reform of LTC services therefore has 

wider implications for the future of Canadian health care. 



In redesigning the financing dimension of community-based LTC, governments, although 

aware of the research evidence supporting public financing, were also conscious of the rising demand 

in care, decreasing fiscal transfers h m  the federal govemment, nsing provincial debts and deficits, 

and the need to control and cut costs. These factors would play a part in the shifts in the publiclprivate 

mix. 

The design question considered in the financing dimension is how services will be fmanced. 

Financing-related "design decisions" include: 

Scope of the public dimension - what services should be publicly fmanced. As will be seen, there 

has been less disagreement about whether to b d  professional and personal support services than 

about whether to fiind community support services. Whether social supports are the responsibiliv 

of the individual or the state, whether social supports were crucial to a broader definition of 

health that emphasized prevention were questions considered. 

Who should be covered for these services? Possibilities inctuded various combinations of the 

well elderly, the h i 1  elderly, people with disabilities (adults and children), and those discharged 

fiom acute care hospitals. While reform began as system for providing services for seniors, it was 

expanded to include people with disabilities, and by the rnid- to late- 1990s became more and 

more a substitute for acute care. 

Universality of funding; i.e., should publicly funded services be available to al], or should public 

funding be based on income or ability to pay? As LTC came to include more services formerly 

covered by the C m ,  this issue took on special meaning. 

For what services should user charges be applied, and on what basis? 

Should budgets be capped? This question is linked to the issue of universality and whether 

services are considered an entitlement. 

2.2.2 Delivery 

The delivery dimension considers who should provide the service. Possibilities include the 

public sector, that is, the state, or the private sector, either not-for-profit or for-profit providers. 

Decisions on the appropriateness of each sector had to do with the relative efficiencies of each and 

from a consumer perspective, the amount of choice available. 

In recent years, there has been considerable discussion in the public media and in academic 

research on the privatization of publicly delivered services to commercial providers. Some studies 

daim that the private sector is more efficient in production than the public sector. Profit motives, 

cornpetition and incentives are deemed mponsible for the difference. However, many of these works 

can be criticized on the grounds that similar goals and services were not being compared in the public 

and private secton. Martin Knapp 29compared the relative efficiency of public, voluntary, and private 



producers in the provision of residential childwc in the U.K. In Britain, this service is publicly 

financed but may be publicly or privately provided (Le., contracted out fiom the public sector). After 

controlling for technologies of care and characteristics of clients, the tentative conclusion drawn was 

that in the privatization of productior, the private and voluntary sector are more cost effective than the 

public sector. However, the study was not able to take into account the frnal output, particularly the 

Iong-term effects of care on children and their families. Tax concessions, low wages, long hours, and 

charitable giving are possible reasons for cheaper care in the private and voluntary sector. 

ludge3' compared private sector provision of residential care for the fiail elderly to public 

provision in England and Wales. His tentative conclusion was that private provision is gwd value for 

money. ~endickf ' exarnined the eficacy of the privatization of publicly delivered services within a 

fiamework of public fmancing. He concluded that for-profrt privatization tends to be more efficient in 

services where goals are measurable, easily monitored and evaluated, for example, garbage 

collection. Where problems are complex such as health and social welfare programs, and processes 

not well-understood, he argued tbat the for-profit sector does no better or worse than the public 

sector. As an alternative strategy, he recommended the privatizing of programs with cornplex goals to 

the non-profit sector over the for-profit sector, wbich he refers to as the empowerment of mediating 

institutions. Evidence indicates that non-profit deliverers have a better record in providing services in 

the interest of clients beyond what is precisely specified in contracts. Bendick also argued that the 

empowering of mediating institutions would draw service providers into the political constituency 

that advances and defends public programs. 

Woolhandler and Himmelstein, in a cornparison of al1 acute care hospitals, both for-profit and 

not-for-profit, in the United States, found that for-profit hospitals were 25% per case more expensive 

than not-for-profit facilities. More than half of this difference was due to h igher administrative 

charges in commercial facilities. '* These same researchen in another study found that quality of 

services was rated lower in for-profit HMOs over their not-for-profit co~nter~arts." Others have 

found that death rates and post-operative complications are lower in not-for-profit hospitals. 34 Even 

with services and programs for which goals and costs are easily monitored and evaluated, savings 

from for-profit delivery have not materiaiized. By March 3 1, 1999, under the alternative service 

delivery strategy, the Ontario Ministry of Transportation had entered into a nurnber of contracts with 

the private sector to provide road maintenance services for approxirnately 6,800 kilometers or 30% of 

the provincial road system. The Ontario Auditor in his 1999 ~e~orr'"ound that the Ministry had not 

achieved the target savings of 5% on the four outsourcing contracts reviewed, which covered about 

20% of the province's highway systern. In health care and social support services where services are 



harder to predict, monitor, and evaluate, it is difficult to argue for the delivery of many of these 

services by commercial agencies. 

As stated, the design issue considered in this dimension is who should deliver the services? Ln 

heaith care in general and in LTC in particular, delivery û not so much a distinction between public 

and pnvate as it is behveen not-for-profit and for-profit. In the acute sector, most hospital services are 

not-for-profit, and mon practicising physicians are considered individual entrepreneurs. The Cmada 

Healrh Act does not specifically prohibit the commercial delivery of services. However, many would 

argue that for-profit delivery of acute care services goes against at least the spirit of the Act. With 

LTC services, even the spirit of the CNA did not apply. As a result, govemments had considerable 

latitude in the redesign of the sector. Delivery options included: the public sector, where workers 

would be government employees; the not-for-profit private sector using paid workers (e.g., Ontario 

public hospitals); the not-for-profit sector relying on volunteen (e.g., most agencies delivering Meals 

on Wheels); individuals and their families; andlor the for-profit private sector (e-g., many 

homemaking agencies). As the above indicates, one key issue in this design decision is the 

detemination of the appropriate balance among paid worken, volunteers, and "informa1 care givers" 

(families and fnends). in Ontario, another issue that surfaced in the reforms was the extent to which 

govemments encouraged the unionization of the sector and promoted the rights of unionized workers 

over their non-unionized counterparts. 

In redesigning the delivery side of the sector, governments, therefore, had the option of 

leaving the status quo which was largely not-for-profit providers with some for-profit groups in the 

homemaking services; shifting the not-for-profWfor-profit balance of providers to one or the other 

end of the continuum; or assuming responsibility for some or al1 services. 

2.2.3 Allocation 

Allocation refers to the method/mechanism by which finances are flowed to providers who 

rnay be individuals or organizations. AlIocation includes resource allocation (how a resource 

envelope is determined and the mechanism for tramferring funds to providers) and reimbursement 

(the formula for determining how much is to be paid to a pmvider for a ser~ice).'~ None of the models 

with the exception of the CCACs reached the stage of micro-allocation decisions conceming formulae 

for reimbursernents of services. As a result, this aspect of allocation will not be considered. 

Most models of health care contain a number of components between the fiinders of the 

systern to the care deliverers. These can include third party payers (government, private insurers) as 

well as intermediary provider organizations. Allocation is not so much a publidprivate issue as it is 

one of control of finances and incentives for reimbursement. M i l e  it is not a public/private issue, 

certain forms of allocation lend themselves better to particular f oms  of financing and deliver~." 



Hollander et al." distinguish between partnership models and market models of funding 

services. Ln the former, govemment takes a more flexible approach in the development, negotiation 

and administration of contracts. They are more concemed about the stability of the industry and more 

cautious about experimenting with dflerent service delivery approaches. Providers of case because 

they are not in direct competition with each other, are more cooperative, exchanging 'best practices'. 

Market models, on the other hand, devefop criteria for rneasuring efficiency and effectiveness, have a 

specified format for negotiating and administering contracts usually based on cost and price, 

encourage experimentation in delivering services, and competition among a pooI of providers. 

With publicly fmanced services, Salmian and Von describe allocation mechanisms as 

lying along a continuum fiom centraIly planned models (associated with command and control 

models) to pure market models. See Figure 1.1. 

1 Client follows money Money follows client I 

Figure 2.1 : Allocation Modeis for Pu blicly-Financed Services 

centrally p lanned 

rnodels 

Market allocation models are not to be confused with market-based financing since the 
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reduced. The British National Health Service represents a mode1 closer to the planned end. In market 
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reimbursed for services provided to that client. An exampIe of this type is fee-for-service 
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delivery model were at the root of the search for alternative modeIs. Pressures to constrain spending, 

for publicly operated systems to be more responsive to patient concem, and for more employee 

participation in decision making have forced these countries to expriment with new organizational 

frameworks that rely more upon market mechanisms. 

The other distinction in allocation mechanisrns is the purchaser/provider split- As Hollander 

et al.'* indicate a purchaserlprovider split cm technically only occur in one of NO circumstances: 1) 

the client is the sole purchaser of services (there are no third party payers such as governments or 

insurance cornpanies; and 2) the client has delegated hidher decision to a purchasing agent (e.g., 

government or private insurer) on where to receive services. In the first condition, clients are 

threatened by catastrophic risk. In the second condition client choice is diminished. It is argued that 

splitting the purchaser function fiom that of the provision cf care can increase efficiency and removes 

conflicts of interests inherent in situations where the fûnctions are combined. 

With publicly financed services governments c m  either flow funds directly to their own 

employees (e-g., Ontario psychiatric hospitais); to individual private service delivers (e.g., most 

Canadian physicians); to private for-profit or not-for-profit provider organizations (e.g., most Ontario 

hosp itals or nursing homes); through a mediating agency such as Ontario Home Care Programs; or to 

individuals who purchase their own services. There is no purchaser/provider split in the first instance, 

Ontario psychiatric hospitals. The fùnders and deliverers of services are part of the same organization. 

In the  other four instances there is a purchasedprovider split in that the purchasing function is 

undertaken by govemment but the delivery of care is provided by non-governrnental ernployees. With 

mediating agencies, there is an additional purchaser/provider split if the agency then purchases 

services external to the organization. 

In LTC reform in Ontario, recommended allocation rnechanisms swung fiom one end of the 

cnntinuurn to the other. Allocation methods varied fiom a very informa1 brokerage mode1 close to the 

planned end of the continuum, to a much more centrally planned model, and then to a managed 

cornpetition model cioser to the market end of the continuum. Al1 three governments also introduced 

pilot projects for people with disabilities to be able to purchase their own services directly. 

In Chapters 4 to 7 the decisions regarding the financing, deIivery and allocation of 

community-based LTC services for each of the five models introduced by the provincial governments 

and will be analyzed. Chapter 8 will provide a sürnmary analysis and the implications that each 

design decision and each mode1 had for the various interests and for health care in general. The 

design decisions will be analyzed using the criteria of security, equity, liberty and eficiency as 

proposed by Deborah Stone (see below under 2.3.l(ii) Dominant Ideas). 



2.3 Framework for Understanding 

Question #2 seeks to understand the forces that shaped the five different models. What were 

the influences that 1ed to the devefopment of the brokerage type models of both the Liberal and M)P 

governments? At a t h e  when western governments were under pressure to downsize and to introduce 

more market forces into theu programs, what factors can account for the NDP govements  dramatic 

shift from a brokerage model to a more centrally planned, command and control model with a quasi- 

public delivery of care? Fuially, what were the forces that led to the reversal of direction to the 

marketdriven Progressive Conservative model? 

Researchers have suggested a number of different frarneworks in which to understand and 

analyze public policy." " For Doem and Phidd, the consideration of ideas, structure and process 

can provide an understanding of policy developrnent. Simeon oudines five factors that influence 

public policy: the environment, ideas, the dimibution of power, institutions, and process. Depending 

on the policy area, according to Simeon, some factors wiIl be more dominant than others, and none 

alone provides a full understanding. Similarly, Manzer refers to the effect of political ideas, the 

distribution of power among participants, the organization of political interests, the structure of 

institutional constraints, and the d u e n c e  of the socio-economic environment. The inter-relationship 

of factors as well as their independent contributions are important to understanding policy. 

Borrowing from these h e w o r k s ,  this research proposal adopts a neo-institutional approach 

and examines both the independent and interactive influence of ideas, institutions, and political 

interests on Long Term Care Reform in the Liberai, NDP and Progressive Conservative periods, 

Within a neo-institutional fiamework, the research also adopts the approach developed by Coleman 

and Skogstad of policy communities and networks. 

Ideas, institutions, and interests are at times conceptually dificult to untwine. What follows is 

an attempt to define and distinguish them. 

2.3.1 Ideas 

Doern and phiddd6 define ideas as "the desired end states, the sense of public purposefulness, 

that individuals and groups seek to obtain through state action, ofien through preventing the state 

from acting" " They distinguish between four levels of ideas: ideologies, dominant ideas, paradigms, 

and objectives. 

~ a n z e r "  states that public policies are made within frameworks of political ideas that 

structure thinking about what constitutes a public problern, what means are available to deal with it, 

and what evaluations are made retrospectively. This definition is part of understanding ideas as policy 

determinants, not simply used strategically but instnimentally to understand problerns and actions. He 

goes on to argue that political ideas can be examined as determinants of policies or as meanings of 



policy. As deterrninants, ideas are used strattegically to mobilize, persuade and manipulate other 

interests in support of one's own. As such, ideas are instruments of political power. Manmr argues 

that the understanding of participants' political ideas helps explain their actions in a particular policy 

debate. 

simeon'' also argues that ideas are very closely linked to power and must be linked to the 

group whose interests they promote. ~chattschneide? sees the root of d l  politics as conflict. Every 

change in the scope of the confiict creates bias and cleavages, and changes the nature of the conflict. 

As a result, the definition of alternatives is viewed by hirn as the suprerne instrument of power. The 

way in which a policy probiem is framed will detemine who gets involved, the degree of conflict, 

a ~ ~ d  the possible solutions. 

stoneS' sees ideas as a medium of exchange and a mode of influence, ideas as object and as 

subject. Shared rneanings motivate people into action and coalesce individual desires into collective 

action. However, information is interpretive, incomplete, unequally available and strategically 

withheld. Because politics is driven by how people interpret information, much activity is spent on 

controlling interpretations. She views policy making as a constant struggle over the criteria for 

classification, the boundaries of categories, and the definition of ideals that guide the way people 

behave. Boundaries are constantly contested either because they are ambiguous or because the 

positioning of boundaries differentially allocate benefits and costs. 

Public policy is usually about the distribution of concentrated or diffuse benefits and costs. 

The distribution of costs and benefits of any program, whether they fa11 in a concentrated or diffused 

way, influences the type of political contest that follows. As a resuk, participants strategically 

represent prograrns as contests between different types of costs and benefits. The description of the 

problem one way or the other mobilizes different groups into actions. In these ways, ideas have a 

direct influence on political interests as well as on institutional arrangements. 

In examining the ideas and their influence in policy formation, this research makes use of 

ideologies, dominant ideas and paradigms. 

(i) IdeoIogies 

Ideologies are "explicit, detailed, and politically focused ideas, which explain the political 

world, provide a framework for interpreting particular events, and offer a recornmendation and 

prescriptions for future action.'y52 In his study of educational policy, ~ a n z e g l  distinguishes among 

three ideological traditions in Canada: liberalism, and conservative and radical cornmunitarianism. In 

liberalism, the focus is on the individual and the efficiency of the market. The role of the state should 

be minimal and limited to facilitate faimess in cornpetition and allow for individuals to achieve their 

potential. Emphasis is on the fairness of process even if it results in unequal results. 



In contrast, Manzer sees cornmunitarian ideologies as centred on comrnunities and humans as 

social beings. The dfierence between conservative and radical communitai.ianism lies in their view of 

the potitical community. In the former, the community is a hierarchical order in which individuals are 

unequal governed by obedience to a legitimate authority. in the latter, the comrnunity is composed of 

equal individuak governed by cooperation and consensus. 

In Canada, the distinctions across traditional political ideologies have been less clear as 

parties adopt aspects of each other's ideologies. As a result, Deber argues that in the health sector, it 

is more helpful to speak of reforms fiorn the right venus reforms fiom the left." Although there may 

be overlap in these concepts and in reality these concepts more closely represent the end points of a 

continuum, it is helpful to look at the overall cluster of ideas distinguishing the two positions. 

Reform fiom the left within the health sector would include the following collection of ideas 

and beliefs: a belief in public administration and production to ensure social goals of equity; the need 

for a redistribution of goods and services by the state; universal coverage of programs; entitlement as 

a rigbt to services; secut-ity as a motivating force; and a shifi to healthy public policy (specific public 

poIicy initiatives which are required to improve the health of residents and which are beyond the 

traditional jurisdiction of the fonnal health care system). 

Reform fiom the right would include: a diminished belief in the capacity and abiliiy of the 

state to perform certain functions; a need to lirnit the responsibilities of  the state and reduce spending; 

the importance of individual liberty; the reduction of coverage of necessary services to a minimum; a 

greater belief and reliance on the private and informal (families) sector in the financing and provision 

of care; targeting of social programs based on need and ability to pay; the debilitating impact of the 

welfare state on individual initiative; the importance of need as a motivating force; and the continued 

belief in the medical model of care. 

As wilI be documented in the later chapters, the second LTC mode1 (MSA) legislated by the 

NDP govemment is a prime example of 'reform fiom the lefi'; while the model (CCAC) introduced 

by the Harris Conservatives represents 'reform fiom the rïght.' The two Liberal rnodels (One-stop 

Shop and SAO) and the first NDP mode1 (SCA) lie in between. 

(ii) Dominant Ideas 

Dominant ideas, according to Doem and ~hidd;' are a second order construct that provides 

shape to a particular policy issue. They are derived fiorn broader ideologies and often conceptually 

dificult to separate fiom ideologies. Although the same dominant ideas tend to be used in public 

p l icy  debates, the interpretation or spin put on the idea depends on wider beliefs and interests of the 

participants. Some of the dominant ideas that underlie public policies are equity (sometimes viewed 



as justice = equity or fairness in the distribution of public benefits and burdensM> security, liberty 

(often synonymous with choice or fieedom from state interference), efficiency, and effectiveness. 

stoneS7 sees equity involving distributions, which are regarded as fair even though they may 

contain bth equalities and inequalities. Distributions are at the kart of most public policy debates, 

especially those involving the goal of equity. In any distribution there are three possible dimensions: 

the recipient (who is included and excluded in the distribution); the item king distributed (definition 

of the boundaries and the value of the item being distributed); and the process for making the 

distribution (fairness with which the item is k i n g  distributed). In LTC policy, financing decisions 

often deal with equity issues, that is, the scope of services, who is eligible for service, and the 

determination of user fees. 

Liberty embraces various notions ranging fkom economic fieedom, to k e d o r n  of expression. 

Liberty is usually seen as an attribute of individuals, not of social groups. Restriction of individual 

action is usually justified by a reduction of harm to others. However, to define a simple criterion of  

h m  that tells what activities are or should be forbidden is problematic because liberty, according to 

Stone is constructed in political life. She sees it as a matter of cultural history and political choice as 

to what kinds of harms are privileged and which are punished. From the consumer's perspective, 

liberty often refers to the freedom to choose a service or service provider. From a provider's 

perspective, liberty ofien refers to autonomy and fieedom from government regdation. In LTC 

reform, the allocation rnethod chosen had different implications for consumer choice, while delivery 

decisions had ramifications for provider viability. 

The idea of security usually refers to the satisfaction of needs. It often involves conflicts over 

the kinds of security government should provide, the kinds of  needs it should meet, and the way in 

which burdens making security a colIective responsibility should be distributed. The idea that security 

can be reduced to objective and countable needs is politically problematic. The definition of security, 

like other policy goals, is an exercise in political claims-making. In LTC, financing decisions îhat 

dealt with service availability and quality, as well as the amount and determination of user fees were 

security issues fiom a consumer perspective. Delivery and allocation decisions had security 

implications for workers (job security, compensation and working conditions) and for providers 

(viability). 

Efficiency, for Stone, is a comparative idea. It has come to mean the ratio between input and 

output, efforts and results, expenditure and revenue, or cost and benefit. Efficiency is always a 

contestable concept, and the measures used in any analysis of efflciency can also be viewed as 

political daims. As Stone points out, one personYs efficiency can be seen as another person's waste. 

By offering different assumptions, sides in a conflict can portray their preferred outcomes as k i n g  



rnost efficient According to Stone, confiicts over efficiency srise over t h e  questions: who gets the 

benefits and who bears the burdens of a policy; how should we measure the benefits and costs of a 

policy; and what mode of organizing activity is likely to yield the most efficient results? As ~anze? '  

argues "concepts of efficiency and effectiveness are embedded in politically contested concepts of 

public purpose, noms of legitimacy and justice, and theories of policy intervention." The evaluation 

of eficiency or effectiveness of public policies is part of the ideological conted. In LTC refonn 

efficiency permeated the debate of al1 three design decisions: the eficiency of public funding versus 

mixed fmancing models, the eficiency of for-profit versus not-for-profit provision, the efficiency of 

cornpetition versus cooperation. 

Ideas rarely stand alone but often conflict. Equality and efficiency are often thought to be in a 

zero-sum relationship. Equality, it is claimed, eliminates the diffetential rewards necessary to 

rnotivate people to be productive, or interferes with individual choices curbing experimentation and 

innovation, or is not productive because it requires a large administrative machinesr to maintain. 

Security and liberty often conflict in that the redistribution of benefits to increase the security of 

disadvantaged individuals usudly result in the infringement of the ability of more affluent individuals 

to dispose of their assets as they choose, as well as adversely affecting efficiency by removing the 

rnotivating force of need. In the reform of the LTC sector, there were many tradesffs as will be 

argued in Chapter 8. 

(iii) Paradigms 

"In technicaily complex fields of policy, ... decision-rnakers are often guided by an 

overarching set of ideas that specifL how the problems facing them are to be perceived, which goals 

might be attained through policy and what sorts of techniques can be used to reach those goals. Ideas 

about each of these matters interlock to f o m  a relativety coherent whole that might be described as a 

policy paradigm. Like a gestalt, it structures the very way in which policy-makers see the world and 

their role in it." '' Paradigms act as prisms through which certain policy options pass easily while 

others do not. Shifts in policy paradigms often account for policy innovation. 

In the LTC sector in Ontario, two policy paradigms were in evidence: 1) the rnedical rnodel 

and 2) a broader deteminants of health model. The medical rnode160 favours the primacy of the 

physician, is reactive, focuses on cure as opposed to health promotion and disease prevention, centres 

on the individual rather than whole populations, and views health narrowly as an absence of disease 

rather than a state of complete physical, mental and sociaI well-being (defmition of the WorId HeaIth 

Organization). 

The broader determinants of health was informed and developed over the years by a number 

of national and international reports. It sees the scope of health and health care as being broader than 



illness/disease and physician/hospital we. The 1974 publication of the intemationally acclahed 

Lalonde report, A Nou Perspective on the Heakh of ~onodimrr~', represented an important milestone 

in the evolving concept of heaith. This document outlined the Health Field Concep& which 

emphasizes that health is influenced by four areas, namely, Iifestyle, human biotogy, environment, 

and the organization of health care. Later, the Ontario Premier's Council on Health adopted the World 

Health Organization's (WHO) defmition of health, "Health is the extent to which an individual or 

group is able, on the one hand, to realize aspirations and satisQ needs; and, on the ocher hanci, to change 

or cope with the environment. Healtb is therefore seen as a resource for every day Me, not the objective 

of living; it is a positive concept emphasizing social and personal resources, as well as physical 

activity." 

This broader approach further focuses on health promotion and disease prevention rather than 

cure, where health promotion has been defined as "the process of enabling people to increase control 

over, and to improve their health". At the World Health AssembIy in 1977, WHO resolved that "the 

main social target of governments and WHO in the coming decades should be the attainment by al1 

citizens of the World by the year 2000 a level o f  health that will permit them to lead a sociatly and 

economicalIy productive Me". The endorsement of this resolution and the subsequent birth of  the 

Health For Al1 by the Year 2000 movement (HFA 2000) were significant developments for health 

promotion. In 1978, at an International Health Conference on Primary Health Care (PHC) in Alma 

Ata, USSR, a declaration was made stating that the Health for Al1 goal was to be attained through 

PHCP* The major features of PHC were defined as health education, health promotion, cornmunity 

participation and inter-sectoral cooperation. 

LTC reform took place in an environment that was informed by the above national and 

international events and reports. Much of the efforts in LTC reform had to do with reaiigning the 

sector away fiorn a medical mode1 to a broader detenninants of health approach. The research will 

examine the use of ideology, dominant ideas, and paradigms as a way of fiaming issues to influence 

who gets involved in or stays out of the debate, who fonns ailiances, how interests are represented, 

why certain institutions are established, and in understanding the policy outcorne, itself. 

2.3.2 Institutions 

Ideas in a policy debate do not bounce around in a vacuum, but are distilled and interpreted 

through institutions. Neo-institutionalism States that institutions, their structural characteristics, 

formal niles, and informa1 noms, play a central role in shaping the actions both of individuals and of 

the organizations to which they be10ng'~ " With a neo-institutional approach state agencies act on 

their own preferences rather than simply responding to and rnediating societal interests. 



institutions include the range of state and societal institutions that shape how political actors 

defme their interests and that structure their relations of power to other groups. It includes both forma1 

organizations and informa1 rules and procedures that structure condu~t!~ In the historical institutional 

approach of the new institutionalism, institutions are never the sole cause of outcomes. The emphasis 

on institutions as patterned relations that lie at the core of an institutional approach does not replace 

attention to other variables - ideas, interests and power distributions. Rather, it shows how these 

factors relate to one another by drawing attention to the way political situations are structured. The 

emphasis in this institutional approach is on relationships and interactions among a variety of 

variables. Change in institutions alter5 the constraints in which actors make strategic choices and it 

can reshape the goals and ideas that stimulate political action. 

A critique of iraditional institutionai analysis has been its tendency to static and sometimes 

deterministic accounts, better able to explain continuity and permanence rather than change. Thelen 

and ~ t e i n r n o ~ ~  outline a number of sources of institutional dynarnism. First, broad changes in the 

socio-economic or political context can produce a situation in which previously latent institutions 

suddenly become salient, or in which old institutions are put in service of different ends, which in tum 

introduce new actors. External changes can produce a shift in the goals or strategies k ing  pursued 

within existing institutions. Lady, changes occur when poIitica1 actors adjust their strategies to 

accommodate changes in the institutions themselves, that is, acting on openings provided by the 

different context in order to defend or M e r  t!eir positions. 

Considerable evidence in international contexts demonstrates the influence of institutions in 

policy making. 1mmergut6' shows how the difference in institutionai factors (constitutional rules that 

create different veto points, political parties and par@ discipline, and electoral results) accounted for 

the differences in national health schemes introduced in France, Switzerland and Sweden, rather than 

differences in ideas or in preferences, and the organization of interest groups. She conciudes that no 

view of politics can rely exclusively on either institutions or on interests. Both are necessary. 

~ a l l P *  in his study of the way in which Britain moved from Keynesianisrn to monetarist 

policies shows how institutions interact with interests and ideas. For him, the following institutional 

factors influenced the policy outcome: capital relations of production and democratic electoral 

institutions; a party system characterized by intense two-party cornpetition that gave the 

Conservatives strong incentives to seek a clear alternative to Labour policies; the centralization of 

power in the cabinet and the Prime Minister which gave the Conservatives the capacity to institute 

radical change; and the routines and procedures of the British Treasury which acted as filters to new 

incoming ideas. Institutions emerge from his analysis as a critical mediating variable, however, not as 

a substitute for interests and ideas. 



In the LTC teform, institutional factors such as Iegislation, government sbuctures, and shifts 

in their structure infiuenced the shape and power of ideas, the authority of societai interests, and the 

ukirnate policy. 

2.33 Societai Interests 

Societal interests, according to ~ r o s s , 6 ~  perform a number of functions within a policy 

community: interest promotion, communication, legitimation, regulation, and administration. They 

transmit demands and information fiom sectoral communities to public authorities, and information 

and demands fkom the authorities to their members; they build public support for programs and 

policies; they administer some public programs, and they engage in regdatory activity. An 

understanding of the reciprocal benefits provided by the state and interest groups provides insight into 

why some groups have more influence than others. 

To achieve theù goals, public oficials must generate support in the policy community. If 

interest groups do not exist, state agencies often encourage their formation. At times governments try 

to break up old policy communities to create new ones. In this way, govemments can try to control 

the agenda and to fiame the scope of conflict. Schattschneider indicates that the development of 

cleavages is the prime instrument of power. "Every change in the direction and location of the line of 

cleavage produces a new majority and a new allocation of power." 'O in addition, without the support 

of well-organized interest groups, state agencies may find their agenda usurped by central agencies or 

other departrnents. At times, ministers use groups as a source of policy countervail to departmental 

advice. 

To perform the above functions, interest groups must possess the attributes of organization: a 

formal structure; a clear definition of roles; a system for generating and allocating resources; rules 

governing behaviour; and procedures for reaching and implementing decisions. Pross categorizes 

interest groups along a continuum ranging from institutional groups to issue-oriented groups. 

Institutional groups possess organizational continuity and cohesion; have extensive knowledge of the 

sector and enjoy an ease in communications within the sector; have a stable rnembership; have 

concrete and immediate goals; and organizationaI irnperatives are generally more important than any 

particuiar objective. 

Issue-oriented groups are at the other end of the continuum and possess characteristics 

opposite of those possessed by institutional groups. They allow their concern with one or two issues 

to dominate both their interna1 affairs and their relations with govemment. Their weak base, however, 

does not make them ineffective. They can achieve their objectives through techniques normal Iy 

shunned by institutional groups, such as dernonstrations, media events and inflammatory rhetoric. 



Their chief advantage Iies in their fiexibility. They can disnipt a policy field, breaking down and 

challenging its consensus. 

Within the LTC sector, most groups were issue-oriented groups and some tended more 

towards the defmition of institutional groups. The composition of societal groups and the fhgmented 

network it formed will account for the dominance of the state in the LTC policy sector and for the 

volatility in alliance formation and withdrawal. 

Interest group power or influence is not a property possessed by groups solely by virtue of 

their organizational characteristics, the number of members, or their budgets, however, as some 

interest group theorists would contend. Understanding inkrest group influence in t e m  of social, 

econornic or organizational resources is not enough. According to ~mmergut," political influence 

comprises the relationship of these groups to the political system and therefore, one needs to 

understand the receptivity of political institutions to political pressures. Institutional mechanisms 

structure the process and provide interest groups with different opporhuiities for influencing 

decisions. As well, new ideas as stated above change the boundaries of a debate and reaiign societal 

interests. 

Interests, here, also refer to the policy preferences, motives, or objectives of state and societal 

acton in a policy field or policy issue.72 Interests may be either explicit or implicit, openly declared or 

hidden. Groups do not only promote their own interests but also shape the reception of opposing 

interests by their pubIic interprebtions of them. 

In the LTC reform, there were a number of policy interests that can readily be identified. The 

government had an interest in constraining costs by shifüng publicly financed care to the private 

sector, by shifting care to less costly providers and agencies, to strengthen and regain their political 

support base, to improve access to care, to reduce or increase the involvement of the for-profit sector 

in care, and broaden consumer participation in program decisions. Consumer interest included ease of 

access, broadening the types of care provided, rights, and choice in providers. Unions were interested 

in successor rights, job protection and promotion, whiIe provider groups were interested in income 

protection and autonomy. 

Chapters 4 to 7 document the changing shape of ideas, institutions and interests, as well as 

their effects on policy. Chapter 8 examines the relative influence of these three constmcts in 

reshaping LTC community-based services. 

2.3.4 Policy Communities 

Within the neo-institutionalist hmework, this research adopts the approach of policy 

cornmunities, as developed by Coleman and skogstad:) in understanding the influence of the state 

and interest groups on public policy in a given sector over time. A policy comrnunity is that part of a 



poli ticd system that, by virtue of its functional responsibilities, its vested interests, and its specialized 

knowledge, acquires a dominant voice in determining government decisioas in a specifk field of 

public activity. ft is popuiated by government agencies, pressure groups, media organizations, and 

individuals who have an interest in a policy field and atiempt to influence it;' '' 
Coleman and Skogstad reject excIusively state-centered and society-centered approaches to 

public policy. Rather, they examine the interaction between state and societal actors. This approach 

disaggregates the state and highlights its role in structuring sectoral demands and in influencing the 

organization and strategies of interest groups. In focusing on policy communities, the authors stress 

three sets of structures: the autonomy and capacity of state agencies, the organizational development 

of sectoral interests, and the relationships or networks that develop between the state and societal 

actors. 

State autonomy is enhanced by professional bureaucracies, able to generate their own 

information, and backed by legal mandates and unambiguous regujations. State capacity is assisted by 

bureaucratic expertise and by a state's ability to coordinate and concentrate decision-making through 

either a single agency or interdepartmental cornmittees. A policy network describes the properties 

that characterize the relationships arnong the actors that form around an issue of importance to the 

policy community. Networks are influenced by the relative strength, autonorny, and capacity of the 

state and societal groups. For example, a strong, cohesive group of societal actors with shared 

interests provides less opportunity for state actors to promote their interests than a loosely organized, 

uncoordinated set of societal actors. 

One of the major objectives of actors within a policy community is to maintain the stable 

reIationships that exist. Coleman and Skogstad argue that this is hard to do. New groups are added to 

the attentive public or to the sub-govemment, or groups try to move fiorn the attentive public to the 

sub-govemrnent. These changes in the community spark changes in the policy networks. Changes in 

vaIues associated with socio-economic change, changes in political institutions, or the addition of new 

state institutions foster changes in a policy community. 

The concepts of policy communities and policy networks are useful in integrating and 

understanding the interacting and reciprocal influences of ideas, interests and institutions. The 

composition of the policy community (described in Chapter 3), the balance of power within it, 

especially between the state and societal groups, cm account for the relative stability or instability in 

a policy sector. It will be argued in Chapter 9, that unlike the acute care sector, the composition of a 

strong state and a network of loosely connected societal interest groups allowed for government 

ideology and its interests to predominate reform. 



2.4 Ideas, Interests, Institutions and the PublidPrivate Mix in LTC Reform 

There is a reciprocal influence among ideas, institutions, and interests. Interests influence the 

kinds of ideas and interpretations that get expressed. In the recognition that certain ïnterests rnay not 

have broad appeal, ideas are ofien shaped to be more collectively oriented in order to gain support for 

a group's interests. Broad ideologies shape various interests and the nature of preferred policy 

outputs. Interests and institutions also interact in that state interests may prefer particular state 

structures and institutional relationships. And institutions promote the influence and access of certain 

interests over others as discussed above. 

Using these concepts, the analysis will show that the reform models reflect the ideology of 

the government of the day which, faced by a largely unorganized network of groups was able to press 

its own interests in reform. To the extent that government reform was impeded it was due to the 

attempts of societal groups to consolidate their influence through alliances. However, when 

government changed, the ideas put forward in their reform proposais introduced new cleavages, 

which favoured a different set of actors. Coalitions that found they could no longer sustain their 

former mutual interests disso tved. 
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Chapter 3 

Research Met bodology 

This chapter describes the type of research approach chosen, the sources of data collected, 

the sarnple selected, and the analyses undertaken. Explanation of each decision and the respective 

limitations underlying these decisions are also provided. 

3.1 Qualitative Research 

Data gathering techniques cannot be divorced fiom theoretical orientations.' Data are 

associated with the reasons for choosing a particular subject, the conduct of the study, and eventually 

the analysis. in terrns of understanding the influence of ideas, institutions and interests on refom in 

this sector, a qualitative analysis approach was decided as the best way to proceed. This in no way is 

to denigrate quantitative approaches or to insist that one approach excludes the other. Rather, it was 

decided that a qualitative analysis would better allow for the exploration and understanding of 

meanings, reasons, and effects. The purpose of this anaIysis is to illuminate the ideas and interests 

that were expressed by stakeholders regarding reform and to understand their perceptions of the 

influence of ideas, interests and institutions on the shape of reform, and in particular, the shifiing 

public-private boundaries in the financing, delivery and allocation of LTC services. 

3.2 Case Study Design 

The case-study design is now recognized according to Johnson and ~ o s l ~ n ~  as a distinctive 

form of empirical inquiry in understanding the development of public policies, developing 

explanations, and testing theories. Unlike research using expetimental design, a case study design is 

used in situations where the researcher is unable to assign subjects to different groups, manipulate 

independent variables, or control the context of the study. However, rather than k i n g  merely a 

default design option, it is used in research where indepth understanding is the goal. "The design 

permits a deeper understanding of causal processes, the explication of general explanatory theory, 

and the development of hypotheses regarding dificult-to-observe phenornena" (p. 147). Case study 

methods involve systematically gathering detailed and indepth information about a person, social 

setting, event, or group to allow researchers to understand how it operates or hc t ions .  It can be 

narrow and focus on an individual or be broad and focus on an entire community. Case studies of 

communities involve the systematic gathering of enough information about the community to know 

and understand what takes place in the community, why and how these things occur, who among the 

mernbers take part in the activities, and what social forces bind niembers together.l 

Robert yin4 defmes the w e  study as an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary 

phenomenon within its real-life context, when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are 



not clearly evident, and in which multiple sources of evidence are used. For Yin, case studies are 

useful for anmerhg "how" and 'tvhy" questions; that is, explaining events. It typically uses a 

num ber of data coi lection methods such as interviews, document analysis and observations. 

A number of factors in LTC reform provide the scope for an in-deptb analysis using ideas, 

interests and institutions and make it an appropriate candidate for the case study design. 

The history of reform spans approximatety fifieen years which allows for the possibility to see 

trends and changes. 

LTC services were fiinded and adrninistered by both the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of 

Community and Social Service which gave rise to two different cultures of care. The culture of 

the MOH tended towards a medical mode1 and top d o m  planning, whereas the MCSS culture 

was based more on the ethos of social services and community decision-making. This allows for 

the analysis of the influence of different institutions on refonn. 

Three separate parties formed the government in this period allowing for the analysis of the 

influence of different ideologies on reform. 

As LTC is not constrained by the Cm, there was fiexibility in the boundaxy between the state 

and the individual allowing governments to experiment in the development of theü models. 

Accordingly, the Liberals, NDP and Conservative governments each proposed rnodels, which 

differed in tems of the public/private mix in the financing and delivery of services, and in 

allocation mechanisms. These changes, as they were developing, made transparent the interests 

of the different participants. 

The institutional structure of government also changed with the creation of new ministries and 

central agencies, and changes in which ministry Ied the refonn. Ministers who were centrally 

involved in the refonn or who led the reform changed a number of times. These varying 

dynamics make LTC particularly suited for an institutional analysis. 

In cornparison to other health sectors, the stakeholders involved in LTC were a diverse 

assortment of relatively small, loosely organized groups. The groups that participated represented 

the health sector, the social services sector, providers, consumers, labour, volunteers, charitable 

organizations, for-profit organizations, ethno-cultural groups, and religious groups. They varied 

in terms of their resources, which necessitated coalitions. There was considerable volatility in the 

formation and withdrawal of alliances as groups attempted to influence reform. Reflecting this 

diversity in groups was a similar diversity of values, which led to debate. Despite the agreement 

on the reasons for reform and the principles guiding reform at a general level there proved to be a 

lack of consensus on the application of these principles; i.e., on what the new system should look 



like. In particular, there was variation in views about the role of govement and the private 

sector. The relative influence of groups changed as new groups formed, and new alliances were 

created. 

7. Through government consultations, which varied in terms of its depth, there was considerable 

written public debate arnongst stakeholder groups providing a record of their concems. 

Using the case study design and through a variety of data sources, this research explores and 

atternpts to 1) understand the five reform models and their potential impact, and 2) understand the 

influence and interrelationship of ideas, interests and institutions on the development and change of 

policy between 1985 and 1995 in Ontario. Specifically for the second aim, the research atternpts to 

account for the changes in the design dimensions of financing, delivery and allocation in LTC policy 

over time. The goal of the research is not generalizability of the specific dynamics in this policy 

arena to other arenas. Rather, the results of this research will lend further support to a framework for 

understanding the nature of policy communities in general, and the influence and interrelationship of 

various forces on policy. However, as will be seen in later chapters, some of the findings should ring 

a warning bel1 of the potential adverse consequences to Medicare. 

3.3 Boundaries for the Researcb 

The period of time covered in this research is 1985 to January 1996. It covers the mandates 

of the successive Liberal, NDP, and Progressive Conservative govements. However, because of the 

recency of events during the NDP period, a more indepth analysis wiil be undertaken of this period. 

The Liberal (1985-1 990) and the Conservative (1 995- ) periods will provide not only the book-ends 

for the NDP refonn but also allow for the analysis of trends and shifts in institutions and interests 

over three ideologically different govements. Only the period leading up to the introduction of the 

LTC mode1 under the first Progressive Conservative goveniment period (that is, up till January 1996) 

will be analyzed in order to provide closure to the reform period and a counter point to the NDP and 

Liberal reforms. 

3.4 Data Sources 

There were two prirnary sources of data in this research: documents and interviews. These 

two data sources were used to supplernent the limitations in each other. Analysis of the written word 

affords certain advantages. It is a permanent record that permits retrospective analysis; it is non- 

reactive; it promotes ease of access; and desyite the possible intentional bias in the presentations, it is 

the public representations of participants7 views, perhaps strategically advanced, to promote their 

interests. The usual disadvantage of the accessibility of records is not an issue since al1 the 

documents in this research form part of the public record, accessible through Freedom of information 



legislation. However, because of the passage of tirne, availability of records was uneven especially 

for the earlier Liberal period and forms a limitation on the research. 

Interviews allow the researcher to fil1 in gaps in data in the writîem documents, and allow for 

further exploration of ideas and interest. expressed in the documents. Written documentation can 

conversely act as a reliability check to material collected through interviews based on events fiom the 

past. Interviews M e r  allow for an exploration of the subject's interpretation of the relative 

influences of ideas, interests and institutions and the potential outcome of policies, 

While there are implicit theoretical assumptions and limitations with each data source, each 

represents "a different line of sight directed toward the same point.'" The use of multiple lines of 

sight or triangulation allows for a richer understanding and a means of verifying insights. The 

triangulation of the data is not merely a combination of different kinds of data but an attempt to relate 

them. 

3.4.1 Documents 

The following documentation was collected: 

Published government reports from the Liberal, NDP and Progressive Conservative period 

outlining reform models. They include A New Agenda. 1986~ ciberal - One-Stop Shopping 

model); Sharegies for Change, 1990' (Liberal - SA0 model); Redirecrion of LTC. 199 1' (NDP - 
SCA model); and the rnulti-coloured reports on the MSA, 1993' and Biff 173: An Act respecting 

long term care, 19941° (NDP - MSA model); and Ahematives to the MSA: A summmy of 

discussion with key groups representing LTC consumers, providers & workers, 1996 @C - 

CCAC model). 

Hansard fiom the Legislative Assembly for the research period, and the Standing Cornmittee on 

Social Development reviewing Bill 173, media releases, and speaking notes fiom Ministerial 

addresses. 

Written submissions fkom a sample of societal interests plus govemment-type agencies to the 

Standing Committee on Social Development reviewing Bill 173. Other written material from 

these groups on earlier reforms was also reviewed but the availability of such material was not as 

systematic. 

Annual reports and other reports fiom societal interest groups, where available. 

3.4.2 Interviews 

Questions for an interview schedule that was semi-structured (in terms of guideline of 

questions asked) and open-ended (in terms of responses provided and supplemental questions that 

may arise during the interview) were developed based on material gathered fiom preliminaq 



interviews with key informants and on the need for information required to test out the influence of 

the theoretical constructs. This schedule was pre-tested and rnodified accordingly. The interview 

schedule is included in Appendix A. Face to face interviews (with the exception of one-and-half 

interviews which were done by telephone) were conducted with 38 key informants. They included 

informants from 23 societal organizations and 15 governent infomants(l7 were approached). This 

latter group included goverrunent ministers and members of the opposition parties, minisîq oficials 

from govemment bureaucraties and other types of government agencies. Key informants fiom 

organizations were typicalfy the head of the organization in smaller organizations or the policy 

managerhnalyst most involved with the refonn in larger organizations. 

Although it is the organization, its interests and influence that is of interest, one cannot 

interview organizations per se. The assumption in the research, while recognizing the precariousness 

of it, is that the answers of individuals represent the organizational or institutional perspective. 

Because the research p e n d  encompasses ten and a half years, key informants were not always 

involved with their organization for the entire period. While it would have been more sound to track 

down and interview al1 the key informants for each organization over the entire time period, 

resources and time did not permit such an approach. As a result, in some instances, the interviewee 

had to hypothesize and infer the answers to questions pertaining to penods when they were not witb 

their respective organizations. 

Informants were first contacted by telephone and explained the purpose and nature of the 

research. With assurances of anonymity and confidentiality, permission to be interviewed and an 

ap po intrnent were obtained. Only two individuals fiom the sampie category 'Govenunent' reiùsed an 

interview. Interviews ranged fiom one to four hours in length. Because of the length of some 

interviews, two appointments with the informant were sometimes necessary. With permission fiom 

the interviewees, the interviews were tape-recorded and later transcribed. The interviews done by 

telephone were simultaneously typed on a word processor with permission of the interviewee. 

3.5 Determination of the Policy Community 

The data collection began with the determination of the make-up of the policy community in 

the community-based LTC sector. This was done by examining government LTC files during the 

Liberal, NDP and PC periods, government consultation documents, and information gathered from 

preliminary interviews with key informants. 

The government institutional structures most closely associated with reform (in 

chronoiogicaI order) included the Offlce for Senior Citizens' Affairs (OCSA), Ministry of Health 

(MOH), Ministry of Cornmunity and Social Services (MCSS), Office for Disabled Persons (ODB), 



and the Ministry of Citizenship (MC) which combined OCSA and ODB during the M)P mandate. 

The Standing Cornmittee on Social Developrnent, the Premier's Council on Health and later the 

Premier's Council on Health, Weil-Being and Social Justice, other government agencies, and local 

government also had key roles in the reforrn at specific points in time. 

The societal interest groups in the community-based LTC sector number in the thousands as 

evidenced by the daim of the NDP government to having included 75,000 participants during their 

consu~tation." Clearly, not al1 groups had equal input. Given the limitations of time and resources 

and the intent to undertake indepth analysis of reform during this period, it was essential to focus the 

research to the key influential groups. In reviewing government files, certain groups tended to surface 

more than ottiers did. From this preliminary review, it was clear that groups that had a provincial 

mandate were more influential than those witb Iocal ones. This view was fiirther substantiated witb 

the fact that during the NDP consultation the central LTC Division which was developing the 

policies conducted the meetings with provincial associations, while the 14 Area Offices undertook 

the consultations with Iocal groups and only forwarded summaries of their discussions to the central 

Division. As a result, the policy making ear in government received a distillate condensed by the 

Area Offices of the input fiom local groups. 

It was, therefore, decided to focus on organizations with a provincial mandate. However, 

these numbered in the hundreds. Because certain interest groups were highly infl uential in the 

reform, simple random sampling rnight omit hem, thereby losing a rich source of data. To ensure 

that the different types of interests in reform were included the groups were stratified into the 

following categories: consumers (seniors, disability, and ethno-cultural), providers (for-profit, not- 

for-profit, professional services, support services, professional associations, unions) and other (e.g., 

charitable organizations). Using a snowball sampliag technique, a purposive sample was chosen fiom 

the categorized k t .  in total 23 organizations were included in the final sample: five consumer 

groups, 17 provider groups, and one other type of organization. One cclocal" provider organization 

was included because it was suggested as important and no provincial association existed 

representing that interest. Because the numbers are small, a further breakdown in each category will 

not be done in order to protect confidentiality. 

Within the government category, the 15 key infamants included government ministers, 

members of the officia1 opposition, political staff, members of the bureaucracy fiom deputy ministers 

to poiicy analysts, and representatives fiom municipal government and governrnent-type agencies. 

3.6 The LTC Policy Community 



In order to analyze the events that unfolded over the p e n d  in question, it is important to 

describe the policy coaununity involved in community-based LTC services when the Liberals came 

to form the govemment. Government agencies included the MOH and the MCSS. Societal interests 

included the Home Care Prograrns wbich were not-for-profit agencies fdly fiinded by the MOH, 

provider groups (health and social support agencies which were both commercial and not-for-profit, 

and funded by both MCSS and MOH), volunteer agencies, and consumer groups (seniors, disability 

groups, multicultural and religious groups). Over time, the relative influence of these groups would 

change shifting the balance of interests. SimitarIy, govemment proposais for reform would often 

change the scope of policy, awakening otherwise dormant interests or bringing together disparate 

interests into alliances with some conimonality to support or oppose the reform. 

The health provider organizations were largely not-for-profit agencies providing nursing or 

rehabilitation therapy services. While these organizations had been in existence for some tirne, in 

ternis of resources and access to govemment, they did not rival the more 'institutionalizd groups"* 

in health care like the medical or hospital organizations. The diverse nursing and therapy provider 

agencies, while having their own provincial organizations (for example, the VON agencies belonged 

to VON Ontario) did not f o m  either a nursing coalition or health provider coalition at the provincial 

level. 

Although there were powerful medical associations, like the Ontario Medical Association 

(OMA), they were, on the whole, not much involved with LTC reform. They had other issues more 

important to them to fight, such as extra-billing. In 1984, the Canada Health Act came into effect 

banning extra bi lling but giving provinces a three-year grace period to comply with the Act. 

Negotiations between provinces and physicians proceeded relatively smoothly in al1 provinces except 

ontario". In 1986, the new Liberal govemment was embroiled in a bitter doctors' strike during 

which they brought in the ban on extra billing practices." Similarly, hospital organizations and their 

associations, such as the Ontario Hospital Association (OHA), did not engage with much vigor. In 

the mid-1980s, LTC reform was viewed as largely involving community services and residential a r e ,  

and therefore, not the concem of the OHA. As 1990 approached, these organizations would also be 

distracted by other pivota1 issues such as hospital cut backs and restnicturing. 

The social and personal support service organizations provided services such as attendant 

care, homemaking, food preparation, meals delivery, and security checks. They were largely single, 

one-off, not-for-profit agencies whose services were provided by largely unskilled, low-paid workers 

or volunteers. Organizational resources included a small, paid administrative staff. At the provincial 

level, the not-for-profit agencies, which provided similar types of care, had associations; for example, 



homemaking agencies belonged to the Visiting Homemaken' Association, or meals on wheels 

agencies belonged to Meals on Wheel of Ontario. There were a few for-profit agencies such as 

Extendicare and Dynacare. The support services sector as a whoIe, however, was not unified at the 

provincial level. Without a uniforrn voice, this was not an effective set of organizations during the 

Liberal refonn period. Similady, govemment found it more of a challenge to consuit them. 

In the rnid-1980s, consumer groups consisted of various seniors groups (pensioners or 

consumer advocacy groups), disability groups, which broke down into largely disease-focused 

groups, diverse ethno-cultural groups separated by their ethnicity, and religious groups. During the 

Liberal reform period, these groups, although somewhat vocal, were not forcefiil. 

In the context of this analysis, the research adopts the term "consumer" to refer to seniors, 

people with disabilities, children and other potential recipients of LTC services. Alternative terms 

have been suggested, such as, recipient of care, client, or patient. Clearly, none of these terms is 

politically neutraI. "Consumer" and "client" have meanings that pertain to private markets, that is, 

completely informed persons, individual preferences, and choice. Many "clients" in the LTC sector 

are the frai1 elderly or the cognitively impaired for whom informed choice is not meaningfùt. On the 

other hand, the term "patients" is ofien associated with a medical mode], that is, the authority of the 

physician, a narrow focus on cure and health as being the absence of disease. Tecipient of care", 

other than being cumbersome, has an undertone of passivity. While the latter two terms, "patients" 

and "recipients of care" are appropriate for patients with an acute episode of illness discharged early 

from hospitals, they are forcefully rejected by well-seniors and people living with physical 

disabilities. These latter two groups tobbied heavily during the reforms for autonomy in decision 

making and for an empowennent in designing not only their program of care but also the LTC 

system. As will be argued, well seniors and people with physical disabilities were more vocal and 

became more organized than other recipients. These two groups favoured the market rnoniker, 

' c ~ ~ n ~ ~ m e r , ~ '  precisely because it implied the kind of recognition and power they were seeking. While 

adopting the term, "consumer," it is recognized that the term has a narrow meaning and is not 

appropriate for al1 groups receiving LTC services. 

in the remaining chapters, respondents will be identified by a letter designating the type of 

group to which they belong followed by the number their group was assigned in the sample. For 

exarnple, a mernber of a consumer group would be identified as COOL. The letters designating the 

types of groups are as folIows: 

"C" - Consumer organizations (which includes seniors', disability and ethnocultural organizations) 



"Pm - Provider organizations (which includes d l  provider groups, both professional and support 

services, and for-profit and not-for-profit, professional associations, as well as organized labour) 

"G" - Government oficials (which includes rnembers of the bureaucracy, rnembers of the political 

a m  of govemment, rnembers of the official opposition, and rnember of other types of government 

agencies); and 

"O" - other types of organizations, such as volunteer organizations 

While it would provide greater clarity to the analysis if the sub categories in which 

respondents belong were M e r  identified, ethical considerations prevent çuch a strategy. Clearly 

knowing whether it is a govenunent minister or a rnember of the bureaucracy, or whether it is a 

respondent from a not-for-profit or a for-profit provider organization who is speaking in interview 

excerpts would make the analysis stronger. However, because the numbers of interviewees in each 

sub category are small, respondents would be readily identifiable, negating the assurances of 

anonymity and confidentiality given to them in retum for their participation. 

3.7 Analyses 

There were three types of analyses undertaken on the data: historical review; policy analysis, 

and content analysis. 

3.7.1 Historical Review 

Documents were used to construct an historical account of the events, process and 

environment around the reform over the research period. The historical account of events and 

decisions is included in the chapters that analyze each government period (Liberal - Chapter 4, NDP 

- Chapters 5 and 6, PC - Chapter 7). 

3.7.2 Policy Analysis 

Government policy documents were also used to compare and evaluate each recommended 

model in tems of the decisions made regarding the three design dimensions of financing, allocation 

and delivery. Specifically, the shifts in the public/private rnix in financing and delivery and the 

allocative mechanisrns across the rnodels were analyzed. The implications of the design decisions in 

each model were analyzed in tems of the role of the state in this sector, and in t e m  of meeting 

traditional policy goals of access to services, quality of services, efficiency, choice, and availability 

of services. This analysis for each of the five mode1 is undertaken in the relevant chapters (4, 5 ,6 ,  7, 

and 8). 

3.7.3 Content Analysis 

A content analysis was done using the QSR NUD*IST qualitative analysis software. The 

interview transcripts and the written submissions to the Standing Cornmittee on Social Development 



on Bill 173 were systematically analyzed using this software. The purpose of this analysis was to 

develop an understanding of the determination of LTC policy using the framework of ideas, interests, 

and institutions; to answer questions of who, how, what, when, and why. The other documentation 

outlined above was used to inforni and supplement these analyses. 

QSR (Qualitative Solutions and Research) NUD*IST (non-numerical unstructured data 

indexing searching and theorking)" is a cornputer package designed to aid uscn in handling non- 

numerical and unstructured data in qualitative analysis. QSR NUD*IST manages data documents, 

explores documents through the creation of categories and coding of the text, manages and explores 

ideas, searches for patterns in coding and allows for the exploration of theories about the data. This 

software replaces the earlier cumbersome and tirne consuming methods of undertaking qualitative 

analysis (making notes on index cards and sorting them into categorical piles), and allows for a more 

indepth, faster and flexible exploration of the data. Moreover, it allows for an ongoing interpretation 

and exploration of the data through the creation of new codes by combining old ones. 

Interviews were transcribed and documents (reports and submissions) were optically scanned 

into Text Format and irnported into N(JD*IST. Each document was divided into Headers (provides 

identiming information about the document); Sub-Headers (divides the document into sections); and 

Text Units (is the smallest piece of text which can be coded and they may be paragraphs, sentences, 

lines of text, or words). In this research Sub-Headers consisted of a question and its answer in the 

interviews, and a paragraph in the research documents (reports and submissions). For both data 

sources, a line of text represented the text unit. 

The selection of categories for coding the documents was an iterative process. Categories 

were initially developed based on the requirements of addressing the research questions. After a 

review of a selection of the documents and interviews, categories were M e r  developed, refined and 

expanded. For example, since financing decisions was one of the issues king explored by this 

research, it became a major category for coding. The different issues raised under the topic of 

financing became sub-categories. These in tum were fiirther subdivided to allow for more subtle 

analysis. Not al1 codes and categories were used in the analyses. Coding was done with future 

research in mind. 

Five written submissions fiom stakeholder groups were initially coded by the author using 

these categories. The coding schedule was explained to a feIlow Ph.D. student who was 

knowiedgeable about the theoretical fiamework and research questions being addressed in the 

research. These same submissions were independently coded by this colleague using the coding 

schedule. The coding of these submissions done by the author and the colleague was compared and 



analyzed in terms of agreement and disagreement on coding decisions. There was 42% total 

agreement on categories. Where there was disagreement, the decisions were reviewed and discussed. 

This resulted in a fùtther 55% agreement with the author's original coding. The coding schedule was 

modified to chri@ areas of inconsistency. A different set of three documents were then coded by the 

author and the colleague using the new schedule. This tirne there was 95% agreement on categories. 

The content analysis of interviews and written submissions using NUD*IST explored the 

influence of ideas, interests and institutions on LTC refom. These analyses are presented in Chapters 

4, 5 ,6 ,  and 7. 
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Chapter 4 

LTC Reform in the Liberai Period (198S90) 

This chapter documents the set of reform efforts on LTC community-based services during 

the period of the Peterson Government between 1985-1990. The chapter will describe and highlight 

the backdrop to the development and timing of key government documents, provide an analysis of 

the policy documents to which groups responded, outline the interests of key governrnent and 

societal players involved in reform and analyze the influence of govemment structural arrangements 

and interest group strategies on reform. An analysis of the dominant ideas, interests and institutions 

and their shifts between 1985 and 1990 will be undertaken to help explain both the policy models 

that deveioped and the dynamics of policy reform. 

it  wiII be argued that d u h g  this period, the anticipation of an aging demographic shift, the 

reduction of federal fùnding, and the escalating costs associated with treating the elderly in a IargeIy 

medical manner through prescription dmgs and placement in hospitals and LTC institutions drove the 

need and the process for reform. The emergîng view of health and welI-being required lwking at the 

needs of the whole person and recognizing that improvernents in healtb status of populations was 

better achieved through avenues other than the health care system. To achieve this governrnents 

needed to re-orient the LTC system away from the medical mode1 by promoting services that would 

keep seniors healthy in theu own homes for as long as possible. To effect this change in thinking, the 

Liberals introduced various institutionat structures into goveming this sector. 

By creating a focus for seniors' issues within government through the advocacy ministry of 

the Office for Senior Citizens' Affairs, the Liberals were not only able to give voice to a growing 

constituency who were demanding more independence in living, but also to wrest reform away fiom 

the two dominant rninistries providing the rnajority of LTC community services, namely the 

Ministries of Health (MOH) and Community and Social Services (MCSS). Without aIlowing the self- 

interested biases of those two ministries to dominate, the Liberals were able to develop poticy 

without inter-ministerial conflict which realigned the sector away fiom a medical orientation. 

The creation of the Premier's Council on Health whose members were elites fiom the health 

and social services arena provided a powerful forum for the development of policies which also 

moved the system away fiom medical dominance to one promoting population health. The 

interweaving of senior members of the bureaucracy with the Council and its cornmittees ensured that 

the realignment in thinking would penneate rninistries. 

In 1985, the Liberals were only able to form a govenunent through an agreement with the 

NDP Party. During this first mandate (1985 - 1987), they were not only new to governing having 



foIIowed forty years of Tory nile, but they were also under threat fiorn the withdrawal of NDP 

support. Reform in this mandate was littie more than the gathering of information and the suggestion 

of what fiiture reform would look like. The 1987 election returned the Liberals to government, this 

time with a majority. The Liberal's interests in reform were largely to introduce better coordination 

of the system, more accountability in Home Care contracting of services, and better able to manage 

future costs. The delivery side of the reforrn mode1 was unchanged. The refonn was incrementd in 

nature. Without major change, the Liberais Iefi the focus of policy development Iargely in the 

bureaucracy unlike the NDP and the later Progressive Conservatives. The major impact on the system 

of the Liberal reform was suggested but left to the future. 

During both Liberal mandates societal groups in the LTC policy community continued to 

consist of a large number of small independent agencies Iargely working on their own. No single 

group dominated, and neither government assistance or policy action galvanized a concerted, 

coordinated action on the part of these groups. 

4.1 Liberal Government (1985-1987): One-Stop Shopping 

This section will describe and highlight the LTC reform efforts during the f m t  Liberal 

mandate between 1985 and 1987. 

On May 2", 1985, the Progressive Conservatives won a plurality of seats (52 seats in an 125- 

seat Legislature) but not enough to form a majority to rule. The NDP and Liberals each had won 25 

and 48 seats respectively, not enough for either to govem. The NDP had, however, agreed in 

discussions with the Liberals to back them in an accord to form a majority. Unlike a minority 

government, the NDP had indicated that they did not want cabinet seats, preferring t o  maintain a 

credible distance fiom the Liberals. The two had announced before the throne speech that they 

planned to defeat the Conservative government On June 4' the throne speech was delivered and the 

government was defeated on a non-confidence vote. Rather than calling another election, the 

Lieutenant-Govemor allowed the Liberals and NDP to form the government whereby the Liberals 

would govern the province with NDP backing. 

4.1.1 Institutional Changes and Underlying Government Interests 

One of the Liberal's first acts was to appoint Ron Van Home as Minister for Senior Citizens 

Affairs with responsibility for guiding the developrnent of a system of services for the elderly. It was 

believed to be the first tirne in Canadian history that a Minister had been appointed solely to deal 

with seniors' issues.' Seniors were not only a growing demographic group who were living longer 

and, therefore, would be requiring more services, but were also a much more affluent and vocal 

group than earIier generations. They were becoming a constituency that govemments could not 



ignore. They had been lobbying for some time to have a spokesperson within Cabinet to represent 

their interests. Without a focal point within goveniment, seniors' groups had to approach separately 

each of the several ministries (Health, Community and Social Services, Housing, Municipal Affairs, 

Finance, to name a few) that provided programs for them. In recognition of the potential political 

strength of this constituency, the Liberal goveniment created the Office for Senior Citizens' Affairs 

(OSCA). This new office provided an institutionalized mechanism for concentrathg the resources of 

seniors and thereby, strengthening their voice. As one opposition MPP and one bureaucrat stated, 

There had been prior to .... '85, discussions and community consultations around what 

should happen. And there was certainly at that point, enough of a skeleton network of 

services and enough recognition at the provincial level that services for seniors were a 

growing demand because of the demographics. 1 think the provincial governrnent had no 

choice but to say, 'Okay, we've got to show sorne leadership here, and it's tirne that 

something happened.' 

They were looking to assuage the seniors. They knew something was needed. 1 think there 

was always a consciousness that what you designed you could then look at in the context of 

how it would serve others. But ... the demographics spoke to the need for that population 

(seniors) and that population was organizing and was more vocal. 

However, without a mandate or budget to deliver programs and services to seniors, it would become 

apparent as time went on that OSCA did not have the clout to deliver reform. Other motives would 

be attributed by sociebl groups to the Liberals for the creation of this special purpose advocacy 

office as will be documented later in the chapter. 

On JuIy 12, 1985, Van Home announced that OCSA would conduct a public consultation to 

gather information for its review of prograrns and services for seniors. Unfortunately, little 

information on the process was available in the Ontario Archives. The consultations began with a 

roundtabIe discussion of representatives of fourteen provincial senior citizens' organizations. It then 

travelled to fourteen communities to hear the views of seniors and providers in a series of open 

meetings. At each of these meetings the government endeavoured to have a representation fiom the 

following types of interests: planning groups (e-g., district health councils and municipalities), health 

care providers, cornmunity service providers (home care and home support services), the housing 

sector, and LTC institutions (nursing homes, homes for the aged, and retirement homes). 

Approximately 60 site visits were paid to institutional prograrns and community service 

organizations serving seniors. Major interest groups were also invited to submit written submissions.* 



While there was no dearcut agreement on solutions, a consensus on the problems emerged 

fiom these consultations. Lack of coordination among the MOH, MCSS, and the Ministry of Housing 

was mentioned fiequently. There was almost a unanimous belief that better coordination needed to 

begin at the provincial govemment level. Within the area of health and social services, seniors 

indicated that they preferred to remain in their homes for as long as possible. They endorsed the 

fiirther development of community services and less reliame on institutional care. Furthemore, they 

wanted a single access point or 'problem-solving centre' in each community to provide information 

and referral to al1 services for the elderly. Major gaps in homernaker services were highlighted and 

the availability of these services without a physician's referral was recommended to enable seniors to 

remain in their home. Expansion of community supports was urged.' 

When the governrnent decided to undertake a review of al1 services to seniors, it was 

understandable that OSCA whose sole mandate were seniors would lead the review. Based on 

OSCA's first round of consultations, it was determined that health and social services, being the 

Iargest provincial expenditures on services for the elderly, would be the first programs selected for 

review. OSCA continued to head the review. The obvious question is why, with the review narrowed 

to health and social services, was the lead for reform not given to either MCSS or MOH. MCSS 

fûnded the social services, which provided approxirnately 80% of al1 community-based services to 

seniors. However, Home Care comprised 80% of al1 expenditures on services to seniors and was 

funded by MOH. 

A government official indicated that making OSCA the Iead agency for reform fitted in with 

the Liberal government's thinking on the need for both vertical and horizontal lines in cross cutting 

poIicy development. The Liberals had established a number of 'advocacy' ministries whose mandate 

was to advocate on behalf of their particular constituencies across government and to provide some 

coherence and coordination in policy analysis and development. 

G107: They created a number of so-called advocacy ministries ... who were designed to create 

policy for their particular constituents. . . . These were speci fic ministries designed to target or 

designed to address targeted populations and their specifk needs, and to operate as a kind of 

matrix in govemment. So they had the line ministries dealing with the actual fiinding of the 

programs, and then what they tried to create were ministries that would be cross-cutting, that 

would be integrated between, in the case that you mentioned, Corn Soc (MCSS) and Health- 

Senior Citizens (OSCA) was designed to be, if you like, the horizontal part of that. ... Long 

terrn care was seen as trying to bring together a &Il specfnim of services for seniors which 



included transportation, housing, supportive housing, attendant care, specialized care in the 

home, and conventiona1, traditional medical care. 

Indeed, the notion of cross-cutting matrices was introâuced to coordinate policy and program 

development not only across ministries but also within ministries. The MOH, during the later Liberal 

period, introduced a nurnber of 'coordinator' positions within the ministry to advocate on behalf of 

client groups (Aboriginal Coordinator), provider groups (Nursing Coordinator), or disease groups 

(Cancer Coordinator). 

The government's decision to have OSCA take the lead was seen as a strategic one by those 

outside govemment in the policy community as well. It was viewed as a way of ensuring an impartial 

mediation of interests or ideas, or both. Some interviewees stated that the independence of the 

OEce,  while aIlowing for a neutral mediator between the conflicting MOH and MCSS, also acted as 

a direct and trusted conduit to consumers, a largely unheard voice. 

P054: Well, because of the constant wrangling between the two ministries (MOH, MCSS) as to 

who should be in charge. And the view was that the Offke for Seniors was more 

independent, was a new kid on the block, maybe more able to communicate directly with 

consumers, and other interested parties, wouldn't be so influenced by one or another set of 

provider agencies, uh, and that it could do a better job of coordinating with the other two 

ministries. 

Others felt puning it in an Office indicated that the issue was either a priori@ for government 

or indeed, not a priority - that not giving the lead to a line ministry with a budget and authonty for 

programs was an indication of the lack of importance of the issue to government. 

G095: Oh, 1 think that by doing that and appointing a rninister without portfolio responsible for this- 

that-and-the-other-thing, is a very clear way for a government to signal, it hopes, that this is 

now a priority and is going to have special attention. 

P069: That if reforrn is in an Office, it isn't as strong as when it's entrenched within a ministerial 

mandate, and the Minister is a member of the Priorities and Planning. It just has a stronger, 

t h s t  to it. ... 1 didn't really think the Liberal agenda was Long Terni Cam. 

The appointment of OSCA as the lead ministry was seen by some as a necessary institutional 

response to breach the schism and to reflect the shift in thinking away fiom a medical mode1 that was 

taking place, a shifi in thinking that was also becoming prominent in other areas of health care. There 

was no logical place within either the MOH or the MCSS, which could bridge the diverse programs, 

and be able to assume responsibility for reform. The MOH had been largely concerned with the 

Home Care Program, and more particuiarly, with nursing homes as its primary LTC function. MCSS 



was seen as too soft and hctured in its approacii for the more medidly-orientecl or health-oriented 

eIements of the needs of seniors. (G079) 

Rather than putting more money into a systern that was already set up to deal with people 

who were il], one provider organization (P061) believed that the Liberal Govemment's decision to 

have OSCA manage the reforrns was intended to ensure that the preventive elernents of care would 

be strengthened. Another tespondent in answer to the question, why was OSCA given the lead for 

reform, replied. 

G096: Just as in many other areas of health care there was a strong movement and much thinking 

that patients generally had been over-medicaiized, that there was too much of the medical 

influence on their treatment programs or care programs, and that indequate attention had 

been paid to other aspects of care provision. There was literature that was identiwing, it 

hadn't been published much before that period - that identified factors other than clinical 

care as k i n g  important to the quatity of life of individuds who were involved in a long term 

care situation. 

Al1 indications fiom respondents were that govemment's creation of OSCA was motivated 

by a desire to depart fiom the traditional methods of policy development, or to avoid of inter- 

rninisterial conflict and bring about an integration of services, or to create a break fiom the 

consciousness dominating the ethos of service provision. 

4.1.2 One-Stop Access and Government Intetests 

On June 2 1  1986, the Minister for Senior Citizens' Affairs in keeping with Senior Citizens' 

Month tabled A New A q e n d  HeaZfh and Social Service Srrategies for Ontario 's ~eni0r.s~ in the 

Legislature. The Liberals declared that '20 the best of our knowledge, this is the first time in Ontario 

that a govemment has publicly released a strategic plan for health and social senices for seniors."' It 

was to be the first of a series of papers on services for seniors. The central theme of the document 

was to enable seniors to live active and independent lives in their own communities and in doing so 

to prevent unnecessary and inappropriate institutionalization. The report proposed five strategies, 

which represented an outline of a plan for policy and program development in health and social 

services for the elderly over the next fifieen years. The five strategies were: 

1. to improve the health and functional status of seniors through emphasis on health promotion and 

illness prevention, and improvements in education and research; 

2. to assist the elderly to live independently in the community by improving access to, and delivery 

of, community support services through the introduction of a one-stop-shopping approach; and 

by providing a broader range of community support services; 



3. to enhance the ability of hospitais to meet the needs of the fiail elderly through improvements in 

specialized outreach aad inpatient services; 

4. to provide high quality institutional care for those elderly who are unable to live independently in 

the comrnunity; and 

5. to introduce comprehensive planning and management at both the provincial and local level. 

As this list illustrates the emphasis for comrnunity-based services was on prevention through 

community support services, functional independence, coordination of services and the introduction 

of local planning - themes that had been identified under the previous Consemative govemment. 

There had been a growing awareness that the curative side of health care was not only expensive but 

had little effect on irnproving the health status of populations. The govenunent's focus on prevention 

and health promotion in this report marked the beginning of a shift in thinking away from the medical 

rnodel of Home Care. 

A New Axnda  had iess of a 'prograrn' focus. Refonn in heatth care tends to be undertaken in 

prograrn areas or levels of care; that is, hospital restnicturing, primary care reform, or dmg reform. 

Rather than focusing on cornmunity-based services as a set of services for ail the clients who 

currently used hem, the govemment decided to focus on a defmed group of users; namely, seniors. 

People with disabilities would continue to be eligible for community-based services (home care and 

support services) but were not the target group in this agenda. By taking this approach, the 

govement was indicating that they needed to create a system that dealt with the complete needs of 

the elderly from community care to acute and chronic institutional care. This approach resulted in 

keeping a very strong advocacy group, the disabled, out of this set of discussions, as they would be in 

later reforms. 

G079: Some argued that it made much more sense to take a 'care group' approach, than a 'care 

Ievel' approach. The govenunent has tended to divide the health system up on the basis of 

care levels, not care groups. There has never been a pure rnodel, because there have been 

care group entities within government, the Office of Aboriginal Affairs ... But, by and large 

the powerful parts of the Ministry have been the case level parts .... And the concem of 

others, including me, was that people often use multiple levels of care and unless you create 

a grouping, you run the risk of losing the focus on people. You can become obsessed with 

care levels. 

As indicated earlier, there was some awareness in the policy community at the time that the 

needs of the disability community were different fiom those of seniors as were their services. The 



vocal disability community tended to be adults with physical rather than cognitive disabilities, many 

of whom were part of the Independent Living movement and were fairty independent. (G103) 

The Liberal government's interest reflected in the second strategy of a one-stop shopping 

approach in A New Anenda was to address the need to improve access to services and to provide a 

more comprehensive approach to the delivery of community heaith and social  service^.^ The 
governrnent indicated that the fust step in the development of this approach was the introduction of 

the New Homemaker Program in January 1986 which was to be delivered in conjunction with Home 

Care. The purpose of the MP was to assist families to care for their members by offering 

homemaking, shopping, meai preparation, cleaning, Iaundry, ironing, mending and personal care. 

Although the IHP was administered by the MOW through the Home Care Program it was fimded by 

the MCSS.' This strategy would begin to bring about a functional integration of the more medically 

oriented services with the support services and would begin to shift services towards prevention 

rather than cure. 

Furthering the objective of access and prevention, A New Apenda aiso identified the need for 

more cornmunity services across the province along with enriched funding for home support services. 

in January 1986 the government had allocated an additional S 1 1 million for community services for 

the elderly and for increased support for volunteers who assist in many of these services. The priority 

was to address maldistribution in these services with expansion to be given to northern, 

underserviced, rural and remote areas. Ln addition, special attention was to be given to programs 

responding to ethno-cultural needs (e.g., ethno-specific diets) of seniors. The increased hnding was 

to enhance and supplement, not replace existing or potential family and volunteer support services. 

The government was not indicating that this group of services was a public function. Individuais 

would stilI be held responsible for meeting these needs. The government increased the maximum 

provincial share for home support services to 60% of agency costs, which was to rise to 70% in 1987. 

Through the expansion of support and volunteer services the government wanted to avoid "excessive 

professionalization" of progams.8 In short, the existing system of service delivery by both forma1 

and informa1 providers w u  not to be disturbed, and any new funding was targeted at improving 

geographic equity, addressing cultural needs, and securing the viability of informal and social 

supports. The balance of public and private responsibility in the financing and delivery of these 

services did not shift. 

The fifth strategy was designed to address one of the structural barriers to an integrated and 

coordinated system of care for the elderly. The Office for Senior Citizens' Affairs, working with the 

Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Community and Social Services, concluded that the various 



programs delivering health and social services for seniors were al1 components of a broad system, but 

they were divided among different ministeriai jurisdictions, with different philosophies, legislative 

requirements, eligibility requirements, and funding formulas. Home Care and Placement 

Coordination Services resided within the MOH; and Homemaker and Nurses Services, the Integrated 

Homemaker Program, Home Support, Respite, and Attendant Care resided within MCSS. Difised 

responsibilities made it difficuIt for government to plan and allocate resources comprehensively, 

establish priorities, and deliver health and social services on an integrated basis. 

The consultations leading to the report indicated a strong consensus for services being 

developed and pIanned on a comprehensive basis. The consultations also suggested that the division 

of responsibility between the Ministries of Health, and of Community and Social Services 

contributed to a fragmented delivery system. To reduce fiagrnented development, govenunent 

continued to place responsibility for planning and overall coordination of services for the elderly 

with the Minister for Senior Citizens' Affairs. This continued the efforts of trying to mitigate the 

institutional barriers within government to the integration of services. 

While recognizing the need for comprehensive provincial planning, the report also conceded 

that no single agency had the responsibility or authority to plan, develop or manage services locally 

for the elderly. Home Care was administered by Health Units (23 by local boards, 7 by regional 

governments), by the Victoria Order of Nurses (4), by hospitais (3) and one by a speciai purpose 

body. A nurnber of interviewees talked about the conflict of interests of Home Care programs being 

run by providers who were also eligible for contracts with the program. Others indicated that 

programs run by either Public Health Units or hospitals were always the poor sister to other programs 

run by the goveming agency. (G058) The pape? suggested a special purpose board responsible to the 

Province, a local govemment, or a provincial ministry should be created with responsibiIiv delegated 

to local offices. 

After another round of province-wide consultations with seniors, service providers and 

community leaders, the Minister for Senior Citizens' Affairs announced in June 1987 the creation of 

five pilot projects as sites for the new one-stop shopping approach, now called One-Stop Access. 

One-Stop Access would offer fùnctional assessrnent and take responsibility for bringing comrnunity 

health and social services to seniors in their own homes. The pilots were estimated to cost over $5 

million and were to be introduced in two phases (3 in 1987-88, and 2 in 1988-89). Local planning 

and management of community services, and flexibility in addressing needs were highlighted. Given 

the government's recognition that focal needs varied across the province and that a "cookie cutter" 

approach was inappropriate, each of the fivc pilots was fiee to develop its own mode1 within the 



context of provincial criteria. As will be seen in later chapters, the L ibeds  were different fiom the 

NDP and the Conservatives in allowing the characteristics of their mode1 agency to be more locally 

determined. 

Funds for service provision would be transferred fiom the govenunent to the local authority, 

which would be fÙlIy accountable for them. The local authonty would not be able to reallocate funds 

from provincially designated programs without provincial approval. It would have a sirnilar 

aggregate planning relationship to the District Health Council as did hospital boards and public 

health units. 'O 

The One-Stop Access proposal represented an incremental change to the existing system, 

was categorized by a flexibility in approach, and was intended primari Iy to serve the needs of the 

elderly. The initiative was to be undertaken in close cooperation with the Ministries of Health, 

Community and Social Services, and the Office for Disabled ~ersons." l2 

4.1.3 Societal Interests and Influence on Reform 

Going into the consultations, the interests in the policy community around the reform of 

community-based health and social services at the  time were fairly straightforward. There was 

nothing in their requests that required a major realignment of the current system. 

(i) Consumers 

From interviews with different "consumer" groups, the strongest perception that emerged was that 

there was not a single notion of a "consumer". Nor were the interests of the different consumer types 

uniform. Seniors wanted easier access that was independent fiom current providers. 

C007: What we were stressing was the one point of entry, that was the big thing; so there'd be some 

coordination, so we could frnd one place where we get what we needed, rather than have to 

do al1 of this searching for ourseIves and not, in many cases, consumers don? know what's 

available if somebody doesn't tell them. And if you're going to be possessive about your own 

organization, you're not necessarily going to be too helpful. 

The government had heard a number of concerns fiom seniors: that community-based 

services were provided by a wide variety of agencies and that no single agency was responsible for 

conducting cornprehensive fiinctional (as opposed to medical) assessments of the elderly client, for 

coordinating the delivery of a range of services, or for monitoring changes in the individual's 

situation. While many agencies were actively involved in service coordination, none had the mandate 

to identiEy al1 the needs of elderly clients in a comprehensive assessrnent, bring together available 

resources, and provide services on a comprehensive basis. As govemment officiais reported, 



Everybody was complaining. There was a lot of correspondence and groups that came 

fonvard and said, "It's so hard to find out where to go. You get passed on h m  one person to 

the next." And so it was just messy. It was inconvenient. Some services didn't know about 

other services. If somebody did manage to find out about Home Care and get through to a 

Home Care program, they (Horne Care) didn't necessarily mention other supports in the 

comrnunity that were available, and vice-versa. 

If a client requires more than one service, then you're getting a lot of people waiking in the 

door, and can sort of begin to feel Iike you're living in a train station. So that for example, 

nurses want to go in and assess before they go to a client, because they want to know what 

they're going to corne up against on a regular basis. ... Homemaking agencies are going to 

look for cornpletely different things and in fact not trust the assessment. ..If you have more 

than one person (provider) you're getting a lot of different assessments, which can be very 

mistrating if you happen to be the person receiving al1 of them. And then, with three or four 

different agencies it means that you have three or four different agencies with completely 

different cultures, completely different ways of going about their business, coming in and 

basically invading your Iife. 

The disability community's main interest at the time was not to be included with seniors in 

the planning of community-based services. They saw their needs as fùndamentally different from 

those of the  elderly. People with disabilities had long been fighting to get out of the disease mode1 of 

services. The more politically active parts of this community, white physically constrained, did not 

see themselves as il1 or rnentally incompetent. Their greatest need was for personal attendant services 

to aid in the tasks of daiIy living - toileting, dressing, transportation, shopping. Given the closeness of 

the working relationship with persona1 attendants, people with disabilities wanted the fieedom to 

choose their own providers. 

C010: The issues at that point fiom the disability community side had been pretty consistent al1 

along. One is they don? like seeing . . . long terrn care services as medical, and there has been 

a Iong term fight to try to get them out. The second issue that really, 1 thuik, preoccupied the 

community for a long time is direct funding of attendant care services. ... But up until that 

point 1 would say that the energy of the groups that were really working hardest on long term 

care in the disability comrnunity were primarily focused on individualized funding, and 

keeping disability out of (LTC refom for seniors). .... The attitude of people with disabilities 

is, number one, we're not seniors and there's a real difference, but more important, the real 

issue is the autonomy issue and the ability to choose because this is their life. 1 mean people 



think of long term care as being illness related. But for people with disabilities it's getting 

out of bed in the moming and going to work, school services like special needs. 

When people with disabilities talk about consumer control they talk about people 

like themselves who are using wheelchairs or whatever, being involved, and that's 

reasonable. They're healthy people who are not deteriorathg mentally. So it's not 

unreasonable for them to be on boards, or to be involved in advisory groups. When the 

seniors' community talks about consumers, what they're really taiking about are family 

mernbers often, because the person who's using the services is often not in any shape to be 

on the board. 

Cultural communities wanted to ensure that the ethnic-specific services they had built over 

the years remained intact. Whether it was the Italian, Chinese or Greek communities, access and 

coordination were not as pressing issues. From their perspective, care was already coordinated and 

easily accessed within their own communities. 

C030: Someone fiom the Italian community is quite cornfortable going through COSTi or Villa 

Columbo, and they've got this whole circle in which they can operate reasonably effectively. 

Same thing with the Chinese comrnunity. 

The general feeling was that during this period, reforrn consisted of basically tidying-up the existing 

system. As such, there were no elements that would arouse consumer passion or dissent. 

(3058: 1 think the consumer movement hadn't really hit a pitch at that point. There was no real 

series of events that would catapult a consumer movement. You know, it's doing business as 

usual, hearing there's some problems, saying, 'Okay, let's clean up the system. We'll get 

better governance; we'll try to get rid of the conflict of interest around boards; we'll 

strengthen the case management role; and we'll bring about one kind of phone number 

approach to this.' It was relatively, now when you think about it, you know, kind of a mild 

approach to change. 

(ii) Providers 

Most provider organizations felt that there was less threat to h e m  during this governent period 

( 1  985-87) and as a result, they were not as involved in the reform. 

P067: 1 don't think in a direct way, certainly not at the provincial levei. Lfthere was any 

involvement it would have been just through probably fate and circumstances at the local 

areas or through the home care programs. But there was no government relation strategy to 

influence the direction. 



P050: Why weren't we as involved politically, as an organization at that point? The issues weren't 

of a hi& stake. There seemed to be more balance. 1 guess we felt more secure, as a provider 

during that interval. 

As stated earlier, hospitals did not see community-based services as important to their 

mandate. One spokesperson, however, saw this as shortsighted, believing that hospitais shoutd have 

repositioned themselves and have become the hub of al1 care. 

P062: At that time in the mid-los, most hospitals were not that heavily involved in the community. 

... 1 felt that the time was coming when the hospitais should be, especially in small town rural 

Ontario, should become health centres, should become the leaders of new networks of health 

services that ranged d l  the way fiorn primary care through to ail forms of care ... and become 

something much broader than a set of institutional care givers. (Under the previous 

Conservative government, government had) started calling on hospitals to reduce the lenghs 

of stay, to reduce the rates of admission, to move more into home care. 

Feeling like the poor cousin, the home support service sector believed there were two crucial 

issues that needed to guide reform: prevention strategies and integration of health and social services. 

The emphasis on prevention would necessitate heavier use of support services; and the integration of 

health and social services could lead to more secure finding for the lesser of the two publicly-funded 

sectors. 

PO6 1 : 1 think the basic input was, two issues actually. One, that prevention and early intervention 

were critical, absolutely critical and tembly underrated and underfûnded and very 

marginalized. But the second piece was that the pieces should be pulled together - the pieces 

that were defivering treatment services through the health system and those that were 

delivering the more preventive type services through the home support system. 

Unlike the later NDP period, which will be discussed in the next chapter, the union voice 

also was not activated. Their interests would have been stirred if the government had been thinking 

about changing the nature of worb threatening job security, merging or realigning workplaces, o r  

changing the fùnding mechanism. (P043) 

On the whole, many in the policy community believed that the interests guiding reform were 

the Home Care Programs and the professional provider groups. In answer to 'Who was most 

influential in this period?', the following are some answers offered. 

(3102: There (were) more providers as 1 remember. There were some consumer groups but not, not 

the kind that we saw develop over time. 



People who were involved in delivery - the provider groups, particularly those who were 

providing nursing care were also strongly in favour of a coordinated approach to care. 

I don 't think there's any doubt, it was, . . . the Home Care people have always been the most 

influential. In terms of community services, there's no contest. The heaith services are 

extremely well iùnded. The social services have a very mal1 percentage of the îùnding. And 

the same goes in terms of recognition. The two (funding and recognition) often go hand in 

hazld. 

The One-Stop approach and A Nau Anenda were not radical changes to the way business was 

already being conducted in the sector under the preceding Conservative governrnent As such, these 

refoms did not upset the boundaries of the poiicy sector and, therefore, did not @vanize societal 

interests into action. 

4.1.4 Assessrnent of One-Stop Access by Members of the Policy Community 

The overall assessrnent of this first reform model by those interviewed was that it was a good 

beginning and a step in the right direction, but that more was needed. Their assessments reflect 

reasons why there was less turmoil in the policy community during this penod than during the NDP 

and Iater Conservative mandates. 

G095: 1 think it was a taking of what existed, and 1 suspect a cornmitment to create where there 

were no services, similar kinds of services, and then a cornmitment to making sure that you 

put in another layer which coordinated those services, which is probably the simplest thing 

that one would do. 

PO6 1 : As far as it went, 1 thought it was al1 right. But it was only a first step ... towards more 

intensive integration. But certainly the idea went a long way towards dealing with the just 

enormous fragmentation that still exists. 

Despite the incremental nature of reform, some groups did have concerns. A number of 

consumer and provider groups believed that One Stop either cut them out of the sector, or didn't do 

enough to bring them into the sector. Some ethno-cultural groups had concems of services losing 

their ethnic-specific orientation. "If everybody goes through this quote, One-shopstop, then what do 

something like the Federation of Italian Seniors do? And who do you volunteer with?" (C030) From 

the perspective of people with disability, One Stop shopping represented a mode1 where 

professionals still made decisions about what you needed. Although A New Apenda dealt specifically 

with seniors, the disability community could and did access a number of these services. As such, the 

reform represented the antithesis of the 'consumer-created and consumer-driven' model they would 



find acceptable. (CO 10) This was in contrast to some government interviewees who believed that 

what they were trying to do was to move to a consumer focus away from a provider focus. (G097) 

Physicians believed that the one-stop approach to assessment was an unnecessary level since 

they already provided that service, and furthemore, it would cut them out of the loop. (P030) Some 

in government also felt that One-stop just added another layer and what was needed was a more 

comprehensive reform. (G092) For-profit providers believed that the brokerage system prior to A 

New A s d a  never allowed them to get a foot-hold into home care contracts and that the proposed 

mode1 would do Iittle to change that. 

P059: It was the current way of doing business. There wouldn't be any sets of principles. There 

wouldn't be a level playing field. 

(1: So what was the current way of doing business?) 

Just renewing contracts. 

(1: But how did the contracts get started in the first place?) 

You've got a contract. You keep getting a contract and the percentage that you had last year 

you get next year. Most communities start their contracl with VON and the St. Elizabeth got 

in there, and Red Cross and some of the others. So, as the need grew they always went to the 

not-for-profits first. That was the approach 30 years ago. And what happened about 18 years 

ago now, with hospitals discharging clients sooner and sicker, they needed nurses to visit 

Friday evening and weekends, or night. And the nursing organizations, because they were a 

monopoly said, 'No, we're not going to do that. Our people don't want to do that. We don't 

want to set up systems to do that. It's more expensive,' etc. And so Home Care Programs had 

to find someone to do it, so they called upon the private sector. ... It wasn't a cornpetition 

process of getting (contracts). We got the ieftovers. And we still get the leftovers. 

Some not-for-profit providers, on the social support side also believed the reform mode1 fell 

short and was not cornprehensive enough. 

P095: I think that it didn't address the question of 'Are the services that are already there, and that 

have grown in a very ad hoc way, in fact appropriate services? 1s the structure appropriate to 

the delivery of service? How do we get, not just a coordination of those community services, 

but some kind of seamless transition fiom hospital to home and fiom home to hospital?' ... 1 

think that even then the kinds of grass roots groups that 1 was involved with were expressing 

concern that the mode1 would be dominated by the more powerfiil agencies: the Red Cross 

who was providing hornemaker services at that point. And some of the hospitals were 



beginning to tune-in to the fact that this might well be a growing field in the future, and 

beginning to talk the talk without necessarily walking the wak  of cornmunity-based services. 

Others found it understandable that the first Liberal model did not go far enough. The 

Liberal-NDP accord in which the NDP did not constitute part of the Cabinet ensured that any policy 

development undertaken by the Liberals would have to be incranenta1 to avoid risking a non- 

confidence vote. Furthemore the inexperience of governing afler forty years of Tory nile for Liberal 

members made them more cautious. As two respondents captured it, A New Apenda and One-Stop 

Access represented a preliminary attempt at reform during which the new governrnent was getting its 

grounding. 

0 107: The first mandate was a relatively new government with people who had not been used to 

governing at al!, who tried to articulate general principles. ... When they were first etected, 

'85 to '87, the two-year coalition government with NDP, (they) were estabtishing values, 

aims, and goals. 

As a resuft, the first set of reforms was evolutionary rather than revolutionq. 

G058: 1 think that it was their way of saying the Long Term Care system is evolving; it was not a 

revolutionq piece. 

4.2 Liberals (1987-1990): Service Access Organization 

in the summer of 1987, the Liberal Govemment, which had been gaining in popularity, 

called an election. On September IO*, the Liberals received a majority return having won 95 seats in 

an 130 seat Lxgislature, and no longer needed the support of the NDP to form the government. This 

section will descnbe the development of the next stage of LTC refonn under the majority Liberal 

government. During the second mandate, there was very much a move away fiom the medicai model 

towards a population health approach and non-medical and less costly means for improving the 

health of populations. The Liberals introduced institutional structures and ptocesses to further this 

view. 

4.2.1 Paradigm Shift through Iostitutional Change 

In the first year of their second mandate, the Liberal government received three major health 

care reports from the Ontario Health Review Panel (chaired by Dr. John Evans), the Panel on Health 

Goals (chaired by Dr. R. Spasoff), and the Minister's Advisory Group on Health Promotion (chaired 

by S. Podborski). These reports emphasized health in its broadest sense, and refocused the system on 

community care, health promotion and disease prevention.'3 

As a result of these reports, the Premier's Council on Health Strategy was forrned in 

December 1987. Chaued by the Premier, with the Minister of Health as vice-chair, the Council 



adopted the World Health Orgrnimation's definition of health, which acknowledged broader social, 

economic, environmental and lifestyle determinants of health." The Council set up five cornmittees 

to examine each one of its mandates: Health Goals, Heaith Care System, Healthy Public Policy, 

Integration and Coordination, and the Health innovation Fund. 

The work of the Council and its cornmittees was an important part of the environment during 

which the early reforms of LTC took place. Although the reports did not come out until 199 1, the 

fact that the Premier, various Ministers and senior bureaucrats who provided suppon were involved 

with the ongoing work of the Council and its committees ensured that the thinking of the Council and 

its cornminees influenced and penetrated government's activities. Indeed, a senior govenunent 

bureaucrat in that period believed that the Council and, not the MOH, was the guiding policy body 

for health and LTC refonn. 

G107: There were a lot of policy ideas evolving and position papers coming out of the Premier's 

Council that were helping to mold and establish policy. ... If you follow the sequence of the 

papers and the reports that came out of Com Soc on integration/coordination, particularly, 

you come up with a lot of the policy bases that were k i n g  implemented by the Ministry. 

Although the Minister had the lead influence in the beginning, as the policy evolved it was 

ultimately the Premier's Council on Health that had the largest influence in establishing 

some of the principles on integration/coordination. 

The recommendations of the CounciI's committees would be recognizable in the evolving 

LTC policy. Goal 2 of the Health Goals Committee with its broad vision of health emphasized the 

importance of the social environment and social services to health." The work of the Healthy Public 

Policy Committee emphasized the limited role of the medical treatment system for improving the 

overall health of the population.'6 

The Health Care System Committee would present a plan for the future health care system. 

One of the key elements was a deliberate shift in emphasis and related resources to the development 

of community services as an equal partner with the institutional sector in the provision of health 

services. It recommended the doubling of funding for cornmunity services; legislative and policy 

reforms to allow for the development of community services; enhanced local planning, accountability 

and funding envelopes, and new foms of organization and management to be tested by pilot 

projects.'7 

The Integration and Coordination Comrnittee recommended the devofving or transferring of 

authority for budgetary allocation, service management and planning and evaluation to Iocal levels; 

while responsibility for legislation, funding and standards setting would remain at the provincial 



IeveI. Transfer of authority should be phased in after corporate restnicturing to ùitegrate the Ministry 

of Health with the Ministry of Community and Social Services on a regionai basis. Devolution was to 

make services more responsive to local needs and to give consumers a say in how services are 

planned and delivered."ln 1989, John Sweeney, Minister of Community and Social Services, was 

given lead for LTC reform. This decision reflected the prevailing direction of the Premier's Council 

and other organizations like the WHO: the view of health k i n g  determined also by social and 

econornic factors and the need to diverge fiom a medical treatment response model to improving 

health statu; the importance of local involvernent (as noted earlier, MCSS had a less top-down 

management style than MOH and aiready had area offices for the management of programs); and the 

need to shift away from institutional to comuni ty  services. A number of interviewees saw the move 

to MCSS as necessary in bringing about this shifi in the prevailing thinking that dominated the policy 

sector. 

G107: 

P059: 

G093: 

G103: 

The Ministry of Health saw care as a very medicalized thing, and eveyone understood after 

they had done their local consultations with the seniors' groups and the regional bodies, that 

long term care was in fact to be a non-medicalized approach to care of the elderly. Because 

(if) al1 we were going to do was medicaiize the care of the elderly, then that would be 

considered a major step back. The view was that medicine was an adjunct to long term care, 

it was not the core of long tenn care. And that was a decision that was taken fairly hi& up in 

both ministries. 

There was a more generalized belief among people who had concerns about the health sector 

that the medical modet of caring for people had adverseiy affected many clients of the 

system. And that something that was more Iike a social model was more appropriate. 

And 1 think that ali the tirne it was with Corn Soc, they were trying to de-medicalize the 

system as much as they possibly could which is in line with sort of the continuing warring 

cultures between those two ministries. 

What I'd heard was that they wanted the model to be very much a health and social service 

model, and that clients did not necessarily want to be treated as patients. And they didn't 

want a strictly medical model. And so to echo that, at the political level the lead was given to 

MCSS. 

Placing the emphasis on prevention was also seen as a cost containment strategy. Given the 

projected demographics, a medical approach to care for the elderIy was going to be prohibitively 

expensive. Home care under the Ministry of Health was an entitlernent under OHIP. Furthemore, in 

1986, the Mulroney government changed the formula for increasing the funding for the Established 



Prograrns Financing (EPF). Rather than growing at the sarne rate as the economy, EPF growth was 

now linked to the g r o h  in the Gross National Product minus two percent.19 Because the federal 

funding flowed into the province's general revenues, there was no mechanism to ensure that the 

provinces would spend the transfers on health and education. Nevertheless, the cuts meant less 

provincial flexibility overall, and affected the province's overall ability to expand programs. in their 

second mandate, the Liberais were also becoming aware of the imminence of another recession. In 

hindsight, it is clear that funding for health care, which had been ever expanding, would need not 

only to be halted, but aIso to be scaled back. Disease prevention and health promotion would be 

justifications for the shifi in the role of the state fiom fülly-funded health care towards the more 

privately funaed social mode1 with its emphasis on the broder determinants of health- 

PO6 1 : There were a significant group of people who felt that, the more socially oriented 

preventative services would be essential to strengthening the system, and to  find a way to get 

the system working together. And to prevent just enormous accumulations of need for 

funding later on. In other words, to control the people getting sicker quicker, you need to find 

some way to strengthen the more social side of it. It was a way to control the costs because 

the health-oriented costs are so much more expensive, the medically fùnded programs are 

significantly more expensive than the costs of the home support social service side. There 

were some f o k  who thought that if the lead was given to Health, costs would skyrocket. in 

my heart of hearts 1 was hoping that the reason was more towards somebody thinking 

prevention was a good idea, but more realistically, 1 think there was probabiy also some 

significant thought put into the fact that if it was moved to Health, it would become very 

expensive. 

However, others believed that the culture of MCSS reflected more of the real business of 

LTC and that social supports were more important in order to keep people in the community. 

Furthemore, if integration of services was to be achieved, MCSS had fiscal responsibility for the 

rnajority of community agencies; that is, they had the numbers in tenns of agencies rather than 

dollars. 

P043: It rnay have been when they first decided that the comrnunity was, you know, really where 

health was going, maybe they felt that in terms of being able to integrate, 1 mean, al1 of the 

agency type stuff, al1 of the other services in the comrnunity were Com Soc. So it may have 

been trying to figure out how to, how can you have this one system, this coordinated thing 

with al1 the agencies, al1 working together in a community if, if it's through three different 



silos. ... And there are a whole lot of services you can't bring into health because they're not 

about doctors, and treatments. 

P050: I think the vision (for LTC) was more that it would be in the support service area - 
community services, that the needs, because it wasn't seen initially, 1 don't think, as so much 

a health need as a ... more of a social support primarily, recognizing that there were health 

elements obviously. But that the focus of what was needed to provide this one stop access, 

would be really this service support system .... and that group had traditio-.ially ... was fbnded 

through MCSS. 

The Liberals intended reforrn to be decentralized, community-based and localiy driven, 

echoing the recommendations of the Council's Integration and Coordination Committee. Devoiution 

would make services more responsive to local needs and give consumers a say in how services were 

planned and delivered. In order to achieve this goal, some believed that the effectiveness of 

irnplementation would be best undertaken by a ministry that atready shared this vision. 

G079: They (MCSS) were a de-centralized Ministry, and that their offices were the ears of the 

community. ... And, at that point, 1 think the Govemment was looking for a decentralized 

solution. 

G095: Corn Soc was seen as the rninistry most capable of working effectively with the hodgepodge 

of citizens' organizations and voluntary agencies that were out there doing these services. 

Whereas Health has no experience, the culture is totally different, and Health is very rnuch a 

professional and an institution ministry. 

The culture of MCSS was also seen as one that best reflected the dignity and individuality of 

clients, and respected their right to involvernent in the decision-making about their care. The 

mediation of vaIues through institutional structures, and the difference in cultures, was expressed 

over and over by respondents. Interviewees made reference to the difference in clothing styles, in 

work styles, to the detail that MOH staff wore watches and MCSS staff did not. With respect to the 

influence of different institutional vaIues on reform, the folIowing excerpt fiom an interview is 

enhghtening: 

P 103 : Corn Soc staff brought a lot of influence in tenns of dignity of the individual, the idea of 

consumer choice. Because in Health patients don't have a choice. They're sick people. You 

have these highly paid well-educated professionals making life and death decisions. Right? 

That's the headset. Coming fiom Corn Soc, you think, 'Weli, I wonder what the person will 

want to do about this.' ... The Health culture tends to be, pardon the pun, a bit more 

prescriptive. The culture cornes from wanting to heal, assurning disease in the first place. 



... Community and Social Services, 1 think, the culture tends to be more 'What are the 

consumers saying they need?' ... More of a preventative kind of emphasis, not the sarne 

emphasis on expertise, but it's more client-centred. So the client is the focus, and is very 

much involved in the planning. So there's certain things we've introduced into the reform 

that 1 think reflect that. For example, that the plan of care be done with the client, or the 

client's farnily; allowing for independent attendant services where people don't have to go 

through the systern and get reassessed. 

Another reason for the shifl to MCSS fiom OSCA offered by interviewees was more 

practical, that it was important at this point to move it to a Ministry that administered the prograrns in 

order to be ab le to imp lement refom. The government wanted to move forward fiom listening to 

concerns and the articulation of principles. 

G097: There's no question that the process had becorne very cumbersorne htemally and it was felt 

that it was appropriate for the lead ministry to be not only a policy rnaker but an implementer 

as weIl. 

0 1  06: If what they were going to do was Unplement real changes to the way service was delivered, 

it made sense to place leadership for those changes with the Ministry that was responsibie for 

allocating the dollars for the delivery of those services. 

Others saw it as reflective of interna1 politics, a pre-ernptive move on the part of the line 

ministries, MOH and MCSS, to abort OSCA's attempt to gain budgetary control of services. 

G 107: One of the big problems was that (OSCA) which was originally designed to be a policy 

ministry actually wanted to have line management responsibility for long term care, that is, 

to be, to have the budget, and that kind of thing. ... Health and Corn Soc said, you know, 'We 

understand the policy role, but there's no way that we can give up whole hunks of the two 

ministries' budget to another ministry and still remain accountable for that budget to 

Management Board.' 

Others in govemment viewed Van Home's mode1 as one that was not going to address the 

issues or get the job doue. M i l e  One-Stop was going to be piloted in some areas, Sweeney, the 

Minister for Community and Social Services, and Caplan, the Minister of Health, decided a more 

cornprehensive reform, which was not merely going to add another agency to the existing system, 

was needed. Practicality played a role in terms of which of these two ministries would take lead 

responsibility. One oficial indicated that MCSS and MOH had reached a mutual decision, based on 

the need for an appropriate ministerial culture to inculcate reform, and the relative workioads of the 

ministries, that MCSS should take the Iead. 



G092: Corn Soc had the lead, which was Caplan's suggestion because MOH tended to medicalize 

everything and LTC included both health and social services. We necded something less 

threatening, particularly since Long Term Care was going to be community-focused. Also 

Caplan was embarkmg on major refonns in other areas and had her plate full. 

While the evolving ethos in LTC dictated which ministry should spearhead the reform, the 

need for a better coordinated and integrated system required the participation of other ministerial 

players. In June of that year, Sweeney made an announcement in the Legislature of the formation of 

an inter-ministerial task force led by his Muiistry to develop a comprehensive approach to long-term 

care services. The integration of LTC policy development was to begin by bringing al1 relevant 

ministries to the table. With the assistance of his colleagues, Elinor Caplan, Minister of Health, 

Mavis Wilson, Minister Responsible for Senior Citizens' Affairs, and Remo Mancini, Minister 

Responsible for Disabled Persons, the task force was to develop a plan to strearnline services by earIy 

1990, with change begiming in the 1990-9 1 fiscal year. The task force would report to a Steering 

Committee of Assistant Deputy Ministers and Directors fiom the four ministries as well as fiom 

Cabinet Offlce and Management Board of Cabinet. Most interviewees believed that during the 

Liberal period, the bureaucracy was very involved in the reform process and tnisted to lead its 

developrnent in contrat to the later two govements in which policy was much more politically 

controlIed. 

The reason behind the government's interest in reform continued to be the burgeoning of the 

elderly population. In the last decade, life expectancy for both sexes in Ontario had increased by 

three years, to 80.5 years for women and 73.7 years for men. Furthemore, based on prevalence rates 

generated frorn the Statistics Canada's Canadian Health and Disability Survey in 1983184, it was 

estimated that more than 983,000 adults in Ontario had physical disabilities that resulted in some 

degree of function loss limiting their ability to cary out routine activities. The likelihood of 

disability was known to increase dramatically with age. It was estimated that by 2006, Ontario would 

have 1 .S million disabled persons, an increase of about 36%. Once again this was thought to be due 

to the aging of the population and advances in modem medicine." 

For these reasons, the planning in LTC reform now included al1 persona1 health and social 

service prograrns for the elderly and adult persons with physical disabilities. A senior govemment 

interviewee aIso indicated that the disability cornmunity had started to advocate inclusion because 

they saw the government was moving more towards population health strategies. They began to 

recognize that reform 'kas going to focus on individual need and was flexible enough to include 



their preferences with respect to attendant care." (G092) Advocates in the disability community 

concurred with this assessment. 

While those requiring acute Home Care to recover fkom illness, injury or hospitalization 

woutd still be covered; the emphasis would be on chronic care services for the elderly and the 

disabled. As documented later in this research, although the govement's emphasis in the 1980s was 

prevention, health promotion and delayed institutionalization of seniors and people with disabilities, 

in the late 1990s the pnority for client eligibility would becorne those with acute needs, the once 

traditionaI patients of the rnedical and hospital sector. 

To bnng about integration, the Liberal govemment undertook another institutional change in 

ministerial structure. in an effort to coordinate health and social services and to oversee the plan for 

reform, the Acting ADM, Community Health (MOH) and the ADM, Community Services (MCSS) 

were both to report to the Deputy Ministers of Health and of Community and Social Services. The 

governrnent was considering eventually placing management responsibility for the new LTC systern 

into a single ministry. Whether it would be the MOH or the MCSS was Iefi unclear. Perhaps to avoid 

an inter-ministry conflict, it stated that this might not necessarily be accompanied by the 

consolidation of the fùnding of al1 LTC services in one ministry. This move was a precursor to the 

later establishment of a joint Division for LTC made up of MOH and MCSS staff with one ADM 

reporting to both Deputy Ministers. 

The reform of Ontario LTC's system was now to be guided by seven principles which 

emphasized eficiency and cost controt through cost containment, integration and coordination, 

emphasis on the least costly service, cost sharing and strengthening the role of the informai caregiver. 

The principles were designed to: 

a reform the funding system to ernphasize individual needs; 

support caregivers; 

encourage use of the most appropriate, cost-effective service; 

emphasize services in people's own homes; 

a establish a single, integrated admissions process for both long term care beds and formal 

comrnunity services such as Home Care; 

r strengthen the role of the local comrnunity; and 

r ensure affordability and appropriate sharing of costs." 

The earlier One-Stop Access approach centred on a rationalized system for community-based 

healtb and social services only, which would eventually move progressively toward the inclusion of 

other services (e-g. institutional) and other target groups. Now, however, the govemment felt that a 



broader approach was necessary, one that would offer a single entry systern for health and social 

services in both the community and institutionai sectors. 

The task force reviewed LTC health and support prograrns, as well as the experience in other 

jurisdictions. Once again, discussions had been held with provincial organizations, consumers, 

advocacy groups, service providers and volunteers. Requests by these groups at the tirne called for 

communication of more refonn details and wider community discussions. 

The government had used structural changes to bring about a paradigm shift in the values 

underlying LTC services at the time. Once a different mindset was established, it would allow for the 

eventual integration of responsibilities at the provincial level. The shift in thinking also allayed the 

fears of the disability community which was more accepting of inclusion under the refom.. 

Ultimately, the departure fiom a medical and health mode1 would also permit p a t e r  cost control and 

cost shifting for govemment in the future. 

4.2.2 Strategies for Change and the SA0 

On May 30, 1990, the Minister of Cornmunity and Social Services, Chartes Beer, announced 

the release of Strategies for change," a plan for reforming LTC. The paper was intended to outline 

the strategic directions for reform and to provide a framework for continued community discussions. 

The announcement was made on behalf of the Ministers of Health (Caplan), Senior Citizens' Affairs 

(Morin), and Disabled Persons (Collins). Beer indicated that over $52 million would be dedicated to 

the reform initiative in that fiscal year, and by 1996-97, new funding to improve services would 

increase to $640 million annually. 

In this document the Government explicitly indicated an incremental approach to refonn, in 

that it intended to work within the fiamework of the existing delivery network. The main purpose of 

the reform as outlined in Smegies  was "to build a coherent, integrated service system on the 

foundation of existing in-home, community support and long-term care facility services. ... 

Fundamental to the reform is the fact that Ontario already has many of the components of an 

effective long-term care and support system. The reform builds on the current strengths and skills of 

successfiil health and social services. The strategies for developing a more coherent system, based on 

the existing services, are described in this paper."23 

The reasons given for reforming LTC had not changed. They included the pressures ficm 

changing demographics; the lack of integration of planning and service delivery; the growing costs; 

the variety of poIicies, funding arrangements, eligibility criteria, and legislation that pertained to the 

different forma1 services; inadequate access to services for consumers; changing expectations of 

consumers to live as independently for as long as possible; the burden on informa1 caregivers; 



variable availability of services over the day and across the province; and the changing 

culturaVethnic mix of Ontario's population. 

The principles guiding this new reform effort continued to reflect the thinking of the 

Premier's Council and the earlier announced principles with some notable additions. The announced 

principles were: 

individual ization (services responsive to individual needs; recognition of the dignity and 

uniqueness of individuals) 

independence and choice for consumers 

community living 

service accessibiIity 

support for informal caregivers 

Iocal planning and management within provincial standards and directions 

affordability and the cost of services should be shared fairly arnong levels of goverment and 

consumers. 

As can be seen, added to the earlier principles was now reference to individualization, 

independence and choice for consumers, and community living. Now that the scope of reform was 

broadened to encompass the disability community, the govemrnent included principles dear to the 

hearts of this community, new principles, which are clearly 'libertyy values. Moreover, advocates in 

the disability community beIieved that what had happened in the interim since the publicatiori of A 

New Asnda was a shift in the thinking of seniors as well. "There's a change in the philosophy in the 

seniors, who are also saying, 'We want autonomy.' There's actually now, more of a convergence 

again (in the interests of seniors and people with disabilities)." (CO10) 

The service system was to include a Service Access Organization (SAO) in each of 38 or 

more areas of the province, and was built upon the current Home Care Program and Placement 

Coordination Services. The SAOs were to have the same functions as the One-Stop Access. 

Sponsoring agencies for service access could be existing or new organizations, other than 

current direct providers of service. This was to elirninate the apparent or perceived confiict of interest 

inherent with the management of Home Care prograrns by direct providers, such as the VON, as  

identified by some interests. "1 think they wanted a more open process for service delivery. Service 

providers were Iobbying to open up that process. It was seen as sort of a closed shop you know. 

Home Care had its preferred providers and there wasn't an opportunity for other groups to get 

involved." (P050) Criteria for the selection of SAOs were yet to be developed and were to be a 

subject of further consultation? 



The report also recognized, as one of the essential components of the reformed system, the 

need to plan and develop community support services more comprehensibly. Up to that point, these 

services were developed without overall provincial guidance, leading to a proliferation of single 

service agencies, regional variation in service availability, lack of coordination across services, 

confbsing access for consumers, and a multiplicity of funding arrangements, charging policies, and 

eIigibility criteria. As a result a poiicy fiamework was to be developed to give coherence to 

community planning. Resources for these services were to be enhanced and targeted to address 

service gaps, targeted to multi-service sponsors that addressed both the needs of the elderly and the 

disabled, and to underserviced areas of the province. These services which complemented both the 

formal in-home services and the informa1 services provided by fmily  and fiiends would continue to 

be accessed directly by consumers. However, the SA0 would provide information and referral for 

consurners to these services, and could purchase these services on behalf of sorne consumers. Change 

in this sector was to be achieved with carrots rather than sticks. While this rnight be a sIower process 

it was a path of Iess resistaace. 

Recognizing that informa1 caregivers provide up to 80% to 90% of assistance to people who 

need persona1 support or assistance with daily living, the govenunent outlined a number of support 

services for caregivers. These included respite services such as adult day prograrns or the use of LTC 

facilities for ernergency or pre-planned respite care, and information services and support groups. 

In terrns of costs to the consumer, the government intended to develop a unifonn consumer 

charging policy for cornmunity-based services. The principles underlying the charging policy 

exemplified the Liberal view of the appropriate role of government versus the individual in LTC, and 

the related redistribution of costs and benefits to achieve it. The new charging policy was to be 

guided by beliefs that people are traditionally responsible for paying their own basic living and 

household maintenance costs, and, therefore, these costs shouid not be within the scope of state 

responsibilities; that people should receive services regardless of their ability to pay for them; and 

that those who can afford to pay for services should subsidize services for those who need them but 

cannot afford to pay for them. 

4.2.3 Integration of Services through Institutional Change 

The Premier's Council had suggested that the transfer of authority to local communities 

should be phased in afier corporate restructuring within government which would integrate the 

Ministry of Health with the Ministry ofcommunity and Social Services at a regional level. For 

reasons stated earlier there was a need to integrate these two ministries in order to create a 

coordinated program of service; namely, LTC comprised both health and social services that were 



under the auspices of two ministries with different cultures, legislation and regulations, and funding, 

eligibitity and monitoring critena. The service integration was partially to be achieved stnicturally 

through the creation of a joint division through which ideas and interests would be mediated. The 

aim was to arrive at a new hybrid program that not only reflected the values of both ministries but 

also created a new amalgamated mindset. Having already steered reform towards a broader vision of 

community care afid involvement by giving MCSS the Iead, and having partially integrated MOH and 

MCSS through the reporting of the Assistant Deputy Ministers from the relevant divisions to both 

Deputy Ministers, the government now went the next step towards integration. They created a new 

single decentralized division of the Ministries of Community and Social Services, and Health by 

rnerging the long tenn care and support services (MCSS) with the community health services 

(MOH). One ADM fiom the new LTC Division would report to both the Deputy Minister of Health 

and the Deputy Minister of Community and Social Services. Progranis fiom both ministries would be 

stnicturally pulled together and would report up through the new ADM- 

POS4: The reaiity of the day, there was Iegislation, there was, under the purview of the Ministry of 

Health, and legislation under the purview of the Ministry of Community and Social Services. 

And ofien, the legislation was contradictory or, or totally unrelated to each other. So tfiere 

was a decision, 'We've got to sort al1 this out. We've got to find a way to rationalize how 

money is distributed, how access is provided, criteria for eligibility or admission.' Al1 of ihat 

had to be looked tfirough. So the vehicle that it was seen as, as one that, to begin to sort ail 

this out was to create this sort of, across two-ministry structure. 

Government respondents saw the move as a way to get the two ministries to overcome their 

rivalry and work together. The progress of reform was being harnpered by these structural and 

cultural differences. The joint division was an attempt to bring about an integration of services in the 

community through an institutional change within government. Not only had you to overcome the 

silos in the community, but you also had to overcome the territorial barriers within govemment. The 

success of the reform was not possible without it. 

G092: HeaIth doesn't give much up. And nor does Corn Soc. They're both very large ministries that 

had very distinctive cultures, very large, very cornpetitive with each other. Health doesn't, 

just didn't give up its budget, because one doesn't give up to another ministry because you 

never get it back. And 1 think the same applies to the Ministry of Community and Social 

Services. ... The move to a joint division came fiom the recognition that they couldn't move 

forward unless the two ministries worked together. There were bureaucratic barriers. People 

worried about losing their jobs. This was a signal. The merger was also necessary if you 



were going to bring the services together in the cornmunity. The merged division was to be 

the bureaucratic structure. It wasn't just an interïm step. If we were moving to integrated 

models such as, the CHOs (cornmunity health organizations), LTC had to be part of it- And 

this was going to be easier if the health and social services were together. 

It was a big move because until then the departments had really been allowed to, you know, 

at the director level, they were allowed to just fight with each other al1 the tirne and erect 

barriers. 

The purpose of the joint division was trying to balance-off the tradition that had grown up in 

the Ministry of Community and Sociai Services and the tradition that had grown up in the 

Ministry of Health. And at that point because they had developed, if you wish, on separate 

tracks, they were distinct. 

They were recognizing that two ministries were not able to work effectively together, 

particularly when they were as  different as Corn Soc and Health. And they needed to pull 

something out and create at the bureaucratic Ievel what they had earlier created at the 

ministerial level with ROB Van Home. 

It would have been very hard to have made the changes fiom outside. ... It wouldn't have been 

do-able otherwise. There were so many things that we needed to do that afTected both 

ministries. Our information systems were a mess. And we were dealing with two different 

sets of iegal services, and two different communication branches. ... There had to be some 

way of combining the program areas. 

While not contradicting the above stated reasons, others saw the integrated division as a way 

of allaying the fears of societd interests. Having broadened the scope of the reform to include the 

disability community, one intewiewee stated that the government needed to address their concerns 

regarding the medicafization of their services. Similary, the govemrnent was cognizant of the 

different cultures within the provider groups that refiected the cultures of their sponsoring ministries. 

An integrated division was an institutional instrument to manage potential conflict which could de- 

rail reform. 

G 10 1 : Arnong consumer groups you have persons with disabilities. We definitely didn't think that 

they were to be lumped in with senior citizens. So when the paper came out, 1 would imagine 

that al1 the Health people thought it was a Corn Soc document. And al1 the Corn Soc people 

thought it was a Health document. And all the Disabilities people thought it was a Seniors' 

document. And al1 the Seniors thought that they were importing al1 kinds of concepts fiom 

the disability sector. ... 



And it was decided that it would have ben ,  in order to ease people into the notion of a single 

division ttiat you weren't going to take it out of one ministry and plunk it down in the other. 

Simply because, not only inside the Ministry, but also in terms of the groups they were 

dealing with, there might well have been some sensitivity to, for example, if they put 

everything in the Ministxy of Heaith, immediately the people in the Community and Social 

Services side would have regarded it as a Health take-over of a part of the social service 

system. .... It was the idea of putting together the two sides in a division that was ..to try and 

retain the best of both traditions ... and to make everyone cornfortable with the fact that, if 

you're dealing with LTC services, you're dealing witb something, which is, has both a health 

aspect and a social service aspect. 

To begin the decentralization of LTC planning, the new division established fourteen local 

area offices, where staff would work with local organizations and DHCs to plan the implementation 

of reform. While the poIicy fbnction and program management remained in the division, it was 

intended that over time, these centralized functions would be transferred to the local offices. As a 

senior bureaucrat in that penod indicated this step was essential to the later step of reailocating fun& 

from institutions to the community. 

G 105: One of the basic concepts ... and that I very much feet is the correct concept, is that you need 

to regionalize your administration, your provincial administration instead of having people in 

each region responsible for a program reporting to program heads in Toronto in the Hepburn 

building (at Queen's Park) ... and their only integration being at the IeveI of the ADM. ... So 

there'd be a Long Term Coordinator in each region that would be responsible for everything, 

not just for homemakers, and not just for ... home care, and not just for homes for the aged, 

and not just for whatever, but the whole gamut. 1 mean that's the fust step. You have to 

consolidate your budgets as well. That's what it means to do a reform where you're 

integrating, and where you have the capacity, for exampIe, meaningfidly to reduce your 

budgetary cornmitment to institutions, and instead bring some of that funding into 

community. You can't do it, unless those budgets are integrated. ... You can't transfer fiom 

one to another. It's better to do it at a regional level where it's more local. 

The reallocation of fiinding from institutions to the community was essential to the overall 

goal of cost control and containment. Without an integration of the two divisions, the creations of a 

single budget envelope for LTC community and facility services would not be possible. "Anybody 

that was doing their homework, wouId do some mathematics, to see how much it cost to build 



nursing homes. And they'd multiply that by the 85+ population, and fiom that, 'We've got to fiad 

another way to deal with this.'" (P061) 

The integration of budgets was not only for the purposes of the reallocation of firnds fiom 

institutions to the community, but also eventually to cap the LTC budget. Until then, Home Care 

services were basically a fully fiuided entitlement under OHW. The govemment had realized that, 

what was initially a small portion of the overall health budget was growhg exponentiaily each year. 

The integration of services at the regional level which was seen as the first move to the eventual 

integration of budgets meant that, in the fûture, the home care budget could be transferred out o f  

OHIP to a global capped budget for al1 LTC community-based services. (G093) The Liberals had 

intended to do eventually what the NDP later did. This decision would hold the door open for the 

movernent of more care out of the public realm to the private one of user fees and CO-payrnents. One 

interviewee summarized this argument best. 

G 1 02: Home Care, which was in the hands of Health, was a universally accessible service. If you 

established etigibility, the service was yours and it was yours as a right, and there was no 

cost or cost sharing with respect to that. Comp Soc, which funded the Home Support side, 

the non-medical side, was a Comp Soc'ish kind of a model where there were user fees, where 

there was a lot of volunteer participation augmenting their services. ... Because behind al1 of 

this there was a need to cap the cost, al1 along, people realized that the costs of Home Care, 

which was the expensive pieces of the formula, were escalating al1 of the time. In order to 

cap that, there was a plan, and 1 don't know when it surfaced in terms of it being a conscious 

thing, but there was a need to cap the envelope for Home Care services, by moving it into the 

Cornp Soc arena. As the lead they couid start to look at that user-fee, shared-cost, more-use- 

of volunteers model as opposed to the universal right iike OHiP. And that's basically what 

Our Home Care was. If eligibility was established they had to provide service. ... So this was 

an attempt to shift it fiom that 'universally paid for, absolutely your right' to a shared 

responsibility which was the model that Com Soc tends to espouse, with, you know, a lot of 

different funders and user fee potentials. 

Sirategies also dealt with issues regarding workers. In terms of steering care towards the 

cornmunity, the report outlined the difficulty in recruiting and retaining community-based 

professionals to provide in-home services. The govemment suggested an evaluation of the work 

currently provided by nurses, and the ability of other professionals such as therapists or social 

workers, RNAs or trained attendants to perform some of their fbnctions; ways in which to increase 

the number of rehabilitation therapists; and improving the wages, working conditions, and training of 



homernakers. Some people with physical disabilities cautioned the governrnent against over- 

professionalizing homemakers. The anticipated Health Professions Regulation Act would eventually 

alIow greater flexibility in service provision by different types of providers, a way to M e r  reduce 

costs through the use of lower skilled professionals. The governrnent also indicated the need to train 

professionals in community settings. 

The govemment indicated its intention to introduce time-limited legislation in the spring of 

199 1 to implement a number of critical elernents of reform, with subsequent legislation to create a 

single cornprehensive statute governing the whole LTC system. The initial legislation would provide 

the mandate, funding and govemance for service access organizations and their facility placement 

cornmittees, and the new, consolidated in-home services programs. The tegislation was also to 

include the rights and protection of consumers. 

4.2.4 Influence of Societal Interesb on the Development of the S A 0  mode1 

(i) P roviders 

The feeling among societal interests was that the Liberal govemment listened more to 

providers, both for-profit and not-for-profit groups than any other societal interest. in particular, the 

government was said to have listened to the Home Care Prograrns, and agencies like the VON that 

administered them. These were the agencies, which were credited with developing the idea of the 

SAOs. (P042, G058, PG061, PG070, PG093, PG095,0106) 

Although there was an easy relationship between the Liberal govemment and provider 

agencies one interviewee felt that by the end of the 1980s, the relationship between the govenunent 

and providers had begun to change. Towards the close of the decade, the govemment was beginning 

to wony about its ability to continue its past spending trend on prograrns. in hindsight, it would 

become clear that the Liberafs were very aware of the corning recession. Fiscal control would 

formalize the relationship between the government and providers. 

P054: Our relationship with the government until 1989 was quite good. It was so good that we 

never even thought we'd have to get into government relations and lobbying activities at all. 

The funding for us was open-ended. Members were able to secure anywhere fiom 70 to 90 

cents on the dollar fiom the province if they felt the need was there. ... The Province began to 

change the funding mechanism, ... began to introduce 70% fùnding , and the cap was 

introduced in 1989. Up until '89 it was almost a partnership relationship. It was only with the 

sort of move towards fiscal control in '89 and '90, and that whole era in our relationship 

changed. 



(ii) Labour 

There continued to be no coordinated effort on the part of unions to influence reform. The 

community, unlike the institutions sector, was not a heavily unionized sector. The SA0 mode1 was 

introduced before massive resîructuring of the hospital sector and before the recession hit the 

province in the early 1990s. In addition, with the incremental nature of this particular set of reforms, 

there was no imminent dislocation for community workers. One union spokesperson also argued that 

the silence of organized labour was more due to the lack of recognition afTorded them by the 

Liberals. 

P 040: 1 don? think the Liberals thought of the union movement as a group you would consult. They 

were just the workers. They are irrelevant. (They would say), 'Oh, we're taiking to the 

people because we're talking to the user, the community people, and we're talking to the 

ernployers. So we're covered.' So it was only under the NDP that we finally broke through in 

tems of being taken seriously as a group that had to be consuited. 

(iii) Consumers 

Many interviewees felt that the Liberals, as one put it, were not as "wired to the 

consumer."(P06 1) Some felt that the seniors were also not as yet a well-formed lobby group. 

Nevertheless, the respondent went on to Say that it did not matter because the Liberals listened to 

spokespeople from institutions and to professionals, such as physicians. 

People with disabilities, however, may have been the exception. With the second Liberal 

mandate, the disability community was beginning to recognize that the governrnent's intention to 

reform LTC services for seniors affected the very services they used as well. 

(G079) Later on when long term care reform actually unfolded, and it took in large numbers of 

people fiom two population groups, the elderly and people with disabilities, there was a fair 

amount of anxiety, particularly on the part of people with disabilities about being folded in 

the care group, that they felt they had no great kinship with, particularly if they were the 

younger disabled. 

With the change in the senior's movement to value more independent living and autonomy, 

the two groups realized, as stated earlier, that they had more in common than they had in the past. 

During this period of reform, disability and seniors groups got together to discuss cornmon principles 

for reform and to see if they could fonn a lobbying coaIition. 

CO 1 O: What we tried to do witb that was to come up with a set of cornmon principles and Say, 

'Look you can recognize that there are going to be differences. You can respect the 

differences, but is it possible to come up with a common set of goals and principles that we 



can agree on to get over the hurdte and to really get the government rnoving on something. 

And then deal with our differences (when) you have to deal with them.' 

However, this was a short-terrn coalition. As the second Liberal mode1 developed, the 

disability community did not want to talk about the issues that were more of concern to seniors; 

namely, institutions, professional assessments and referrals. After the publication of Strategies, the 

disability community began to lobby govemment to be removed h m  the SA0 reform. 

CO 10: Again it was pretty much saying to government, 'You've got to take us out.' Even the service 

providers were on side. So you had the March of Dimes and Easter Seals and the MS society, 

Cheshire Foundation saying, 'We're different.' In a sense the Liberals never really took them 

out. But that was the battle, and they did get agreement in p ~ c i p l e  to get direct funding. So 

it was sort of an alternative plan proposed. Now, the Liberals never really followed through 

with it. They (disability groups) did a huge lobby campaign essentially. It was at that point in 

1990, that a group which came out of the Attendant Care Action Coalition, and the Centre 

for independent Living, and others were meeting on a regular basis and really lobbying hard. 

So al1 of the energy fkom the disability side went into direct funding. That was really what 

they wanted to talk about. ... Once the government sort of agreed that they didn't have to be 

part of it, they dropped out of the rest of the discussion. There really isn't any active 

discussion with the government on the other kinds o f  issues in the SAOs. 

AIthough the disability community only got agreement in principle for direct funding, they 

felt they did influence govemment in other ways. 

CO 1 O: 1 think in part that's the reason that under the Libemls, you never saw the full move of long 

term care into Health formally. ... I think part of that was the disability (groups), both within 

the government and outside said, ' We don? wuit to be part of the Ministxy of Health. We're 

not sick.' ... There was a real fear of going into the Ministry of Health, because they'd been 

in the Ministry of Health and fought to get out, you know, during the Davis years, and didn't 

want to go back in. And they had theu own oEce  at that time - the Office for Disability 

Issues ... and a Minister for Disability was around, and 1 think that aIso played some part. 

The Multicultural community was interested in retaining their own ethnic specific programs. 

Based on the argument that Ontario and particularly, Toronto, were made up of a very multi-cultural 

population, they lobbied to have diversity of services for different ethnic groups be considered the 

n o m  for the sector rather than the exception. They felt that they had most influence with this 

govemment, because "the Liberal govemments traditionally at least for the last several decades in 

Canada have been much more attuned to the interests of ethnic communities than the other two 



parties. This Conservative government (Harris), not so much the tradition of Conservative 

govermnents pre-1985, but this Conservative government and the NDP are much less attuned to, and 

sympathetic to the issues and concerns of ethnic communities. Frankly, they owe much less to them 

in terms of their electoral success." (C030) 

Overall, however, during the Liberal period, societal interests were neither very vocal or 

active in txying to influence govenunent. "My understanding of that era was not much of that 

(interest group lobbying) was going on. They weren't organized in a way that would allow for that." 

(G058) Many organizations did not have the necessary resources to lobby, either an Executive 

I-iirector to speak on their behalf or someone within their organization who had the time to review 

government proposais. However, one government official indicated that, had the groups lobbied, 

government may not have listened. From this person's perspective, none of the groups really 

influenced government because they were not able to rise above their own interests to put together a 

mode1 that encompassed the whole system. In answer to the question asking which groups were 

influential, the official answered, 

G 105: Well fiankly, the answer's not many, or any that 1 could think of. Because who sees the 

whoIe system? And who conceptualizes it? And how many of them know about what it is to 

corne in and run a huge apparatus encompassing several thousand people and have an idea of 

what it means to reorganue in a comprehensive way. And the answer is most of them don't. 

They're looking at the elephant, and they see a leg, or they see a tail, or they see a trunk, 

because that's what they deal with. So you ask them what to do. They Say, ' Well we need a 

bigger tnink.' Or whatever they happen to be looking at. They don't see the whole animal. 

4.2.5 The Mobilization of fnterests 

During the latter part of the Liberal's second mandate, there was a stirring among groups, 

particularly, seniors, the disability community, and the support service groups, to strengthen their 

positions by joining resources and forming alliances. Although it was not until the NDP mandate that 

the Senior Citizens' Consumer Alliance (SCCA) would fom,  the initiation of the idea started at the 

end of the Liberal period when they felt that they were not having much effect in rnoving the 

government forward. 

C007: And the seniors got together because we were very unhappy. We had responded in writing, 

attended all of the meeting for A New A s n d a  and for Sirategies for Change, and we had 

responded in bfief form, and we had meetings with the Minister of Health and people ... but 

we were getting nowhere. We were hoping they would irnplement it, that they would do 

something. We've been tafking to Ministries, we7ve been talking to people, service providers 



and we're getting nowhere. So, we decided that the time had come when we were getting 

nowhere dohg it this way. So we had to do something else. And we decided to talk to a 

consultant and see if they would help us either write a better brief than we were doing, or 

something. And this is where the idea came in that we would work with other organktions 

and we would form an alliance. 

Unlike the professional health services, which had large paid staffs and were more able to 

Iobby govemment, the support services relied heavily on volunteers. At the end of the Liberal period, 

the various not-for-profit support services, also came together to fom the Ontario Cornmunity 

Support Association (OCSA). Not only did this alliance eventually find a greater influence with 

govemment, but government also found it easier to consuit with this constituency of hundreds of 

small one-service agencies. This group felt a need to organize not only because they believed they 

were the undervalued, underpaid part of the system, but also because they felt increasing cornpetitive 

pressure fiorn for-profit agencies. Although this sector had grown fiom largely not-for-profit roots, 

increased demand was attracting commercial agencies. As spokespersons for a number of agencies 

that joined OCSA put it, 

P093: Weil, I think we felt that we actually hadn't had a voice at the Province. You know, hospitals 

had a strong voice, physicians had a strong voice, but the cornmunity-based services didn't. 

We were also feeling very threatened by ... a growing threat of the for-profit homernaking 

sector taking over what traditionally had been a not-for-profit sector. So it was kind of a 

wake-up call. (While demand was growing and the agencies were not able to keep up with 

the demand), we were looking at increased cornpetition from the private sector. ... And 

basically, most of us had always thought that because we'd done nice things and had God on 

our side, that it was fine. ... Homemaking and home support and meals on wheels, we saw 

ourselves as the poor cousins, and we thought, 'This is silly, you know. We do hundreds 2nd 

hundreds of hours. We're sort of the meat and potatoes, you know, so that everybody can 

whip in and do fancy stuff. And if patients don? get fed, don? get bathed, dont get their 

houses cleaned and so on, you know, it's impossible for a nurse to float in for 15 minutes and 

poke sornebody in the m. So why don't we actually do something about it.' It took three 

years to get those organizations together. 

P096: There was a time as there is in a lot of things that happen in life, that you come to a cross- 

roads and it's a good thing to do. But then there's an outside force such as the government 

who are about to bring changes and you reaIize that you better get together and start to work 

together and start to really make sure that your voices are in unison first of all. 



This group of agencies had also hired a consultant to help them write a paper and lobby 

govenunent. The seniors groups would later hire the same consultant to help them fonn an alliance 

and to Iobby the next governrnent. As will be discussed in greater detail in the next chapter, it is not 

surprising that the two alliances (SCCA and OSCA) would put forward similar modeb to the NDP 

governrnent- 

4.2.6 Assessrnent of S A 0  by the LTC Policy Community 

The Liberal period was viewed as the period of balanced refonn by providers, consumers, 

and government officiais. Balance meant that the new mode1 would not overly disadvantage any 

societal interest. 

P067: My sense is that it was a baianced viewpoint. It was just a baIanced position of al1 the 

stakeholders to corne up with sornething sort of mutually agreeable and seemed to balance 

out ali of the perspectives. 

A govemment officia1 involved in this refonn indicated that the reason that there was general 

support for reform was that it was principle-driven, flexibie, and did not represent drastic a change 

from the status quo. 

G092: The important feature of Strategies for Change and the SA0 rnodel was that the phciples 

were accepted; that is, it was a principle-based d o m  and there was wide acceptance of the 

rnodel. The model was flexible. An essential feature was that it was a partnership model 

without being overly prescriptive. Built into it was a strategy for dealing with conflict of 

interests between the manager and deliverer of services; that was the idea of comrnunity 

management to monitor conflict of interests. ... The government didn't believe that a large 

monolithic model like the MIP model proposed later would lead to innovation. It was 

envisaged that the model (SAO) would Vary across communities. We decided on the 

continuation of profit and non-profit agencies in roughly the sarne balance as existed because 

we thought it would be less threatening. We recognized the difference between the two 

sectors and that there was value in having a balance. In many cases non-profit is more 

expensive, and for-profit could be more innovative. Therefore, we wanted the best of both 

worlds. 

Service providers on the whole supported the brokerage model. One provider echoed the 

sentiments of the governrnent officia1 cited earlier, the model was viewed as non-threatening. 

P 102: It didn't feel like a hell of a lot. Xt wasn't anything that you couldn't support because what 

they were really talking about is creating better access, ... not developing mechanisms to 

have more services available in the community to support people. ... We were feeling 



fiustrated just because there were lots of planning and not a lot happening, but there was no 

negative sense of what was trying to be accomplished or any major worry about it. .... (For- 

profit agencies) just saw it as opportunity. They felt the demographics, you know, the aging 

population, they saw an opportunity to grow their business. And there was nothing that we 

know that was going to be created in Service Access Organïzations or anywhere else that 

threatened that growth. We didn't feel any threat k i n g  an issue. 

The brokerage mode1 was supported because it did not endanger the viability of existing 

agencies. The elites in this policy community often served on the boards of a number of agencies and 

would not back a model that threatened another member's agency. 

(3079: 1 think a number of cour members) liked the brokerage model because it didn't blow up al1 

of the individual local agencies .... You know Betty doesn't want to be blown up. CharIie on 

the (Board) won't support blowing her up. So there was a certain amount of support for the 

brokerage model. 

Although the Liberal govement 's  intention in incremental reform was to have a balanced 

approach, which would keep al1 happy, there were some criticisms. Senior consumers felt that 

Smtegies was not a big enough step fonvard fiom A New Anendo. Furthemore, money was being 

spent on restmcturing government rather than on direct care where it was needed. 

C007: We were repeating what we'd done before in the New Anenda. Now we're spending 

hundreds of dollars that could be spent on services. And by now they're turning people out of 

hospitals early; they're sending them home, to the community; and they're not improving the 

community care. ... Al1 this rnoney k i n g  spent setting up another new office (1 4 Area 

Offices) to do what? And we had the sense that nothing was going to happen. And you 

realize how right we were. 'Cause I'rn talking about 1985 and now we're into 1990 and 

we're still talking about one stop shopping. It's still a good point. It's one we want. But let's 

get on with it! 

As might be expected, the disability community found little in the SA0 model to 

recommend. In fact, the model reduced autonomy fiom their perspective, a value they were not 

interested in sacrificing. 

COlO: It's still the problem of: it's great if you fit in the mold; if you know what you need, it's a 

waste of time. ... If you have one provider whether it's the One-Stop Shopping that actuaily 

provides szrvices or they broker for services, you're actually giving people much less choice 

and much less flexibility in what can be delivered. 



Social support providers, like seniors, felt that the SA0 model, while in the right direction, 

was merely incremental and did not go far enough. 

PO6 1 : Because it was still separating health and social services. It was still fragmenting. It was not 

dealing with the fiindamental issue, which was the dificulty of access, that's resulting fiom 

the enonnous fragmentation. One-Stop Shopping was moving in that direction. The Service 

Access Organizations moved a little bit further along in the direction. 1 don't think that many 

people had at that point in t h e  really believed that it was possible to really integrate the 

system. 

Or they saw it as an insertion of an even iarger bureaucracy than the curent Horne Care Program 

between themselves, the service deliverer, and the governrnent. (P093) 

Although provider organizations favoured the notion of brokerage, of independent 

governance of SAOs, and the stipulation that service providers could not be an SAO, they were split 

on the case management fùnction of SAOs. While Home Care Programs supported this function, 

other service providers felt they would lose a lot of professional autonomy and control, or that it 

would not eliminate duplication in assessments. The function of the case manager was key to al1 

models proposed fiom the Liberal period on and how it was defined was critical to its acceptance. 

G058: The roIe of the case manager was k i n g  defined year by year. And the importance of the 

success of that role was significant in the eyes of, 1 think, those who worked in the system. 

There had been quite a struggle to define what case management's function would be without 

having to compete with the service providers on occasion. ... In the very early days of Home 

Care Programs ... there was a resistance from the service providers to have this new type of 

worker, caIIed a case manager parachuted in on them; where the case manager was viewed as 

having the authority to decide who, first of all, was eligible for Home Care programs at all. 

And then the case manager would essentially decide who of the service providers - the 

nurses, or therapists, or homemakers - which service would be appropriate for this client's 

needs. ... So there was a fair amount of power resting in that position. And it created tension 

in the relationships arnong the other professional or paraprofessional tearn rnembers. 

PO6 1 : The professional social work approach is to have the same individual assessing needs and 

delivering the services, or the sanie organization assessing and delivering. Rather than an 

organization that does the assessment and then tells agency A or service B that is what their 

decision is and this what they (shouid) do. The problem with the latter is that then agency A 

does their own assessment, agency B also does an assessment. And you end up with a 

minimum of three assessments. 



P069: The problem with brokerage is the fragmentation of the care delivery, in that the client may 

have the Red Cross homernaker, the VON nurse, and Paramed for the shift nursing, and 

someone else for sornething else. It mitigates to chimneys of care, as opposed to consistent, 

provider-driven care coordination. Now the Home Care Programs would argue, 'Well, the 

case manager is in effect managing al1 this different care.' But the reality is the caseioads 

with case managers may be 150-200.1 rnean they're not coordinating care. 

Another spokesperson for one agency also expressed concern about the brokerage process 

where the perception was that quality would be sacrificed for cheaper services. This respondent also 

believed that the Liberals were trying in this way to introduce more for-profit agencies, especially 

into homemaking services. This sentiment would be raised more broadly fiom a majority in the 

policy community during the later Harris Consemative period. 

P042: We had great concerns with the brokerage portion of it. It's the same as the brokerage 

concerns now, where, although the request for proposa1 is supposed to be based on quality 

and on cost, our fear is the drive will be the cost only. There'll be movement to agencies that 

provide a cheaper service. ... It wiil be of lesser quality. 

Yet, some for-profits felt that the SA0 model did not level the playing field for them, and 

that the SA0 would continue to issue contracts more or less in the same informa1 fashion that the 

Home Care Programs had been doing. (PO59) As the government official cited earlier stated, interests 

rnay depend on which part of the beast you focus, 

Strategies for Change was intended to provide a focus for the next phase of the reform which 

was to review directions, resolve concerns and begin the IocaI implementation planning process. 

Consultations would be coordinated by the local managers of the new division with DHCs, 

rnunicipalities, and MCSS area offices. A series of information meetings, as well as issue-oriented 

local meetings were planned, to culminate in a provincial conference. Interested parties were invited 

to send in written comments on the report. Community planning for reform was to take place over the 

next several years. In September, a series of about 40 community meetings were to be held to discuss 

local planning arid implementation.u The Liberal government pre-empted any formal response to 

their model by precipitously calling another election after only three years into their second mandate 

in the Fa11 of 1990. 

The Liberals ran on a platform of expanding cornmunity-based care and home care, with a 

plan to develop these services for seniors and people with disabilities by a %2 billion, 6-year program 

of reform of the long terni care ~ ~ s t e r n . ' ~  However, the people of Ontario were cynical about the 



need for a premature election. Seeing the cal1 as an opportunistic move on the part of the Liberals, 

the people voted in a majority NDP govemment. 

4.3 Conclusions 

Reform dwing the Liberal period was very much incremental in nature. The LTC system as 

designed by the Liberal goveniment remained more or less the same, with the inclusion of a 

mechanisrn for introducing coordination of re ferra1 and assessment. Increased public financing for 

services was still within the existing fknework for the role of the state in this sector, and was 

intended to irnprove equity of access and the strengthening of the less expensive forms of care. The 

existing balance of for-profit and not-for-profit organizations would continue to  deliver services. As 

a resuh, the publidprivate mix did not dramatically shift in this period. The coordinating agency 

(One Stop and then the SAO) would be govemed by a local board that would not be a provider 

organization, removing one of the issues of concern, namely, confiict of interest. The agency would 

issue contracts more or less in the same informa1 way that they had k e n  doing in the past. Rather 

than changing the system in one sweep, the Liberals piloted their ideas in different jurisdictions 

allowing local conditions to detennine the eventual shape of the model in that community. While 

more cautious, this approach allowed for greater flexibility. 

However, at this stage the real agenda in LTC reform was the positioning of government to 

be able to control an increasing demand for services fiom an aging population. Wiîh the reduction in 

federal funding for health services under the Established Programs Financing, the Liberal 

government needed to reduce the costs of the health portion of LTC community services. The old 

ways of caring for seniors were too expensive and had to be transformed. New ideas were coming 

forward on the health of populations, their determinants, and the importance o f  prevention. A shifl 

away from the medical model was launched by a growing belief dominant at the tirne and 

promulgated by the Premier's Council on Health. 

The government introduced a number of institutional changes in both the structure and 

process of LTC reform development to ensure that reform would be guided by this new set of 

principles. The shifts of lead for reform to first the OSCA and then MCSS allowed for the 

development of a reform model that was not dominated by medical care. The creation of capped 

budget envelopes for LTC services woutd allow for the reallocation of funding fiom more costly to 

less costly services. The hture transfer of the budget for the Home Care Program fiom OHIP to the 

LTC enve tope would transform a universally insured service to one where eligibility critena could 

Iimit government exposure to increased dernand. 



The integration of services was fbt brought about through the step by step amalgarnation of 

the two different cultures of MOH and MCSS. This was first accomplished by having the two 

Assistant Deputy Ministers responsible for community services in MOH and MCSS report to both 

Deputy Ministers. Eventually the two divisions were joined with one ADM reporting to both 

Deputies, joined but separate. The next govemment would complete the transition. 

Fully aware of the escalating costs of Home Care, giving the lead to MCSS and moving 

towards the integration of budgets were strategic moves to reduce costs by shifüng them gradually 

from the public to the private purse. While creating the structure for potentially massive change, the 

Liberal government's reforrn in the SA0 rnodel was positioned as incremental. At the time of the 

election, Home Case was still a fully insured entitlement under OHIP. In their refonn, the Liberals 

were able to continue a system that provided professional home care as an entitled service, 

strengthened the ability of the informal private sector to continue to provide for individuals, and 

retained consumer CO-payments for services not medically necessary while providing a safety net for 

those who were unable to pay. 

Although reform was incremental and did not elicit passionate response fiorn societal groups, 

it did not mean that there was full support for the Liberal models. Groups, however, at that time, did 

not have the resources to raise the level of theù concerns to an audible level. Nor were there other 

contingencies that would bring together disparate groups and galvanize mutual interests. The 

recognition of the limitations of lobbying alone started to dawn on groups as they began to mobilize 

into coalitions. In the next five years the new NDP govemment's belief in consumer and worker 

empowerment and their fiscal strategies to restrain spending would provide the context for the 

merging of interests. 

Without well-organized societal interests during the Liberal period, however, government 

ideas on reforrn were allowed ta prevail. Institutional changes within government reflected these 

ideas and were introduced in the service of those ideas to advance reforrn. Balance and 

incrementalism, the hallmarks of the Liberal reforms, would soon give way to pressures from 

realigned groups supported by a new order within the wall of government. The next chapter will 

analyze the approach to reform under the NDP govemment. 
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Chapter 5 

LTC Reform Under the NDP, 1990-93 

Election of the NDP Government was as much a surprise to the party as to the rest of the 

province. It was the first t h e  in provincial history that the party was elected to power. It was 

cornrnonly believed that the 1990 vote reflected more an anti-PetersodLiberaI vote than a pro- 

Rae/NDP vote. Many New Democratic party candidates ran on the belief, and perhaps even the hope, 

that they would not be elected. As a result, the NDP were not well-prepared to assume the roIe of 

governors of the province. Once in office, they discovered that the finances of the province were not 

as healthy as the LiberaIs had led everyone to believe, and their first nivo years were marked by a 

deepening recession. 

The election of the new govemment heralded a change in political ideology which favoured 

community participation, greater sensitivity to visible minorities, more centralized control of 

programs, support of organized workers and preference for not-for-profit delivery of health and 

social programs. These values were reflected in the organization of govemment institutional 

structures and the relative access of societal interests during this period. Formeriy marginalized 

interests were given voice in this period. In particular, consumers, unions, and community support 

services were encouraged and, as some believed, became the mouthpiece for govemment. However, 

as meat was put on the bones of reform, interests becarne threatened and forrnerly supportive groups 

joined the ranks of the dissidents. This was a period of considerable dynamism in alliance formation 

and breakdown. In the end, legislation remodelling the LTC community sector was put in pIace 

which strongIy reflected NDP ideology. However, nobody including the NDP govemment felt like 

winners. 

This chapter will outline the refom developments during the frrst three years of the NDP 

mandate between 1990 to 1993. The fmt year marked a period of education for its members, many of 

whom had been elected for the fust t h e  to provincial parliament. At the end of the first year, they 

released Redirection ofLong-Term Care and Support Services in Ontario .' a consultation document 

which recomrnended the Service Coordination Agency model. Developed by the same bureaucracy 

that had developed both Stmtegies for Change and the Liberal Service Access Organization rnodel, 

there was little in the values and proposed structures in the two successive documents and models 

that differed. To many in the policy community, it was the Liberai model with a new name. The 

document, however, was to be the bais  of a far reaching and intensive consultation of al1 mernbers 

of the policy comrnunity, and, in particular, the voices that had not been heard in the pst. 



Ln keeping with their ideological values and beliefs, the NDP empowered formerly marginal 

groups in the sector, namely consumer and the community support sector which delivered the softer 

social services. These two groups would recommend a model which wss adopted by the goverment 

and which represented a radical departure fiom the growing political ethos in most other 

jurisdictions. At a time when govemments were promoting privatization and cornpetition, the second 

NDP model, the Multi-Service Agency (MSA) was akin to the nationdization of the private LTC 

deiivery system. 

The recession in the early part of their mandate led the NDP to take certain decisions which 

were viewed as contraxy to their own political ideology. M e r  their fmt expansionary budget, they 

chvlged directions and put on the brakes to spending. They introduced a Social Contract requiring 

both the civil service and the broader public sector to accept wage restraints which contravened sorne 

existing negotiated contracts. This action led to the mobilization of newly formed interests which had 

an impact on the progress of LTC reform. 

This chapter will document and analyze the developments leading up to the publication of 

Redirecrion and the SCA proposai, the province-wide consultation, the effect of the recession and the 

government's response to it on societal interests and the reform itself, and the ultimate 

recommendation of the MSA model. 

5.1 NDP Government (1990-1992) 

When the new government assumed power, MCSS retained the lead for reform, working 

with MOH and the new Ministry of Citizenship (MC) which now assumed the responsibilities for 

seniors and people with disabilities, as well as mutlticultural and anti-racism issues. This 

government's commitment to visible minorities went further than the previous Liberal government- 

They would eventually corne out with a policy on anti-racism which was viewed as more proactive 

than the earlier policy on racism. In addition, their cornmitment to race would later be viewed by 

non-visible minorities to overtake commitment to ethno-cultural diversity. 

The continuation of MCSS as iead reflected, as before, the continuing distrust of MOH, the 

fear of medicalizing this sector, and the need for cost control. It was an institutionai solution to 

implementing ideas and policy interests dominant in both the government and its major constituency. 

PO61 : It was a matter of the government of the day having the philosophy that the social services - 1 

shouldn't put it so much in tenns of social services as preventative services - needed to be 

considered most significant, ... The health services were much, rnuch more expensive, and it 

was a never-ending thing. You could fund them and fûnd them and fund them and it would 



never be enough. And somchow or other, something had to be done to fmd a way to fund 

services that mi@ prevent people fiom getting too fast into that hi&-end system. 

G096: From listening to people in the community, the message ... was that it had, even though the 

bulk of the money was in one ministry, the essence of what we were trying to do was 

comrnunity involvement and community-based support so that, if you have it in under 

Cornmunity and Social Services, it is not as fiightening to people. ... 1 think the relationship 

between people who worked in Corn. Soc., between the bureaucrats and the people who 

worked in the conununity was much more defmed, more cornfortable and more tmsting than 

in Health, where it's envisioned that it's a Ministry of Institutions. 

G102: My understanding of that (giving the Iead to MCSS) is because Home Care which was in the 

hands of Health was a universally accessible service. If you established eligibility, the 

service was yours and it was yours as a right and there was no cost sharing with respect to 

that. Corn. Soc. which funded the Home Support side, the non-medical side, was a Corn. 

Soc.'ish kind of a mode1 where there were user fees, where there was a lot of volunteer 

participation and augmenting the services that the paid agencies could receive through 

volunteers. Because behind al1 of this there was a need to cap the cost. Al1 along, people 

realized that the costs of Home Care which were the expensive pieces of the formula were 

escaIating al1 the time. in order to cap that there was a plan, there was a need to cap the 

envelope for Home Care setvices by moving it into the Corn. Soc. arena. As the lead, they 

could start to look at that user-fee, shared-cost, more use of volunteers mode1 as opposed to 

the universal right like OHIP. ... So this was an atternpt to shift it fiom the universally paid 

for, absolutely your right to a shared responsibility which was the mode1 that Corn. Soc. 

tends to espouse. ... Again it was an attempt to de-medicaIize that as formally as well. 

The Minister of MCSS announced the intention of the govemment to review LTC services 

and programs before making any fûrther announcements. On June 1 1, 1991' after a year of interna1 

review, the MCSS Minister, Zanana Akande, announced the goveniment's intention to reform LTC. 

Acknowiedging the work of the previous Liberal govenunent and the fiscal situation in which the 

NDP found the province when assuming office ("the enormous economic challenge Ontario faces in 

this time of recession"), she announced the investment of $647 million into LTC services by 1996-97 

(the same funds announced by Charles Beer in 1990) with almost $440 million going into comrnunity 

prograrns.3 A consultation paper for a much broader and more far-reaching consultation than any 

which had previously been considered was also promised. She stated that she and her colleagues, 

Ministers Lankin and Ziemba, "believe that the consultation process is an important part of the 



product.'" Refom itself was not the only product, how one got there was as important to this 

govemment reflecting their notions of procedural justice. 

5.1.1 Redirection and the Service Coordination Agency @CA) Mode1 

in October 199 1, the govemment released Redirection of long-Term Care and Support 

Services in Ohtario: A Public Consultation ~ a ~ e r . '  The principles and goals guiding reform 

continued to be the sarne with some minor variations in emphasis and additions; such as racial equity, 

enhanced protection of workers, and rather than the continuation of the existing mix of for-profit and 

not-for-profit providers, the majority of which were non-profit, the NDP stated a preference for the 

latter. The difference in emphasis in the values underlying refom was at the heart of the ideological 

separation between the NDP and the former Liberals, and would explain much of their subsequent 

actions and ultimate direction in LTC. The goals of reform were: 

integration of LTC health and social services, 

irnproved access to quality services, 

creation of community alternatives to institutions, 

greater consumer participation and control of the services they receive, 

promotion of racial equity and cultural sensitivity, 

realization of funding equity across the province, 

enhanced protection of the rights and security of service workers, 

and continued preference for a not-for-profit service delivery system. 

The reforrn continued to focus LTC services for both the elderly and the disability 

community. The govemment intended to establish approximately 40 new Service Coordination 

Agencies (SCAs) across Ontario. These agencies were to replace and consolidate the services 

provided by the Home Care Prograrn and the Placement Coordination Services Prograrn. Employees 

of the Iatter two programs would transfer to the new agencies. The SCAs like the SAOs were to act 

as a single point of access for Health and Personal Support Programs (see below), respite and adult 

day programs, and institutional care. They would assess and monitor the individual's needs, provide 

information and referral to community support services, and purchase services for consumers fiom 

delivery agencies. Each agency would have a local representative board of directors, the membership 

of which would be subject to consultation but was to reflect the racial, cultural and linguistic 

diversity of their conununities. 

Integration of services was to begin within govenunent through the creation of new prograrn 

structures. The health and personal support services provided through the Home Care Program, 

Xntegrated Homemaker Program, Attendant Outreach Prograrn, and the Homemakers and Nurses 



Services Program (which were administered by different levels of govemment , provincial ministries 

and community agencies) would be integrated into the new Health and Personal Support Program 

with consistent eligibility criteria and service standards. Access to these essential services would be 

coordinated through the new service coordination agencies (SCA). Access to support services, 

attendant care, social work and nutritional services were demedicalized in that they no longer 

required the receipt of professional services. There would be no charges for services under the Health 

and Persona1 Support Program. Homemaking services could be accessed directly by consumers if 

they were deemed non-essential but preferred. They would be expected to contribute to the cost of 

the service according to theù abiiity to do so. 

The NDP comection and comrnitment to grass roots organizations were reflected in their 

decision to expand and increase the funding to community support services. Priority was to be given 

to underserviced communities to improve geographic equity of access. Through guidelines, the 

government was to ensure greater consistency in eligibility criteria, consumer fees, service delivery 

and administrative standards. In recognition of agencies' varying ability to raise fiinds, the 

government changed the funding formula from 70% provincial funding and 30% local fùnding and 

consumer charges, to fùnding 100% of the agency's approved budget after deducting revenue fiorn 

these other sources. As a result, some agencies would receive more funds and some less than 

previous years. Services would be accessed directly by consumers or through the information and 

referral service of the SCA. 

Recognizing the gradua1 change in the site of care, the governrnent indicated its intention to 

shifi funds fiom hospitals to community-based services. It announced that it would reallocate 

annually for the next 5 years $37.6 million from the provincial hospital budget to LTC. Each area of 

the province was going to be given a funding envelope for comrnunity-based services that would be 

alIocated by area offices under provincial guidelines with the assistance of local planning groups. 

While communities were not expected to have the same priorities for services, criteria would be 

established by the government to determine the basic Ievel of services that must be fûnded in al1 

areas. A pilot project was introduced to provide direct funding to people with disabilities to purchase 

their own attendant care. 

A key focus of Redirecrion was the attention paid to front line workers. In the rea1location of 

resources fiom the institutional to the community sector, the govemment indicated that it would 

protect the interests of workers in institutions. They foresaw the creation of new jobs in the 

community and in LTC facilities, and would heIp institutional workers access these jobs through 

training and upgrading programs, and human resource planning. This decision would create some 



tension between community and institutional workers in the 1 s t  two years of its mandate when the 

LTC mode1 would change dramatically. In recognition that most LTC workers were women and, in 

particular immigrant women and women fiom minority groups, the government intended to revise 

funding so that agencies could provide more secure employment under irnproved working conditions. 

It intended to extend pay equity requirements to the private sector and ta public sector workplaces 

that weren't already covered. Wages for homemalcers were also to be adjusted. 

The management of the new LTC sector was to be undertaken by the integrated Community 

HeaIth and Support Services Division and its fourteen LTC Area Offkes as set up by the fornier 

govemment. The decentralization of the division into the fowteen LTC Area Offices continued to 

reflect the ethos of MCSS whose other programs (outside of LTC) were already administered by 

fourteen different areas offices. Once again, structure within government reinforced the NDP7s 

cornmitment to community. 

True to their principles regarding the inclusion of marginalized voices, the govemment made 

it clear that the priority groups for consuttation were consumers, their families, and Front-line 

workers shifting the emphasis on which groups it considered important in the reform. Emphasizing 

the importance of process as product, on Septernber 12, 199 1 there was a province-wide focus group 

to consult on the consultation process. The process was to be open, broad-based and comprehensive. 

Local consultation processes would be assisted by the 14 area ofices of the Community Health and 

Support Services Division, and area managers would be responsible for relaying community input to 

the iMinistry and the three Ministers. The central Queen's Park office was to lead the consultation 

with provincial associations. 

As this chapter will document, public consultations were a strong component of this 

goverment's ideological belief in governing. The NDP would go the citizens of Ontario in a number 

of different policy fields such as employment equity, social assistance reform, and advocacy. In its 

atternpt to include its citizens in policy making, the government exhausted most groups' capabilities 

and resources. In LTC reform alone, the government itself undertook a massive consultation. They 

provided funding to a number of associations to consult their own membership. One of these groups, 

the seniors, would mount an ambitious consultation process that would parallel the govenunent's. 

Respondents stated that consulting broadly and more inclusively was part of NDP political 

philosophy, a belief that would eventually be the undoing of their efforts. 

G095: It (the consultations) was very ambitious. It certainly let everybody who wanted to be heard, 

be heard. 1 think it was necessary. I mean, refonn of long term care had by that point been 

around for about ten years and there was a huge frustration. And as 1 said at the beginning, 



nobody had ever, sort of, gone back to square one and said, that if we were starting with a 

brand new clean date how would we design this. And the hearings provided an opportunity 

for that. 

P067: 1 think when the NDP got in they had to prove that they were out for the disadvantaged, 

marginalized groups and had to have signals that reflected that. ... So 1 think that they 

probably felt they had to provide resources to these groups that previously Iacked the 

infiastructure to have a voice or be at the right tables, or have lobbyists, or know how to 

participate within the whole political venue. 1 think some people (political) were probably 

driven by passion for that and feeling it is about time these people have been sort of 

oppressed and now there's that opportunity. I think they a150 were very politically naive to 

how this would really play out. And 1 don't think they realized that their own would start to 

eat their Young. 

5.1.2 S e ~ c e  Coordination Agency: A Liberal Model? 

The fundamental sirnilarities between S~ralegies for Change and Redirection, and between 

the models proposed by the two documents, the Service Access Organization (SAO) and the Service 

Coordination Agency (SCA) were strikïng. In order to understand the dynamics that led to the 

conceptualization of the later NDP rnodel (the Multi-Service Agency) which differed significantly 

fiom their earlier model, it is important to examine the government's cornmitment to and 

development of the SCA model. 

interviewees, on the whole believed that the two models (SA0 and SCA) were similar with 

minor variations. "It seemed to me at the tirne that it was just ... some minor changes to give a new 

government a label." (G094) "1 remember at the time, we did an interna1 briefuig note that cornpared 

them (SA0 and SCA). There were some subtle differences but they were minor."(G103) The reasons 

given for the similarity ranged fiom the govenunent was not well informed about the issues, to it 

being indifierent to the issues, to the similarities being purposefiri. As stated earlier, forming the new 

government was as much a surprise to the NDP as to others. Within government, the feeling was that 

the NDP was not well-prepared to govern. 

G092: They never expected to win the election so they weren't ready to govern. They were 

suspicious of the bureaucracy, even individual ministers were not trusted by the Premier's 

Office. It was a government in chaos. 

G095: And that first year was, as you can imagine, a year of total turmoil as we came to grips with 

what the government meant and how it al1 functioned. 



G103: They didn't have the experience of k i n g  an elected goverurnent before. There were a lot of 

things they were getting used to. And Long Term Care is a very complex subject. 

Given their inexperience, many felt that the govemment either did not have a position on 

LTC (P059), did not view it as a pnority item at the time (P069) or were not prepared to take risks. 

G079: 1 think in the first year, they didn't want to change a whole heck of a lot until they 

understood it. And even when they understood it, they still didn't want to change a whole 

heck of a lot. 1 mean, my sense is that they were a new government. They recognized that 

they ran the risk of losing a whole lot of support if they changed too much too quickly. And 1 

think the brakes were on al1 kinds o f  things .., while the new political rnasters and their 

senior civil servants, theu deputy ministers began to get their heads around things. 

G093: It was a government that had never been in power before, and had not anticipated being in 

power. And 1 think it was doing an enonnous amount of listening to its public service, except 

on very specific areas where the Premier alreaciy had a predeterrnined desire to do 

something. ... In any event, when it came to Long Term Care, the folks who were doing the 

changeover, said to Stephen (Stephen Lewis who was managing the transition for the NDP), 

'you know, this is a program for seniors, and just leave it alone unless you want to get into 

trouble. And so, you know, it was just given a new spin. 

Many were of the opinion thai, because of their naiveté around issues, the government lefi 

the development of the LTC consultation paper to the bureaucracy. As stated in the 1 s t  chapter, it 

was believed that the Liberals gave the bureaucracy a great deaI of autonorny in the development of 

reform. Without a well-formulated policy of their own, the NDP M e r  relied on the bureaucracy to 

develop their first model. Having already developed a policy to theu own tastes and without further 

political instruction, the bureaucracy came up with a variant of their earlier model with elements that 

reflected the new political order. 

C074: They were naive about the complexity of Long Terrn Care reform. As were al1 the political 

parties. They thought there was a model, it had been devefoped. ... They fine-tuned it and put 

their own stamp on it and named it their own name. The bureaucracy told them it was 10096, 

it was great. It was a 'go'. So, they went out with it. 

G094: 1 didn't see a heck of a lot of difference between the Liberal approach (and the NDP). And 1 

think it was because it was owned by the bureaucracy in both cases. The minor changes 

reflected some of the policies and principles of our party in t e m s  of not-for-profit and those 

sorts of things, inclusiveness, but ... there probably would have been language around the 



treatment of the workers, you know, those sorts of things. ... There was not, 1 think, strong 

support in the govemment for it one way or the other. 

0 106: There was speculation that the civil service was pretty cornrnitted to this idea, the brokerage 

model, and it was really hard for them to think outside that box. And the government was 

fairly new. And so when asked, 'what's your thinking about what needs to happen?', the civil 

service gave them what they'd already been working on under the Liberals. 

PO58 : They (bureaucracy) were asked to re-write this (Sirategie.s for Change) But they just re-wrote 

it, calling it something different, called the Service Coordination Agency instead of Service 

Access. They're both the same. ... The bureaucracy created the SAO, the SCA model. So it 

was kind of their birthchild. And furthemore, before that, they (bureaucracy) were the ones 

that, in years back, supported, created the brokerage model. 

For the various reasons given, the general belief was that the M)P government was not 

cornmitted to the brokerage model. "'Redirection came out as a dialogue document. ... It didn't come 

out as, 'this is govemment policy'." (0106) The intention of  the government, according to a 

Government official, was to use the Redirection document as the basis for community dialogue and 

consuttation. The consuibtion would buy them time to develop a model more reflective of their 

values. 

G095: My interpretation of that first document was reafly that it was a reiteration of the Liberals' 

cornmitment that something needed to be done and a better coordination was essential. An& 

'here's our take on what the Liberals have done at a fairly preliminary level. Let's put it out, 

and see what the response is.' And (it) was the best that could be patched together at this 

point. And so the solution was, 'Okay, let's put it out there, see what the response is, and that 

will give us the time and the opportunity to make it right.' 

Redirection and the SCA model were used as a jumping off point or  a foi1 against which 

societal groups could reflect their own interests. The difference in nuances with the Liberal policy 

reflected the hDP's cornmitment to community empowerment, to the community support service 

sector from which many of its own ministers had come, equity for workers, greater participation for 

consumers, and the protection and promotion of visible minorities. The decentralization of the system 

and its shiA to a more social as opposed to medical model was continued through the lead of MCSS. 

The consultation on Redirection was unlike other government attempts. To ensure that 

professional providers would not dominate the advice given to government, the NDP would provide 

financial resources and access to institutionalue the participation of seniors and support service 

providers. The question on many lips at the tirne was whether the M)P's action to support these 



groups was done to correct a previous wrong or to legitirnate their own interests by creating a like- 

minded voice in the cornmunity. Both answers reflect the truth. 

5.1.3 Mobilization of Interesb 

Recognizing that the new government had an ideological cornmitment to cornmunity and 

citizens, and that they had to create a voice to influence reform and counter the interests of providers, 

two consumer groups decided to hire Ted BalI, a private consultant, to advise them. The consultant 

working with these two organizations recommended they f o m  an alliance with a third organization 

to create the Senior Citizens' Consumer Alliance for Long-Term Care Reform (SCCA). in June 

199 1, the United Senior Citizens of Ontario (USCO), the Ontario Coalition of Senior Citizens' 

Organizations (OCSCO) and the Consumers' Association of Canada, Ontario (CAC) cornbined their 

respective organizations to develop a co-ordinated response to the Government's proposed strategic 

plan for the re-direction of LTC. Al1 three associations were voluntary, not-for-profit organizations 

whose goals were to improve the quality of life for older adults by promoting independence and 

participation. The interests of the CAC was specifically to m a t e  a "consumer-oriented health care 

system" with accompanying r i & t ~ . ~  The USCO, a grass roots organization comprised solely of 

seniors, had never received any government funding in the past and had been self-sponsored. The 

OCSCO was made up of seniors' organizations and had a number of formerly unionized workers 

who would later inject some conflict into the Alliance. 

The SCCA was intended to be a single-purpose body with a limited mandate to conduct 

public hearings and to respond to the Government on LTC refonn. This association is typical of Paul 

Pross' issue-oriented group, one that has a single, narrowly-defined objective.' Later they would risk 

their relationship with government to pursue their single goal, unlike more institutionaiized groups 

which are prepared to compromise on the issue at hand to further broader long-term objectives. The 

Alliance's focus was limited to those issues which affected senior cititens and their families, and 

specifically never intended to speak on behalf of the disability community8 Although an attempt had 

been made to bring together senior's groups and the disability community to form a broad 

6 c ~ ~ n ~ ~ m e r "  group to act as effective a lobby group as providers - 'Y0 be able to be a counterpoint to 

the doctors and hospitals" (CO 1 O), it never got off the ground. 

Because seniors had felt that the LiberaI government had listened more to providers they 

were determined to be heard this time round. One respondent indicated that the general belief at the 

time was that Redirection and the brokerage rnodel was "owned" by the civil service and there was 

suspicion that a consultation run by the civil service would not be "authentic." It was this sentiment 

plus the distrust that the new govenunent had of their public service that led a number of 



organizations to seek funding to run their own consultations. Taking advanbge of the NDP's 

cornmitment to consumer ernpowennent, SCCA sought and received h d i n g  fiom both the Ministry 

of Citizenship and the LTC Division to consult seniors and to respond to the Redirection document. 

One senior's organization referred to it as forming a "partnership" with the Government. 'Tou  

(seniors) can probably do that better than we (government) can. You can frnd, as seniors asking 

seniors, you'll get better answers. And so we kind of formed a partnership with them (govemment) , 

and they financed us to do a lot of research."(CO07) Other consumer organizations also lobbied for 

government funding to get people out to the consultations "Who wiIl back your (governrnent) 

agenda." (CO 10) Government oEcials at the time saw the funding of intervenors as inherent to NDP 

philosophy and their origins, creating an even playing field with other traditional health providers 

whose budgets allowed them to anafyze policy and lobby to protect their interests. The importance of 

participation in government decision making would be specifically rejected by the next government 

under the Progressive Conservatives. 

G 108: 1 think it reflected the governrnent's mots. When you corne fiom advocacy organizations, the 

advocacy organizations needed funding to play an effective role in policy formation. 

G093: Hospitals, you know did it (lobby) al1 the time. I mean the reason they could do that is 

because they had the OHA (Ontario Hospital Association). Well, the OHA gets it fees paid 

out of hospital funds. And hospitals are h d e d  by the public purse. So, you either give it 

directly to people or indirectly. And 1 guess one of the things that we thought we were doing 

was making it a bit of a more even playing field, and we thought it would do everybody good 

to hear what the consumer wanted. 

G09S: I think there was a growing realization that the interests of the long term agencies that had 

served seniors and were very institutionalized and bureaucratized was not necessarily the 

same as the clients those people were serving. And there was no mechanism for the clients to 

be heard unIess we found a way of providing that, and that's what the coalition's (SCCA) 

hearings did. 

The SCCA formed a 12-member panel which met through the summer and fa11 of 199 1. 

Shortly after the government released Redirection, the SCCA sent out their Public Hearings Paper to 

6,000 decision-rnakers throughout Ontario outlining what they feIt were the right questions about 

LTC reform. On January 17, 1992 the Alliance sponsored a public policy conference attended by 600 

people who were consumers, providers and experts. They then proceeded to hold 16 days of public 

hearings before they issued their Consumer Report on Long-Term Cure Reform. 



The other alliance that would play a pivotal role in refonn genninated at the end of the 

Liberal penod. Three community support associations, the Association of Visiting Hornemakers of 

Ontario, the Ontario Home Support Association, and Meals-on-Wheels Ontario had come together 

and had hired Ted Ball to help them facilitate a response to the Saategies document. The Visiting 

Hornemakers Association had originally hired this consuttant to help them lobby govenunent to 

increase the wage rate for homemakers. These three organizations with the help of Mr. Ball looked 

for an alternative to the SAO. From these activities emerged the idea of the amalgamation of the 

provider organizations and on April 1, 1992 the Ontario Community Support Association (OCSA) 

was fonned. 

PO6 1 : It would be helpfûl for people who needed services, but also helpful for taxpayers fiom a 

fiinding point of view, to look beyond this entry level organization (SAO) that would then 

fan out and broker with everybody, and ûy to find some other way of doing things that was 

more cohesive, certainly a lot less expensive and more productive. ... And we started out 

really small and expanded, just brainstorming, Wow could it look if it was different fiom 

this SA0 thing? What would another idea be?" Well, the first step might be to ask each of 

the organizations that (would) belong to the SA0 to contribute one or two mernbers to an 

umbrella board. So the whole urnbrella board idea, ... we al1 saw as being a step in the 

direction of a more integrated program which would hopefdly happen later on. 

Another interviewee reiterated that the integration of these organizations to form OCSA led 

to the eventual development of the integrated MSA model. When asked whether the process of LTC 

reform had influenced the decision of these organizations to form an alliance, one respondent stated, 

"1 would put it exactly the opposite, that a lot of the refonn initiatives evolved out of the 

detemination of those of us that were at the fiont-line ievel in the community to amalgamate 

ourselves." (P061) 

There were a number of reasons offered for these social-support provider groups to come 

together. As one interviewee who belonged to one of these groups stated it: 

P056: Well they were al1 very small. Only one of the three had permanent staff. The other two were 

always struggling financially, and were able to have staff at al1 only through project funding, 

through various projects that they were able to get.. 1 think that they felt none of the three 

had a very good relationship with govemment. It was okay but they didn't have much impact. 

P093: 1 think we felt that we actually tiadn't had a voice at the Province. Hospitals had a strong 

voice, physicians had a strong voice, but the community-based services didn't. We were aiso 

feeling very threatened by - I'm speaking group not necessarily individually - by what 



appeared to be a growing threat of the for-profit homemaking sector taking over what 

traditionaily had been a not-for-profit sector- So it was kind of like a wake-up d l .  We were 

getting more and more people requiring services. Home Care service was Iimited and there 

were maximum hours. And we were fmding we just didn't have enough other services for 

people. Our home support prograrns and Our other prograrns were simpiy not meeting the 

need. We had waiting Iists ... and many of our customers could not pay their shared costs, 

and we were absorbing it. In addition to that, we were looking at hcreased cornpetition in a 

way that we'd never had before fkom the private (for-profit) sector. ... And basicaily, most of 

us had always thought that because we'd done nice things and had God on Our side, that it 

was fine. ... We saw ourselves as the poor cousins. We do hundreds and hundreds of hours. 

We're sort of the meat and potatoes, you know, so that everybody else can whip in and do 

fancy stuff. And if patients don? get fed, don? get bathed, don? get their houses cleaned and 

so on, it's impossible for a nurse to float in for 15 minutes and poke somebody in the a m .  

So, why don? we actually do something about it. It took three years to get those three 

organizations together. 

The professional, not-for-profit organizations, such as nursing organizations, already had 

either strong provincial organizations of their own, or had paid staff to lobby govemment. As a 

result, they did not see the need to corne together with the support services. Uniike professional 

providers, during the early discussions a number of members from consumer associations had been 

attracted by OCSA. However, the consumers eventualiy broke away fiorn the providers. 

P070: Eventually, what you saw is a breakout between the consumers and the providers, which by 

the way, 1 think is quite proper. It's a much purer kind of thing when consumers are talking 

about needs for themselves. But when they're al1 tangled up with providers, you wonder if 

they're being manipulated. And it's, the word is bad optics. ... How does the government 

know that we haven't manipulated them into just singing fiom our song book? 

Not surprisingly, many believed that Ted Ball was key to understanding the influence of 

consumers and community support providers during the NDP govement. Many providers believed 

that the SCCA was actuaIly being controlled and led by the consultant. He was viewed as key to the 

deveIopment of the later MSA model. Mr. Ball turned out to be the hub of many connecting spokes. 

Aside from initial contact with Ted Ball through the early stages of the formation of OCSA, one of 

the seniors' organizations that eventually joined SCCA had used Ted Bal1 to help them put in a brief 

earlier on auto insurance policy. Some political staff during the NDP period, including sorne 

Ministers responsible for the LTC reform, had previously been rnembers of community support 



associations; for exarnple, Elaine Ziemba, the Minister of Citizenship, had run a Meals-on-Wheels 

program and had been involved in the formation of OCSA. Ruth Grier, the later Minister of Health, 

had been instrumental in the creation of a multi-service organization in Etobicoke. One government 

official who had been involved in hiring Ted Bail when she had worked in the cornmunity stated that 

the government was more than pleased when the SCCA had sought govemment funding to pay for 

this consultant. 

P070: The NDP had figwed out that the consumers really didn't know enough to help them answer 

the questions they needed to have answered. So when the consumers' group got themselves 

formed and they submitted to the govemment for a grant to pay for (the consultant), they 

(govemment) were only too happy to pay it because they realized (the consultant) was going 

to get them educated. .... They couldn't Say, "Hire Ted Ball." They could just Say, "Here's 

the money." But 1 think they knew that at that point that this was al1 going on, they'd 

(consumers) already been in quite indepth discussions with him. So, 1 mean, and 1 think (the 

consultant) delivered. 

Remembering that some oficials in govemment had previously been involved with 

cornmunity support organizations, some provider organizations believed that the seniors were 

encouraged to hire Ted Ball by government because he would prornote the model being developed by 

OCSA. 

There are many who believed that the management consulting group that was hired by the 

Seniors' Alliance really was reporting to someone other than the Seniors' Alliance. The 

Seniors' Ailiance was the front, in a sense, for what other groups wanted, but they couldn't 

hire the ...finn because it would look too close for cornfort. So it was the Consumer Group 

that was given funding and suggested, "WelI, why don't you hire (name of the consultant)." 

.. . . Some believe it was the Ontario Community Support Association's key people. ... There 

was a sense that it (the model) would be viewed like, "it's their model" and it needed to 

corne from a more neutral grouping. And strategicalty if you place it with consurners, 

... consumers, especially with an NDP govenunent, are more likely to be viewed as the 

neutral group versus one of the players, the stakeholders. 

1 think it was probably a match in a number of ways but clearly it was somebody directing 

that resource. 1 think Ted Ball had been in a number of different forums and I think he had 

some innovative ideas and some interesting ways of looking at things when people were 

trying to bring out other thoughts and get beyond just the party line of what was previously 

the Liberal part. line or the Conservatives'. But 1 think it was cleariy positioning and 



supporting fnends and not supporting enemies. And certainly the NDP were as compt  as 

anybody else to make sure that the mouthpieces they wanted were there. And 1 think Ted 

Ball, though probably also had his own strength and his own skill at lobbying and working 

with groups and had demonstrated that with other political parties. So I'm not sure that it was 

an NDP issue venus that he had the skills that complemented what they wanted. And so they 

simply supported him because they knew through his manoeuvering that the Seniors' groups 

would be able to be the mouthpiece for the government. And they were hopuig to position 

that voice with what they were trying to move forward with so they wouldn't be the lightning 

rod. And how could you yell at a bunch of senior people. So it was beautifid, you know, sort 

of shieId to kind of walk through with some difficult decisions. But 1 think it backfiied, 

Ted Bail was also viewed by various seniors' groups as k i n g  very creative, a good 

facilitator, and an effective lobbyist with govemment. 

C002: He was a very political person. He played a very strong role in influencing the development 

of the planning that the Alliance did. In many ways, he was a very creative person. 1 would 

never have conceived of the magnitude of the things that we did. As I say, they (activities) 

were historical because before we had gone when invited and participated as we were 

allowed to. So he was very creative in that sense, and he was very good at getting money 

fkom govemment for another project that we oversaw. ... There was a lot of very direct 

communication between the govemment and the Alliance through the consultant who was 

always reporting what somebody in the ministry had said, what they thought we should do 

and what we thought they should do. And they would give us money to pursue particular 

aspects and so on. 

OCSA had argued that the government's own consultation process wouId not tap into the 

specific needs of their sector since the sector was new and underfunded. The Association fürthermore 

wanted to do more than merely respond to Redirection, they wanted to suggest an altemative. With 

the govement's financial assistance, OCSA also held their own parallel consultations facilitated by 

a consultant who had previously worked with Ted Ball. The fact that both SCCA and OCSA would 

eventually corne out with the sarne model was, therefore, not surprising. ''1 don? think it's 

coincidental that the two models were similar." (P056) They came out with a model that integrated 

assessrnent and service delivery, the predecessor of the MSA. 

Up to this point, unions were not much involved with the LTC reforrn. They kept a watching 

brief on the govement's activities in this sector on a couple of key issues, in particular, the direct 



funding project for people with disabilities and collective bargaining rights. However, nothing at this 

point spurred them to action. As one respondent fkom a union stated, 

P043: One was the idea of how attendant care and services for disabled adults were going to fit in. 

And 1 believe that was a piece of the reform initiatives before we started calling them MSAs 

under the MIP. And the whole notion of individualized fiinding where the individual would 

broker for their own services- So we were interested in that. And then the other piece that we 

always monitored was whether it was going to be kind of a massive privatization, or de- 

unionizing of the units we had. It was probably primarily at that time watching to make sure 

Our members were okay and then watching for what was going to happen to the sector 

overall. ... So fairly broad at that point. 

Other established providers in the field such as the professional providers were not 

dissatisfied with the brokerage model. Most were concerned with the inherent conflict of interest of 

some of the former Home Care programs k i n g  a n  by providers which was addressed by the SCA 

model. Many approached the consultations as  nothing more than an opportunity to promote their 

organizations. 

P067: 1 remernber Iooking and thinking, "this (another organization's submission) is saying nothing 

but selling (the organization). So 1 thought maybe this is how we lobby. We just sort of talk 

about what we've done, you know. We love the community and we love God and God loves 

us and love is beautiful and here we are and nurses are wonderfûl. And that was basically it. 

A number of these organizations, however, were beginning to realize that ihe ground was 

shifiing during the SCCA consultation. The emphasis on consumer empowennent, justice and an 

anti-medical approach was viewed by these organizations as metaphors for reducing provider 

authority. They quickly realized they would not be able to find common ground with the Alliance. 

By March 3 1, 1992 the entire public consultation process was completed. It had been a 

massive undertaking. Over the frve-month period, according to the government more than 75,000 

people and 1 10 provincial associations participated in approximately 2,900 meetings held at both the 

local and provincial level across Ontario. When concem was expressed about funding senior 

consumers and not others, the govemment, towards the end of the consultation, provided fünding to 

the Consumer Coalition of People with Disabilities to carry out consultation with their mernben? 'O 

" Further to their commitment to community consultation and participation, the government had also 

distributed 87,000 copies of their Redirection plan in English, French, audio cassette, and Braille. An 

information pamphlet had been tfanslated into 33 languages. The government's hot line had received 

more that 2,200 requests for information, and 1,800 written submissions had k e n  sent in fiom 



societal groups. While democratic participation in govenunent decision making was a goal in itself 

for the NDP, it was one that would contribute to them not achieving their other goal of LTC reform 

implementation. 

5.1.4 Institutional Changes witbia Government: The Shift from MCSS to MOH 

In the Spring of 1992 the lead for reform switched fiom the MCSS to the MOH. Zanana 

Akande, Minister of Comrnunity and Social Services, was under investigation regarding her role as a 

landlord, and subsequently resigned as Minister. She was replaced by Marion Boyd. Frances Lankin, 

the newly appointed Minister of HeaIth took over the lead for LTC reforrn and the new LTC Division 

reported to her. Given the resistance to associating LTC with the Ministry of Health, and the attempt 

by governrnents to emphasize social as opposed to medicai services, the move was unexpected at this 

time. An exploration of reasons offered for the government's action provides some insight into the 

changing focus in reform. The reasons cited for the govemment's decision to transfer the lead to 

MOH ranged fkom the capabilities of individual ministers, to expediency, to a shift in ideas about the 

nature of LTC. 

(3097: 1 think it was the personalities and the way they (Ministers) were viewed. Frances was a 

singularly strong member of the legislature and a singularly strong member of Cabinet. And I 

think that she was seen as being able to cope with the additional responsibility as Minister. I 

think it has more to do with her than a shift in the policy itself. 

G095: The Premier fairly arbitrarily handed this (LTC reform) to Frances in Heafth. And said for 

god sake, take it. And it was a product of hstration and inability to, in fact, move it at a 

Pace that met CM>P) priority at that time. And so it was seen as, "let's put Frances in charge 

and get it moving." .. (It was a reflection of) confidence in her and frustration with Corn. Soc. 

However, this respondent also believed that with the movement of patients fiom hospitals 

and LTC facilities into the comrnunity the requirements of this growing set of LTC consumers were 

different. This trend marked a begiming of LTC services being devoted to a growing demand fiom 

the acute health sector as hospitals downsized. Eventually, as will be seen in the next governmeiit 

period under the Progressive Conservatives, home care would become re-rnedicalized. 

G097: Well, I think al1 of a sudden it occurred to them that LTC is more than just providing social 

services, and that for a while as it was evolving both through the Liberals and the NDP there 

may have been far too much emphasis on the social side to the detriment of the health side. ... 
So many people in Our hospitals who basically ought to have been in long term care facilities 

and people who were in Iong term facilities who out to have been cared for in the 



community, there was no question that most of those people ... need very strong medical 

attention. So that more and more of the long term care was dealing with acute care. 

G095: The realization was growing that whereas this started with just, sort of, community support 

services to keep people in their homes, there was growing need for services afier people were 

discharged fiom hospitals because hospital budgets were being squeezed and that whole 

thing was happening. îhere were the disabled groups and others saying, "hold it, if you're 

going to reforrn long tenn care, we're going to be there too." And there was a growing 

understanding that this was rnoving more towards health than it was a social service; that if 

you were really to reform the system then it had to be seen as a responsibility of Health, as 

Health was moving more to the cornmunity. I mean, the overlap was becoming greater. The 

fiail elderty were a constituency of Health, now sort of meeting what had been the 'well' 

(those who were still fairly independent and without major illnesses or disabilities) 

constituency of Corn. Soc.. 

C074: There was a consensus developing both among the bureaucrats and among the service 

providers that what we were dealing with in Long Term Care were issues that were more 

health-related than they were social service-related. Whereas for decades many of the Long 

Term Care services were more social service based. People's healthcare requirernents were 

less than their social service requirements. But clearly as the 80s drew to a close, it became 

clear that the Long Term Care issues were more health related issues. 

For this interviewee the change in thinking about LTC came about because of a shift in 

thinking about disability and aging. These two conditions were "normalized" and were becoming 

perceived as evexy day occurrences. Consequently, the view was that meeting the needs and demands 

related to those conditions should be in the realm of the private market and the responsibility of 

individuals. Government subsidized services were therefore viewed as being reserved for conditions 

out of the ordinary. 

P074: I attribute the change to a greater normalization of the aging process .... There are many, 

many people today who are physically challenged who live in the community, who live in 

their own homes, who go on the buses, who have jobs, who go to school, who have families, 

who Iive what we consider to be normal lives. But, who, ten or fifieen years ago did not live 

among the normal community. They lived in institutions. They lived in group homes. They 

Iived in family homes but they were hidden away. But they weren't normalized within Our 

society. And aging was a similar thing. In my view, throughout the 70s and 80s, we saw 

greater and we continue to see a greater normalization and acceptance of aging, and 



acceptance within our broader society of aging. So a lot of the needs of seniors, the social 

needs of seniors and some of their other everyday needs are being met by businesses, by 

builders, by pharmacies, by the nonnalized society. They don? have to be met by specialited 

government fhded  senrices. So contractors renovate homes to provide wheelchair access 

and banks have specialized services for seniors, etc. So a lot of the rasons why people 

needed specialized services no longer exist. So it's less of a social service. ... So there was a 

consensus that these were health services, and there was no longer the pull within Corn. Soc. 

to hold ont0 that portfolio. 

M i l e  recognizing the steering effect of this institutional move, there was also a sense within 

governent that the LTC Division had developed, through the straddIed division, into more of a 

hybrid creature, dominated by neither Ministerial cultures. Therefore, the shifl to MOH was no 

longer deemed to be detrimental to reform. 

G 103 : There was also a sense at the time that we'd gotten past that health versus social services 

thing and that Long Tenn Care had become a more integrated kind of culture; that we 

weren't going to get flack from outside groups about going under Health. We talked about it. 

We thought that the disabled cornmunity might Say, "What are you doing moving over to 

Health? What does that mean?" You know, "a medical model! a medical model!" We had 

great assurances h a t  we were going to remain as a separate division within Health; that we 

were not being incorporated in the other silos. And that we were to be seen as a health and 

social service division. And I think it was just a feeling that probably the time was right and 

the bulk of the bucks was being spent on healthcare, not the social services aspect. That it 

was a Health Minister's problem, if you like. 

Another institutional rnechanism for integrating ministerial cultures and ensuring that a11 

relevant interests were considered was the requirement under the NDP that al1 three Ministers 

involved in reform (MCSS, MOH, and MC) had to sign cabinet submissions on LTC. It was viewed 

as a new way of doing things in partnerships. "We were trying to get ministries to work together 

rather than have it isolated. And this was a little bit of a test, trying to see if we couId actually get 

bureaucrats and the ministers to be more in partnership rather than take complete ownership and run 

with an issue." (G096) The dual reporting relation of the ADM, LTC Division, to both Ministers, 

however, was cumbersome and slowing reform down. Sorne believed that fuxther institutional change 

was necessary to simp1iQ process. 

G 108: It was a very unwieldy process with the fragmentation that was there. And we had this, in my 

view, quite unworkable arrangement with a shared ADM between Health and Community 



Services. And what was happening was there wasn't clear accountability ..... Every 

operational issue has multiple ministers You just can't work the process where you need 

three ministers to sign off every piece of paper. 

AIthough the Premier decided to put it (LTC) in the Ministry of Health, this respondent 

believed that the proper place for LTC was in MCSS. The decision to give responsibility to MOH 

had less to do with vision than it had to do with confidence in the abitities of individual ministers. He 

believed, however, that the values and interests within the Health ministry would be detrimental to 

reform 

G 1 OS: (It was) not a good fit because the main business of the Minists, of Health is paying hospitals 

and paying doctors, and it rarely bas any intention for anvtfiing else- By the time you finish 

fighting with the hospitals, it's time to fight with the doctors again. ... HeaIth exists as a 

highly centralized claims payrnent agency and a fitnder of hospitaIs. ... There's no substantial 

regional presence in Health. It does not have a view that it knows what's going on at the 

ground. Whereas Corn. Soc., the power's always been at the regional office level. It's never 

been at head office. So what you were doing was taking a service system that essentially was 

quite devoIved and regionalized and handing it to a Ministry that thought very much in head 

office terms, and in kind of universal terms. ... Lankin and (Decter) tried to give it attention, 

certainly way more attention than, you know, in dollar terms it merited. ... (But) it's not a 

mainstrearn thing for the Ministry of Health. 

Another respondent, however, saw the switch as a good fit and a necessary institutional 

structural change to make the kind of adjustments necessary in moving from hospitals to the 

community. 

0 106: It made people generally feeI more cornfortable . . . that it was k i n g  taken more S ~ ~ O U S ~ Y  

when it moved to Health. And one of the key rasons why people were thinking along those 

line was there were some real assumptions around money being released from the hospital 

restructuring to actually float a support for the very needed care in the community. And one 

of the problems had leadership for Long Term Care rested with Corn. Soc. was that it was a 

much bigger gulf for that money to flow across. And therefore, it was Less likely to happen. 

And 1 don't think it really happened anyway, but there was at l e s t  the opportunity (for it to 

happen). 

Whether for political interests or to M e r  evolving values, this institutional change was 

viewed as instrumentally necessary for the next steps in reform. 



5.1.5 A New Mode1 Begins to Emerge 

On May 25, 1992, Frances Lankin, Minister of Health, spoke to OCSA's annual conference 

providing them with a progress report on the  consultation^.'^ D u ~ g  her remarks the Minister 

indicated that there had been a great deal of consensus on the goverment's philosophical values and 

overall directions. The major differences concerned the way LTC should be organized. Many felt 

that the 14 LTC area offices were too bureaucratic and lacked local flexibility. The financial viability 

of the not-for-profit comrnunity-based sector was another area of concern. People with disabilities 

were critical of what they saw as the perpetuation of the medical model of service delivery. 

Consumers were generally concerned about the Iack of trained workers, and the burden this created 

for family members particularly women. The Minister acknowledged that she was in fùndarnental 

agreement with the five premises for reforming the system as outlined by OCSA in their own 

submission to government and to the SCCA consuitations: Le., not-for-profit delivery; consumer 

controi and participation; integration of LTC health and social services; balance between health and 

social needs, between comuni ty  and institutional services, and between prevention and treatrnent; 

and integration of assessrnent, care management and comprehensive service delivery. She 

acknowledged OCSA's recommendation for a multi-âisciplinary, multi-service organization. 

in this speech, she indicated that she and her colleagues would refom the system based on: 

equity in service; cornmunity control and accountability; accessibility; choice; prevention and 

rehabilitation; not-for-profit administration; minimum bureaucracy; and a preference for multi- 

service agencies. 

OCSA had indeed recommended a multi-service agency model, which they called 

Comprehensive Cornmunity Care Organizations (CCCO). However, the association had not 

recomrnended the impiementation of this mode1 across the province, but rather that it be piloted in 10 

areas; in particular, in areas that were structurally ready for this concept. Jurisdictions that had been 

funded under the Liberals to put in place a one-stop access model were seen as possible sites. The 

failure of the government to take this cautious approach would eventually lead OCSA to withdraw its 

support of the later MSA model. The seeds of dissent within OCSA's membership were sowed in this 

earIy NDP period. As one of the association's members put it 

POS6: We had sorne bumpy roads in the beginning around policy development. Partly it was 

because we were so new and we were forming at a bad time. Everything was changing. A 

brand new organization was expected to forward a policy paper without the kind of 

credibility and relationship with its members to be able to do so. So it was very difficult. 

There was, I think, a little bit of a difference between where the membership was and where 



the leadership was. The leadership was far more progressive in tenns of where they thought 

things should go than the membership was. 

OCSA had consulted with its membership to get their views and then the leadership 

developed their recommendations. However, they did not have the time nor the fun& to go back to 

their membership to gain support for the recommendations. During the consultation, most of the 

discussion revotved around principles. Unfortunately, as this respondent (P056) put it, 

P056: What often happens is that when the rubber hits the road, there's a difference between poticy 

and operations. Everyone agrees with the principles and the policy of being able to work 

more cooperatively together, and so on. But 1 don? think people really realize that the way 

you do that, or one of the ways you do that, is to actually consolidate the agencies into a 

larger one. And then, it was sort of Iike, 'Oh my God, what about us, and what about our 

board, and what about our volunteers, and what about our jobs.' 

The Red Cross, which was the Iargest member in OCSA, was not able to be as involved 

during this phase of the refom. They were preoccupied at the time with the bfood crisis. When the 

government later adopted the model suggested by the leadership of OCSA and by the SCCA, the 

membership of OCSA, including the Red Cross, would force the association to withdraw their 

support. 

On June 22, 199 1, Jane Leitch, Chairperson of the SCCA, forwarded an advance copy of the 

Consumer Report on Long-Term Care ~efonnl'", to Frances Lankin, Marion Boyd, Minister of 

Community and Social Services, and Elaine Ziemba, Minister of Citizenship. In the covering letter", 

she asked the Ministers to indicate at the SCCA's July 6th Public Policy Conference, the areas of 

agreement with the Alliance's recommendation. Arguing that everyone was weary of continuing 

debate, she further urged the govemment to provide some indication at the conference of how they 

intend to refonn the sector. 

In their report, the SCCA recomrnended that planning for LTC services must be done in 

conjunction with the acute care system, and that care for the elderly must focus on the continuum of 

services fiom ranging prevention to palliative care, to include primary, home, acute, extended and 

chronic care services, and on the linkages between those services. They believed that the 

fragmentation in the sector was caused by the historical schism between health services funded by 

MOH and social services funded by MCSS. They urged the government to abandon the concept of 

an SCA which they viewed as "another form of the costly, inescient and overly-bureaucratie 

"brokerage model' of service de l i~e r~" '~ ,  indicating that only two out of 100 major provincial 

organizations who made presentations at their consultation favoured the SCA model. Instead they 



recommended a major overhaul of the sector by the adoption of "single service agencies to 

incrementally transform - through voluntary mergers of agencies - to form what we are calling 

'Comprehensive Multi-Service Organizations' (cMso)."'~ They credited OCSA with the 

development of the CMSO concept. The SCCA consumer pane1 believed that the separation of the 

assessrnent and delivery function distanced providers fiom consumers, failed to integrate services at 

the delivery level and maintained the distinction between health and cornmunity support services, 

continued duplication of assessments, and created the need for elaborate, costly bureaucratie 

structures like the brokerage systern. 

The CMSO model was described as an amalgaination of existing, not-for-profit service 

providers either by merging their operations or by establishing administrative linkages among them 

while continuing to operate under their separate auspices. Considerabie thought went into 

anticipating objections. As a result, some of the features of the CMSO mode1 were to include the 

provision of a full range of in-home and community support services, services delivered to a defined 

population and geographic comrnunity and responsive to the ethnic mix in the community, a multi- 

disciplinary approach to assessment, the integration of case management and service delivery, a 

process of consumer appeal, establishment of provincial standards, and fùnding through a global 

budget and/or capitation rather than a brokerage/fee for service model. SCCA rejected a "cookie- 

cutter" approach, preferring Uistead Iocal development of models. They also encouraged efforts to 

ensure that the unique identity of organizations Iike VON, Red Cross and others be retained within 

the CMSO. They allowed for the the-limited extemal purchase by CMSOs of services provided by 

agencies reluctant to merge. Not wanting to take on the for-profit agencies, they recommended that 

these agencies be allowed to maintain but not increase their market share as the system developed. 

They appealed to the magnanimity of the Home Care Programs and Placement Co-ordination 

Services whose fûnctions would be replaced by the CMSO. They urged the equalization of wages 

between institutional and community workers and recommended the unionization of workers and 

collective bargaining on a regional basis. Finally, while there was strong consensus that user fees 

should not be charged on any health or persona1 care services, the SCCA could not reach agreement 

on the implernentation of user fees for community support services. 

The devolution of planning and resource allocation to Local Area Off~ces or civil servants as 

recommended in Redirection was not viewed as an effective way of empowering communities. 

Rather, SCCA recommended the establishment of a permanent Standing Cornmittee on Long-Term 

Care within the District HeaIth Council to assume these responsibilities. Given that DHCs had 

planning responsibilities for the acute care system, the Alliance believed that this recommendation 



would deai with the major structural problems that exist between the acute care and LTC systems. To 

overcome the view that DHCs are medically oriented, they insisted that the Standing Conmittee have 

an equal balance of health and social service perspectives. Recognizing the importance and steering 

e ffect of institutional structures, the SCCA recommended the eventual evo lution of DHCs into 

District Health and Social Service Councils. 

In keeping with the thinking at the time of the broader determinants of health and the 

importance of social services to health status, the Alliance rejected the artificial distinctions between 

health and social services. The report called for the government to defme a guaranteed basket of 

health and social services that would be available in al1 regions of the province. The legislated core 

services they recommended ranged broadly fiom health promotion, education, recreation, home 

maintenance and support, transportation, foot and oral health care, respite care, meals, day care, 

counselling services, rehabilitation therapies, assistive devices, supportive housing, to in-home 

professional services. Reform should be guided by principles that enhanced the independence and 

empowerment of  consumers. Consumers should not only have the "right" to alternative services and 

the right to make choices among them, but also the right to "take risks."" 

On July 6, 1992, Frances Lankin addressed the SCCA policy conference to provide feedback 

from the governrnent fiom its consultations, and in particular, to the report of the SCCA. She once 

again addressed her remarks in the context of the "hard econornic tirnes", and stated that refonn must 

be "cost effective as well as quality enhancing."18 The government agreed with the seven principles 

for LTC reform identified in SCCA's report but would add three more, narnely, cornmitment to 

public administration and not-for-profit preference, reform must address the needs of people with 

physical disabilities in terms of their distinct needs and preferences, and policies must promote racial 

equality and respect for cultural diversity. 

The minister agreed with the seniors' report that 'tinkering' with different parts of the systern 

was not enough for reform, and acknowledged that their report was the most comprehensive of the 

subrnissions government received, addressing itself to systemic issues, and the need for greater 

systemic reform than envisaged in the govemment's consultation document. The government agreed 

that a new mode1 for service delivery was needed and was senously considering the Comprehensive 

Multi-Service Organization put forward by OCSA and SCCA. This mode1 would provide a full range 

of in-home and community support services to communities based on a defined population and 

geography, operate under one local administration with a community-based board of directors, 

integrate case management and service delivery under one roof by providers who would be 

ernpIoyees of the new organization, include an appeals process, and be funded on an enriched globaI 



budget andor capitation rather than through brokerage (fee-for-service) model. M i l e  recognizing 

that care must move away fiom the costly medical modei and that there was an artificial barrier 

between hea1th and social services, Lankin was pleased that the CMSO was to work under the 

direction of the LTC Cornmittee of a reformed District Health Council. She was also pleased with the 

suggestion that wages and working conditions of community workers needed to be improved; that 

better wages would improve both the quality of care and the quality of work and family life not only 

for workers but for consumers as well. 

On November 26, 1992 Frances Lankin made an announcement to the Legislature which 

began to put into place some of the pieces for reform. The Long-Term Cure Statute Law Amendment 

Act  amended several statutes affecthg LTC institutional services and the Minisny of Conununity and 

Social Services Act giving authority to the Minister to make direct payments to adults with physical 

disabilities for them to purchase their own support services. Support services at the time, specifically 

attendant care programs, did not permit such direct funding arrangements. Govemment firnding was 

provided to a service agency which received a fee for administering prograrns on behalf of disabled 

adults. 19 

She also stated that a report on the community consultation would be released in January 

indicating the policy directions for reform, and early in the Spring of 1993 the govemment would 

announce the implementation fiamework for the reform of the system. Meanwhile the DHCs were to 

restructure their LTC planning subcomrnittees to include representatives of municipalities, the social 

service planning and delivery sectors, and consumers. They were to assume the Iead role in planning 

LTC in their comrn~nit ies.~~ 

On Decernber 2nd, she announced $133.5 of the $647.6 million for the expansion of 

homemaker services in 17 underserved areas of the province. Moreover, receipt of these services 

would be available to consumers regardless of their need for professional health services. As a result, 

al1 areas of the province would have homemaking services integrated with home care. The areas that 

would be receiving the new funding would be required to work with the Hospital Training and 

Adjustment Panel to facilitate the hiring of laid-off hospital workers. She also indicated that 

community-based services would "eventually be provided by comprehensive multi-service agencies, 

which will be created fiom existing agencies such as home care, placement coordination services and 

a range of not-for-profit service delivery agencies."21 The purpose would be to integrate assessment, 

case management and service d e l i ~ e r y . ~  

For many stakeholders the Service Coordination Agency model was a reasonable approach. 

For the professional not-for-profit providers, it maintained their expertise and market share, and it 



was flexible. However, for consumers although it improved access, the SCA mode1 was viewed as 

ineffective and bureaucratie, an additional layer between the provider and the client. It did not deal 

with the issue of multiple assessments and it did not sufficiently empower the consumer. Consumers 

fiom the ethnic communities for the most part who had access services through their own comniunity 

organizations were concerned that SCAs would erode this reiationship. Support service organizations 

were concerned the mode1 continueci to make a distinction between services in terms of essential and 

non-essential services. Most of their services, they feared, would be considered non-essential and 

therefore, less of a priority. This ied some in the support services to promote an integrated model, 

believing that their organizations would become the hub of such a rnodel agency. The for-profit 

providers were not cornfortable with such a model, however, because of its stated preference for 

brokering to not-for-profit agencies. Many believed that the eventual goal of the NDP was to 

el iminate ail for-profit providers from LTC. 

5.2 NDP Period (1993) and the Mutti-Service Agency (MSA) Mode1 

5.2.1 The Recession and the Social Contract 

As indicated earlier, the NDP, like other governments of the day, were faced with a growing 

recession, reduced revenues and increasing costs, rising unernployment, and mounting debts and 

deficits. These formed the background context for al1 governrnent actions, inciuding LTC reform. 

The situation for Ontario as with other provinces was exacerbated by unilateral cutbacks of the 

Federal Govement. The federal share for spending in health and post-secondary education through 

the Established Programs Financing had been cut fiom a high of 52 per cent in 1979-80 to 3 1 per 

cent, amounting to a cumulative lors of $12.3 billion for ontario.= In May 1993, the Premier and the 

Minister of Finance outlined the grave fiscal situation for Ontario. Without intervention, the 

government was projecting that total revenues would be 1.4% lower than 1992-93 levels. The debt 

was $68 billion, with a deficit approaching $17 billion. Unlike the early years of their mandate where 

the government decided to spend its way out of the recession, it now proposed an economic package 

that asked al1 Ontarians to contribute to the conîrol of the debt and deficit while maintaining public 

services and an investment in jobs. They hoped to achieve savings of $6 billion in 1993-94. The 

rneasures inciuded raising of revenues through taxes and sales of assets, reduction of expenditures in 

government ministries and programs, al1 of which made up the Expenditure Control Plan ($4 billion 

in savings), and finally negotiation of a Social Contract. The latter was to address the $43 billion in 

total compensation paid to approximately 900,000 employees who delivered the network of health, 

education, and public services in the public and broader public xctor? 



Rejecting approaches that would result in massive layoffs or wage rollbacks, the govemment 

proposed negotiating with employers, ernployees, and bargaining agents ways to save an additional 

$2 billion in 1993-94. This financial target was ta be met through reductions and containment of 

transfer payments. The Social Contract was to run for three years, starting on April 1, 1993 and 

ending on March 3 1, 1996. To achieve this saving, employees of the Ontario Public Service and the 

broader public sector were asked to take 12 days unpaid leave per year ("Rae" days) in each of the 

three yem of the Social Contract; negotiated and scheduled wage increases and benefit 

irnprovements were deferred until ApriI 1, 1996, thereby overruling existing contracts; and eady 

retirements and voluntary exits were enc~ura~ed.~ '  26 The governrnent's plan for the econornic 

recovev of Ontario had two effects on LTC refonn. The Expenditure Control Plan slowed the 

implementation of LTC because of cutbacks in the fiow of funds, and the Social Contract put a major 

strain on the governrnent's largest support group, labour, as well as galvanized other groups into 

coalitions to oppose its LTC reform. 

The Social Contract did more than introduce a negotiated agreement for cost restraint. A 

nurnber of stakeholder groups involved in LTC reform believed that it brought together in one room 

for the first tirne a number of disparate interest.. Many credit these meetings with subsequent 

formation of alliances in the LTC sector that would slow the implementation of the Multi-Service 

Agencies. 

P058: That whole notion of coalitions came after Social Contract or during the penod of the Social 

Contract. They dragged us into a room and said, "You've got to talk to us under Social 

Contract." It was one of the worst things the govemment ever did for itself in that it showed 

us how to work together to frght the NDP governrnent. Not just this (LTC reform), you 

know things that we didn't like about the NDP or any government. I said, "Gee, coalitions do 

work!" ... It was only when we came together under Social Contract that people said, "Oh, 

you've got an association. Look who's in that association. And this is how they conduct 

business. We ail did things individually. And if we did anything, it was unbeknownst to rnost 

others. So Iiterally the governrnent brought the groups together in order to discuss Social 

Contract, and suddenly we developed relationships with these people. ... It provided for a 

huge bonding experience. You can imagine. Those people were stuck in rooms twelve, 

fourteen hours on end. ... And you had rooms for the health sector, rooms for education. So 

the health people got to know each other, got to deveiop relationships and understand mutual 

issues. "Oh this is in Our best interest too. And we'll work out consensus positions." And 

they learned to do that. 



While the Social Contract animated some societal groups to oppose refonn, it also alienated 

public sector unions, traditional supporters of the NDP. as will become clear in the next chapter, 

attempts to repair this relationship led to actions within LTC reform that aiienated other groups and 

mobilized fiirther resistance, thereby slowing the progress of the NDP agenda. 

5.2.2 The Locus of Policy Development Shifts 

In February 1993 Ruth Grier had replaced Frances Lankin as Minister of Health and the h?>P 

had decided that LTC reforrn was a priority issue, a "signature" priority. Since the announcement of 

the MSA by Frances Lankin, very little work had been done towards its development. The inaction 

was blarned on bureaucratie resistance to the proposed model. As a result, the development of reforrn 

initiatives was taken away from the bureaucracy and was now spearheaded by the Minister's own 

politicai staff. 

G094: There was a huge struggIe inside the Ministry to, to get the policy work done, to actually 

present through the Cabinet process. There was not a lot of support in the bureaucracy for 

this approach. 

G095: Nothing had been done in the intervening six months (since the announcement in September 

of the MSA mode1 by Lankin) The policy staff, some of whom had been with Frances were 

just terribly fiustrated with the bureaucracy because there had ken no work to put flesh on 

the policy announcement that had been decided in Septernber. And so we felt six months had 

been lost. ... So we scrambled madly and what becarne known as the first of the partnership 

documents was driven by (Griefs) office completely, written by her policy staff and edited 

by her chief-of-staff who came from a social services background with some help frorn 

people within the bureaucracy, but no leadership. ... Some of the people who had been 

brought over fiom Com.Soc. and put in charge of this (LTC reform) were wary of the whole 

subject and were not convinced that the model (the NDP) were now trying to develop was 

the right one and had been wedded for a very long time to a more coordinated approach, and 

had been working closely with the major agencies to develop that approach, and felt very 

cornfortable with it. 

P056: Uh, wefl fiom what we've heard there was a huge battle going on within the Ministry between 

the bur-bureaucrats and the, um, political staff, and, 1 think one, was it Lynn Grist, was the 

policy assistant to the Minister. She had been fiom this sector herself before she went into the 

political level. - She agreed with it and Iiked the idea, and she becarne a champion for it, 

convinced the Minister, ah, and there were connections between her and (OCSA), some of its 

board members where there was kind of a personal and, and philosophic tinkage, and, uh, 



combined with the um, the Seniors' Alliance which had a lot of power, um, partly cause, 1, 

from what 1 understand, Ted Bal1 was liked by Frances Lankin and she used his consulting 

Company quite a bit, um, so he was pushing this model. 

One government official saw the battle as resulting in the erosion of the traditional role of the 

bureaucracy and blamed it on the shifhg sands in government of ideology and Ministem 

G102: 1 felt the whole process of the bureaucracy became very distorted and underrnined, and that 

the bureaucracy was not any longer in a position to give the best advice to governmenk but 

rather the government told them what they wanted and it was the bureaucracy's job to figure 

out a way to make it happen. ... And in fact, 1 remember quite clearly when there was certain 

advice, and saying, 'No, that's not what we want to hem. You go back and give us other 

advice.' ... The primary purpose which should be non-partisan, and that's not how it worked. 

1 mean it worked for 42 years because we had one government and everyone was singing 

under the sarne tempo, and there was stability. But once we had these constant changes, it 

became very difficult for the bureaucrats to shifl with whatever the ideology of the day is and 

the players of the day, and then the different ministers. Al1 different approaches to how you 

make this happen. 

5.2.3 The Partnership Documents 

As promised, starting in April 1993, the Ministries of Health, Community and Social 

Services, and Citizenship released the first of  the four "Partnership" documents on LTC reform 

which provided considerably more detail to the earlier announcement of an MSA model." 

(i) Policy Framework 

The first of the series, the policy fkamework document which was developed by a planning group that 

included representatives of DHCs and staff of MOH and MCSS, outlined four major factors that was 

to shape their LTC refonn: 

Traditional rnethods ofplanning and delivering services are not eHective: The planning and 

delivery of services now reflected major s h i h  fiom a medical model to an integration of health 

and social services; fiom an emphasis on institutional care to a full continuum of care and 

support; from brokerage models to integrated models. While the cornmunity-based sector in the 

past was underfunded and undervalued (in 1989-90 almod 80% of the LTC budget was spent on 

institutional services and 20% on cornmunity-based services), it was now to be the core of the 

LTC system and its key to success. 

Consumers wmt  more involvement: Consumers expressed a desire during the consultations to 

have a forma1 voice in allocating services, priorities and methods of delivery. 



Chungrhg demographics: The elderly and the fiail elderly were a growing proportion of the 

population in the province. Meeting their needs in the comrnunity would prevent future, more 

costly institutional intervention. 

The current andfirure economic climate: The cost of health care had risen 10 to 12% each year 

over the past decade because of the focus on medical and high-technology acute hospital care, 

exceeding both annual inflation and population growth. Due to the recession, provincial revenues 

dropped by $3 billion. The federal government steadily withdrew its funding support for both the 

Established Programs Financing and the Canada Assistance Plan. Since 1982, Ontario estimated 

it had lost more than $12.3 billion in EPF transfers. 

The document summarized the major fmdings flom the provincial consultation. While there 

was an agreement on the phcipies and goals of a reformed LTC system, there were different views 

of the mechanisms and models of consumer empowerrnent, planning and accountability, co- 

ordination and delivery of services, and fûnding and human resource strategies. The document 

indicated that the new system required more comprehensive system-wide solutions than were 

proposed in the Redirection report. "Tinkering" or incremental reform was no longer enough. 

The fiamework document indicated that consumers wanted a more rneaningful role where 

empowerment had to extend to more than shaping tbeir own existing services. It also had to include 

input at a higher level in shaping the design of the LTC system and its prograrns. People with 

physical disabilities raised major concerns about equity in decisions given the relative organization 

and poIitical strength of seniors' groups vis-à-vis disability groups. They were critical of the 

perpetuation of the medical model of service delivery and wanted to be able to plan, arrange, and 

manage their own services. 

The document recognîzed that the two umbrella groups, Ontario Cornmunity Support 

Association and the Senior Citizens' Consumer Alliance, had rejected the brokerage mode\ of the 

SCA, and had suggested instead that services be delivered through comprehensive multi-service 

organizations which would be planned by integrated health and social services LTC comrnittees of 

DHCs. The Alliance also rejected the idea of the 14 LTC area osces .  By maintaining the distinction 

between the Health and Personal Services Program and the Community Support Services Program, 

the SCA model had failed to integrate health and social services at the delivery level. Improved 

wages and working conditions for workers were also advanced in the consultations. 

The policy fiamework document indicated that the new systern would provide services to 

adults with physical disabilities, elderly persons in need of LTC and support services, and people of 

any age who required health services at home or at school. Not-for-profit multi-service agencies 



(MSA) would provide access, offer case management services, and decide on eligibility for 

cornmunity support and long term health care; decide eligibility and admissions to LTC facilities; 

reflect the needs and featwes of communities (including geography, region, language and culture); 

and deliver community-based services funded by and accountable to government. For the first time, 

in-home health and personal support services, as well as community support services such as meais 

programs and transportation were botfi to be provided by one agency, the MSA. Physician referral 

would no longer be required. There would be no charges for heaith and persona1 care service or 

homemaking services considered essential to keep people in the community. Nor would there be 

charges for respite care services, adult day care, and support prograrns for family care givers. 

Charges for community support services would be based on ability to pay. A provincially defined 

minimum basket of services would be available in each community. 

Concessions were made to workers in the new system. MSAs would offer potential for 

regular employment rather than hourly contracts. The govenunent also proposed irnproved training 

for workers, and involvement in planning the prograrns, staffing and budgets of LTC facilities and 

MSAs. The planning of MSAs would also ensure that succession rights of workers were addressed. 

Hiring priority was to be given to displaced hospital workers. 

(ii) Local Planning Framework 

The next in the series of reports focussed on the local planning fiamework and described the 

new LTC service system, the principles for the local planning process, and the guidelines for 

representation on LTC planning cornmittees. It also made suggestions for community development 

and roles and responsibilities." As stated earlier, newly constituted LTC committees of DHCs would 

lead the planning process in -ch cornrnunity. In recognition of the social service component of the 

LTC systern, the LTC committees would include representatives of the social service side of LTC. 

Moreover, the membership of the committees should be representative of the community (cultural, 

linguistic, and spiritual) and consist of one-third consumers (people who receive or have received 

LTC services, their direct caregivers who were family or fiiends, and people with disabilities), one- 

third service providers, and one-third other (representatives of municipal govemments, social 

planning councils, seniors' councils, labour groups, women's groups, multicultural groups, advocacy 

groups and mernbers of the general public). The provider and other categories should also ensure 

equal health and social service representation. 

While the role of the DHCs would be to provide advice to the government (MOH and 

MCSS) on the allocation and reallocation of LTC resources, the MOH and MCSS would provide 

policy direction, set and maintain standards, and establish LTC fûnding envelopes for each district. 



The local planning role that had until then been done by the 14 LTC local area offices along with the 

resources to support that role were to be transferred to the DHCs. The area offices were to assume a 

supportive role to the local planning and implementation process. By 1995, rnany of their 

responsibilities were to be incorporated into the central LTC division, the DHCs and the MSAs. 

(iii) An Implementation Fmmework 

The third in the 4Tartnership" series, An Implementution Framework, was released in June 

1993 F9 n i e  intent of this paper was to provide details on how the province saw implementation 

proceeding so that individuals and groups could get invofved. In the description of the 

responsibilities of the MSAs, the paper indicated that MSA purchase of services fiom commercial or 

not-for-profit agencies would be the exception to the rule. Moreover, if MSAs had to purchase 

service fiom a commercial agency, it would only be altowed to do so to a maximum of 10% of its 

homemaking and professional services budget by the end of 1995. Where these services were 

currently at less than IO%, they would be fiozen at that level. 

The integrated Homemaker Program was to expand across the province fiom 20 sites to 38, 

and Placement Coordination Services would expand from 23 to 36 sites. Not-for-profit health and 

persona1 support agencies would provide a11 services delivered in the new Integrated Homemaker 

Program sites, al1 new service in existing H P  sites, and al1 new growth in the Acute and Chronic 

Home Care Programs and the School Health Support Program. LTC area offices were to establish a 

steering cornmittee to help communities to make the shift to a new not-for-profit in-home delivery 

systern. The govemment planned a three-year transition p e n d  fiom 1993 to 1995 to make the shift 

to a not-for-profit delivery systern. It was expected that MSAs would be up and running by 1995. 

Registries were to be established to help match displaced workers from commercial agencies with 

not-for-profit empioyers. 

An interna1 steering cornmittee of staff of the LTC division and an exîernal resource group 

with consumer, service provider and union representatives had been meeting since the sprhg of 1992 

to advise on the development of a hnding system. The new fùnding system was to be in place by the 

1994-95 fiscal year. The governent  also established a resource group with consumers, workers, 

unions, educators and empIoyers to look at developing provincial training and curriculum standards 

for workers who provide persona1 care and support. 

(iv) Guidelines for the Establishment of MSAs 

The last of the "Partnersh ip" documents, Guidelines for the Establishment of Mu&-Service 

Agencies, was re lwed  in September 1993:' The paper outlined provincial expectations for MSAs 

and topics for discussion for MSA development. The development process for MSAs was to be 



public, open and inclusive. Each MSA would operate at arrn's length fiom the provincial govenunent 

and would be governed by a board of directors elected by a voting membership that included 

consumers, famiiy caregivers, volunteers and interested individuals. 

Because the MSA would unite existing services and provider agencies, it would affect 

volunteers and staff in agencies whose services were k i n g  integrated into the MSA. To ensure 

fairness to workers, a human resource strategy for both staff and volunteers would be developed as 

part of each MSAYs plan prior to the establishment of the MSA. Workers transferring fiom existing 

service agencies would become employees of the MSA. Unions would have to be involved in the 

planning to discuss and resolve various labour issues arising fiom having transferred staff in the 

MSA with di Rerent collective agreements, benefit packages, job descriptions, and salary levels. 

Other issues that would need union involvement included employment and pay equity, the role of 

volunteers, job security, existing contracs, successor rights, and impact on non-union staff. In the 

surnmer of 1994, the govenunent provided two years funding to the Ontario Federation of Labour to 

consult with al1 the heaith-related unions (not only those affiliated with the OFL) on these changes. 

(v) Further Details 

in August 1 993, the Director of LTC Policy, released a draft manual for community-based 

services provided by multi-service agencies." The document was circulated to approximately LOO 

professional, consumer and service provider associations to get their views regarding the direct 

services that would be provided by MSAs, eligibility criteria and service maximums. Policies for 

personal support and professional services were fairly well defined. For community support services, 

the document sought input regarding which services should be considered core, consumer fees and 

hnding policies. 

The new LTC Community Services Funding Envelope for any district was to consist of the 

existing base transfer payment funding for community services, and any new funds allocated on the 

b a i s  of an equity fUnding formula to equalize regional inequities. This formula, based on population 

and need factors, was to form the basis for allocating new comrnunity services fiinding to districts. 

The document further identified the mandatory basket of core services that MSAs had to provide. 

These included meal services, homernaking services, transportation, care provider support, adult day 

programs, personal support services (homemaking, attendant care, respite care), professional services 

(nursing, occupational and physiotherapists, social work, speech and language pathology services, 

nutritionist services), goods and services under specified circumstances, and admission to LTC 

facilities. Discretionary services included social/recreational services, fiiendiy visiting, security 



checks, and wellness programs. While it did not mean that these services would not be provided, they 

were seen as a lower priority. 

The document was clear in re-iterating a nurnber of times that as a result of limited financiai 

resources, eligibility did not necessari ly guarantee the delivery of services. Ln some cases individuals 

might be able to receive some but not al1 services, or go on a waiting list, that is, the needs of al1 

persons who require services might not be met, nor a11 persons receive the maximum arnount of 

service. The next Progressive Conservative government would bring in strict eligibility criteria and 

lirnits on service maxima. 

Funding for services for persons with long-terrn care needs would be a fixed budget for each 

MSA. Funding for persons with acute care needs and those with resource-intensive needs was not 

fuced, but resources were limited. "Receiving services is not an entitlernent. Local administering 

agencies must provide service within the available funding. Consequently, priorization criteria have 

been deveioped for local agencies to use when confionted with difficult and competing resource 

allocation decisions."" The criteria for service priority in order were risk of hospitalization or being 

placed in a LTC facility within 24 or 48 hours, services required to enable individuals to engage in 

cornpetitive employment or attend pst-secondary schools, individuals who have moved to another 

area of the province who have ken  identified as a priority in the new area, individuals awaiting 

discharge from hospital, and individuals in the community with multiple personai care and or 

medical needs who were not at imrnediate risk of institutionalization. The outcome of these decisions 

was that the budget for Home Care, which until now was a fully insured entitlement under OHIP, was 

transfemed to the LTC Funding Envelope, thereby diminishing its status. Cost containment through 

prioritization, waiting lists and denial of services was clearly going to be the way of the future. With 

hospital restnicturing and downsizing, this decision in the term of the next government would have 

serious implications for health care in general. 

Consumer fees based on income, not assets, were required for meal services, transportation, 

home maintenance, and homemaking under specific circumstances. The rationale for consumer fees 

for community support services was that they relate to basic costs of community living or basic 

communiiy services which nonnally would be undertaken by individuals or their families in the 

course of living in their own homes in the cornmunity. The principles guiding the deveiopment of a 

fee system were equity (consistent fee across the province, based on consumer's income not assets, 

and Ievied for services related to usual community living costs), affordability/accessibility 

(reasonable, simple to administer, allow for maximum service provision), and importance of family 

and community (fees would not be charged for special support services to farnily caregivers). No 



consumer fees were to be applied to fnendly visiting, secwity checks, support services for farnily 

caregivers, hospice volunteer visiting services, programming/supervision in Adult Day Programs, and 

some goods and services. 

These documents and the announcement of a comprehensive delivery agency mobilized 

societal groups as the impact on their interests began to become transparent. Concemed about 

organizational viability and having found each other through the Social Contract process, not-for- 

profit and for-profit agencies started meeting to plan a joint strategy. Volunteer organizations 

concemed that there would be no role for thern in the new agency joined with organizations that 

delivered services through paid staff. Comrnunity support service agencies joined with professionaI 

heaith agencies. Multicuttural groups feared that with the emphasis on anti-racism their ethnic 

concems would be lost. Unionized workers were pitted against unorganized workers, community 

workers against institutional workers. 

5.2.4 Aaticipating Objections 

On January 1 1, 1994, Ruth Grier was a keynote speaker at a twoday conference of DHCS.)~ 

in her remarks, she took the opportunit. to address some of the criticisms that had been voiced about 

MSAs. She indicated that the govenunent was not completely in control of the timing and 

development of MSAs. "1 have to sound vague because that will be up to you. This really is a 

partnership. There isn't a cookie cutter at Queen's Park that, that this will be same al1 across the 

province.. . .We are doing this to ensure that the system reflects the diversity, the history, the 

experience and the individual needs of each c~mmuni t~ . "~*  She fùrther went on to Say that MSAs 

would be independent community not govemment organizations. They would not be huge 

bureaucratic institutions. The integration of services was to ensure primacy of the consumer and 

achieve administrative eficiencies. She asked the DHCs to "ensure that the citizen-consumer 

perspective - what we usualty refer to as the public interest - becomes and remains the driving force 

of LTC ref~rm. '~ '~  She referred to the above-mentioned manual as key to bringing about a rational 

planning and allocation process that treated al1 parts of the province fairly. She reinforced the 

importance of volunteers, indicating that there would be an enhanced role for them, and the fair 

treatrnent of employees. She believed that due to the expansion of the LTC sector, there would be an 

expansion of jobs and, therefore, job securis. 

In a series of Questions and An~wers '~  released in January 1994 the govemment indicated its 

hope that the establishment of MSAs would remove systemic obstacles to cooperation. Under the 

current system service agencies ended up cornpeting with each other for govemment funding. The 

elimination of this competition was intended to be the incentive for current agencies to amalgamate 



with MSAs. The government's position, however, completely ignored the reality that both exiçting 

for-profit and not-for-profit agencies would cease to exist or that they wouId no longer be offering 

those services and, therefore, cornpetition among them was not an issue. The purpose of the not-for- 

profit policy was the government's cornmitment to the public administration of Ontario's Heaith and 

Comrnunity Service System. Especially in tirnes of fiscal restraint, tax dollars should be directed 

toward service and wages rather than profit. In addition, these services should be accountable to the 

communities they served tfirough volunteer boards of directors. The limit of 10% for extemal 

purchase of service for the govemment represented a balance between their philosophy of a not-for- 

profit system and the need to minimize the impact on consumers and workers. The not-for-profit 

policy was not to be seen as reducing consumer choice because the consumer wouid continue to have 

the choice of worker. 

The govemment was soon to table legislation that would provide the legal fiamework for 

LTC community services. The legislation would integrate community service programs into MSA 

agencies designated by the Minister and would apply consistent rules, standards, and criteria; it 

would provide rights and appeal mechanisrns for consumers similar to those for facility residents; it 

would limit the extemal purchase of  services thereby enabling the shift to a not-for-profit delivery 

system; and it would restore takeover powers and subrogation rights which were lost in the transfer 

of programs fiom the MCSS to the MOH. More ominously, however, in tenns of the government's 

successful execution of their blueprint for refonn, the legislation once again provided a focal point 

for the expression of concem and attacks by societal interests. 

5.3 Conclusions 

LTC reform in the first three years of the NDP mandate transformed fiom a pseudo-Liberal 

incremental policy to one that more closely reflected this government's ideology - community 

participation and ernpowerment, not-for-profit delivery, support for community support services, and 

integration of service delivery under one agency. The NDPYs first model, a minor variation on the 

previous Liberal model, was not one to which the governinent had any commitment. Busy educating 

thernsehes in their first year in the task of governing, the SCA model was developed by the same 

bureaucracy which had given birth to the Liberal model. Redirecrion was clearly used as a launching 

pad by the NDP to gather support for theu own vision. 

The pefiod was marked by the mobilization of formerly marginalized groups througb the 

financial assistance of govemment. Both the Senior Citizens' Consumer Alliance and the Ontario 

Community Support Association had concerns with the brokerage model. ?lie former wanted health 

and social services to be integrated into one agency to improve access. The latter wanted to remove 



the distinctions between professional and support services which always left them as the poor sister. 

For them an integrated mode1 which removed the distinctions and delivered al1 services was the 

solution. Although the SCCA and OCSA had been credited with giving birth to the MSA concept, its 

ongin was debated by most in the policy community. The entwined relationship between seniors, 

support service provider organizations and members of the govemment's political staff gave rise to 

suspicions that government was pullhg the strings. The fact that the Partnership Documents were 

developed by the political staff rather than the bureaucracy gave credence to these views. 

The massive public consultation on the Redirection document was an exercise in democratic 

participation. As noble a goal as it was, it would turn out to work against the NDP by considerably 

slowing down the process- The Partnership Documents which outtined the MSA concept and the 

process for implementing the mode1 shifted the boundaries of reform. The new contours of the 

reform would alert provider interests who, through the Social Contract process, discovered new 

strategies to have themselves heard. As will be documented in the next chapter, the conflict between 

the NDP and labour brought about by the Social Contract would impel governent to make 

concessions under the LTC iegislation which would further alienate provider groups including 

OCSA, and create conflict between community-based and institutional workers. 

The Partnership documents marked a divide in LTC refonn and along with the Social 

Contract heralded new cleavages in the policy community. The events outiined in this chapter set the 

stage for the LTC legislation, the change in the response of societal interests and for the ultimate 

failure of the NDP to achieve the implementation of the MSA. 
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Cbapter 6 

The NDP Government and the Muiti-Se~ce Agency (1994-95) 

Within the context of the Partnership documents and the Social Contract, the MiP 

introduced LTC legislation putting h place the elements of their thinking and dramatically shiAing 

the policy sector. The elements of the legislation repeatedly reflected the ideology of the M)P. There 

was more central control over the administration of the sector. Service delivery would be centralized 

under Multi-Service Agencies (MSAs) and services would be delivered by quasi-public sector 

employees. Unions and their members would be protected and their rights promoted. Community 

support services were given protected status by being included in the mandated basket of services. 

Consumers were given enhanced autonorny, protection and control. And the sector was king weaned 

away from for-profit provision. However, seemingly contrary to their political beliefs, the 

government transferred the home care services budget fiorn OHIP to a capped envelope, thereby 

removing its universal entitlement status. 

The legislation rnarked a second round of c consultation^'^ with the submission from groups 

in the policy community to the Standing Cornmittee on Social Development. The cornmittee 

deliberations provided a forum for groups whose mutual interests were awakened by the Pwtnership 

documents and the Social Contract. Both the supporters and detractors of the legislation took this 

opportunity to make M e r  demands of the NDP. Some of the demands were for desired changes to 

LTC reform itseIf. Others, however, represented concessions to correct wrongs the NDP had 

cornmitted in other sectors. 

The legislation evoked considerable opposition. Both for-profit and not-for-profit provider 

organizations opposed the expropriation of their business activities by the MSA thereby threatening 

their continued viability. While the status of community support services was eievated and protected 

by the legislation, the difference in structures, make-up and resources of the organizations under 

OCSA would split the membership in terms of their support for the refonn, eventually forcing OCSA 

to turn against the MSA model. As a result, the NDP were confionted by opposition fiom al1 provider 

organizations, for-profit and not-for-profit, as well as professional and support service providers. 

The legislation divided consumers into their different interests. It was evident that the 

interests of fiail seniors differed fiom the well seniors. Also there were unique concems from 

muIticultural, religious and disability communities. 

There was considerable controversy over the provisions in the Act for the workers in this 

policy sector. The MIP's attempt to appease the labour movement by giving their mernbers 

preference for positions in the MSA over non-organized workers had both intended and unintended 



effects. There was increased unionization activity within the sector with a number of provider 

organizations seeking union status. However, within labour itself there was conflict. Organized 

workers in the community sector believed that they were going to lose positions to organized workers 

fiom the institutional sector that had been displaced through hospital restnrcturing. 

The forced amalgamation of providers under the MSA, the labour concessions, and the 80-20 

rule were the parts of Bill 173 that evoked the most vociferous opposition. Meanwhile, the 

potentially most dangerous element of the legislation received hardly any notice. The transfer of the 

Home Care budget fiom OHIP into a capped envelope removed the universal entitlement status for 

those services. This act along with the gradua1 shifiing of more and more care which is covered by 

the Canadcr Health Act into the cornmunity wiH have implications that extend beyond LTC to h d t h  

care in general. 

Although the NDP passed Bill 173, the damage had already been done. The emphasis on 

community participation slowed the process down and thereby prevented the government from 

completely impiementhg their LTC reform before an election was catled. This would allow the 

Harris govemment to undo and ignore the legislation. Failure to address the fiscal issues early in 

their mandate forced the government to make unpopular decisions late in their term. The Social 

Contract process, while intended to have employers and workers reach an agreement with 

governrnent on how to deal with the debt and deficit crisis, brought together unlikely groups which 

actively worked to defeat the LTC legislation. These groups atso campaiped against the NDP during 

the election carnpaign and contributed to the efforts that led to their defeat. 

This chapter will document and analyze the introduction of Bill 173, An Act Respecting 

LTC', the Standing Committee process, the submission made by interest groups to the Committee, 

the amendments made to the Act, and the events leading to the election. 

6.1 Bill 1 73: An Act respecrr'ng Long-Term Care 

On June 6,1994, during Seniorsy Month, Ruth Gier introduced legislation for LTC 

community service, in the Legislature for fust reading.' The consumer Bill of Rights and the 

Appeals Process were highlighted in the statement and the press release.' On June 15, 1994 Bill 173 

An Act respecting Long-Term Cme, received second reading.' Paul Wessinger, Parliamentary 

Assistant, who moved second reading of the Bill, continually ernphasized aspects important to the 

government's supporters - consumers, community support service organizations, and unions. 

He referred to the Bill's consumer focus, not only in terms of its content, but also in terms of 

the constituency to which the govemment listened. In keeping with their respect for diversity, the 

MSA board was to reflect <'the diversity of persons to be served by the agency in tenns of gender, 



age, disabiliiy, place of residence within the geographic area to be served by the MSA, and cultural, 

ethnic, linguistic and spiritual factors.'* 

In listing the mandatory services to be provided by MSAs, the NDP showed their bias for 

g ras  roots organizations. The member listed the services starting with the softer, social services - 
comrnunity support services - and ending with professional services. He indicated that the mandatory 

service scheme would put al1 four types of services and providers "on a level playing field." 

ccCommunity supports provided by volunteer agencies such as Meals On Wheels are equal players 

with homemaking, attendant care and professional  service^.'^ However, while the govemment 

rnandated the basket of services to be offered by MSAs, they made it clear that these services, while 

potentially on offer, would not necessarily be provided,' marking a shift from universal entitlement to 

restricted access. 

MSAs were restricted to 20%, rather than 10% as  stated earlier, of their approved budget in 

each of the four categories of services, for extemal purchase of service fiom either the not-for-profit 

or for-profit sector. However, the govemment intended that any new spending in LTC services would 

be directed to the not-for-profit sector. Indeed by this date there were only a few regions in Ontario, 

which exceeded the 10% limit of their current in-home budget in purchasing services fiom the 

commercial sector.' The intent to shifi to a not-for-profit delivery systern had begun to be put into 

place. To protect their volumes of business activity some commercial agencies were seeking not-for- 

profit status." As a nod to the disability community, Wessinger reminded them that the Minister had 

announced a $4.4 million pilot project for direct funding to people with disabilities the night before. 

The Act included a Bi11 of Rights which spoke of consumer dignity, respect, autonomy, 

individuality with respect to cultural, ethnic, spiritual, linguistic and regional differences, the right to 

information including written notice of rights and othet matters, the right to give or refuse consent to 

the receipt of services, the right to raise concerns or recommend changes to services, the right to 

launch appeals regarding service decisions, and the right of individuals to have their records kept 

confidential. Rights under the Act, however, did not extend to al1 Ontario residents but only to those 

who were in receipt of services. The government made it clear that the Bill of Rights did "not 

represent an entitlement to service; the rights apply only to consumers who are receiving community 

services funded under the  ci."" However, matters subject to appeal included the determination that 

a consumer was not eligible for service, exclusion of a particular service fiom or amounts of service 

in a service plan, and the termination of service. 

Under the legislation, the Minister had the authority to provide cornmunity services directly, 

to establish and operate facilities to provide services, make agreements with others or make payments 



to others to provide services, provide financial assistance regarding capital and operating 

expenditures incurred by others in providing service. 

The Minister was given broad powers under the Act, which included the approvaI and 

designation of agencies as MSAs. Boards of Healtb and municipalities could oniy be designated 

MSAs after the suitability of other approved agencies had been considered. The Minister's powers 

included irnposing terms and conditions on the designation of an agency as aa MSA, as well as 

approving the premises chosen for the MSA, and setting tems and conditions on the approval. One 

of the factors that the Minister was directed to consider when designating an approved agency was 

the composition of the agency's board of dùectors. The board had to reflect the diversity of the 

cornrnunity. It also had to include persons experienced both in the health services and social services 

fields. No employee of the MSA could be on the board, a clause that would aggravate labour. The 

Minister could also appoint Directors and program supervisors. The Minister had the authority to 

revoke approval of an agency and designation of an MSA. The Act also included take-over powers 

of both an approved agency and a designated MSA, and the removal and replacement of some or al1 

of the directors of an MSA. 

There was a long list of matters that were to be set by regulation which included: duties, 

fùnctions, selection, composition and powers of Duectors; additional services that could be added to 

the mandated basket of services; the development and implementation of a plan for the recruitment 

and use of volunteers; eligibility criteria; the amounts of different classes of services to be provided; 

the development of plans of services, waiting lists and the ranking of people on them; the termination 

of services to a person; consumer charges and how they were to be determined; and the purchase of 

external services. The extent of matters left to regulatory powers would concern those who wanted 

their rights and entitlement protected by legislation, and would concern others who felt their 

individual liberty encroached upon. 

A number of pieces of legislation were amended by this Act, including the Minisiry of Health 

Act. This amendment gave legal authority to DHCs to advise the Minister on health needs, make 

recomrnendations on the allocation of resources to meet those needs, to make plans for the 

development of a balanced and integrated health care system for its geographic area, and any other 

duties assigned to it. The codification of DHC powers concerned those who worried about the 

medicalization of the LTC system, and others who worried about giving too much authority to 

regional powers. The A d  was silent on the rights of employees in existing agencies, the transfer of 

employees to MSAs, and the status of collective agreements. This omission was key in the conflict 

between labour groups and management. 



6 3  Government hterests 

There were a number of design decisions under the legislation that warrant inspection 

because of the sharp departure £?om the status quo and because of the response they evoked fiorn 

societal interests. These decisions include those related to direct service delivery by the MSA, 

human resource issues, not-for-profit preference, the 80-20 extemal purchase rule, the inclusion of 

community support services into the mandated basket of services to be provided by the MSAs, the 

decision to remove Home Care fiom the OHIP vote, and user fees. This section explores 

govemment's interests in making these decisions and the perception of government motivation by 

societal interests. 

(i) Direct Delivery 

The shift fiom the brokerage mode1 to the MSA by the NDP government was viewed as a 

pragmatic solution to the fragmentation of the existing system. The govemment defined "one stop" 

as more than an integrated information, assessment and referral nexus. One-stop was to be "achieved 

by a fùnctional integration of information, referral, assessment, case management, service delivery 

and follow-up." By integrating these services under one agency, the government stated that they 

recognized the interrelationship of a person's health care and sociai support needs. The M e r  

integration of health and social services was to be achieved by the participation of persons fiom both 

fields on the boards of MSAs and on the LTC Cornmittees of DHCS." 

They thought that if you brought it al1 under one roof, that somehow it would be better 

coordinated than it was at the time. 

1 think they genuinely did believe that the creation of a rnuch more integrated long term care 

system just made more sense in terms of delivery of service than a brokerage model, that the 

kinds of negotiations and deal making that would be necessw in a brokerage model you 

could virtually eliminate if you just smooshed everybody together. 

When you think about it, we were in the era of one-stop shopping. And really before 1990, 

which was in the Liberal years, one-stop shopping was still something very private sectorish, 

you know. It was something you did at banks, not in the public sector. And so when you 

think about it, an MSA is a one-stop shopping approach to services, as opposed to the SCA 

just handling certain services. 

Well, essentially what we did is we really wanted people to have one-stop access. So you go 

to your local MSA which is within reasonable distance for you ... and you sit down with one 

person, ... that person will organize it for you, and it wiIl be done by people who are not 



racing around everywhere, but in fact, can affbrd to have the tirne to actually take care of you 

because they actually have fiII-tirne jobs. 

One govemrnent official saw the MSA as the institutional counterpart to hospitals, in the 

community. The movement of seniors between hospitals, nursing homes, and community services 

would be seamless if there was an integrated agency in the cornmunity. 

G094: Al1 govemments were trying to  deal with the same thing - ffagmented services. How do you 

coordinate the services, and the two approaches that emerged were obviously the brokerage 

approach where you have the single access point and the referrals are made. But it seemed 

that there was an incredible duplication of administration ... and you still ran the risk of 

fragmentation and of people's need not being completely met. The Multi-Service Agency 

approach, .... contrary to the criticism that arose afierwards that (they were) big 

bureaucracies, etc., that approach actually would allow in catchment areas, an organization to 

be there with al1 the different basket of services that either on a purchase basis or direct 

delivery ... and that it would be a more seamless delivery of service to relate to the 

institutional side. ... Seniors move in and out of hospitals, and to have the right connection 

back to the community for the home support. ... So integration, we thought would take place 

a lot better with the Multi-Service Agency approach at the comrnunity IeveI. 

G 108: (The MSA) will give you one-stop shopping, whereas, service coordination didn't give you 

that. It gave you a funnel, you know, a smorgasbord, if you like. 

Some believed that community services should be governed by the community, and that the 

barrier to this was the plethora of service agencies, each with their own board of directors. The shift 

to community governance was viewed as too difficult to obtain in a brokerage model. The onIy way 

to realize it, according to one offkial, was to move to a direct service delivery model. Having 

witnessed an earIier attempt in the 1970s while he was in the community, this officia1 was only too 

aware of the resistance of individual provider agencies that had to be accountable to their own 

independent boards to move to an integrated delivery model in a gradua1 fashion. 

G095: The (project) was a coalition of a whole lot of agencies, and we had naively at that point 

dreamed that you went fiom CO-location, getting them al1 working in the sarne building, to 

coordination which meant sharing services, to integration. And here 1 was 12 years later ... 
and that (project) had never moved beyond coordination to integration because for each 

partner in the coaIition to justim their own existence to their own funders, to their own 

board, they had to have their own intake, they had to have their own files; they had to have 

confidentiality releases, and these were barriers to integrated service delivery. 



Many, however, perceived the direct delivery rnodel as more ideological than pragmatic, and 

one that was calculated to prornote that ideology. The ideas underpiming the MSA were inspired by 

social values that held that the health care sector was not a suitable arena for the market and private 

profit, rather public funding should go towards services for consumers and wages for workers. As 

one government spokesperson stated: 

GO93 : If we were going to have a program which was provincially funded and met the sort of the 

basic requirements that we had for healthcare, which had to do with accessibility and equity 

and so on, probably the only thing we could do is to create a series of principles around 

which to have a program. Certainly there was a philosophical position among the whole 

govemment that did not favour competition in healthcare, that saw it as, you know, saw it as 

a public service, and that it was not something where profit was to be made. And so having a 

competition rather than regulating by criterion standards was not an option that they would 

be interested in. So it was a natural step to sort of just move away fiom brokerage because it 

didn't make any sense to them, I mean, philosophically. 

Direct delivery was sold as a model which would fiirther values of eficiency (integration) 

and equity (consumer empowerment and access). However, direct delivery had also to do with more 

centralized control, and securing the sector for labour. 

(ii) Human Resource Issues: Unionizrition and Protection of Collective Agreements 

Part of the ideology, sorne believed, was to secure the sector by unionking it, which would 

be more easily accomplished if the brokerage concept were shefved. The community, unlike the 

institutionaI sector, consisted largely of non-unionized workers. There were 15 unions representing 

workers in community-based services. The Canadian Union of Public Empioyees represented almost 

half of them. The Ontario Nurses Association represented a further 25% of workers in home care 

programs.'3 The MSA structure was an attempt to institutionalize the govemment's ideas regarding 

markets, employer-employee relations, and to secure the interest of their major support group. 

G092: The MSA enhanced the ability of unions to organize. 

P062: I suspect that a good part of it (MSA) wouId have had to do with the NDP's agenda. The 

other piece concerned the displacement of unionized workers. The MSA model better suits 

the labour movement. The NDP made it vexy, very clear ... that one of the objectives was to 

unionize the entire heaith sector. As you know, while hospitals are heavily unionized, 1 forget 

the number, we're talking a figure of 80 or 90 per cent, it's the reverse at the community 

level. Most of them are not unionized. And the MSA rnodel more easily, was a better vehicle 

than the brokerage model. Because the brokerage model has kept, everything is split up and 



it's straight contractual arrangements. ... I think that was a conscious decision of the NDP. 

Fair enough, 1 mean, it was part of their philosophy. 

P067: During the hearings when they put in the clause for, that non-unionized workers would 

basicaIly be at the bottom of the mng and unionized workers would go job to job into the 

community, and then everyone else who wasn't within a collective agreement was basicdly 

out of luck, that's when 1 lost it. Because that's when 1 could not betieve how profound the 

ideology had prevailed. 1 could not believe that that's what this was d l  about. ... Really it 

was absolutely clear that unionization was the issue, absolutely clear. 

P059: 1 think the unionization issue was a big piece. 1 think there may have k e n  deals with the 

union people that, "we'll organize the cornmunity so that it is basically government workers 

and we'll give preference to the union for positions in there." Now sorne Say, "Well, that 

didn't happen till the latter end of the MSA formation." But unless you organize the 

structure, the sector into that kind of an entity, you can't unionize it as easily. 

That the NDP was successfiil in convincing workers of this shift to unionization is evident in 

one provider's words. 

P069: The reason why I'm saying this is because (the respondent's organization) underwent 

incredible amounts of unionization from the time that they announced the MSA to the time 

when the PCs got elected. Because people thought, 'If 1 don? get a union, 1 may not have a 

job.' So 1 think with the RPNs (Registered Practical Nurses), the unionization at l e s t  

doubled, if not more than that. And with ONA there were a significant number of bargaining 

units, and some other, CUPE got a couple, and OPSEU got a couple. 

While arguing that critics of the government interpreted the NDP's respect for negotiated union 

benefits as evidence of favouring unionization, one govemment officia1 was not quite as certain of 

this imputed intent. This official, however, did not deny the inevitability of unionization. 

G095: If the MSA was composed of predominantly unionized workforce, there is no doubt that that 

workforce would have attempted to unionize the others, but we were not, 1 may be wrong, 1 

don? think we were requiring the non-unionized people to join that union just when it went 

to the MSA. But there's no doubt in my mind that that probably would have happened over 

time. 

The creation of a unionized environment was not only viewed as part of NDP ideology, but 

aIso necessary to placate the labour, which had been alienated by the Social Contract process. 

P067: The theory was the unions agreed with this (Social Conîract) and went along with this 

because they had sold them the concept that unionized positions would emerge in the 



community to offset the downsizing in the hospital system. And that's how they got them to 

the table to accept some of the concessions for the Social Contract. ... There was detïnitely a 

union ideology. ... Way, way back the commercial agencies had some view that a structure 

was going to be put in place that was certainly pro-unions and the Premier had got the 

hospital unions to be quiet through the Social Contract activity by guaranteeing that they 

would create an infrastructure in the community that could accommodate thern. 

Its (labour issues) connection with the Social Contract was that the NDP was so out of favour 

with organized labour that this was one way they could Say, "Hey guys, we're still your 

friends, we're still farnily." 

The NDP, if 1 recall rightly at that point, was beginning to face a whole lot of heat fiom 

public sector unions. And had to dangle some things in front of them to try to keep them 

relatively happy. And that seemed to be, from the NDP's point of view, a reasonable thing to 

Say, you know, "We'll protect unionized workers." 

Others in and outside govemment believed that the human resource issues in the MSA 

legislation, al though perhaps not necessarily direct1 y relateci to the Social Contract, were the 

government's attempt to make amends with unions for al1 of the upheaval in the public sector due to 

the recession, and the restnicturing that was taking place in the hospital sector. However, goverment 

did not take into account that organized labour within the community felt threatened by the NDP's 

attention to organized labour within the institutional sector. 

PO6 1 Well, my guess is and 1 think it's partly true, was because of the recognition that there was 

going to be fairly significant resû-ucturing in the hospibi sector, and there would be large 

numbers of employees that would be looking for, that were already unionized, wouid be 

Iooking for employrnent. 

GO93 : Well the labour movement was pushing really hard, of course, because they 'd already had, - 
1 mean this was in the middle of the Social Contract stuff, you know - and we had sort of, 

like appalling relationship with, certainly with the public sector unions, not so much with the 

private sector unions who actually realIy understood some of the things that Rae was ûying 

to do ... But the public sector unions, ... OPSEU at the time and a coupie of others in the 

public sector, because it was a lot of their workers, were really concemed. 

G094: There's a relationship, a bit more complicated than that. I mean a few things were happening 

during the Social Contract discussions. The community-based side was not very welcoming 

of participating, you know, with the rest of the health care sector. For example, looking at 

transition issues they saw themselves very separate. When we had established the Health 



Sector Training and Adjustrnent Board to deal with layoffs and looking at transition, the 

community sector was very resistant to participating as part of that. ... So there were a lot of 

tensions at play and 1 think that probably did play a role with respect to Ruth's (Grier) 

recornmendations in tenns of these changes that had been brought forward around labour. 1 

think that the strain in the relatioaship between the party, the government and the labour 

movement, the traditional relationship was very strained during that period of time. 1 think 

that there were probably efforts on al1 of Our parts in different ways to try and reach out and 

rebuild. 

The two (Social Contract and MSA legislation) were very distinct exercises. 1 think it's 

probably fair to Say that having been bumed by the Social Contract we were atternpting to 

rebuild bridges and might have been more receptive. 

1 think that in a complicated way it is related to al1 of that. But the fwidarnental issue that, in 

recognizing that we were in a major way restructuring, that would cause displacement of 

workers and that there had to be some way of fair treatment of workers and part, recognizing 

that where there are unionized workers and there are rights that have been achieved through 

colIective bargaining that there has to be a way of some recognition of that. 

Of the hurnan resource concessions under the legislation, preference for unionized workers in 

MSA jobs, the definition of seniority, and successor rights, were perhaps the most obvious in their 

intent and the most controversial. The issue of successor rights for organized labour, while less 

understood, caused conflict between labour groups. 

P050: 1 think that was, again, a reflection of the ideological bent of the NDP. 1 think probably the 

pressure came fiom the unions, and the NDP were largely, you know, backed by that group 

and they had a lot of influence. And 1 think that's where it came from. And there was a lot of 

unrest about îhat because St. Elizabeth particularly @as) a non-unionized labour force, and 

VON are. And there was lot of lobby by St. Eliz, as 1 recaI1 because they didn't want to take 

a back seat in getting work. ... And 1 think in the end, the inability to move beyond some of 

those labour barriers was what scuppered the MSAs ... in the end the HR problems becarne 

too huge to overcome. And it was inter-union, you know, the fact that you had successor 

rights. ... You know, you could have different unions representing the same worker category 

and the MSA would have to inherit that. 

For the "workers"' government, the perception from the outside was that not al1 workers were equal. 

The divisions consisted of, not only unionized versus non-unionized workers, but community versus 



institutional workers. In this two by two grid, there were strong feelings about the hierarchy of 

claims. 

G102: The Home Support side was non-unionized. The Home Care and the other side was 

unionized. So you couid technically because the jobs that were going to open up on the 

Home Support side, you were going to be displacing people who had been working in that 

field in a non-unionized environment who would be second to some - you closed Brockville 

Psych (hospital) - and some orderly or some nursing attendant, 1 don't mean to be 

pejorative, who was unionized wouid have first dibs on that community care job over the 

people in that work. It was unconscionable, 

G094: We thought that having iess reliance on institutional care whether it be acute care or chronic 

care, and having more services provided in the comrnunity whether that be primary heaith 

care services or long term care services, that the workers that were going to be displaced 

needed to be treated fairly, and that there needed to be a process of transition, of retraining 

because I do believe it's very different working in the institution and in the community. And 

there was great resistance fiom the community about accepting institutional people. 

in their own defence, governrnent oficials argued that unionized and non-unionized workers were 

not equal. Both sets of workers had made choices that structured the relationship between the 

employer and employee. One paid for their Iegislated rights through organizing and dues. This 

championing of labour rights, ironically, followed shortly behind the disregard of negotiated 

collective agreements during the Social Contract process. The recession would test many of the 

NDPYs ideological principles. 

GO93 : They are not unionized and they are therefore, represented by their employer. And so in 

terms of conditions of employrnent, they have by default, designated their employers. So, 

(government) will talk to their employers, but (government) is going to talk to the unions. 

And those are the two people (government) is going to deal with. And if the employers don? 

do very well for their workers, that was a choice that was made by their workers. 

G094: Well, unionized workers have a cotlectively bargained set of rights. They have, you know, 

traded off things to get rights like job security and other sorts of things. And to simply, in my 

view, to simply ignore that and say that has no special status is to look at union busting. ... 
And so, I think, that while there was a response from people who had workplaces that were 

non-unionized saying, "Well, what does this mean about me?" From a trade unionist point of 

view, the answer would be to organize and, you know, to collectively bargain for those 

rights. It wasn't a diminishing of those individuals or their rights under statute, but there is a 



recognition of the statutory right to organize and to collectively bargain and to ascertain 

rights that are above and beyond what the statutory minimum are. 

G095: As a govenunent that believes in workers' right to organize and in the advantages of that, we 

accepted our responsibility to ensure that in a sector where there was a considerable nurnber 

of employees who were part of a union, tbat we could not arbitrarily remove the b e n e h  that 

they had negotiated with their employer and had to find some mechanism to enable that to 

carry on. Now that then got interpreted by our critics as demanding or going fiirther (by) 

encouraging the unionization of the entire long term care system. 1 don't know whether that 

was right or not. I suspect that the unions saw that they wouId have an opportunity to 

organize and to expand- 

One govenunent official felt that the anxiety of displaced workers over jobs was not 

justified, but rather was a deceit fueled by both the employers (hospitals) and bargaining agents in 

another arena of government activity, namely, hospital restructuring, to mobilize their own set of 

interests. 

G 108: Both the Hospital Association and the health bargaining agents had, 1 think, done quite a 

disservice to the community by advancing enomously preposterous estimates of the number 

of displaced workers. If1 recall, in '92, both of those groups forecast job Ioss at 14 to 15 

thousand. ... Actual job loss across the sector that year - it was a sector of 160,000 people in 

it - was about 2500. And of those, most were handled by early retirement and other 

measures. There were actuaIly very few people who were displaced and needed employment. 

The consequence of  that was to convince the govemrnent that it needed to make significant 

efforts on labour adjustment - the HTAP (Hospital Training and Adjustment Board), later 

expanded to the whole sector. And the bargaining agents made a forcefil case that îhere were 

going to be massive s h i h  out of institutions into the community. The community sector was 

absolutely resistant to accepting anybody that worked in an institution to the point of saying 

even if their skills were equivalent, you know, ... we don't want them. So, I think, the 

government was pushed fiom one side by the bargaining agents, but also found the attitude 

of the comuni ty  sector, and 1 would Say personally, I found the attitude of the community 

sector somewhat startling. 

If the sector was expanding and there would be enough jobs for al1 workers, the natural question is 

why the NDP created a distinction. 

G 108: Well, 1 don't think they were convinced that that process would happen smoothly. And so, 1 

think they were determined to force those bridges rather than presuming they would be - 1 



th& a real reaction to how much the two solitudes were there between the community and 

the institutional sector, that you presumed that a community agency looking to hire someone, 

and the local hospital is laying someone off that they would be willing to sort something out. 

But it was very clear they wouldn't. ... The govenunent felt that it should be more forceful in 

the issue. 

One aspect of the legislation that did not receive much attention, but whose intention the 

government made clear was the ability of MSAs to substitute lower-cost workers. The Act did not 

specify what professional or trained non-professional had to be empioyed to provide a particular 

service. Because of the greater flexibility under the ReguZated Heulth Professions Act, lower cost 

personal support workers or attendants could provide some highly personal procedures and 

treatments rather than employing higher-cost nursing services. This was presented as a mechanism 

for fieeing nursing staff to be able to provide care for which only they were quaIified.'4 Once again, 

the NDP displayed an inconsistency in its own ideological position. The substitution of lower cost 

workers while being fiscally prudent had the potential to exploit aiready low-paid workers and to 

erode the wages and benefits of higher skilled workers. 

(iii) For-Profit versus Not-for-Profit Delivery 

The not-for-profit preference of the NDP for service delivery was strongly rooted, as stated 

earlier, in their ideology; the belief that public dollars shoutd go towards service and not end up in 

the pockets of a minority. Nor should the misfortunes of others be used to actualize profits. The 

commercial sector was also viewed as exploiting easy markets rather than meeting needs in 

unprofitable locales. 

G096: The service should be provided so that al1 of the funding that you're going to be using fiom 

government will go directly to the service and not-for-profit, and what profit means is that 

one person or two people will end up making a lot of money and will be taking it away fiom 

the service that needs to be provided. ... There's only so many dollars for any service that 

you're going to provide. ... Nobody should be gaining money, it's the philosophy of (the 

NDP) party, nobody shouId be gaining on the il1 health of an individual. 

G094: (There was) absolutely a very clear preference for not-for-profit and a desire not to see the 

for-profit sector grow. That's both ideological and, in terms of our cornmitment and also 

from rny point of view, quite practical - what 1 saw in ternis of the for-profit sector was a lot 

of skimmirig of the easiest sort of patient to take Gare of, and the high density markets where 

volume could produce profit and sort of a daim of eficiency. Compared to the not-for- 



profits that were servicing the longer distances, the more difficult cases, etc. 1 think there was 

both a practical and a very strong ideological reason for that. 

The bias against the for-profit sector was viewed by one govemment official as the factor 

rnotivating the elimination of the brokerage model in favour of direct delivery of services. 

Elimination of the for-profit sector could more easiIy be achieved if al1 service providers were 

brought into one not-for-profit agency. However, for political optics, the MSA model was sold as 

ant i-brokerage rather than anti-profit. 

G102: That's a big part of their platform. There's no room or very little room for the private (for- 

profit) sector. When the NDP started to think through this and they looked at the brokerage 

model, they reaiized that it was very dificuit- The private sector was there. They were 

(developing) an increasing market share. And they (NDP) didn't know how to keep them out. 

So one of the ways of keeping them out was to say no brokerage. I f  you say no brokerage, 

you have to provide service directly. From my perspective that was the driving force for the 

MSA model. Okay. Because if you didn't have brokerage, and you weren't buying service, 

but were engaging or ernploying everybody, then the private sector's gone. Now originally 

when they came out with thai, i t  became an anti-brokerage model, was what it looked like. 

Okay. But the dnving force was because you were buying services fiom the private sector. ... 
So for me, my sense of what the drivers were that influenced the shaping of the MSAs was 

the attempt to drive the private sector out of health care and that arena. 

Another govemment official supported this view - that the MSA was a vehicle for rernoving 

the for-profit sector. 

G 108: It (MSA) was seen as a great deal more complex than service coordination. 1 mean you have 

a mixed market place, publidprivate provision which had been fine with two previous 

govemments. You had a new govemment elected that, among other things, didn't like private 

provision, but couldn't f iord to get rid of it either politically or financially. Service 

coordination leaves your service system, you know, essentially in place. You're just going to 

direct trafic better, and maybe drive some eficiencies over tirne. The Multi-Service Agency 

(was) much more massive refom. 

The commercial sector responded to this direct threat by launching a lawsuit rooted on the 

premise that the MSAs amounted to expropriation of their business without compensation. At the 

time the for-profit sector received in total 33% of al1 govemment funding for in-home services. 

While most of the funding went for homemaking services, a smaller proportion was directed to 

nursing and the therapy services. According to one government official, a potential defence against 



the lawsuit was that the govemment in creating the MSA did not discriminate against the commercial 

agencies. The services provided by boîh the commercial and not-for-profit agencies would be 

subsumed under the MSA. " So they had a law-suit. That was a good lawsuit. It was going to be very 

expensive. It was going to be very embarrassing. So that's how they got around it, you see. You 

employ everybody! 'We're not discriminating. We've got a bottom iine - thrre's only so much you 

c m  buy outside of the MSA, whether i f s  private or not-for-profit."' (G102) 

(iv) External Purchase of Service 

The restriction on the extemal purchase of services became known as the 80-20 rule, the 

percentage of an MSA's budget that could be used for the purchase of external services. The 

govenunent's rationale for allowing external purchase ranged from (a) pragmatism, 

GO93 : Well actually, that (20% external purchase) was because we knew that we'd need to do 

things like vacation coverage, emergency coverage - you know, what happens if we didn't 

have enough employees. There w(ere) al1 kinds of bits and pieces that we felt we would need 

to do. Or something where we required a service but only needed it for a few clients and it 

would have been economically unfeasible to hire a full-the person. ... If you're in a small 

MSA, you may not get much cal1 for physiotherapy, but you might have a couple of peop te 

who need it. So, it would be a smart idea to actually allow people to be able to do that. 

G094: It was simply a question of had there been ... no sort of, restriction on it (external purchase) 

we felt that we would not have achieved a fully integrated service delivety agency. 

G 108: There are substantial quantities of service currently provided or were provided at that time by 

other than not-for-profit agencies. And 1 think the Ministers were convinced that to move to 

eliminate that would place an unreasonable burden on clients and patients; that is, although 

philosophically they wanted to see a 100% not-for-profit system, it was clear that there were 

areas where the private sector was providing because nobody else would. And that was going 

to, 1 think in their view, put the reforms in significant jeopardy. That is, if the net resutt of 

the long term care reform was sornebody who was getting service would stop getting service 

that was clearly going to be the headline. And so the 80-20 was their best guess or their best 

calculation of what, kind of, left the status quo in place. 

. . . to (b) restricting for-profit growth, 

G096: I think (the NDP) were trying , worried very much as we did see surrounding jurisdictions 

around us going towards privatization and going more for the profit sector, and trying to see 

that there was some way that (they) could build into legislation that would stay afier (they) 

left, that would protect, ensure that the dollars that were being spent would be staying for 



services. ... And at  the time, people were really working hard on the issue, wming back with 

different formulas and just trying to see how this d l  would work out and tried to project into 

the fùture what this would really mean. 

. . . to (c) a political balm to soothe the growing discontent in the service delivery sector. 

G079: My sense is that the NDP would have k e n  just as happy if there was no outside purchase of 

service. But they recognized that there was probably a need for some political salve. I don? 

think the 80-20 was calculated on any par~icularly sound methodologicai basis. It was just a 

kind of salve that allowed some purchase of specialized o r  unusual services, ... but still 

preserved a large enough chunk for the MSA to controI. And as salves go 1 don't know that it 

made anyone horribly happy. 

Both direct delivery and the related 80-20 exception clause, however, would unleash the 

combined efforts of both the for-profit and not-for-profit providers to defeat the MSA. While the 

govemment's intent was to create a not-for-profit model, its mechanism for achieving this would be 

through the indiscriminate elimination of both the for-profit and not-for-profit service agencies 

currently providing care in the sector. 

(v) Mandated Basket of Services 

The more ideologically rooted elements of public delivery, the labour issues and the 

preference for not-for-profit delivery were not the only distinguishing features of the NDP model. 

The inclusion of the community support services, like meals-on-wheels and transportation, into the 

basket of mandated services along with the traditional home care services was unique to the MSA 

model. The government's action was to operationalize their belief in the broader determinants of 

health, that keeping people in their homes was dependent on good health which in turn was 

dependent on more than health care. It was also dependent on good social supports. 

G083: When you think about what people need to keep thernselves in the home, well, meals-on- 

wheels and fiiendly visiting somebody just to check that you're okay, and supportive .. . 
And (Britain has) done a lot of arnaigamation of health and social services, and it was really 

successful because you don? know where health stops and social service begins. And so (the 

government was) really trying to make an effort to sort of put them together so that, in fact, if 

you're the client you don't care which Mini* finds you. You just want to make (sure) that 

you've got it. ... So we  were trying to do that kind of continuum, and trying to thirik more 

about the customer than sort of established cultures. 

Funding al1 LTC services under a single fûnding source (Minisûy), however, did not require 

the inclusion of community support services in the mandated basket of services. 



G093: The problem is, you know, witb what is perception. And the reality is that those (services) in, 

get to be the services, and those outside, get to be the add-ons that can be pushed away. And 

we wanted to ensure that if we're going to have a continuum of services, it was al1 going to 

be in one place. ... So you didn't end up in a situation where because this was meals-on- 

wheels and it was off on the side (outside the basket), it got under-funded and marginalized. 

Because our concern was that a lot of the literature was telling us that very small 

interventions were really important to maintain people in their own homes. 

Other government respondents also saw the inclusion of community support services as a 

way of protecting them. It is important to remernber that two ministers involved in refonn, Ruth Grier 

and Elaine Ziemba, as well as a number of their political staff had been involved with community 

support services before they came to government. Their loyalty and conceni for these providers was 

evident. 

G095: 1 think (there was) the whole need for a seamless transition as one's need increased or 

diminished, and the desire to maintain those comrnunity-based services as entities rather than 

see them squeezed out by the behemoth might have arisen out of sort of just a homemaking, 

home care kind of health entity taking over. ... The whole basis of this which was integration 

of service delivery, and rather than chopping up different pieces of the service and then 

necessitating separate intakes, separate statistics, separate budgeting. ... there was some 

administrative swings (to integration), but I think, as much as that, it was the whole question 

of, 'we don? want to make a judgernent between a support service to keep someone 

independent in their home and an essential service that keeps them healthy when they've 

been discharged from hospital.' 

As to whether being integrated with traditional home care and homemaking services would 

better protect support services was viewed by one govenunent oficial as a rhetorical debate that took 

place both inside and outside govemment. Whether there was any basis in fact, however, is almost 

irrelevant in the political sphere where illusions of fact and the power behind daims are what counts. 

G 108: I think there were varying views on that. I mean, on every move of fiinding you get both 

arguments being advanced. One that, by combining things you were pemitting shifts that 

were more sensible; that is, people would tend to allocate the resources to their highest and 

best use. You'd also get the 'defenseless program' argument, that you would get the stronger 

programs cannibalizing the weaker ones, and that would disadvantage clientele of those 

programs. That debate raged on certainly the whole time I was there. I don't think I ever saw 



a single shred of evidence either way on it. So it was a very strong rhetorical debate but with, 

you know, nothing undemeath it. 

(vi) Entitlement to Home Cam 

Because direct delivery, the not-for-profit preference and the labour issues more directly 

affected the interests of most groups, and were the focus of most of the debate around Bill 173, the 

elhination of Home Care as an entitlement by removing it fiom the OHP vote went almost 

unnoticed. This step by the government would in reality have more profound effects not only for 

LTC services but also for health care in general. 

This ideologically inconsistent act was justified by government by reasons that were 

ideologically pure. The transfer of the home care budget to a LTC funding envelope was deemed 

necessary by government officials in order to rectiS, the geographic inequity in funding allocation 

across the province. (G093) Sorne govemment officials saw the move as necessary to effectively 

achieve integration of services and flexibility in resource allocation. As one pointed out there were 

multiple avenues to the sarne service resulting in multiple assessments leading to services that were 

totatly publicly funded or services that entailed a user fee. Often which scenario prevailed depended 

less on the need of the client than on the Iuck of the draw and the knowledge cf either the client or 

her physician, of navigating the system. 

G096: There had to be a continuum of care. And as service providers we discussed this so many 

different times that it just was not realistic for the person in the home to have to go through 

al1 of these different barriers. And also to see some people not getting the service because of 

lack of information or whatever, but they just didn't get it. 

This official went on to say that the move out of OHIP was actually a decision to protect the 

Home Care budget. 

G096: Under OHIP the funding was starting to diminish. There was starting to be a concern that it 

could be something that could be eliminated eventually. Again, going back to, people do not 

think that the people living in their own homes, require essential services. ... There was 

always the concern that under OHIP, that at some point in time there might be a decision that 

this isn't essential. And they only provided those services to a srnall segment of the 

population, and unless you came through the hospital structure and you had a doctor that was 

advocating for y o ~ .  But as 1 said when we had people who came out of an institution, out of a 

hospital and with the sarne medical problems as another neighbour and they couldn't get 

OHIP funding. So it really didn't seem to be a fair way. And you really have to bring it 



together if you really want to have an amalgarnated way, a source of finding in the 

community. 

Another govemment spokesperson was more cynical and saw it as a cost-saving manoeuvre 

to counter the projected growth on the comrnunity side because of restructuring and demographic 

growth. Under the Healrh Illsu~ance Act, denial of service either because of priority setting through 

eligibility criteria or a lirnit on total amount of service gave consumers the right to appeal the 

decision to the Health Services Appeal Board and to the courts. Home Care as an entitlement greatly 

reduced the government's flexibility in limiting the projected growth in costs. Relatedly, community 

empowerment through community boards was viewed as a way for government to shift both the 

responsibility and accountability for making rationing-type decisions away fiom it ont0 others. 

G102: An important driver aside from the brokerage was a sealed envelope. Nobody realized that 

the Home Care dollars that were going to put on the table were going to be a closed 

envelope. And that those (MSA) boards would be really working hard to make decisions, 

somehow it would be allocated, that that was a huge driver that wasn't talked about. 

Hospitals didn't realize when they were, al1 of a sudden, having to look at si-orter lengths of 

stay and aIl of a sudden in 1993-94 they are waking up and discovering Home Care. Excuse 

me! ... So the fact that you're planning to send many more people, we're going to have closed 

dollars. We've got to plan this together. You can't shorten your length of stay. Because if 

we've got waiting Iists, or we don't have capacity, people are going to go home, they're going 

to be back in emerg. But we couldn't get their attention ... Everybody tried to hush-hush the 

fact that it was a closed envelope, you see, with fixed funding. And then you'd make tough 

decisions, whereas before, on the Home Care side of it, it was just the more demand, the 

more you had to supply. ... Budgets grew by 11% a year. So that was sort of a hidden step. ... 
1 mean if it grows a bit by population, you're talking about a closed envelope which is why 

they need these independent boards who are going to make these decision on how they 

alIocate the money. And it's basically a managed systern as opposed to an open universal 

system. But that was very hush-hush. But it became critical to do something to stop the 

growth and growth and growth. 

One government official, recognizing the short-s ightedness of this decision indicated that at 

the time that the decision was taken, the MSA designers naively believed that with government's 

proclaimed financial cornmitment to this health sector, there was little to wony about. 

G095: As we began to discuss eligibility guidelines it became clear that having very specific 

eligibility rules for the part that was funded by OHIP and the ability to construct Our own 



eligibility criteria for the rest would be very difficult. And because we were fiilly committed 

and had Cabinet and Treasury approval for a great deal of new money going into long-terrn 

care, we certainly believed that there was in fact going to be more money available through 

Our model than the proportion that was guaranteed under OHIP. ... And in the current clirnate 

where everything is k ing  cut there isn't a commitment or a firrn budget, then I can 

understand the criticisms that are now ernerging fiom saying, 'Well, at least we were sure of 

money under OHP. We've lost that now.' But it (the decision to remove the budget fiom 

OHIP) was (a) to facilitate the implementation of our model, and (b) because certainly in Our 

commitment we were t a h g  more money not less, in doing this. And 1 think that we were 

al1 in the euphoria of believing that there would be more money for long terrn care. That as 

hospital budgets were constrained there would be even more fieed up, and as hospital 

restructuring and health reform began, some of that money fiom Health would move into 

that. 

The notion that there would be more money for LTC services was contradicted by the 

prevailing fiscal pressures of the time. Providers were having to deal with reduced transfers fiom the 

province because of the Expenditure Control Plan. They had to achieve fûrther cuts in their budget 

due to the Social Contract. This was dificult to fblfil for providers funded on a contract or a fee-for- 

service bais. The mechanisrn of taking unpaid days off was not available to them since they were 

only reimbursed if they perforrned a service. Similady, these providers were also facing the costs of 

pay equity adjustments required of al1 government transfer agencies. 

(vii) User Fees 

The other related debate that did not get resolved while the NDP were in govenunent was 

whether there would be CO-payments or user fees for support services. Whiie some favoured the 

notion of entitlement, others saw this as unrealistic and were more persuaded by notions of 

affordabil ity 

G095: I'm not sure that that had been totally sorted out, The preference, and 1 wasn't sure I agreed 

with it, had been for no user fees from any of those community-based services. ... 1 had 

assumed that we had yet to have the discussion about eligibiiity and that it would depend to a 

certain degree on what the level of need was at the point when you became eligible. And if 

you were totally dependent on the service then 1 didn't think a user fee was required. If it was 

perhaps a bit of an option, then 1 had seen there might have been room for user fees. But 1 

haven't seen that discussion as k i n g  finished. 



G108: 1 don? know how much realism there was to it. There was certainly Ministers who held the 

view that that's (no user fees) what should happen. But the same Ministers also accepteci 

budget numbers that wouldn't permit that to happen. 

Ideology, with the injection of fiscal reality, was undoubtedly the driving force behind the 

MSA design - not-for-profit centralized delivery by quasi-public sector workers, preference for 

unionized workers and the creation of an environment more conducive to unionization, the elevation 

of importance for support services, and consumer empowennent and protection. The govemment, 

based on their notions of community involvement had consulted broadiy and had, fiom their point of 

view, listened to the people. Their design had, however, adversely Sec ted  a number of groups who 

had, at l e s t  before the legislation was tabled, no common interest Even the groups representing "the 

people" would turn on the NDP. 

6.3 Policy Interests of Socieîal Groups 

Hearings for the Standing Committee on Social Development were held between August and 

October 1994, with arnendments to the Act considered in November. The Cornmittee travelled around 

the province listening to and receiving submissions fiom a large number of groups. Some of the 

public subrnissions to the Standing Committee fiom various interest groups will be used to iIlustrate 

the kinds of issues expressed by the different types of societal interests. Concerns and support for the 

MSA legislation will be highlighted by reference to submissions made by (i)consurners (seniors, 

disability community, multicultural seniors, and religious community), (ii)providers (not-for-profit 

versus for-profit, and professional versus support services), (iii)labour, volunteers, and (iv)other 

types of interests. It is important to note that many of the associations representing the consumer 

communities, aside fiom k ing  advocates for their members, are themselves providers of services 

Iargely delivered by volunteers; for exarnple, Alzheimer, Ontario provides day program, respite 

programs, counselling services, family support groups, education prograrns and information services 

for seniors who are cognitively impaired. The expression of policy interests by these four types of 

societal groups will be further supported by material garnered through interviews. With reference to 

the policy goals of security, equity, liberty and efficiency, the analysis will dernonstrate the way in 

which competing interpretations of these values are used to bolster different policy interests. 

6.3.1 Consumers 

As discussed in the first chapter, although the thesis makes use of the term, "consumer," it is 

problematic. The term has connotations of choice of services by informed clients who through their 

decisions prornote competitive environments for markets. These conditions, however, do not apply to 

health care services in general or to most home care services. Moreover, the term implies that choice 



has the sarne meaning for al1 consumers and that al1 consumers are equally comptent and able to 

inforrn themselves of their needs, to assess the necessary services required, and evaluate their quality. 

As will be evident fiom the submissions fiom, and interviews with representatives fiom seniors, 

disability, multicultural and spintual groups this is certainly not the case. The ability to assess 

information and make decisions vary between well and fiail seniors and between cognitively and 

physically disabled people. For seniors, access to services when needed and the choice to rehse 

services were a higher level of importance than choice of provider, which was paramount for the 

physically disabled person. For both groups the ability to participate fully in the decisions involving 

their care was highly relevant. The availability of ethno- and spiritually specific services was most 

important for those respective communities. The representation on MSA boards and to whom MSAs 

were accountable were also contested by groups within the 'consumer' category. 

(i) Seniors 

This section will outline the briefs submitted by the Seniors' Citizens Consumer Alliance, 

the Ontario Coalition of Senior Citizens' Organizations, the Canadian Pensioners Concemed, and the 

Advocacy Centre for the Elderly. Whiie supportive of the legislation overall, these groups as will be 

shown, varied in their concerns which largely reflected their organizational roots or mandate. 

in their briefl5, the Seniors ' Citizens Consumer Allimce strongly endorsed the MSA mode1 

as an alternative to the then current system with some minor recommendations. They were convinced 

that incremental reforms, while politicalty expedient and capable of making modest improvements in 

the system in the short term, were not in the best interests of the system or the province in the long 

term. They believed that individual agencies would not be able to adjust to pressures brought on by 

federal budget cuts and demographic pressures; that comprehensive reforrn through the integration of 

agencies was the only way to avoid the collapse of the community-based sector and the development 

of a two-tiered system. They believed that the MSA was the only model that dealt with service 

fragmentation, the integration of health and social services, assessrnent and case management, and 

the inefficiency of 30 to 40% expenditures on administration and overhead by agencies. 

They becarne the voice for govermnent in their submission by adàressing what they 

considered to be cornmon public myths about MSAs. As will be recalled by the previous chapter, 

SCCA had a very close working relationship with the govemment, had been viewed by many other 

interests as being the government's mouthpiece and had proposed in their earlier report an MSA-type 

model. The first myth they addressed was that MSAs would not be more cost-effective. They had 

commissioned a paper by Price Waterhouse, which found that the integrated delivery model was 

more cost effective than brokerage. This report would corne under attack fiom provider agencies and 



would eventually iead to its withdrawal by the consulting firm. The second public myth, MSAs 

would be Iarge govenunent bureaucracies accountable only to Queen's Park. They believed that 

MSAs would be no different fiom other transfer payment agencies, such as, hospitals or community 

health centres, that they would be independent not-for-profit organizations govemed by 

representative community boards. Third public myth, MSAs would limit consumer choice. The 

SCCA argued that choice of agency never existed within the brokerage mode1 since it was dictated 

by Home Care Program contracts. For seniors, choice of individual provider was more important than 

choice of agency, which the MSA would stili protect. The fourth public myth addressed was that 

MSAs would undermine volunteerism. The SCCA responded that voIunteer involvement would 

increase under MSAs because of better coordinated recruitment activities, that volunteers identified 

with the consumer they served rather than the agency, and that experience in other sectors did not 

support the claim. Fifib public myth, MSAs would devastate îùndraising activities. The SCCA 

addressed this allegation by stating that MSAs through their community boards and integrated 

structure would be able to mount comprehensive campaigns and eliminate the current competition for 

donor dollars. Sixth, MSAs, as both purchaser and provider, would be in a conflict of interest. They 

dismissed this concern since the dual responsibility was already prevalent in public hospitals. 

While strongly endorsing the passage of the legislation, the SCCA expressed some concerns, 

which focused on accesdequity and security issues. To begin with, they felt the Iegislation fell short 

of addressing issues of fragmentation. Dividing MSA services into four prograrns, with separate rules 

for the purchase of external services and user fees mitigated against the integration of health and 

social services. They believed that the legislation did not address the continuum of care by not 

including supportive housing, wellness and health promotion, primary care physicians and regional 

geriatric prograrns. 

The AIliance recognized that funding was key to the success of the reform and that the 

legislation was silent on this issue. Their concems around financing addressed issues of equity and 

security. They strongly recommended that the Bill cIearly state that MSAs would be funded on a 

gIobaI and/or capitated basis. The removal of Home Care fiom the O W  budget was seen as 

important for the goal of integrating services. However, they recognized that this act threatened those 

services and recomrnended that the legislation be arnended to continue to insure under OWIP those 

home care services that were previously insured under the Health Insurance Act. They also focused 

their energy on removing mention of user fees fiom the legislation. The Alliance was against user 

fees within the reformed long term care system on the grounds that 1) they produced inequitable 

access to care deterring those at the lower income scale, 2) were inefficient in that they were often 



more expensive to collect than the arnount generated, and 3) continued the distinction between health 

and social services negating the increasing belief in the essential preventive e k t  of social services. 

Other issues raised regarding security were the cd1 for establishing and monitoring of explicit 

provincial standards for quality, and an explicit process for monitoring waiting lists. 

With respect to consumer empowerment, the SCCA was concerned that the governance 

structure of MSAs would emerge as federated structures dominated by provider organizations. 

indeed, the not-for-profit provider organizations would put forward such a mode1 to the Progressive 

Conservative Govemment after the defeat of the NDP in June 1995. They recommended that 

consumers and mernbers of the community make up the majority of board members, that employees 

of provider organizations be prohibited h m  sitting on the boards, and that health and social service 

expertise be provided by a professional advisory cornittee to the board. They iùrther wanted more 

sanctions against agencies that violated the Bill of Itights.I6 

Although the Ontario Coalition of Senior Citizens ' Organriorions (OCSCO) was a founding 

rnember of SCCA, they made a separate submission to the Committee. They claimed to represent 66 

organizations and 500,000 seniors across Ontario including the Older Women's Network, the United 

Steelworkers of Arnerica Retirees, Ontario Public Service Employment Union, and Canadian 

Pensioners Concerned. Their submission to the Committee reflected concerns about liberty (choice), 

equity (access), and security (availability of service, quaIity of care). in their submission, they 

supported Bill 173 but expressed concem that some services were Iegislated into the basket of 

services provided by the MSAs while others such as attendant care and supportive housing were left 

to regulations. They recommended that the legislation, which they believed was too detailed and 

therefore rigid, leave the operational details of refonn to the regulations. They strongly rejected user 

fees on the grounds that they were demoralizing and a disincentive for service. They called upon 

governent to ensure that fiinding for MSAs be secure so that there would be no deterioration in 

service through waiting lists. Fees, where they existed, should not be means tested or targeted. They 

requested more assurances that the Bill ensure that consumers have the "right of choice" of service, 

whether it be to remain in the home or to seek placement in a LTC facility. In keeping with their view 

of consumer empowement, they asked that consumer representation on MSA boards not be tokens 

and recommended that half of the board's representatives be comprised of consumers. They defined 

consumers as an individual who is or will be in a position to receive LTC services. They asked that 

government establish an independent Review Board for appeals and that Bill 173 incorporate an 

enforcement mechanism for monitoring care. 



Not surprisingly given the inclusion of organized labour in their membership, OCSCO saw 

the introduction and expansion of "generic workers" and unregulated, non-professional care as an 

issue threatening the quality of care and the safety of seniors and the disabled. They demanded 

stricter regulation of providers, which included proper pay scales, pension plans and other benefits. 

They asked for recognition, support, and payment of services provided by farnily caregivers. 

Recognizing that patients were being discharged fiom hospitals "quicker and sicker" than before, 

they pressed for an assurance that services would be available in the community before discharge. 

They denied the govemment's claim that it did not have the funds to pay for the original vision of an 

accessible, equitable and high quality long term care system, and suggested that govemrnent reorder 

its priorities to do so." 

The Canadian Pensioners Concerneci (Ontario Division) which advocates on behalf of 

seniors on health, financial and social issues also submitîed its own brief, despite being a member of 

OCSCO. UnIike OCSCO, they were concemed that too many important decisions such as fees, 

eligibility criteria and hours of service were king left to regulations. They asked that the regulations 

be tabled at the time of third reading of the Bill or before so that there might be an oppominity for 

public input. They expressed concem about the comrnonly held, yet untested, assumption that care in 

the cornmunity was less costly than institutional care. With cutbacks in facilities, they feared that 

without the necessary fimding and expansion of services in the community, consumers would be 

facing at best inadequate care and at worst no care. They called for a definition of consumer to be 

incorporated into the Bill and that they (consumers) be fully involved in decisions about their own 

care as well as in policy and planning decisions. They echoed OCSCOYs recommendation that at 

Ieast half of board memberships should be made up of  "real" consumers and that social services be 

equally represented as health services. They feared that the govemment had oversold the idea of 

people wanting to remain in their own homes and asked for the option to choose other forms of care. 

Despite the government's commitment to health and well-being, they noticed no reference to 

weilness in the Bill. Rejecting the medical model, they indicated that social and recreational 

programs played as important a role. Their parting words in the brief reflecting the fnistration of al1 

consumer groups was "Let's get on with it!"" 

The Advocacy Centre for the Elderly, a legal c h i c  for Iow income seniors funded by the 

Ontario Legal Aid Plan, put in a brief on September 15, 1994. They h e d  their submission around 

securi~/social justice issues based on the kinds of cornplaints they typically received regarding 

community-based services, that is, issues of quaiity, eligibility, accessibility, and adequacy of service 

types and volumes. ACE argued that MSA consumers are not typical market consumers in that they 



are ofien either cognitively, emotionally, or fmancially unabte to exit if dissatisfied, Voice is theù 

avenue of redress and hence the legislation needed to ensure a tight complaints/appeal procedure, a 

quaIity management system that included consumer input, and an altemate dispute resolution 

mechanism. To address these issues, they recommended that the goverment make explicit in the 

legislation changes to the Bill of Rights, eligibility criteria, fee issues, limitations on service, mies 

regarding termination of services and waiting l i s t~ . ' ~  

(ii) Disabüity Commuaity 

The briefs from the Citizens for Independence in Living and Breathing, Ontario Match of 

Dimes, and Alzheimer Ontario will be used to distinguish the interests of those in the disability 

cornmunity living either with a physicd or cognitive impairment. Groups that represented people 

with physical disabilities rejected any attempt to medicalize their conditions by referring to them as 

iilnesses or diseases. They lobbied for greater independence and autonomy in decisions regarding 

their own care. Groups representing the cognitively impaired called for more support for family 

caregivers and representation on MSA boards. 

The Citizens for Independence in Living and Brearhing was a consumer organization 

representing ventilator users and potential ventilator users with neuromuscular conditions whom, 

because of muscle weakness or paralysis, require breathing assistance. They considered themselves 

not to be il1 but to be living with a disability. As might be expected from earlier accounts, their 

interests focused on classical liberty issues of independence, choice, and rights protection. While 

being pleased with the Bill of Rights under the MSA legistation, they recommended stronger 

expressions of rights and entitlernent, for example, that access to services be guaranteed for al1 

persons meeting eligibility requirements, and that contravention of the Bill of rights be grounds for 

the revocation or suspension of an agency's approval. Concerns about independence included the 

reccmmendation of a guarantee rather than the opportmity for the consumer or hisher agent of the 

right to full participation in the development, revision, and evaluation of any plan of service. From 

their perspective, an opportunity to participate left the provider clearly in control, rather than 

prornoting equal partnership and participation. Fearing the loss of independence and the 

rnedicalization of their condition, they recommended that hospitalization for initiation of long-tenn 

ventilation be avoided. They aIso requested representation of a ventilator user on the board of the 

MSAs on the assertion that their needs were unique. 

With respect to choice, they "endorsed with enthusiasrn" the phrase in the legislation 

recognizing the importance of a person's needs and preferences. However, they were concemed that 

service options for minority groups like ventilator users would be seriously reduced, resulting in 



"ghettoizing" them. They M e r  recommended that the direct funding option be available to d l  

consumers who are capable of directing their own care and that the option be included in the 

Iegislation. Choice and independence were seen as inexhïcabiy linked with the loss of choice seen as 

leading to an erosion of control and independence." 

The Ontario Murch of Dimes assisted adula with physical disabilities to live independently 

in the community through the provision of programs and services that included the Attendant 

Services Program, Support Service Living Units, and Outreach Attendant Services. While they 

supported Bill 173, they too wanted stronger wording ensuring independence, choice and 

ernpowerment of the disabled consumer whom they viewed as unique in their requirements. They 

unequivocally rejected any medically oriented service philosophy that perpetuated the notion of 

disability as illness and promoted dependency. They requested greater consumer involvement in 

establishing service standards, service plans, and on govcrning boards. They feared that the 

promotion by government of generic workers in the legislation would encourage the use of least 

costly options over best quality and appropriate options. They recommended that their programs not 

be included under the MSA but continue to be directly fiinded by the government because of their 

uniqueness. They recommended that the direct funding pilot legislated under the LTC facilities 

fegislation be a permanent option under Bill 173.~' 

Alzheimer, Ontario, which according to their estimates represented the second Iargest group 

of consumers of LTC services, generally supported the legislation. However, they felt that the tme 

providers of most LTC services were not recognized and recommended specific reference to support 

for family caregivers in the purposes of the Act. They feared that the translation of the goals of LTC 

into legislation gave way to a "'health model' of rules and criteria driven by the system rather than by 

the needs of the consumer or even the local community." They asked that the focus on consumer 

need and quality of life be recaptured in the legislation. Unlike other consumer groups whose 

members are not cognitivefy impaired and who, therefore, wanted direct rather than mediated 

representation on governance structures, Alzheimer, Ontario protested that the legislation while 

spell ing out inclusive criteria for board membership (gender, age, disabil ity, geography, cultural, 

ethnic, linguistic and spiritual factors) lefi their members witbout a voice. They requested the 

legislation be amended to require representation by family caregivers of people with Alzheimer 

Disease and related dementias on al1 MSA boards. Finally, they recommended that adult day 

programs, which are crucial for their members to remain in the cornmunity, be added to the 

mandatory basket of services provided by M S A S . ~  



(iii) Multicultarai Commonity 

The MulticuZtural Alliance for Seniors ami Aging was an association of more than 40 

organizations representing the interests of multicultural communities with respect to the needs of 

older adults and their families. As rnight be expected fiom the demographics of the province, their 

members came largely fiorn Metropditan Toronto and Hamilton. The focus in their submission was 

on choice and consumer empowerment. While supportive of the MSA and the requirernent in the 

legislation of the recognition of a person's individuality and respect for cultural, ethnic, spirituai, 

linguistic and regional differences, they wanted the empowement of ethnic seniors through their 

community and the designation of an MSA as a lead agency for a particular etbocultural 

community. They fwther wanted a formal process for soliciting and appointing ethnic representation 

on MSA boards. They wanted plans of service to take into account the unique needs of their 

members and staff to be trained and sensitized to their needs. They also demanded the establishment 

of Multicultural Services Committees in DHCs, which they vieweaas notoriously insensitive to their 

needs.* 

(iv) Religious Community 

The Cutholic Women 's League of Canada, Ontario Provincial Council was an organization 

with 65,000 members who volunteer t h e  and raise fùnds to support local organizations. They 

estimated that, in the Toronto Archdiocese, over 100,000 hours were spent by members working with 

organizations such as the Arthritis Society and Meals on Wheels. Their major objection to the 

legislation concemed the potential Ioss of volunteer workers and the impact that would have on 

consumer security. Because MSAs would absorb many community agencies into large govement- 

mandated bureaucracies, they would not be able to attract volunteers. Volunteers, they argued, 

needed tu identiQ with an agency and needed to feel that if they were not doing the job, it would not 

get done and someone would suffer. With the existence of MSAs, however, the belief would be that 

govemment is providing their service and volunteer help was not needed. The loss of voiunteers, they 

argued, would have financial implications for govemment that would have ta replace them with paid 

workers. They estimated that it would cost $6 million alone to replace CWL volunteers in Ontario. 

Added to this would be the loss of revenues raised by volunteers through fundraising activities which 

they estimated would run over $800,000 from their organization. Without these funds, services would 

be cut. 24 Although the CWL has been placed as an organization representing consumers with 

particular spiritual needs, they are also a provider organization and echoed, as will be seen below, 

many of the same arguments expressed by providers. 



(v) Insights from Interviews with Consumer Groups 

Excerpts fiom interviews witb a number of representatives of consumer organizations 

reiterate and reinforce some of the above concerns and support. This section breaks d o m  comments 

under the various issues raised. 

Medicalization of the system 

C002: In our discussions . .. we wanted the District Health Council, not just the long-term care 

cornmittee but the total District Health Council, to become a District Health and Social 

Council. That represented the social agency groups and consumers as well as the health 

groups. So that the Long Term Committee of the District HeaIth Council would not be 

responsible to an over-al1 Heaith Council but would be responsible to again, a mariage of 

the two. 

Governance and representation 

CO 10: When the seniors' community talks about consumers, what they're really talking about are 

family members often, because the person who's using their services is often not in any 

shape to be on the board. And that was, it's a huge battle. 1 mean it seems, at first glance not 

important but during each of the stages and particularly because the NDP got farther along 

than most did. Our final meetings with the N D P  Bill had to with the governance because the 

seniors were saying, ' Well, if you say it's one-third consumer, you have to have a broad 

definition.' And of course people with disabilities Say, '1 don't want my family making 

decisions. It's me.' 

Consumer empowerment 

C002: We wanted to be sure that these things that we had been talking about, the combination of 

social and health services the one-stop shopping easy access, the right to be involved in 

choosing your service, and in choosing what kind of service you're going to get (were 

inctuded). The big issues 1 think with the consumers' groups were how cornplaints would be 

dealt with and would there be a procedure for that that would protect the cornplainant and get 

some action. Those kinds of issues becarne the larger issues. . . . It was a community 

responsible and responsive proposai because it was to centre in a community. And the board 

would be a community board with strong representation from the community and strong 

representation fiom the volunteers and the consumers. 

For-profit provision 

CO 10: The disability community is somewhat different in that it actually, except in the area of 

health care, doesn't oppose privatization because what they prefer is choice. . . . So I think 



they couldn't care less to be honest about whether the MSA had the not-for-profit restrictions 

or not. They weren't prepared to go and fight in the same way the seniors were saying, it has 

to be 80-20 and al1 of that. 

C007: Our final position was that not-for-profit is the way to go because for-profit at this time does 

not have the same niles as not-for-profit, and they can hire people with less training and are 

cheaper as a result than the not-for-profit. 

Lnsuficient flexibility in the mode1 to reflect ethnocultural differences 

C074: M a t  unifies the services for seniors in an ethnic community is the ethnic community. So 

you will have these services developed under one umbrella. So you don't need to worry 

about the issue of having to rnerge organizations and do away with existing organization. It 

was not a major issue with the ethnic communities. They were already Multi-Service 

Agencies. . . . But where there was an issues was that we were opposed to a strict geographic 

definition of MSA boundaries. And we wanted boundaries that could be identified on the 

basis of communities of interest as well as geographic. We were successfùl in getting the 

legislation amended, but we had a lot of intense fights and disagreement with District Health 

Councils. 

Other consumers, however, saw ethnocultural concerns as unwarranted 

C007: Under the MSA they would respond to cultural sensitivity to the best of their ability, but not 

set up ghettos of Italians or Jews or whatever, you know. But try to meet the culturaI needs to 

the best of their ability. And if everybody worked together there should be in the collection 

of people, they should be able to cater to the religious, and ethnic, cultural things. Somebody 

should be able to help them. But we could not see that everybody that was Italian no matter 

where they were, . .. they should be serviced within their communities with help fiom the 

Central Area, rather than setting up particular multicultural, ethnic groups (MSAs). 

Another consumer group felt that diversity did not mean setting up multiple systems but 

rather ensuring access to the system by al1 groups. 

C030: 1 always believed that ail you do is you say, 'You've got a million dollars for heart programs. 

I don't want, you know, $950,000 for heart programs, and $50,000 for cultural communities. 

1 want a million dollars for diversity.' So you show me who's getting the benefit of those 

programs. 

On the whole the concern for consumers was to get the reform implemented quickly. 

Governments had been talking for far too long about reforming the system. 



C002: We were having meetings with the Minister of Health saying, "Get on with this! Do 

something about home w e  and these organizations that are putting so much opposition to it. 

Go ahead. Do it! 

(vi) Snmmary of Consumer Intetests 

It is clear fiom these subrnissions that al1 consumers are not alike. Indeed, reference to 

'consumers' by SCCA and government, each in their own way seeks to create a homogenous group. 

The SCCA by referring to 'consumers' seeks to claim broad representation and, therefore, power to 

speak on behalf of such a large interest group. Govenunent's intention is ease and support of policy 

and program development. As will be recailed, one of the organizations comprising SCCA was the 

Canadian Consumer Association of Ontano. As is typical in private markets the reference to the 

recipients of care as consumers also conveyed notions of accountability of providers to the person 

who pays for the service. While indirectly paying for care through tax dollars, seniors wanted 

providers to answer to hem directly. 

Disability, multicultural and reiigious interests had more interest in promoting their 

differences than any sirnilarities. Their very existence is predicated on these differences. These 

subtleties explain the varying recommendations for consumer empowerrnent and consumer 

representation on governance structures. 

Seniors' organizations wh ich are run and populated by the well-elderly are interested in 

having "people who will require services in the fiiture" to be part of the consumer constituency, and 

want wellness prograrns to be part of the mandated services. Some members of the disability 

cornrnunity view their own disabilities as unique and not cornprehensible by others, requiring direct 

board representation. Cognitively capable people Iiving with physical disabilities have no desire to 

have fmily members as representatives on MSA boards; whereas, those representing Alzheimer 

patients clearly do. From the multicultural communities' perspective, the requirements of Chinese 

elderly differ from those of other ethno-cultural groups having different languages, recreational 

activities, spiritual practices, culinary tastes, and healing practices. Similar argument. are made by 

different religious orders. 

Notions of liberty also varied, but not surprisingly reflected the interests that made each type 

unique as a group. Seniors were more interested in being able to choose their preferred type of 

service, that is, in the home, community or in an institution, or an individual provider, and less 

interested in choice of a provider agency. People with disabilities were concemed about being able 

not only to choose their own individual provider but also to have direct controI over the terrns and 



conditions of their employrnent. The multicuitural and religious communities were more interested in 

choice of provider agency or an MSA that would cater to their unique needs. 

With respect to security and equity, the consumer groups had similar interests. Security 

issues dealt with adequacy and protection of funding, quaiity of services, the establishment and 

monitoring of services, an enforceable complaints procedure, and the establishment of standards of 

care and eligibility requirements under legislation rather than regulation. Those consumer groups that 

either also provided services or had a substantial labour component to their mernbership expressed 

concem on behalf of the security of workers. Equity issues dealt with avaiiability of services and no 

user fees. However, each group depending on their own requirements requested the inclusion of 

certain services. Well seniors wanted quality of life supports. Cogaitively disabled groups wanted 

adult day care and caregiver supports. Seniors and the disability community preferred that security be 

achieved through not-for-profit provision but the disability community became uninterested if it 

affected choice. 

6.3.2 Providers 

At the time when the MSA was proposed there were approximately 1,100 community-based 

service agencies that were directly fiuided by the govenunent, most of which were going to lose their 

autonomy through the amalgamation of agencies into the MSA. As stated earlier, these organizations 

could be divided into for-profit versus not-for-profit, and professional (nursing, rehabilitation 

therapy) versus support services (homemaking, meals-on-wheels). The submissions fiom the Ontario 

Home Care Programs Association and St. Elizabeth Visiting Nurses' Association of Ontario will be 

used to highlight professional provider interests. The Ontario Community Support Services and the 

Ontario Red Cross will highlight the interests of support service providers. These four will also 

illustrate issues raised by not-for-profit providers. The subrnission of the Ontario Home Health Care 

Providers Association will illustrate sorne interests expressed by for-profit providers. Finally, 

excerpts fiom interviews will illustrate and reinforce many of the same points raised in the 

submissions. 

(i) Professional Providers (not-for-profit) 

Submissions fiom the Ontario Home Care Programs Association (OHCPA) and Saint 

EIizabeth Visiting Nurses' Association of Ontario (St. Eliz.) will be use to highlight the policy 

interests of not-for-profit provider organizations. These two organizations, however, differed in their 

concerns. The OHCPA in most jurisdictions with the exception of Metropolitan Toronto expected 

that their staff would simply slip into comparable positions within the MSA, that is, instead of 

working for Home Care they would be working for MSAs. Whereas St. Eliz. was facing the 



elimination of their organization through arnalgamation. This underlay the difference in theu 

concerns. 

The Ontario Home Care Programs Association (OHCPA) represented al1 of Ontario's 38 

Home Care Programs and had over 4500 staff including case managers, therapists, homemaicers and 

nurses. The program was established under the Heolth Insurunce Act as an insured benefit to Ontario 

citizens and provided approximately 90% of the total provincial spending for community-based 

health and personal care. White in most locations, the Home Care Program would turn into the MSA 

with a new board of directors, in Metropolitan Toronto the one Home Care Program would be 

decentralized into a number of MSAs. 

The OHCPA, like most other organizations, were able to support the abstract principles and 

goals of the legislation, the integration of health and social services, and the standardization of 

eligibility criteria and assessrnent process. However, they raised a number of concerns of a more 

practical nature: the "de-insuring of Home Care Program Services", the overly prescriptive nature of 

the legislation, the implications of amalgamating rnost existing agencies for volunteers and workers, 

the need for greater flexibility and local determination around the development of the rnodel, and the 

recognition of case management as a mandatory services. In their recomrnendations, aware of the 

growing pressures on the system Erom the acutely-ill, they asked govemment to reallocate fbnding so 

that care for the acutely il1 did not corne at the expense of LTC consumers. As an employer, they 

asked for the seamless transfer of employees to the MSAs with no break in employment, and that 

current community workers be given priority for positions over other socio-health (institutional) 

sector empIoyees.* 

Saint Elizabeth Visiting Nurses ' Association of Ontario provided commun ity-based nursing 

care on a not-for-profit basis. M i l e  also supporthg the goals and principles of reform, St Elizabeth 

was adarnantly opposed to Bill 173. They believed the legislation would lead to the destruction of 

cornrnunity-based, non-profit agencies like theirs. MSAs were viewed as regional monopolies that 

would stifle innovation, be cost-ineffective bureaucracies, would eliminate consumer choice and 

volunteerism, and be insensitive to ethnocultural needs. MSAs were seen as a way for government to 

control and constrain cornmunity services. 

Many of their arguments were couched in eficiency terrns and liberty arguments were 

sometimes used to buttress these claims. "Consumers want choices. The fieedom of choice promotes 

innovation and exceIIence." They believed that the government would fund MSAs according to 

levels that they, government, deemed appropriate regardless of the need in the community. 

Furthemore, they believed that the cost of services for government would increase because of the 



inability of the MSA monopoly to attract private donations. They felt it was inevitable that the MSAs 

would become unionized workplaces. As such, they would further drive up costs through the 

negotiation of enhanced salary and benefits packages and because services currently provided by 

volunteers would have to be provided by salaried workers. They argued that the savings in 

administrative costs through the reduction in duplication of agencies would not be realized in 

Metropolitan Toronto since that single home care program was to be split into approximately 20 

MSAs. 

The agency believed that the govemment through the legislation would be destroying one of 

the major functions of not-for-profit organizations, namely, filling gaps that neither the government 

nor the for-profit sector would fill. "Under Bi11 173, the government is tearing down service 

structures that are proven to be efficient, effective and sensitive to the changing needs of the 

community, in the hope that the govemment itself can do a betîer job. Many non-profit agencies in 

this province arose out of the fact that the cornmunity recognized the need to fil1 the service gaps that 

governments had allowed to develop in the fvst The link of the ongins of their agency to 

the "community" aIigned them with goals and interests, which were widely seen as influential on the 

government. 

In a sample letter for interested persons to send to their MPPs, which was attached to their 

Fact Sheet, Saint Elizabeth revealed what they viewed as the government's intentions. "The 

government has gone beyond addressing the issues of ease of access and the coordination of existing 

services. Instead, the government has chosen to destroy existing community-based agencies and to 

scrap the excellent services that are already in place because they hope that the government and the 

big public sector unions can do the job more emciently and effectively through a large bureaucratie 

r n o n ~ ~ o i ~ . " ~ '  

Many of their arguments were couched as being in the best interests of consuiners. Failures 

of liberty (loss of consumer choice of provider agency), security (not meeting needs of consumers 

and comrnunities), and equity (destroying organizations that irnprove consumer access to services in 

non-profitable areas) were used to buttress clairns of the ineffkiency of the MSA model. The 

elimination of existing agencies (security from the provider perspective) was motivated by 

govemment in the interests of their powerful ally, labour. Although arguments are expressed 

altniistically on behalf of the consumer and the cornmunity, the bottom line issue not surprisingly 

was the viability of the organization. Claims that are based on more than self-interest are more 

successful in drawing in other potrntial advocates such as consumers and their communities. 



(ii) Support Services (not-for-profit) 

Through the examination of submission fiom the Ontario Community Support Association 

and from one of its constituent member, Red Cross Ontario Division, the following section will 

outline the issues taised by the not-for-profit support service sector in LTC. The section will also 

illustrate the difficulty an alliance made up of organizations with different resources and 

organizational complexities has in coming to and maintaining consensus. 

The Ontario Community Support Association (OCSA) made two presentations to the 

Standing Committee; one on August 17th and one on October 3rd, 1994. OCSA claimed to be a grass 

roots organization with 300 member agencies across the province, over 10,000 staff and over 45,000 

volunteers. Xn their August 17th presentation2', they indicated their support like many others of the 

principles, values and purposes enunciated in the legislation, that is, not-for-profit service delivery, 

community-based planning, equity of access, a delivery mechanism driven by consumer needs and 

responsive to cultural diversity, the Bill of Rights, alternative rnodels to the MSA that are the result 

of local planning and which meet the requirements under the Act, the fûnctions of the MSA and the 

integration of health and social services. They, however, expressed six areas of concem. 

First, OCSA was concemed that a policy document released by the Minisûy in September 

1993, gave preferential treatment to unionized workers in the MSAs. Moreover, Bill 173 was silent 

with respect to the protection of not-for-profit community-based employees in the implernentation of 

LTC reform. OCSA recognized that the development of MSAs in the context of Social Contract 

reductions and constrained finances would have an adverse impact on employment in the health care 

sector. Fearing the transfer of staff from institutions that were largely unionized, it argued that the 

skills of community and institutional workers were not comparable, and therefore the govemment 

could not simply transfer one into the other. The community support sector employee who had 

largely been exploited through low wages and long hours of work, precisely because they were not 

organized, was now going to be disadvantaged because of their lack of voice. Arguing for the 

security of consumers through continuity of service worker, OCSA recommended that community 

support service workers fiom not-for-profit agencies be guaranteed comparable positions in the MSA 

without loss of seniority and be given priority over other socio-health sector employees (i.e. 

institutional workers). This clearly put them in opposition to organized labour who had negotiated 

terms and conditions of employment and for whom seniority was a bargained right that did not exist 

outside of negotiated contracts. 

Second, OCSA was concemed that the legislation was too prescriptive and at the same time 

not detailed enough leaving too much to regdation. While the province was moving to implement 



MSAs, major regulations regarding eligibility criteria, program standards, MSA guidelines and 

regulations were not in place. OCSA demanded active involvement in producing and approving the 

regulations and that caution be exercised in setting retroactive dates for application of the 

regulations. 

Third, they were concerned with the lack of effort and planning spent on the recniitment, 

support and maintenance of volunteers who were the backbone of their organizations. They argued, 

as others did, that without active volunteers, botfi the amount of service and the private revenue 

needed to support these services would be jeopardized. They called for forma1 recognition, support 

and planning for volunteers. 

Fourth, OCSA was concemed that the government was too rigid in their mode1 of the MSA. 

They argued that the form of the agency should emerge h m  the cornmunity planning process and, 

and accordingly, might vaxy fiom one locale to another. They stated that MSAs must not be allowed 

to develop into large bureaucraties that they believed could not be responsive to local cornrnunity 

needs. 

Fifth, the separation and distinction made among the services included in the mandated 

basket of services (that is, community support services, homemaking, persona1 support services and 

professional services), they believed reinforced the existing hierarchy which was based on medical 

need, the split between health and social services, and between cure and prevention. This distinction 

they argued mitigated against the development of a "generic workei' who wouId perforrn many of 

the fùnctions such as personal support and homemaking. ifa client needed both a bath (personal 

support service) and shopping, housecleaning (homemaking), it was unclear if that would involve 

two workers, or one worker with separate billing items. Furthermore, they argued îhat the legislative 

categories did not allow for flexibiiity in the community pIanning process in meeting different local 

needs, or enougti flexibility for changing future practices and innovations. They recommended that 

homemaking and personal support services be combined and that comrnunity support services, 

homemaking, persona1 support services and professional service be further combined into one 

category. Although not explicit, OCSA did not favour the separation of workers into, what they saw, 

a hierarchy of skilis, which would result in an unfavourable cornparison for their workers. 

Sixth, they pointed out that while many services, such as theu own, were defined in the Act, 

many, in particular, professional services were not. They recommended the development of these 

definitions and OCSA7s involvement in their development. They ended with applauding the 

governent in its leadership and looked "forward to working in continued partnership" in bringing 

about the new system. 



Because of a nwnber of intervening developrnents within its own organization, OCSA 

requested another opportunity to address the Cornmittee. While supporting the government in August 

and willing to work with it in partnership, on October 3rd, OCSA informeci the Cornmittee that 

without amendment to the legislation, it would not support Bill 1 73.'9 Reiterating their esrlier 

concern that the Act was too rigid in the specification of MSAs, OCSA argued that alternative 

models that resulted corn a community planning process should be allowed. A one-mode1 approach 

was not flexible enough to respond to different local needs. They objected to the promulgation by 

government and other organizations of the view that OCSA recommended the MSA model. They 

clarified that in 1992 they had recommended the Comprehensive Conununity Care Organization 

(CCCO) and the establishment of a fiind to foster development in a phased-in approach of no less 

than 10 demonstration models of CCCOs over a period of years. Bill 173 demanded too much of a 

change in too short a period. Cornmunities were at different levels of readiness for change. 

OCSA indicated that they supported the recommendation of a number of other organizations 

that Section 13 of the Act  restricting the purchase of external services to 20% be rernoved. They 

argued that restriction on external purchase of services needed to be relaxed on the condition that 

community boards provide or obtain their services fiom the not-for-profit sector unless this sector 

was unable to provide them. They once again reiterated their concerns and recommendations 

regarding workers and volunteers in their sector. 

OCSA pointed out that since the NDP government had begun its reform the focus had shifted 

from an emphasis on simpiified, equitable access, a reduction in fiagrnentation, an expansion of 

services, and consumer-centred care to a focus on cost cutting as a primary argument for 

organizational change. This change in focus, they argued, was due to the pressures of cost-shifting 

from a downsized institutional sector to the community and the added costs associated with pay 

equity. As a result the pledge of $647 rniliion by the govemment was now meeting pressures not 

originally envisaged. OCSA took this opportunity to discredit the report released by SCCA and 

prepared by Price Waterhouse Management Consultants on the savings that would result from the 

reduction in administrative costs in the MSA model over the existing community-based system. The 

report had implied that cornmunity-based programs were administratively top heavy and ineficient. 

OCSA accused Price Waterhouse of using unexplained assumptions and for burying in the 

appendices, the data showing that the administrative costs of cornmunity support programs were 

already on average below the administrative costs projected for MSAs. OCSA'S fear was that the 

govement would argue that the administrative savings fiom MSAs would be sufficient to 



cornpensate for the increased service pressures. OCSA argued that the shift to the community needed 

to include a shifi of fiinds as well as clients?' 

Although OCSA's shift from qualified support to not supporting the legislation without 

change may seem subtle, it was a blow to the government that had described its MSA as a rnodel 

developed by the Association. Given its cornmitment to consumers and g ra s  roots movements, 

OCSA's seeming defection was bad optics. The undercurrent of OCSA's change of hart  had to do 

with its own internai politics, of managing consensus among 300 agencies across which there was a 

considerable power imbalance. OCSA'S largest member was the Canadian Red Cross Society 

(CRCS), Ontario Division. 

The Canadian Red Cmss Society, Ontario Division wadis a not-for-profit charitable 

corporation incorporated under federal law. As a member of the International Red Cross which only 

allows one Society in each country, the Red Cross's Divisions, Regions and Branches are prohibited 

from being separately incorporated or fiom having their own Boards. Because the Society is 

precluded fiom entering into any arrangement that will diminish the authority of its Board, it alleged 

that the Act prevented its Regions or Branches fiom becoming an MSA or even providing services as 

part of an MSA. The legislation required each MSA to be incorporated under the Corporations Act, 

Ontario or the Co-operative Corporations Act, Ontario and to have its own board of governors; these 

requirements were incompatible with the Society's Fundamental Principles and corporate structure. 

The Ontario Division, at the time, operated 78 branches with 10,000 volunteers and 6,000 

staff (3/5ths of staff employed by al1 OCSA rnember agencies) who provided community-based 

services to more than 130,000 Ontarians. The Society provided community support services which 

included homernaking (about half of the service provided in the province), meals-on-wheels and 

wheels-to meals, transportation services; home maintenance programs, and fiiendly visiting. In fact, 

their Ontario zone was close to one-third to three-fiflhs of their national non-blood budget. 

While supporting the principles underlying the reform and the Purposes in the Act, Red Cross 

did not support the creation of MSAs. The Society felt that the legislation went too far, ignoring 

many strengths of the existing system. Furthemore, the legislation addressed "systemic problems 

through the creation of a corporate structure," and did not, in its view, refonn the sector in the 

context of the whole systern. As a result, the organization saw occasions for garning the system by 

which the powerful institutional sector through various strategies could shifi their costs to the less 

powerful LTC sector. In addition, the Act was too prescriptive and inflexible, running the danger of 

quickly becoming dated. The Red Cross recommended that service categories in the MSA be defined 

by regulation rather than legislation to allow for emerging practice patterns. The division beniveen 



homemaking and personal support services devalued the former services reinforcing the stereotype 

that homemakers were littie more than cleaning ladies. This belied the realiw of the evolving nature 

of the job which included more complex activities such as transfers and mobilization, training clients 

in activities of daily living, assistance with self-medication and care of the dying, and ignored the 

way in which the boundaries between homernaking and other services were blurred. 

The Society further stated that the problem with the existing system was not brokerage but 

rather coordination and access. The lirnits on extemal purchase of service by MSAs did not allow 

suficient volume of services to be provided by agencies outside of the MSA to keep them viable. Ln 

some communities, the Red Cross was the only provider. If the Society was not able to continue, it 

w m e d  that clients would face waiting lists, a decline in service quality and severely Iimited or no 

choice with regard to provider. The Red Cross recommended that the limits on the arnount of 

external purchase of service be removed and each community be allowed to choose its own delivery 

model and mix of provider agencies." 

The fiction within its own membership was evident in memoranda sent by OCSA7s 

Executive Director to its Board. The Chair of OCSA7s Policy Cornmittee had resigned indicating that 

she "could not advocate for the Board's position regarding the MSA and Bill 173, when she cannot 

personally suppon this position.'"2 As one respondent said, the Poiicy Director was one of the 

architects of the MSA model with very close ties to the Minister's Office and responsible for getting 

SCCA to hire Ted Ball. 

POS8: When her own board came out against the model, she was fit to be tied. She had been a 

prominent creator of the MSA. And to this day, 1 think, is still pushing for it, or trying to 

create it in local comrnunities were she lives. 

In an October 19th merno", the Executive Director refen to the "varying levels of support 

for and against Bill 173 and the 80/20 section in particular" within the Association and the Board. 

"This has been a difficult time for OCSA, ... to have had to balance the various, sometirnes 

competing, perspectives." He recominends that members of OCSA be given the choice to proceed 

individually when approached by the Ad Hoc Group (described below) in a media campaign. He 

reminds the Association that its creation was the resutt of a successfiI arnalgamation "which resulted 

from three groups negotiating and coming together ... Let's not forget this part of our history during 

these troubling times!" 

As one member organization of OCSA put it, 

P056: Every group that was opposed to this approach, that feIt threatened by it, gave us a pretty 

rough time. So we had some dificult times through the first coupIe of years. And within our 



mernbership, the membership was split, and even after they, the goverment, decided to cal1 

it an MSA and enshrine it in Iegislation, we had a significant number of our members in 

favour of it, and a bigger more significant number that were against it. 

Another OCSA member organization described the split within the parent organization in 

this way, 

P049: (Red Cross) could not continue to be a very large member of OCSA at the same t h e  that the 

two organizations appeared to be taking a divergent role in terms of the creation of the MSA. 

I am probably over-simpliQing, but it seemed to me that people who had been involved in 

the process from the begiming did not tealize that the concepts coming out of the NDP 

policy position were incompatible with organization survival. 

A respondent from an organization outside of OCSA saw the decision to pull out as quite 

self-serving. 

P058: They didn't realize it (MSA) was going to put them out of business too. They initially 

thought that they would be served by it because they would somehow arrive at being in 

charge of the system. Because they al1 wanted to become MSAs, themselves. When they 

discovered that no one was going to be having their own board of govemors. It was all, 'we 

were al1 going to be workers under one system. Holy smokes!' The board of OCSA said, 

'Wait a minute! What are we doing here? We're committing suicide by endorsing that.' So 

they backed out, too. 

Not surprisingly, support for and concem about Bill 173 dealt with those issues in the 

legisiation that had a direct impact on these organizations. They favoured the inclusion of support 

services in the basket of services which increased their importance, but not the continued distinction 

of service categories which would foster a hierarchy of care, thereby detracting from their programs. 

They supported the notion of a generic worker, which would increase opportunity for their 

employees. However, they opposed the preference for unionized workers, which would disadvantage 

their largely non-unionized workforce. Understanding that the 80-20 rule would affect their 

membership in varying degrees, they called for greater flexibility. 

The interna1 discord within OCSA emanated from the disparate beginnings, institutional 

structures and interests of its members. The Red Cross was a large agency of long standing, a 

complex governance structure, comparably more resources, a large pool of paid staff, and heavily 

vested in home support services. During the reform, it was involved in a dispute over its blood bank, 

which threatened a substantial portion of its business. It had a lot more to lose than the other 

members of OCSA. The others were small gras roots organizations with a small paid staff and 



budget, and whose services were provided by a bank of volunteers, for example, individual meals on 

wheels prograrns. Although they formed their own provincial association that joined OCSA, they did 

not match the Red Cross in resources or longevity. The power differentia1 within its own membership 

would account for OCSA's withdrawal of support for Bill 173. 

(iü) Professional and Support Services (for-profit) 

The Ontario Home Healrh Care Providers ' Association (OHHCPA) represented for-profit 

(commercial) home care agencies in Ontario. Through 1 15 offlces across Ontario, they employed 

over 20,000 staff including nurses, home support workers, occupational and speech therapists, 

physiotherapists and administrative staff. They claimed that 40 to 45% of publicly-funded 

homemaking services in Ontario were provided by OHHCPA mernbers. 

In their submission to the Standing Committee on August 16, 1994, they opposed Bill 173 on 

Iargely eficiency grounds for the system, liberty for consumers, and security for themselves. They 

argued that it would destroy rather than d o m  the system. It would be more costly and less 

responsive to consumer needs because it would put in place a monopoly that would be both 

adrninistrator and provider. They drew to the Cornmittee's attention the fact that the legislation 

originally limited extemal purchase of services to 10% from for-profit agencies only. The 

government later increased the limit to 20% but now applied it to both commercial and not-for-profit 

agencies. They argued that the limit on extemal purchase would cripple an agency's ability to retain 

the critical mass necessary to survive, driving almost al1 of their member agencies as well as others 

out of business. The legislation threatened both commercial, not-for-profit and volunteer agencies, 

workers, and ultimately consumers. One-stop shopping through the MSA would remove al1 choice. 

The lack of competition, they argued, would discourage innovation and choice, remove consumer 

safeguards and rights (consumers would not cornplain about service because the people who 

provided the care were the same ones who determined eligibility and amount of care), erode quality 

and increase costs. Not surprisingly as proponents of the market, they saw the legislation as rnicro- 

management of the system from the centre at Queen's Park. They saw the legitirnate role of the 

provincial govemment as developing overall policies, defining core services, detennining the level of 

funding and letting the local communities determine priorities for home tare.)' 

(iv) Providers under the Canada Halth Act 

This section documents the submissions fiom the providers typically associated with 

Medicare, nameiy the physician and the hospital. For hospitals, the role of DHCs in the legislation 

along with activities undertaken by the MOH in other policy areas were warnings of the 

governmentys intent to weaken their autonomy. The case management function of the MSAs was 



viewed by famiIy physicians as undennining one of their most important roles in the care of their 

patients. 

Speaking on behalf of acute and chronic care institutions, the Ontario Hospital Association 

and the Council of Chronic Haspitals of Ontario, (OHA/CCHO) put in a joint submission to the 

Cornmittee on September 12, 19941' Whik supporting the principles of reforrn, they stated that they 

could not support Bill 173. Appealing to values of liberty and efficiency, they argued that the 

legislation was too prescriptive and introduced a "top-heavy structure of centralized control" 

representing an unnecessary and unwarranted intrusion on the autonomy of individual organizations, 

vohnteers and providers. Furthemore, they believed that the proposed MSA mode1 would "usurp the 

management and governance responsibilities of community-based organizations, including 

hospitals." While supporting one-stop access to services, the two bodies did not support one-stop 

shopping which restricted consumer choice. 

They believed that hospitals were an integral part of the community, already providing 

community support services such as outreach palliative care programs, home care services, respite 

services, and mea1 programs. Because Bill 173 would threaten hospitals' abilities to continue these 

programs, they asked that the restriction on the amount of extemal purchase of services be deleted. 

The legislation and the provincial governrnent were presenting institutional and conununity-based 

care as mutually exclusive systems rather than as "common pathways" to meet needs. They calied for 

an interim strategy which could be a federation of long term care agencies agreeing to work together 

to provide services for a given area. 

While supporting the planning function of DHCs, the OHA/CCHO were concerned about the 

blurring of the distinction between the functions of planning and management in section 62 of the 

Act ("the allocation of resources to meet health needs in the council's geographic area; and ... plans 

for the development of a balanced and integrated health care system ...") which would undermine the 

autonomy of individual institutions. Furthemiore, section 62 allowed the DHCs to perform any other 

duties as assigned. For the OWCCHO, this section was a red flag when viewed in conjunction with 

the June 1994 final report of the Ministry's Regionsl Planning Steering Cornmittee for Southwestern 

Ontario which recommended a Regional Health Council for the area. From their perspective yet 

another Iayer of bureaucracy was created without public or stakeholder input. 

The Ontario College of Family Physicians that represented approximately 5,000 family 

physicians submitted their brief on August 17, 1994. From their perspective, the government had 

successfully de-medicalized LTC and written the fmi ly  physician out of the Ioop of care. The 

legislation as written did not allow for medical input into decisions regarding services for a patient, 



did not allow physicians to access services on behalf of their patients, and did not provide for a 

communications link between the physician and the MSA. In the government's rush in shifüng care 

to the community, the organization felt that it was de-institutionalizing care in areas or instances 

where it might not be appropriate, for example, rural areas where comrnunity services were not 

available or for patients who did not have a family support structure. From their perspective, the 

family physician must be involved in the decisions regarding hisher patient. They asked that rnany of 

the rights under the Bill of Rights be extended to individual providers. 

(v) Provider Alliances 

Threatened by various aspects of the legislation, a set of unlikely interests came together to 

form the Community Providers Coalition. The Coalition consisted of both professional and support 

service providers as well as not-for-profit and for-profit providers, namely, the Ontario Home Care 

Prograrns Association, Canadian Red Cross, Ontario Community Support Association, the Ontario 

Home Health Care Providers Association, Ontario Home Respiratory Services Association, Saint 

Elizabeth Visiting Nurses' Association of Ontario, and the Victorian Order of Nurses. The 

contentious aspects of the legislation for the Coalition were the arnalgarnation of agencies into the 

MSA and the 80/20 restriction, both of which would affect the viability of provider organizations, 

potential loss of jobs for non-unionized community workers to unionized, institutional workers, and 

Ioss of independence in govername. The Coalition was united in its opposition to the government's 

intent in offering positions in the newly-constnicted MSAs to unionized staff in order of priority 

before offering them to non-unionized staff. The rnajority of the Coalition's staff were non- 

unionized. They decried the 'one-size fits all' approach of the government in mandating the MSA 

model, the basket of services, and the forced transition of thousands of workers into "yet another 

enormous bureaucratie 

During 1994 and particularly during the Standing Cornmittee meetings the Coalition 

expanded its membership in an attempt to have broader based representation and appeal. Although it 

mostly added provider groups (Association of Ontario Physicians and Dentists in Public Service, 

Catholic Health Association (Ontario), Federation of Non-Profit Organizations Working with 

Seniors, Ontario Association of Medical Laboratories, Ontario Association of Non-Profit Homes and 

Services for Seniors, Ontario Hospita1 Association, Ontario Medical Association, Ontario Nursing 

Home Association and Villa Charities) to its membership, it also recruited a few consumer groups 

(Catholic Women's League, Council on Aging, Ottawa-Carleton, and the Ontario Association of 

Residents' Council). 



The Coalition began a campaign opposing the legislation including writing to the Premier 

seeking his persona1 intervention in the refonn arguing that the refom would result in less but more 

costly services for consumers, decreased volunteerism, and less empowerment of local 

communities." It issued press releases and held news c~nferences.'~ '' The coalition hired a 

consultant who advised it on media re~ations'~ and on the procedure and behaviour for being in the 

legislature during debates!' 

It got a legal opinion on the amendments to Bill 173 dealing with staff transfers that the 

govemment tabled in November following a meeting with the Ontario Federation of Labour. It issued 

a media release stating that the amendments would force MSAs to offer available jobs to unionized 

workers before they were offered to non-unionized workers. Despite the govemment's assurances 

that the non-unionized worker would not have reduced job security and that the community care 

sector was expanding, the coalition stated there would be fewer jobs. "The announced purpose of 

MSAs is to reduce duplication and increase the efficiency of service delivery. This is typically done 

by reducing jobs. Thus, in the MSA former employees of service providers will compte for fewer 

jobs than formerly existed. These MSA jobs will be given first to unionized workers and then to non- 

unionized workers. The result is that non-unionized workers will have reduced job security. ... This 

means that a non-unionized long term care worker with twenty years of experience could be pushed 

out of the system by a unionized worker who has been on the job for four months." Leaving the 

media to draw its own conclusion, the Coalition stated that the government "amendments have 

nothing to do with improving the delivery and access of long term care to the people of ~ntario. '*~ " 
An interviewee from one of the organizations that joined the coalition indicated that it was 

very easy to form the alliance when the union issues surfaced. 

P067: Yep, it was easy. It becarne really easy when the union ideology came out of the whole 

thinking. And that's where ideology really started to prevail and that is when al1 the forces 

came together. That is when the commercial agencies provided resources for al1 of the 

community agencies, that's when the OMA came into the thing, and that's when we created 

the LTC Reform Group. . . . They got enough people angry al1 across the board, from 

physicians to commercial agencies to not-for-profits. Just everybody they alienated. So we 

al1 banded together, got two or three really good government relations people and that when 

it was going through hearings and al1 of that. There was tremendous, just tremendous 

momentum. 

This amendment late in the day prompted the Executive Director of OCSA to recommend 

reversing OCSA's previous position of not "going high-profile in opposition to the Bill." He justified 



his recommendation as follows, "1 feel that we need to make an exception in this instance and speak 

out, because the govemment has clearly backed away fiom its previous amendment, which protected 

unionized and non-unionized employees equally. Our Association represents 12,000 employees, of 

which, 94% are non-unionized, and I feel that &I ernployees should be treated equally under the law 

during the transition to MSAs. ... Therefore, 1 have agreed to be listed as a contact on the attached 

news release, which is being circulated today to the press.'" 

After the passage of the Iegislation, the activities of the Coalition continued under the name 

ï?ze Group for Long Term Care Reform, and its membership expanded to include: Alzheimer's 

Society of Ontario, Association of Ontario Care Therapists, Association of Local Official Health 

Ageacies, Catholic Charities, Lambton Alliance, Ontario Home Care Case Managers' Association, 

and the Ontario Home Care Medical Advisors. Red Cross, OCSA, OHHCPA OHA, OMA, Saint 

Elizabeth's and the VON committed either financial or in-kind support. '' The Group mandated four 

roles for itself: to act as an advocate on behalf of change in LTC, a clearing house for information, a 

resource for the media and the public, and a liaison with other stakeholders. One of its intents was to 

raise LTC reform as an election issue by providing information to the media, king a resource for 

politicians, and working in concert with the Ontario Health Providers AlIiance in its election 

strategy. It planned to increase consumer participation in its organization and to "minimize the 

apparent government strategy of 'divide and conquer' by explaining Our position and Our activities to 

consumer organizations, and listening to their views and concems.'* 

(vi) Insights from interviews with Provider Croups 

Excerpts fiom interviews with some providet groups also reinforce the above concerns. 

Organizational viability 

P049: Survival was the central them. For some it was preservation of their mandate. For some it 

was, it was the ability to serve their own client popuiation in a way that they had done so 

successfûlly over t h e .  

P050: The issues were loss of identity, organizational identity. . . . We would no longer exist. 

One provider agency, however, felt that toss of organizational viability and identity was of 

concem only to the Iarger organizations. 

P067: 1 think some of the stronger not-for-profits who actually had a corporate identity in addition 

to a public service identity, wanted to hold ont0 their corporate identity. And it was mainly 

the smaller community support agencies that had k e n  stniggling to death to get fundîng that 

1 think, that within the MSA structure a lot of that detail would be eliminated and they could 

becorne part of this phenornenon and not have to worry so much about the day-to-day 



financing and didn't really minci transferring who they were and what they were into an 

MSA. 

As one govemment spokesperson put it, for some large organizations, not unlike the Red 

Cross, their national viability was at stake. 

G093: 1 mean the problem for the VON in particular was that Ontario was, as 40% of the 

population, was an important part of it's national, otherwise provincial, base. It had major 

problems in other provinces. You know, there was basicaily nothing left in B.C. 1 can't 

rernember if there's anything left in Alberta, but in a lot of other provinces, the VON no 

longer had a role. ... And so Ontario with the funding that we were providing, because it was 

the mass of their work, was not only funding the provinciai organization but it was doing a 

good bit to fiinding the national organization too. So it was a serious problem for them. Much 

more serious for them than it was for St. Eliz. 

PO6 1 : It was difficult for (organization) just as an example to consider dissolving and becoming 

part of an MSA, it was equally dificult for community 'xyz' that had it's own board of 

directors, that had worked so hard to develop its own world to even conceive that it  could 

fold and become part of something else. We knew that that was going to happen. 

Another agency, in contrast however, commented on the ability of some not-for-profit 

agencies to put the needs of the consumer above their own organizational viability and thereby 

support the legislation. 

P056: They had the most to lose. Which is interesting, they had the most to lose in going in to an 

MSA because they're the biggest corporations, but they were the biggest proponents because 

they felt, . . . 'the mission of the organization is more important than your organization itself.' 

External purchase (80-20 rule) 

Closely linked to organizational viability was the restriction on extemal purchase of services. 

If a lesser percentage than 80% came under the MSA then it meant that not as many 

organizations would have to be folded under it. 

You couldn't sustain a business on dividing up the work on that basis (20% of MSA 

services). 

Out of 100% case-load, they were going to insist that the MSA employees provide 80% of 

that business. Twenty percent of the business or the case load would be serviced by outside 

service providers. None of us could survive on that 20%, divided arnong us. 1 t wouldn't be 

possible from a viability, fiscal viabitity point of view. So it essentially, you know, rang the 

death knoll for al1 the agencies. 



Not-for-profit provision 

Some saw the not-for-profit preference to be related to the arnalgamation of agencies and the 

80-20 rule. The government's real intent was not-for-profit provision and the 80-20 rule was viewed 

as a concession on the part of the government to gain the support of providers for the MSA. 

PO61 : 1 mean the concept was to have al1 of the not-for-profit together in one organization. 1 think 

one of the other things that 1 think that really put that whole idea off-kilter was the size that 

the NDP were suggesting that these MSAs should be. Much, much too big. . . . We fought 

against that quite fiercely, but they just didn't understand that we didn't reaïly need to be so 

huge. And that created an a 6 1  lot of the anxiety for the small agencies. And that's why 

some of them said that they wouldn't be part of it. .. And so that whole idea of 'welI, you can 

stay outside if you like, you know, we'll purchase, the 20% idea, we'II purchase fiom you.' 

P083: We always knew that there were some areas in the province that had already had a high ievel 

of for-profit providers. And others that didn't. Well, 1 mean you've got to sort of work to 

provide the right incentives if you wanted them to move to non-profit. Give some start up 

allowance to non-profit agencies. There's lots of roorn here foks! We're expanding this 

sector. There could have k e n  lots of ways to do it, 1 think, rather than saying you know, 

'Thou shalt not operate.' 

Government intrusion into service provision/ too bureaucratidtoo inflexible 

Where you've got Multi-Service Agency, you've got govemment employees providing health 

care. 

MSA is an attempt to really 'governmentize' if there's such a word, and do away with ail of 

the governing structures. . . . This whole MSA concept . . . was the slippery dope that, you 

know, fust start in the comrnunities then you'll start in the hospitals. Then you'll start to 

erode al1 of the separate govemance of agencies. 

It's too large. There's too much influence, there'll be too much influence fiom the 

govemment because the stakes are far too high to let that off the rail for too far. So 1 don't 

think that it would have ever k e n  that removed fiom the government. . . . 1 just saw the 

government sitting on top of this thing like a hen on an egg. (P030) 

There was a lot of discussion about the rnerits of a, what we viewed as a post office style 

delivery of health service versus one where you had a more brokerage model style. 

It was really Minisûydriven. The Ministry was establishing the initial Board. And they were 

defining the t ems  of reference for the Board. . . . I mean the MSA was very much, a very, 



very dedicated model. . .. Because it was so circumscribed by government regulation, it was a 

defacto extension of the government in the mind of the providers. 

P083: We're community organizations and we're run by, you know, like we're community-based. 

We don? want to be what you're (government) telling us - we have to join together because 

it's not who we are. And because you (government) fbnd a program or arrange it or even the 

buik of it doesn't mean that you still run the organization. We're not a wing of the 

govemment. That fundamental, world view difference. That was always at the heart of the 

problem. 

P062: What 1 kept saying to the government was, 'Tell us what the funding model is going to bey or 

let us help you deveiop it. And then get out of the way! Let the managers manage!' There 

isn't a person in the Ministry of Health today that 1 can think of, who would know how to run 

any of these programs, community-based or institution. That's a big change fiom 20 years 

ago when there were people in fact who had very successfully run many prograrns and were 

brought into the Ministry. They couldn't do it, and yet they are more and more trying to take 

control of al1 of these facilities, of al1 of these programs. And we the taxpayers, are going to 

pay a heavy price for that. . . . The belief was that these bweaucrats . . . had an agenda 

whereby they would, in effect, tell them (MSAs and their boards) what they couid and 

couldn't do, and so box them in. These boards would be nothing more than window dressing. 

P049: 1 think that the approach they were taking was a good one but it was very troublesome to 

agencies who had not had that very, alrnost Iegalistic, and very much defined approach 

before. For the agencies that had brokered services through the Home Care Program it was 

not such an issue. . . .For the community supports that are used to getting a global budget, and 

then doing the best they can in their comrnunity, it was a huge departure fiom where they had 

been. . . . And particularly under Bill 73 the legal obligations, it was quite ominous for them. 

The expectation was that a number would then not be able to survive in that environment, 

and those that would, would have to put more money into overheard or whatever else 

required services. 

PO6 1 : You'd get a huge monolith and everybody gets a feeling they're being swallowed up. If you 

keep it smaller, it's easy to do this in the rural areas, because the communities define 

themselves very, very nicely, 1 think in a rural area. And then they don't have any dificuIty 

with where they think the boundary should be . . . In the metro areas, it not as easy, but itys 

stili quite doable to define cornrnunities. .. The whole idea of the econorny of proximity 

versus the economies of scale. 1 mean there has to be a reasonable amount of people to make 



the economies of scde idea work. But . . . any organization that gets too huge, it becornes 

very cumbersome, very top-heavy, tendency to being very opportunistic and bureaucratie. 

Hurnan Resource Issues: Unionization of a Iargely non-unionized sector, institutional versus 

comrnunity workers. 

This is a governent  take-over of the h d t h  sector. This is a union-driven take-over. 

What was characterized as pst-ofice style healthcare provision was not going to serve 

customers well, not the tax-payer. Where you've got Multi-Service Agencies, you've got 

government employees providing health a r e .  And unionized ones too. Because people 

believed that the NDP move was to unionize that whole home care sector; because within the 

MSA human resource policies there was favouritism for unionized workers to get the jobs in 

the MSA. So that was a threat to al1 of the home care sector, fiom the point of view of the 

employers, because most of the workers are not unionized. 

At that point in t h e  we weren't unionized. And it was really fascinating but our workers 

unionized during that period because again they saw themselves as having an advantage. . . . 
They felt that if they weren't going to have a union that sorne other group would corne in and 

provide the work, . . . that they wouldn't even be guaranteed the succession into the MSA. 

So it was a very hot issue with them, with OCSA (the parent association of this respondentys 

agency) because in most by far the rnajority of the agencies in OCSA were not unionized. So 

most of them felt that it was a non-issue until we were al1 of a sudden faced with it, and 

realized that al1 of these agencies that they would be amalgamating with were unionized. And 

there were huge issues involved with, you know, how those employees were going to be 

treated. . . . And we were saying, 'Well, you know, maybe someday it will be (unionized) but 

that will be the role of the employees, to make that decision. That's not something that we 

should be making. It's not a decision that we need to make in formation of these 

organizations. ' 

(One of our concems was that displaced hospital workers would get preference for MSA 

jobs). And they're a very different type of worker. Their whole approach is completely 

different and often times the client, patient population is dealt with in a very different way. 

And hospital workers will admit that when they ga on working in the community, you don? 

have al1 this high tech stuff. You're kind of out there on your own. 

The comrnunity sector - here 1 mean community health centres, the smaller community 

agencies not so much the nursing homes or even the public health units, but the smaller 



agencies - have very strong belief that you can't move, you can't automatically move 

workers fiom hospitals over to the community because they're too institutionalized. 

Conflict of interest 

P054: The only concern we had, and that's a continuing theme throughout, was that conflict of 

interest will becorne an insurmountable probtem; that there will be an agency that will be 

delivering 80% of services, buying 20%' and at the same time deciding on each individual 

case what service this person should get. 

Too much, too soon 

P083: 1 thought it was kind of Iike taking one major leap, wiping out everything and thinking that 

the next day you were going to set up sornething new. I thought that was absolutely insane. 

And of course, you would need some human resource strategy and so on if you were going to 

be that devastating. 1 had always thought that the way you would approach it would be in 

steps . . . More  you actually sort of just decided to create one employer that would take over 

everything. 

Even those organizations, which favoured most aspects of the MSA model, thought it would 

not succeed because it was too dramatic a departure fiom the status quo. 

We had said, initially, 'we're not sure about this, but we think it's a good idea. Try it, you 

know, in Say ten demonstration projects and then you can adopt it elsewhere.' Senior's 

Alliance said, 'Forget pilots, they never work.' . . . And the government opted with that 

approach. . . . They were getting battered so much on so many different issues that they 

wanted to have something that would be a good news story. . . . Only as it turned out, it 

wasn't such a great news story. 

They said, 'let's do it everywhere.' And we said, 'start with 6 to 10.' .. . We had the benefit 

of knowing how difficult it had been to amalgamate these three organizations. . . . And I don? 

think the politicians really understood how enormous that was going to be and how difficult 

it would be for the VON to Say, 'okay, weyl1 foId when we become part of the MSA.' 

Non-implementable model, ill-thought out model 

PO83: 1 just think that this big leap to the MSA was absolutely absurd. 1 just think that the NDP 

was very, very weak on implementation, and didn't know how to go to the bureaucracy to 

help them to work that out. 1 do think they had a lot of good, you know, policy ideas, and 

even initiatives. But when it came to implementation, it was sort of like they never were able 

to think through the detail and how to get from A to B and carry everybody with you. 



PO89: They were announcing stuff before they even knew what they were going to do in the next 

day. You know, 'Now let's announce this.' Well what does it mean? 'We'll work that out 

next week just announce the God damn thing!' . . . It was a juggemaut. . . . And they'd come 

out with these manuals this thick, and ciraft lines for how your MSA will function. They had 

just come out, Womp! And people . . . 'Where the hell did this come fiom?' And you start 

reading it and it is a nightmare. And one abomination after another. . . . It was just like 

evexybdy had ripped out their favourite 20 pages of nightmares. 

Efficiency 

P049: Bringing together of a number of diflerent agencies had significant HR implications for the 

workers because the diversity of the services provided was so extensive that you had hourly 

workers with very, very comprehensive benefit plans side by side with workers like 

homemalcers that were hourly workers paid somewhat above minimum wages- (Our 

organization) was very concemed first of all, that the system could not sustain an 

equalization that would move up the cost of al1 the semice providers. At the same tirne they 

did not want the more lowly paid and less professional workers to be disadvantaged in the 

process. Because throughout the creation of the MSAs it was always argued that 'Oh well, no 

one would lose any jobs. It would be more efficient." And in a system that's primarily staff 

driven and al1 the funding goes for staff, at least 85%, you can't achieve a lot of efficiency 

without having implications on the staffmg. 

P054: We felt that while the govemments are trying to control costs, at the same tirne they're 

putting in place provision which will drive the costs up significantly. We saw some of that 

happening by that tirne ... in the facility sector, was the constant ratcheting of labour 

agreements. And we felt that the same process will happen as soon as MSAs are created. Al1 

the costs will go up to higher, whatever the highest cost element is. Al1 the wages will go up 

to that level. . .. In creating a new agency and bringing staff from four or five different 

workplaces, no one's going to take a pay cut. 

0 Financial burden on providers 

P059: There had been a long history of commercial relations between the Home Care programs and 

the providers îhat initiated the suit for which there was no compensation for the fact that an 

arbitrary cessation of the relationship was being put into efXect. 

P056: There would be huge costs to the not-for-profit sector around severance and terminations. It 

was very clear. . . . We bore the responsibility and 1 recal1 having a Iegal opinion done at the 



time in terms of what would be the burden, the financial burden, to Our organization around 

the costs of devolving. And it was huge. (POSO) 

There (was) some stuff around succession rïghts with pensions and the pension wraps up 

because of the fact that it's gone over and it folds. Then there's a huge liability (for the 

transfemng O rganizat ion). 

Concerns about quality 

P067: 1 think our key concern was that this new structure would not have the same standards, 

approach, responsiveness to the current delivery profile we had. So by creating governent 

type structures that that the actual diversity and responsiveness of our current home a r e  

system with its complications would be simplified to the point of lack of services and 

actuaIly less responsive to the home care needs. 

Loss of volunteers and private giving 

P030: What about our volunteers? They're not going to join this massive MSA. They just won? do 

it. 

PO89: And for some of these agencies like VON or some of these neighbourhood services, you 

know, these groups have bcen going for 80 or 100 years. They have this whole identity, this 

whole community persona, this whole tradition. And people who have been loyal supporters 

for generations and stuff. And they're like, 'If you get rid of us, these volunteers aren't going 

to go over there.' You know, like they're going to be so mad that you destroyed their 

organization that they loved that they're not going to want to waltz over and become your 

volunteers there. And the peopie who give money to a community-based local 

neighbourhood organization aren't going to feel the same way about giving to this kind of 

quasi-governmental creature that you've created. .. . You know, it's hard enough to get 

enough resources focused in here. What you're going to do is you're going to drive away 

some of them. . . . They got really concerned when we started talking about, when they found 

out how many volunteers were actually involved. And they didn't have any clue how many 

volunteers were involved in delivering services. 'You mean, like to deliver al1 these things, 

you need al1 these people? And it's al1 contingent on the good will of these organizations?' 

0 Medical mode1 orientation 

PO6 1 : When somebody or other sold the Ministry of Health on the idea of giving the development 

of the Multi-Service Agencies to the District Health Councils. Quite frankly, when that 

happened, 1 knew that it was doomed. . . .. It was because the District Health Councils were 

perceived by the community support agencies as being very health focused and they saw 



themselves as king marginalized fiom that. Being considered insignificant by that 

organization. . .. The comrnunity support agencies didn't find themselves interested in any 

part of it. They didn't trust it. 

Like consumer groups, there is no single version of provider reaction to the legislation. There 

was one aspect of the legislation, which would bring the majority together. While different provider 

organizations raised issues of quality of service, of ineficiencies of the MSA model, or the 

unwieldiness of the model, they were almost al1 united figuratively and literally against the model 

because it threatened their very organizational existence. Security of the consumer, choice for the 

consumer, eficiency of the system were heralded in support of their arguments but the bottom line 

was the security of the organization, whether professional or support service agency, health or social 

service provider, or for-profit or not-for-profit. 

6.3.3 Labour 

Although the government had provided funding in the summer of 1994 to the Ontario 

Federation of Labour (OFL) to consult with health-related unions on LTC reforrn, most of these 

unions put in their own briefs to the Standing Cornmittee as did the OFL. This section documents the 

issues raised in submissions fiom the Ontario Federation of Labour, the Ontario Nurses' Association, 

and the Ontario Public Service Employees Union. 

The Ontario Federation of labour's submission4' to the Commitiee on October 3rd clairned 

to represent the position of the labour movement. In its brief, the strong ties with consumers were 

highlighted. It stated that it had over 650,000 members from al1 spectrums of the workforce 

representing both the users and the fiont-line workers in the health care system. It made clear that it 

joined with the Ontario Coalition of Senior Citizens of Ontario (a member organization of SCCA and 

which had union roots) and the SCCA to urge the NDP to move the legislation in this term of their 

mandate. They indicated that the opposition was mainIy coming fiom self-interested provider 

organizations. "The opposition to the Bill is really about power. What is k ing  played out is turfwars 

among over 1,000 agencies who want to keep their control over their piece of the long-term care 

delivery systern." 

Aside from advocating consumer choice in being treated in either the home, the cornmunity 

or in long term care facilities, the OFL submission focused on the protection of labour's interests. It 

asked that home care services currently funded under OHiP continue to be insured without user fees 

when transferred to MSAs. Underfunding of the system would, fiom their perspective, result in low- 

paid workers, over-burdened family members, and exploited volunteers. The OFL expressed grave 

concern that the government increased the potential purchase of extemal services from 10% to 20% 



and did not state a preference for not-for-profit agencies. It recommended that the government revert 

to the 20% limit without exceptions and a not-for-profit preference. The OFL strongly opposed the 

use of volunteers to do work that should be done by full-time trained staff and asked that Bill 173 be 

amended to reflect this, prohibit the use of volunteers to do work previously done by any employees 

in the heaith sector (not just the LTC sector), and that the MOH develop a protocol on the role of 

volunteers in consultation with organized labour. 

With the downsizing of the acute care sector where most of their members worked, the OFL 

asked that a mandatory redeployment protocol be enshrined in Bill 173. The protocol would inciude 

a guaranteed transfer of workers in the comrnunity to MSA jobs without loss of salary or benefts, the 

deveiopment of a central registry of laid-off workers with the requirement that employers hire fiom 

this registry, and a mandate for the Health Sector Training and Adjustment Program (HSTAP) to 

administer the registry. They asked that the Standing Cornmittee urge govemment to develop a 

redeployment system ensuring jobs for workers displaced by health care restructuring. Because 

HSTAP was administered under a Board with equal labour and management representation, this was 

a way for labour to have direct input into job transfer policies. Institutional workers on the whole had 

better salary and benefit packages than their counterparts in the cornrnunity. Institutional (and 

unionized) workers who were transferred into comrnunity jobs were in jeopardy of poorer 

compensation packages. As a result, the OFL recommended that the Act enshrine the goal of 

equalizing the wages and benefits in the two sectors. 

They rejected the Act S prohibition of MSA ernployees as Directors of the agency and asked 

that the offending section be deieted. In the continuing battle to have labour representation on 

District Health Councils, they asked that Bill 173 be amended by allowing labour to norninate four 

appointees (two labour consumers, and two labour providers) to DHCs and by allowing for the 

remuneration of board members of MSAs and DHCs for lost wages and expenses incurred in 

attending meetings. 

The Ontario Nurses ' Associarion which claimed to represent 50,000 registered nurses 

working largely in institutions hilly endorsed the goals of the legislation in their submissiod8 but had 

two major areas of concern: human resources and governance and accountability. With respect to 

hurnan resource issues, the brief pointed out that comrnunity health agencies tended to use lower-paid 

staff than institutions because these staff were iess qualified and tended not to be organized into 

unions. ONA feared that the option of using alternative, lower-cost workers cited in the Compendium 

of the Act in conjunction with the provision under the RepZated Healrh Professions Act for regulated 

health professionals to delegate controlled acl ,  would tempt agencies to control costs by using 



lower-paid staff. With approximately 1,700 Home Care Case Managers, most of whom were 

registered nurses, ONA urged govemment to make use of these skilled professionals rather than 

employ cheaper labour. The reduction of the higb turnover rates in sorne agencies through job 

security and proper compensation packages would contribute more to quality of care fiom their 

perspective. To further protect their members, they recommended that paid work not be performed by 

volunteers. They asked for successor rights (continuing rights of unionized employees to be 

represented by their union and to be governed by a collective agreement). Because of the 

complexities of arnalgamating many agencies with different labour affiliations under one 

organization, they also asked that union representation be included on MSA boards. 

The Ontario Public Service Employees Union (OPSEU) wh ich claimed to represent 1 1 0,000 

workers and whose members were also educators, consumers, predominately women, informat 

providers, community activists, volunteers and taxpayers made their submi~sion'~ on August 16, 

1994. They noted the same ground covered by the later OFL and ONA submissions. They expressed 

concern over the discrepancies between the "myth" and the "reality" of BiZZ 173. The shifi to the 

comrnunity, despite the rhetoric, had more to do with cutting costs by creating a cheaper system 

based on downsizing of a well-trained, fauly compensated workforce. The "affordable community 

means low-paid, unorganized workers, over-bwdened family rnembers and exploited volunteers. The 

inappropriate use of volunteers would undermine the "efforts, and successes, of pay equity and 

employrnent equity IegisIation" and "erode the quality, accessibility and continuity of services." 

They saw govement "offloading the responsibility for negotiating employment adjustment 

strategies ont0 communities" and called for a labour adjustrnent strategy enshrined in the legislation 

and for labour representation on boards. 

(i) Insights from Intemews with Labour Groups 

Excerpts fiom interviews with representatives of various labour groups reinforce the issues 

raised in their submissions. 

0 Not-for-profit preference 

P043: Our position across the health sector has always been that with increased demand and the so- 

called fiscal crisis and rising cost, we did not want to see any dollars going out of the system. 

And there are an increasing number of examples, you know, where that's happening now 

with the private sector coming in to deliver health care. . . . We didn't want Extendacare and 

Pararned and Compucare and Columbia Health Care Rehab Services. That's what we had a 

problem with. We didn't have a problem with the VON or the Red Cross. . .. One of the 

things that we were certainly interested in was having workers remain, you know, having 



direct service providers being employed by the MSA, but . . . Our position was not that 

evevbody who's providing service has to now be a direct employee of the MSA. . . . We just 

wanted the service to be purchased fiom not-for-profit providers. 

Extemal purchase of services, the 80-20 rule 

P040: (We wanted) zero contracting out. If the Multi-Service Agencies were going to do it, they 

should do it, right? MSA Workers would be there, there'd be no contracting out and no user 

fee. . . . It (legislation) allowed people to contract out for different reasons, and it just was 

really like an open gate because you could have contracted out for almost anything the way 

that the wording was. And we wanted these exceptions be stipulated and this was the 

maximum lirnits in tenns of how much they could contract out.. We wanted to make sure that 

it didn't include things like short-tenn absence of employees due to illness, vacation or other 

unplanned events or fiorn a self-employed individual. .. . It (contracting out) was supposed to 

be used for special, a new service or something else but not for ongoing regular business 

which a vacation would be seen as ongoing regular business. They should, their hurnan 

resources plan should include that.. . . The research shows that, and the numbers are there, 

private sector people who work in the private sector, tend to make less, their working 

conditions tend to sufler because the profit has to corne fiom somewhere. There's only so 

much efficiency you can get out of a srnaIl agency. . .. And the agencies are really very 

eficient anyway. And in order to crank a 20% profit out of an operation, just because you 

move it to the building next door (MSA), it's either got to come out of the workers, their 

conditions, or it has to come out of care. 

Use of volunteers 

Labour often expressed their fears regarding the use of volunteers as either exploitation of 

volunteers or reduced quality of service for clients. 

P040: We see it in the Long Tenn Care facilities right now with fiinding cuts. One day a worker 

gets Iaid off, the next day they've got a volunteer coming in to feed people. We're saying, 

'No, that's a workers job.' ... And our position on volunteers was we wanted them to 

supplement things that workers couldn't do, like writing letters, doing the social stuff, you 

know, doing the extra things for people. But not doing the dai ly work that' s required to 

provide the ongoing (care). So more the support work as opposed to the cores services. And 

we were saying that the Minister of Health should have a protocol of role of volunteers with 

organized labour. 



They (volunteer associations) were very concerned around using volunteers inappmpriately 

for doing things that they weren't covered and WCB. They weren't trained properly for 

expecting thern to do more and more. And it's no longer being a volunteer. Ifyou're going to 

feed somebody, you have to be there every day at 12:OO. It's like a cornmitment for work. 

You can't miss it. 

1 also sat on a consultation group on the role for volunteers and long term care. In the 

training group, what I was really concerned about was that with a Iittle bit of training what 

they were doing was just widening the scope (of the use of volunteer service) to the point 

where it was going to be dangerous, using less skilled workers. 

Job security for community workers versus hospital workers 

P040: (We wanted) a framework for, that workers who are displaced in health system restructuring 

are placed in comparable jobs, at comparable wages, in othcr parts of the healthcare system. 

. . . So as they downsize the hospitals that those workers should, and this was a major bone of 

contention for the community, that they should have rights to go at comparable pay and 

benefits in other parts of the health system. . . . See Labour never had their head in the sand 

and said we don't want change. We said we want change within these principles. And we 

want change in such a way that workers who aren't trained and have the ski11 are moved 

within the new system. And are part of the new system in a cornprehensive planned way. . . . 

And it would have gone a huge way in dealing with even the issues around the Social 

Contract if this had, if they had dealt with this thing first. But did not deal with it. They did 

not want to give it to us. They were too worried, well as we're seeing Metro, . . . 10,000 fewer 

people in the hospital system. Where do you put them? . . . The union movement has far more 

institutionalized workers. . . . We wanted a system-wide restmcturing which would have 

made these hospital restructurings a lot Iess chaotic than they are in some of the cornmunities 

that have done them. . . . They wanted the communities under the Employrnent Security 

(legisfation ) to do community negotiations of how they're going to do labour adjustment. 

Well, it's the same thing happened is what we knew would happen. Windsor was the fast 

deal, negotiations. So then the next one would take Windsor (deal) and try to make and 

improve it better. But huge arnount of resources expended, going over and over the same 

issue, and in the end getting basically the sarne deal as was the first one. So we wanted some 

province-wide criteria saying, these are certain given criteria. Then you go and apply it to 

your situation but don't have to start over again fiom the beginning. 

Successor rights, terms and conditions of work, seniority 



We really wanted . . . to secure ernployment and working conditions for employees and have 

as part of its approval ptocess (for designating an MSA) a human resource pian. How are 

they going to make this transition. 

(Wage parity) is a non-starter. But we had to put it in as a principle. And it's still an ongoing 

fight. And 1 don't think, until we get the comrnunity health workers unionized, we (will) get 

it equalized. It's atrocious what community workers eam. And mostly because their agencies 

have been underfunded. . . . You're taking the skills and in this case even demanding more of 

the community workers than ever before because they're taking care of sicker and more 

complex people in the community and yet you're paying them a third of the salary. 

Our concern was more fiom that perspective that we wanted to be sure that registered nurses 

were providing the nursing care and that they did have the support of a union as they moved 

from one to the other (agency). Under successor rights through the Labour Board that law is 

in place, but then when it actually happens, you have to see whether it would really happen 

or not. 

So we had drafied into the legislation that it wouid be considered a sale of business, which 

we could have probably have argued at the Labour Board anyway. But right in the legislation 

it said it would be deemed to be a sale of business and so therefore everybody would have 

successor rights. And we wanted the seniority to be recognized in tems of these job offers. 

So it got very complicated. What we were saying was the unionized member would be given 

job offers and if there was any paring down of jobs, then it would be done in terms of 

seniority. (Interviewer: How would seniority have been determined with non-unionized 

members?) Non-unionized members don? have seniority. They have length of service, which 

can be recognized for certain employers for certain thing. But the onIy way you actually have 

seniority is through a collective agreement that defines how your seniority is counted. . . . 
And then your contract goes on to define in what cases your seniority applies and the 

foremost obviously is lay-off and recall. . .. . The other thing we wanted in the legislation 

was that (if) unionized members were a minority that (there) wouldn't automatically be a de- 

certification vote. So it wasn't a massive unionization strategy. What we were concerned 

about was that it could be a de-unionization of the sector. 

Substitution with lower skilIed workers 

P043: It's not good for occupational therapist and it's not good for the clients. We have a 

professional now whose speciality is looking at the whole person's life, And to have a 

homemaker who has, you know, has basically had a slide show, is what it was going to be. 1 



mean the training program, the stuff that they wanted to have the personal support workers 

leam, you know, it was adding up to be a three-year program, but they were looking at like 

16 weeks or 40 hours (of training) or something. And it was just ludicrous. 

Governance and representation on boards 

P043: And we did not corne up with a mode1 that we were preferring in terms of, you know, how 

the govemance of this new agency would work, but we were fairly steadfast in saying, 'You 

have to allow labour representation on the board. (Were you successfûl?) No. . . . 1 think 

anyone who actually works for the agency can't sit on the board, But Our argument was, 

'Well, we coutd have someone fiom the tabour council, the local labour council.' He could 

be a CUPE member who works for the city or power worker who works, you know, it 

doesn't matter. We want somebody there who has an understanding of how decisions will 

affect people's working lives, and who will, you know, have some accountability. 

Funding of LTC services 

P040: (We wanted) the MSAs to provide services without user fees, . . . and the guarantee that the 

Home Care Programs services wouldn't get de-Iisted under OHIP. We wanted al1 the 

traditional community support services to be fiilly funded under OHP. If we're going to try 

and keep people out in the community longer and it's still going to be a lot because a lot of 

things that used to be provided in hospitals, they're being sent home. We're keeping them 

(patients) out there (in the home) longer. If you fund those things properly, why should they 

be eligible for it under a hospital or a facility and not in the home when it's cheaper to keep 

them in home. 

Labour's interests in job security and transfer of negotiated rights and working conditions 

were directly contrary to the interests of for-profit providers. Even though Labour favoured not-for- 

profit delivery, theu stand on union rights, the imposition of legally defined seniority, restricted use 

of volunteers, and the elimination of generic worker concepts were contrary to the interests of many 

not-for-profit providers. 

6.3.4 Volunteers 

On October 4th, the Onfario Associationfor Volunfeer Adrninis~ion, the Ontario 

Association of Directors of Volunteers in Healthcare Services, and Volunteer Ontario put in a joint 

s~brnission'~ to the Committee. The primary mandate of these organizations was the promotion of 

volunteerism and the promotion of the professional management of volunteer programs. Basic issues 

that they felt needed to be addressed directly in the legislation included the need for adequate 

resources in the core operating budgets for agencies and programs to recruit, train, recognize and, 



support volunteers "al1 of which should be managed by cornpetent, professional, paid staff," 

professionals in the management of volunteers and volunteer programs must be at the planning table, 

and the confusion and disagreement about the appropriate roles of volunteers and paid staff must be 

addressed. After recommending assurances for managers of volunteers, the associations asked that 

volunteers be treated with some dignity rather than 'km bodies" that can be moved around on a 

board to suit the needs of the system and that they be given the sarne kinds of protections as primary 

caregivers. They cnticized the view that volunteers be seen either as a cheaper alternative to paid 

labour or as the tail-end of a welfare state. The decision of 'who does what', fiom their perspective, 

must be discussed with labour, management and volunteers. The issue should not be left to 

regdations or the decision-making of individuat comrnunities. Their fear was that decisions wouid be 

driven by the availability of dollars rather than rational ptanning. Volunteers viewed as cheap labour 

wouId be an insuit to them and a legitimate concern to Labour. 

(i) Insights from Interviews with Volunteer Groups 

Exploitation of volunteers 

P040: And one of the exampies (that volunteer organizations used) that 1 always remembered 

because it was so stark for me was, 'Should volunteer organizations get involved with 

Workfiue? But the example that they gave was when New Bmnswick started doing 

Workfare, the Ministry of Natural Resources hired Workfare people or accepted Workfare 

people. And the person was very excited and happy to be working and he was doing 

whatever his job was in the Ministry of Natural Resources outside work. And he  realized 

about 3 days into the work that like he's getting paid, like I don? know what four or five 

bucks an hour, or whatever it was on Workf'are. And he realized the day before it was a 

unionized position; it was full benefits and a decent wage; that he couid have been 

supporting his farnily. Now, he says, T m  capable of working I'm capable of doing this. And 

now on Workfare - the sarne work - and now it's not worth it anyrnore. . . . And 1 can't 

support rny farnily on this.' 

6.3.4 Other Interests 

The Association ofMunicipaZities of Ontario (AMO) which was a not-for-profit organization 

made up of approxirnately 700 of Ontario's then 8 17 municipal govemments, claimed to represent 

over 95% of the province's population. They focused their submission on the impact of reforrn on the 

role and statu of local govemments in the new system, in particular, a municipal role on the 

planning and service coordination functions. A M 0  strongly believed that municipalities should 

ultirnately make the decision on the local authonty for health and social services. DHCs, as unelected 



intermediate advisors to the provincial govemment on resource allocation and the planning of 

services, they argued, were special purpose bodies which were k ing  given the responsibility of 

setting priorities for LTC services at the municipal level without the accountability. Bili 173, h m  

their perspective, by-passed municipal councils as the representatives of local communities and 

introduced a new appointed body (DHCs) to perform functions appropriate for municipal 

governments. AM0 believed that the over-prescriptive nature of the legislation was necessary to 

monitor unelected and unaccountable agencies. They called on govemment to conduct a formal 

review of the DHC mandate and structure. AM0 recommended that, in the spirit of empowering 

decision-making at the community level, municipalities should ultirnately make the decision on the 

local auîhority for health and social services. 

AM0 afso believed that the province ignored their long history in the funding, management 

and delivery of services and programs in LTC. Rather than being a 1st resort option for designation 

as an MSA, AM0 recommended that municipalities be given the right of first refiisal to serve as 

MSAs. Furîhermore, ever-watchful of cost shifiing, they pointed out that while the provincial 

government mandated the basket of services that must be provided by MSAs it did not also commit 

to fiind these services. In sumrning up and appealing to values of liberty and efficiency, A M 0  argued 

that the legislation would "not achieve the following objectives: greater comrnunity empowerment, 

decentralized decision-making, integrated local progranis and services, accountability, reduced 

govemment bureaucracy, or an efficient allocation of limited govenunent re~ources.''~' 

6.3.5 A Babel of Values 

A review of expressed societal interests clearly highfights the clash in meanings attributed to 

values or goals. Ideas were appropriated and repackaged to serve different policy interests. This 

section analyzes the ways in which the four policy goals, security, efficiency, equity, and liberty, 

were pressed into service by different groups in support of their own policy interests. 

Security expressed as quality or service availability can best be achieved through guaranteed 

govemment funding without user fees (consumers, labour); can best be achieved through a 

competition of providers (providers); can best be achieved through good salary and benefits packages 

(labour); through the use of trained staff rather than volunteers (labour); or through elected and 

accountable versus appointed officiais (municipalities). Security was also expressed as the need to 

mandate eligibility criteria, amount of service, user fees, etc. through legislation rather than 

regulation (consumers), or to prescribe labour adjustment and human resource plans in legislation 

(labour, not-for-profit providers). 



Efficiency can best be achieved through arnalgamation of agencies into one stopshopping 

delivery mode1 (consumers); can best be achieved through one-stop access and referral and 

cornpetition among agencies (providers); can best be achieved through job security and compensation 

packages which would reduce turnover (labour); and can best be achieved through volunteer 

participation which reduces costs by providing services and an additional source of revenue. 

Equity c m  best be achieved through a publicly funded mandated basket of services 

throughout the province without user fees (consumers, labour); can best be achieved by encouraging 

and supporting not-for-profit agencies which respond to comrnunity needs (not-for-profit agencies); 

can best be achieved through comparable salary and benefits packages between community and 

institutional workplaces, or the recognition and respect for negotiated contracts (labour); or can best 

be achieved through a levelling of the piaying field for both the for-profit and not-for-profit 

organizations (for-profit agencies). 

Liberty. expressed as choice had a number of meanings: choice of type of service-comrnunity, 

home, or facility (seniors, labour); choice of individual worker (seniors, disabled); or choice of 

provider agency (ethnocultural and spiritual communities, providers and volunteers). Liberty was 

expressed as rights protection and varied only in terms of whose rights needed protection 

(consumers, providerdworkers, or volunteers) and the development of an enforcement mechanism, or 

through the requirement versus opportunity to be involved with the development of a service plan 

and the development of programs and policy (consumers). 

Cornmunity empowerment can be best achieved through representation of particular 

constituencies on goveming boards of the MSAs or DHCs (weli-elderly, fiail elderly, farnily 

caregivers for disabled consumers with cognitive impairments, ventilator users, people with physical 

disabilities, volunteers, consumers and workers appointed by iabour); or through the planning and 

allocation of resources done by lacal eIected offkials (municipalities). 

Groups displayed a number of strategies to promote their credibility. Most interests inflated 

their voice by claiming to speak for a large number of people or groups, or a diverse set of groups. 

They strengthened their claims by putting forward recornmendations based not on self-interest but for 

the protection of the vulnerable groups in the sector: seniors, disabled, workers. They hired 

management, policy and media consultants. They heid news conferences and issued press releases. 

They provided letter templates for their members to lobby government. They approached opposition 

members and forced LTC reform on the election campaign. Finally, they fonned and dismantled 

alliances to further changing interesk 



As will be discussed later in this chapter, whose interests were heard depended more on 

ideological compatibility with the govement's own ideology and policy interests, and historical 

support. In the end, the NDP did not go far enough for their supporters and too far for their 

dissenters. 

6.4 Amendments to Bill 173 

On November 1 76, the government forced closure on debate, and third reading was ui 

December. The Long-Term Care Act, 1994 was proclaimed on March 3 1, 1995. The proclaimed A# 

differed fiom the one introduced in June in a number of ways. Other than general housekeeping 

changes, the amendments reflected concessions made to consumers and to labour. 

The purposes of the Act were now expanded to include the provision of support and relief to 

informal caregivers; the integration of health and social services to facilitate the provision of a 

continuum of care; the recognition of needs and preferences of consumers based on ethnic, spiritual, 

linguistic, familial and cultural factors in the management and delivery of services; the promotion of 

not only the eficient, but also the effective management of human, financial and other resources; the 

involvement of volunteers in al1 aspects of the MSA except the management of them; the promotion 

of cooperation and coordination between providers of community services, and of health and social 

services; and the coordination of community services provided by MSAs with other health and social 

service agencies, such as, hospitals, LTC facilities, etc. 

The Bill of Rights was arnended by adding protection fkom fmancial abuse by service 

providers along with mental and physical abuse. The agency was to develop and irnplement a plan for 

the prevention, recognition and addressing of mental, physical and frnancial abuse. The consumer's 

right to participate in the assessrnent of hidher requirements, the development of their plan of 

service, the review and revision of their requirements was also specifically codified in the Bill. 

Approved agencies were also to establish a process for reviewing complaints. Among the grounds for 

cornplaint, ineligibility for services, arnount of service, and termination of service were added to the 

quality of service or violation of rights set out in the Act. 

With respect to the designation of approved agencies as MSAs, the Minister was given the 

added authority to designate MSAs for specific geographic areas, or for persons in a specified 

geographic area who could be identified by their membership in a particular ethnic, cultural, religious 

or linguistic group, or any other prescribed characteristics. This allowed for MSAs to cater to 

particular groups, such as the Chinese or Jewish community. 

The Board represenbtion was broadened to reflect not only the community it served, and to 

inchde persons experienced in the health and in the social services field, but at l e s t  one-third of the 



Board had to also include persons who were receiving or had received community service fiom the 

agency. Past and current consumers, and not just potential consumers, were empowered to advise on 

the direction of the agency. The section prohibiting employees of an approved agency fiom being a 

Director was deleted. 

The Act now included specific sections dealing with labour issues. It now defiaed "previous 

employer" and "successor employer." The transfer of the provision of a community service or a part 

of cornmunity service from a previous employer to a successor employer was deemed to be a sale of 

a business under the Employment Standards Act, the Labour Relations Act, and the Pay Eguiry Act. 

Ernployees were to be given a notice of 60 days before the transfer. A number of sections dealt with 

job security issues such that a successor employer made reasonable job offers first to employees with 

the previous employer in descending order of each person's Iength of service. However, not al1 

employees of the previous employer were equal. The successor employer was to make job offers 

first to employees of the previous employer who were in bargaining units in order of seniority before 

making offers to empIoyees of the previous employer not represented by the bargaining agent. The 

successor employer did not have to offer positions to people who were not qualified to perform the 

services required or who could not becorne qualified with a reasonable arnount of training. The 

position offered was to consist of the same work or comparable work, and was not to mpresent a 

break in employment. 

The criteria for the exception to the rule of 20% restriction for extemal purchase of service 

were now to include the absence of employees due only to unforeseen, unplanned events. As a resuh, 

arnended to further restrict the private sector, absence due to vacation was deleted. And to appease 

labour, absence due to a strike or lockout was specifically stated not to constitute a criterion. A 

specific section was added to require MSAs to develop plans for the recruitrnent, training, 

supervising, retaining and recognition of volunteers. 

6.5 Perceived Influence of Societal Interest Groups 

This section will review the perceptions of govemment and societal interests of the relative 

influence among sociebl groups during the NDP mandate. Consumers were viewed as a very 

powerfûl group throughout this government period. The interests of labour, although always 

important to the NDP, became parîicularly more relevant in the latter half of their incumbency. 

Support service providers lost any cache with the govemment when they withdrew their support fiom 

the legislation. Whether these groups influenced government or whether govemment exploited their 

mutual interests was contested. Certainly, not al1 consumer groups were given the same access to 

Cabinet Ministers as the Seniors Citizens' Consumer Alliance. Certainly, the SCCA did not even 



represent al1 seniors. Was their pfeferential access to government motivated by an NDP ideological 

belief in empowering consumers or seniors? Or were the NDP orchestrating their voice? 

Driven by their ideology of grass rootslcommunity empowerrnent and democratic 

participation in goveming some interviewees felt that the NDP tried to, and did, listen to al1 interest 

groups. However, while al1 groups may have been given voice, not al1 were necessarily influential. 

Consumers were given priority. 

P050: There was a lot of consultations, many more consultations. This whole consultation bingeing 

took place through then. And multiple rounds of consultation so the interest groups gained 

more power. (They listened to) the provider groups, but not to the same extent, 1 mean, the 

consumers really reigned supreme and there was a great invesbnent in consultation. 

However, amongst consurners, some feIt there was a hierarchy for the NDP. The NDP 

ideological shifi fiom multiculturalism to anti-racisrn shified the balance within the cultural 

communities. 

C030: Multicultural cornmunity as a whole kind ofjust, collapsed. Maybe towards the last part of 

the NDPYs tenns. Much because there was a bit of a faction growing between the anti-racism 

and the multicultural contingents. You had a split in the ranks and as they say, a house 

divided against itself. . . . When Anti-Racism hit, anything with any concept of 

Muticulturalism was past and you had to start fiom scratch with Anti-Racism. 

By the time the amendmentsi were released, many in the policy comrnunity had little doubt 

which societal interests government was favouring. However, the direction of influence between 

govement  and these groups was contested. For some, it was collusion between the two white for 

others; the govenunent was controlling the situation. 

P040: 1 think they were listening to seniors, big tirne. I think they met a lot witb them and with the 

senior organizations. 1 think they did listen to Labour. 

P059: Thcre was sornething else brewing there. And there were sides being drawn. And if you were 

on the side of the Seniors' AIliance and Ted Bal1 and the Eunice McGowan group, you were, 

you know, you power broker with, access to Frances Lankin and then after, Ruth Grier. But 

those Iines got drawn very early in the reign of that MSA model. . .. 1 don't know why but 

that triumvirate kind of got formed, and those were the power brokers for the stay of the 

NDP govemment. . . . During the MSA stuff, when you talked to consumers, or consumers 

being represented, it was Jane Leitch, through the Seniors' Alliance group. And there are 

those who believe that it really was, they were a puppet for Ted Ball's group who was fûnded 

to promote a policy that the govemment wanted. 



One respondent believed seniors were manipulated by government in coming up with the 

MSA model, a design whose main motivation was cost control and reduction. 

P043: 1 think the seniors. I think the consumers' groups . . . the whole direction of the reforms 

speaks to that. 1 mean, on the one hand, you can say, 'no, the direction of the reforms speaks 

to the budget stuff, because it's driving costs down.' You can see that everywhere in the 

health sector. It's not aiways about improvement to access. The model they came up with 

was easily sold as improvements to access and care and a simplifying of the system. And 1 

think that speaks to the invoivement that the seniors had. 

Government officials, however, did not share the conspiracy theory that the NDP were using 

the seniors. Rather, the government was helping an unorganized group to participate in the poiitical 

process. 

G093: Although the seniors' groups didn't seem to me to be as well defined or as well organized 

then, they got much better organized under the NDP. Can 1 tell you why? 'Cause 

(govemment) fùnded them. Govemment actually funded them, to attack them. 'Cause that's 

what you're supposed to do in a dernocracy. .. .They9re unforhinately not funded now (under 

the Conservative govemment) which is why îhey're so silent. They simply don't have the 

money to have the voice. 

The independence of the seniors' groups, according to another govemrnent oficial, was 

evident in their dealings with them, which were not always smooth. As the reform proceeded, the 

seniors were more of a barrier to helping government get the job done. However, what is evident 

fiom this excerpt is that government gave this group considerable time and energy. 

G095: I wish they had been (a govenunent mouthpiece). They certainly weren't, they enjoyed a 

dose relationship with the Minister and ber office, but as 1 say, they certainly didn't agree. 

They took a lot of persuading around some of the deuils, to trust us and to let us go. We had 

huge, hours and hours and hours of consultations around various aspects of it with them, 

where they were very leery that we could be trusted to do it right. And their consultant 

became a barrier in a way as opposed to an aid in moving forward because of his particular 

mode of operating and commitment to a particular model. . . . They lost the ability to be 

flexible and to just allow us to get on with it as time went on. 

The NDPYs affinity to the seniors and more broadly to consumers was viewed as ideological. 

In this environment, unlike under the Liberals, providers were odd-man-out. Rather than trying to 

right an imbalance in voices, the NDPYs affinity to consumers was seen as a bias towards the 

underdog. 



G097: The were listening to Jane Leitch (Chair of SCCA) and the coalition of senior citizens. They 

were listening to people within their own Party, which is not atypical. .. . 1 think they listened 

less to provider groups. They certainiy did not hear what the VON or Red Cross, Home Care 

were saying. They did not hear what the nursing home people were saying. 

G092: NDP had always been the party of special interests and unions. M)P weren't balanced in 

who they Iistened to. The special interests they listened to were al1 the disaffected, the most 

radical advocates, the disabled, the mental health groups, the consumer advocacy groups. It 

was a mentality of us against the establishment. This is our government and they are going to 

do what we want. 

While the SCCA was viewed as most influentiat, they were not, however, seen as the voice 

of al1 seniors or consumers. They represented a very particular and narrow subgroup of consumers. 

As one respondent fiom a senior's organization and two fiom provider organizations put it: 

CO0 I : That to me was not a real consumers' group, at ail. It was mn by Ted Bal1 and a bunch of 

people who were, 1 thought, rnanipulating the whole thing. 1'11 be honest. We tried to make 

submission before that (SCCA consultations), 1 was ordered by Ted Bal1 only to present 

certain thuigs. 1 couldn't present what we wanted. I never bought it that that was a real 

consumer group. 

P049: One of the challenges we faced throughout, was that the government had the Seniors' 

Alliance on their side, and we were never able to clearly define the fact that those were not 

our consumers. If you're able to drive to a meeting in downtown Toronto and hold press 

conferences and write artides, you aren't the people we're serving. The people we're serving 

we can't get out, or they wouldn't be using our services. And 1 think there was a real concern 

arnong a number of groups that the MSA was being driven to provide service for the people 

represented by the Seniors' Alliance. And more specifically, within the Group for Long 

Term Care, and more specifically within the Ontario Community Support Association, 1 

think there remain two realities: one, there (are) . . . service providers that are providing 

service to people who need it because they are significantly functionally impaired, and then 

there are the groups that are providing service for quality of life and preventive issues. And 

you can work harmoniously when there's lots of money, but when fiinds become really tight, 

it really creates a wedge because the money goes to where the need is the greatest. And that 

creates a real dichotomy and a real division. 

P050: The consumers and the community groups . . . with the ethos of cornmunity, grass roots, that 

whole ideology. And they were being listened (to) by the governrnent. They had priority over 



the Health (agenda). And it got to be a battle. Well, it shouldn't have been a battle. But it was 

'we' against 'they'. The health providers were seen as the 'they'. And we (consumers) were 

the good guys and we were going to get al! these home supports and we were going to look 

after o u  own, and we were going to do Friendly Visiting, and Shopping. And not realizing 

that, "Oh rny God!" Do you reaiize, .. . I rernember corning together with Home Care and that 

75% of the health Home Care dollar goes to these high need (clients) . . . I mean a failwe on 

the part of consumers to be aware of the (data). 1 mean the money and the supports that were 

needed to maintain people in the cornmunity. Well when they were sick elderly, they weren't 

at this planning table. . . . But they were well elderly planning services based upon what they 

perceived their needs to be. . . . That describes for me, sort of, where things were going. They 

had a voice, they were listened to. 

How much broad-base support (for the MSA), it was never realIy tested. But I'd for one be 

kind of surprised if you could have found one in a thousand seniors that could, you know, 

had the vaguest idea of what an MSA was, or what a Service Coordination Agency was. So it 

was that, you know, a debate confined to a rather narrow group who on one side purported to 

speak for the govemment, and on the other side purported to speak for al1 seniors in the 

province. 

Sorne respondents felt that the real power brokers were the groups in the OCSA, rather than 

the seniors. And if anything'. it was OCSA who was using the seniors as a front for their ideas. 

G083: The Ontario Coxnmunity Support Association was the most, by far the most influential 

organization 1 would Say. 

P058: It was the seniors' group, but within the seniors' group tbere were members who belonged to 

the Ontario Cornmunity Support Association and they had the ear of the govemment. They 

had the ear of the Ministry of Health and the Minister o f  Health. .. . (There were) a couple of 

key people who influenced her (Minister of Health) to think about moving to another kind of 

model, away from the Service Coordination Agency model. ... Eunice is the person who was 

on the board of the OCSA, fiiend of Frances Lankin. Some believed (she was) the chief 

architect of the MSA type mode1 that was then moved forward. And (she) helped also to get 

Ted Bal1 the contract with the Alliance. And had close ties with a11 of that, and right untiI the 

end of the NDP era, (she) carried a lot of weight with the Ministry of Health. 

While a numbcr of respondents felt that the not-for-profit support sector, namely OCSA, was 

most influential in the beginning, they believed that changed as the reforrn progresseci, resulting in 

the govemment aligning itself more with the seniors. 



P049: I believe it was OCSA who really detested brokerage. The Home Care Programs are, 1 think, 

reviled is probably not too strong a word by many of the cornmunity support associations.. . . 
The relationship with Home Care Programs across the province, thete was very much a 

perception, it's a servant-master (relationship). . . . It was very, very controlling, very 

arbitrary and very dificult to accept. And the OCSA membership was very, very frank and 

very outspoken in its desire not to continue with that- ... Originally, they (government) had 

been listening very closely to OCSA. They had a very strong, OCSA had a very strong 

contact with Ruth Grier in the person of Lynn Grist. But as OCSA shifled its approach, I will 

tell you, it permanently eroded some of their relationship with the senior bureaucrats and 

some of the political staff and the politicians. And that 1 think drove the NDP to cernent their 

relationship with the Seniors' Alliance more tightty. 

A respondent member of OCSA beiieved that labour became more influential as the mode1 

developed, as OCSA changed allegiance. 

P054: In view of the degree of attention paid to job security and level of pay, I'd say unions (were 

rnost influential). Secondly, 1 think the M>P in general wasn't feeling too cornfortable with 

most of the provider side. So 1 think outside of the OCSA for a period of tirne, because then 

there was parting of the ways between the Minister and OCSA, the feeling was that OCSA 

was the only group that was supporting them, the Minisîry direction. We (OCSA) were seen 

as sort of wishy-washy on one hand because of some continuing different views within the 

Association, and not falling in line with the government direction or view. Saying on the one 

hand, we like this and this, but we don? like the other part of what you're doing. . . . (Seniors' 

groups had influence) very much at the beginning, and 1 think there was a shift between 

consumer, sort of as consumer influence waned, labour influence grew over a period of time. 

The disability consumer groups believed the real conflict for the NRP was in keeping a 

balance between consumer and labour interests. From their perspective, labour's interests were 

contrary to the disability cornmunity's desire to control the recruitrnent and management of their own 

care workers. 

CO 10: The real conflict with the NDP came between their balance of labour and consumers. I mean 

just as we had had the problem, you know, in the sense of the Liberals on the provider side . 
You know the agencies are the good guys. And if you like the agencies, link the not-for- 

profit. Labour took a huge role and that probably had more of an impact on what happened 

than anything else in terms of the development of the MSAs and where the MIP eventually 

went with long term care. And it created some of the problerns fkom the perspective of 



peopte with disabilities in terms of the lobbying and where we had the battle and where we 

didn't have the battle. . . . It (MSA) focused on labour issues and it was union driven, and 

making sure that people had jobs but not a whole lot of accountability back to the people 

who are getting services. And it affects a lot, the direct funding model. It was a really clear 

fbnding split by this point we had two tracks going. There was the independent living group 

that was working on the direct funding. It had gotten pretty far. The government said, you 

know, 'we agree in principle.' And at the last minute labout stepped in and said, 'No you 

don't.' Because h m  labour's perspective direct funding is a huge threat. . . . (with direct 

fùnding), 1 hire the person. I'm a single employer and they blocked it for a year. . . . What 

labour said is, 'We want the agencies. 1 mean, we want to d l  have ernployrnent standards 

and contacts.' People can understand that they're concerned that wages would get pushed 

down, but there also is a really serious problem between labour and consumers, to be honest. 

. . . It's not that people don? Iike the attendants, and it's not they don? Iike labour, but you've 

got it set up right now where the person who's getting service and who should be directing 

. . . has literally no power. 

Quite a few groups felt labour had direct influence. As wili be recalled fiom earlier sections 

of this chapter, the NDP were viewed by many groups as trying to create an environment in the 

comrnunity conducive to unionization, and also trying to placate unions for actions they took on other 

fronts (hospital restnicturing and the Social Contract). 

It was fiom other work that I did when 1 was at (particular organization), I know that labour 

was, had an open door. They could access the Minister of Health, particularly. And possibly 

also other very significant Cabinet Ministers at wilI. 

And 1 think through Frances Lankin and al1 those connections, .. . unions were very 

powerfûl. And very powerfiil with the Premier himself, Bob Rae at the time, and the Cabinet. 

I think the union movement was very influential. 

Networking and favouring the position your allies, friends, supporters (labour) take, 

influences the govemment on which way it's going to go. And the NDP had friends that were 

very influential around the MSA stuff. Once they made a cornmitment to pursue the MSA 

stuff, I think they weren't going to turn back on their fiiends. 

1 think that was again a reflection of the ideological bent of the NDP. 1 think probably the 

pressure came fiom the unions and the NDP were largely, you know, backed by that group 

and they had a lot of influence. . . . And 1 think in the end, the inability to move beyond some 

of those Labour barriers was what scuppered the MSAs. . . . In the end the HR problems 



becarne too huge to overcorne. And it was even inter-union, you know. The fact that you had 

successor rights so that unions came into an MSA and you could bave multiple unions for the 

same provider. You know, you could have different unions representing the same worker 

category. And that the MSA would have to inherit that. And different wage scales for the 

same work. And it was horrifie. 

In their rush to get the legislation out before their mandate ran out, the NDP had not worked 

out the labour issues. They had hoped to dari@ them in regulation. They did not anticipate a problem 

because they viewed the sector as expanding and being able to accommodate ail workers, botb 

unionized and non-unionized, in both the community and displaced fiom institutions. 

G095: Some of those issues (human resource issues) really just began to swface during the hearings 

because we really were sort of on two tracks. We had the legislation going through ... had to 

get it through before other things could happen. And in our development of policies and 

issues we were moving ahead of the legislation in some ways. ... It was a case of, we haven't 

got to that issue before we drafeed the legislation and so, yes, it would have regulations and 1 

suspect labour was saying we want some greater (assurances) ... and, you know we're back to 

Our regulations versus legislation debate at that point. 

We were talking about a growing system and we were talking about the creation of 

MSAs in areas of the province where there were very few services. On a provincial level, 

you were certainly Iooking at fa more jobs for nurses, in home support services. But if 

you're laid off fiom a job in Kingston and it's Timmins that is setting up for the first time a 

nursing service, you know, it doesn't quite fit. So there would have been huge problerns in 

adjustment, but 1 think overall the number of jobs would not have been less. 

G096: 1 still believe that in the fûture there's going to be probably more need than there will be 

workers. So probably the issue of who's going to get the jobs will be really redundant. 

This, however, was a miscalculation on their part because labour required greater assurances in this 

recessionary environment. 

G102: Labour was very unhappy with the MSA mode1 because labour wanted a guarantee. See, in 

fact you were going to take people empIoyed in many, many organizations. Home Care 

prograrns, much of the staff in those prograrns were unionized. Home Support organizations 

were not unionized. These little agencies tended not to be unionized. Labour wanted an 

assurance that union people who were dispiaced fiom place A would have first dibs on the 

new jobs. 



As mentioned in the previous chapter, the government provided the OFL with 2 years worth 

of hnding in the summer of 1994 to consult with labour groups. The perception was that labour 

woke up to their interests during the Standing Comrnittee hearings on Bill 173. 

G095: And the discussions around Bill 173 were, 1 think, the first tirne the cornmittee hearings, was 

probably the first tirne when labour woke up to the impact this might have on sorne unionized 

rnembers. And 1 think that that was part, what was happening was not only long term case but 

also the whole squeeze on hospital budgets and nurses were k i n g  laid off in hospitals and 

weren't buying the bland statement that  okay there will be jobs in the community because 

they know how different those jobs were going to be. The Social Contract had happened or 

was happening and so labour was certainly watching with great interest anything the 

govemment did. 

Although the seniors and particularly labour were most supportive of the MSA and were very 

influential in its development, their attempts to tinker with the legislation and press their concerns 

not only delayed the passage and implementation of Bill 173, fueled the disaffection of a formerly 

supportive interest (OCSA), it more importantly gave dissenters an opportunity to gather momentum 

and Iaunch a powerfbl counterattack. 

6.6 Conclusion 

When the M>P took ofTice, they put in a structure for developing LTC reform that reflected 

and would fiirther their ideology (more centralized control of programs, not-for-profit preference in 

delivery, and preference for support services over medicai services). Wanting to strengthen social 

supports in LTC, they gave MCSS the lead, and to ensure the voice of marginal consumers, they 

involved the Ministry of Citizenship, which now included disability, seniors, as well as multicultural 

issues. 

With this government, formerly marginalized or ineffective groups found or were given a 

voice. In keeping with their ideological principles, the NDP strengthened consumer groups through 

the firnding of the Senior Citizens' Consumer AIIiance, and not-for-profit grass roots organizations, 

namely the Ontario Community Support Association. Under the rhetoric of giving Ontarians a Say in 

the refonn through an ambitious and all-inclusive consultation process, they gave preference and 

financial aid to those who would support their vision. The lead for refom switched to MOH after the 

consultations were over and the Senior Citizens' Consumer Alliance had made their 

recommendations known, a recommendation which well suited the Goverrunent. 

Although the govemment's first model was a minor variant of the LiberaI SA0 rnodel with 

an NEP spin on it - preference for not-for-profit providers, support of workers, and rights of 



consumers - it was clear, that the govemment was not cornmitted to this rnodet. Rather, it used the 

Redirection document as a discussion document, a foi1 for its later teform. Because members of the 

government and their political staff'had roots in the not-for-profit support services LTC sector, when 

the N D P  formed the govemment, they brought with them the ideas that had been percolating in this 

sector towards the end of the Liberal period, namely, a comprehensive muiti-service organization. 

Both the SCCA and OCSA had used consultants that had ties to the same fum and had received 

similar advice on recommended models. Given the common roots in the support services sector of 

key ministers, the government was open to the mode1 suggested by both SCCA and OCSA. However, 

many felt for political optics, it was important that the MSA mode1 be perceived to be the birth child 

of the seniors. 

Recessionary events of the eady 1990s took over their agenda. Trying to spend their way out 

of the recession in their first two budgets, they left the hard decisions too late in their mandate. With 

a little more than a year and a half left in their term, they changed their budget strategy. Although the 

Social Contract was an attempt to protect labour by saving jobs, the strategy went against one of their 

strongest principles, the sanctity of negotiated collective agreements. The Social Contract along with 

hospital restructuring left the NDP beholden to the labour movement. As a result, they made 

concessions in the MSA legislation which further alienated dissenters and estranged one of their 

staunch supporter groups, OCSA. The SociaI Contract and its process created new political 

cleavages. It provided the unintended opportunity for groups to learn about each other's concems 

about LTC and to forge a common strategy against the NDP in this policy sector. 

The MSA model raised much opposition based on fears that included lack of choice 

especially for the disability, ethnic and religious comrnunities, viabiiity of provider organizations, 

dectine of voluntarism, loss of jobs, loss of negotiated rights and benefits. In the heat of this dissent 

all groups buîtressed the nobility of their interests with arguments of improving security, equity, 

liberty or efficiency. The debate over the merits of the MSA model made visible the contention that 

the interpretations of these goals are highly contested and constitute political claims to garner support 

and redraw boundaries in the policy community. 

Although the Act was proclaimed in early 1995, it was not implemented because an election 

was called in the early summer of that year which resulted in the defeat of the NDP government. The 

hQP's belief in consultative governing and their attempt to Men  to their supporters brought together 

disparate groups which had one common purpose, that is to defeat the NDP reforrn. The dissension 

managed to delay the passing of the IegisIation and ultimateIy its implementation. MSAs had been an 

election issue, with the estabtished not-for-profit and for-profit agencies vehemently opposing a 



model that would diminish or eliminate their role. The Progressive Conservative Party had promised 

that, should they be elected, they would abolish MSAs. They were true to their word. Without many 

of the structures of the MSA in place, it was not diffrcult to achieve. Broad consultations, which 

sIowed down progress, were hard lessons for the NDP, ones that the Progressive Conservatives 

learned to their advantage when they formed the new government. As one of their supporters put it, 

P040: There was a lot of pressure on the NDP from al1 sides. And one of the things that in the 

NDP's era of wanting to please everybody, they pleased no one. They consulted so rnuch, 

and they tried to bend over backwards to meet the VON, the Red Cross who were major 

fighters of this. And in the end they didn't get their support. I mean, now the VON, the Red 

Cross are probably saying, ' We should have supported the NDP!' Because what's coming 

down is a lot worse for them than this. 

NDP ideology influenced the institutional structures that were put in place to fashion refonn, 

favoured particular political interests and processes, and ultimately shaped their LTC mdel. In the 

end, that ideology could not stand the test of its own convictions. 
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Chapter 7 

LTC Reform in the Progressive Conservative Pend (1995-96) 

This Chapter will touch upon the key changes in LTC refom brought in by the Progressive 

Conservative (PC) government elected in June 1995 on a platform that advocated less govemment 

and more retiance on the private market and market mechanisms. Having leamed fiom the mistakes 

of the NDP government, the Conservatives decided to act quickly and decisivety. While the political 

and policy interests of societal groups did not change in this period, previousty influentid groups like 

the seniors and labour lost ground in this period. With the change in government, the provider groups 

saw a new opportunity to influence reforrn. The undertying differences in values and interests 

between the for-profit and not-for-profit agencies, however, reswfaced. These differences split the 

Group for LTC Reform as not-for-profits and for-profits re-positioned themselves with this 

government. The subsequent reform, the Community Care Access Centre model, which brought in 

managed cornpetition arnong providers shifted the allocation dimension fiorn a heavily cornmand and 

control model to the market end of the continuum and favoured for-profit provision. in the end, the 

notion of cornpetition for contracts shattered the already fiagmented and ineffectual policy 

community. 

The Conservative model, ultimately, could have ramifications beyond the goal of Uicreasing 

efficiency for community-based LTC services. The competitive contracting process could eventually 

alter the balance of not-for-profit and for-profit provision of care in the LTC sector, with care shifting 

over time to the commercial agencies. In an age of international trade agreements and global markets, 

LTC services in Canada wuld eventually be provided by Arnerican multi-nationals. The next and 

fmal chapters wilI outline the potentid implications for Canada that this trend may have on health 

care in general. 

7.1 The Progressive Conservatives in Cam paign 

Before the election campaign, the Progressive conservative Party released The Common 

Sense Revolution. ' The document clearly outlined an ideological shift in the way government would 

operate and the Party's priorities should it be elected. Less govemment, the superiority of markets, 

and emphasis on individual effort were to be the order of the day. The Conservatives planned in their 

mandate to cut the provincial income tax rate by 30%; reduce non-priority government spending by 

20%; cut barriers to job creation, investment and economic growth through such actions as the 

elimination of "red tape" and regulations and the repeal of Bill 40, the NDP's labour legislation; and 

cut the size of govemrnent by reducing the number of MPPs fiom 130 to 99 and eliminating 13,000 

civi 1 servants. They planned to introduce "workfare", a program which would require "al1 able 

bodied recipients - with the exception of single parents with young children - either to work, or to be 



retrained in return for their benefits", on the grounds that "the b a t  social assistance program ever 

created is a real job."' The Party stated that many of the things that govemment does could be done 

"cheaper, faster and better if the private sector is iavolved". For those things that governrnent should 

do, it should do them Iike any other business that provides goods or services. Efficiency would 

dominate and the pubIic would no longer be citizens, recipients or patients but customers. 

The Common Sense Revolution will have a signifîcant impact on the way in which the 

govemment and its employees do business on a &y-to-day basis, because it will demand that 

govemment does business like a business. In other words, in an eficient and productive 

manner that focws on results and puts the customer first? 

Jim Wilson, the Wealth Critic for the Progressive Conservative Party while in opposition, 

indicated in an election campaign speech4 his party 's position on health care and LTC. Refiecting the 

new provincial order and ideological tenor should they be elected, the speech cIearly laid the blame 

for Ontario's lagging economic condition on too much govemment, ineffective bureaucrats, conflict 

in al1 sectors produced by the NDP's governing style, and inefficient management and excessive 

spending by govemment. 

Unlike the NDP that argued that a strong health care system was good for business and a 

strong economy, the Conservatives beiieved the causal order was the reverse. The Common Sense 

Revolution prornised a 30% tax cut, which was to lead to "more jobs, more taxpayers and more 

growth." "A vibrant economy means a better, more sustainable health care system." 

Participatory democracy in their mind was equated with special interest lobbying. 

Wilson characterized the province under the MIP as a war zone and said that a new Harris 

government would end the hostiiities plaguing the health care systern. He referred to community- 

based workers "warring" with institutional sector workers, "seniors who support Bill 173 skirmishing 

with providers who are justifiably concerned with it," MOH bureaucrats ''tuming on their bosses", 

and to an overail anti-professional attitude throughout government. Al1 this " b i c k e ~ g  and back- 

biting" had prevented effective health care reform. Solutions were to be found through cooperation, 

not confrontation, and through a leaner, but not meaner, bureaucracy. Although the NDP belief in 

consultation may have been its undoing in this policy sector, Wilson's depiction of a province in a 

state of anarchy was laying the foundation for a much more autocratic style of governing. The 

Conservatives believed government was plagued by special interest lobbies and vowed this would end 

under their government. 

Wilson prornised that the new government would discontinue the "ratcheting down of the 

institutional sector until adequate supports are in place," narnely community-based services. The 

impression was ieft that the NDP was merely interested in cost cutting and was incompetent at it. Bill 



173 while Iegislating better access and coordination did so "at the expense of volunteers and long- 

standing cornmunity-based organizations who will soon be dtiven from the system." It was no doubt 

intentional that for-profit agencies were not mentioned in the Iosing equation of the MSAs. Their 

strategy to spend "srnarter" included "empowering people to assume more responsibility for their 

individual health needs and for the overall management of the health care system." For critics of this 

approach, this pledge translateci into shifting public costs to the individual and laying blarne for the 

costs of the system on patient demands. They promised to stop "payment on cheques which the 

government has dangled to bribe çommunities to set up MSAs." The latter strategy was to save 

$SrniIlion in start up fùnds and scrapping the MSA mode1 would save $37 million in volunteer 

services annually. 

7.2 The Progressive Conservatives and the Community Care Access Centres (CCAC) 

The Progressive Conservatives won a majonty of seats in Ontario's 36h Parliament. On June 

26, 1995 Mike Harris was swom in as Ontario's 22"6 Premier. Jim Wilson, the former h d t h  critic 

for the PCs, was made Minister of Health and given responsibility for Long Terrn Care. Their 

immediate announcernents and the structuring of government in this policy sector would position the 

Conservatives for the easy dismantling of the MSAs and the quick introduction of their own rnodel. 

On July 12, 1995, following the election, Premier Mike Harris announced that in keeping 

with his election promise, his government was immediately halting implementation of the MSAs, 

thereby "undoing the damage imposed on long-term care services by the previous government." 

Health Minister Jim Wilson in the same press release revoked the 80-20 nile and the labour 

adjustment provisions. These decisions would remove the impediments imposed by Bill 173 that 

affected al1 providers but especially the for-profit providers. 

Harris indicated that over the next 60 days, Wilson would be meeting with key people in the 

poIicy community to get their advice on how best to coordinate the LTC system. In fact, Minister 

Wilson wouid meet no one. The govemment tried to distance the Minister fiorn any attempts at 

lobbying by hiring a private consulting firm to conduct the sessions. LTC reform no longer invohed 

the Ministry of Citizenship, which had been amaigarnated with Tourism and Recreation, nor the 

Ministry of Community and Social Services. By centralizing reform in the Minisûy of Health, the 

Conservatives weakened the lobby of interest groups who were client populations of the other two 

ministries. The consultation, according to Qs and As prepared by the MOH, was designed to be 

''tightly focussed. Anyone who is not invited to attend these meetings is welcome to make their views 

known by writing to the ministxy." ' 
While not implementing sections dealing with MSAs, the 80-20 rule, and labour adjutment, 

the govemment was generally satisfied with the other provisions of the Act. In fact, it was not so 



much satisfaction with the NDP legislation but rather that Bill 173 did not prevent them from 

pursuing their own rnodel. Repealing this legislation would delay implementation of thcir own 

prefened model and would re-open debate, which they wanted to control. There were indications in 

this press release what sort of model would be acceptable to this government. Allocation based on 

cornpetition was clearly indicated in the Premier's statement that his government would ensure that 

Ontarians received "the highest quality services for the best price." 

Discussions were to take place within the context of the following principles, which echoed 

those of previous govemments with some exceptions. Added to improved access, consistent 

eligibility requirements, and consistent and quitable funding for services was highest quality of 

services at the best price, cutting duplication and red tape to put more money into fiont-line services, 

and provider accountability for how money is spent on services.' These p ~ c i p l e s  were indications 

of an ideological shift in focus towards business (highest qualityhest pnce and provider 

accountability) and against government (elimination of red tape). 

7.2.1 The PC Corisultation 

In its request for proposal (RFP) for the consultation, the government indicated that they 

wanted to move quickly with the expectation of announcing their model by the fa11 of that year. To 

achieve this end, they were going to avoid the mistakes of the NDP government, which had engaged 

in comprehensive consultations, by holding a limited consultation with approximately fi* provincial 

associations in eight discussion sessions. Seven sessions were to include representatives from various 

sectors (providers, users, and workers listed in that order), and the eighth session was for providers 

and users in the disability community (workers were not incfuded). As will be recalled, under the 

NDP government the labour movernent was not in favour of the direct funding approach for people 

with disabilities. Their exclusion fiom this particular session may have been intended to avoid 

conflict, which might have M e r  delayed the process. 

The RFP also indicated that the consultants were to meet with Ministry staff prior to the 

discussion sessions. In this meeting the consultants were to be briefed on the proposed content of the 

sessions, as well as t h e  preferred format and process for the discussions. Government intended to 

control not only the process, but also the areas in which they wanted input.' 

The ARA Consulting Group was awarded the contract. As an indication of the abbreviated 

nature of the consultations, the sessions were al1 conducted over two weeks in August 1995, each one 

five hours in length, which included a lunch break. Helen Johns, Jim Wilson's Parliamentary 

Assistant, attended each session. The reasons offered for the govemment's decision to have Johns 

rather than Wilson in attendance was varied but not necessarily incompatible. While some viewed the 

decision as practical, others saw another agenda. 



G 103 : When the new Ministers carne on, they had agreed to approximately half the staff of the 

previous government. They didn't have the office staff. . . . And then we're (MOH) dealing 

with so many issues. So they had one Parliamentay Assistant and asked her to do that 

(consultation). It was just a matter of workload 

The consultation was viewed as a fomality in that the govenunent already knew where they wanted 

to go. 

P049: I'm not sure how much change came out of the consultation in tems of policy. I think the 

majority of the input fiom the consultation was in process. 

Another respondent saw the choice of Johns as purposefûl in terms of keeping the consultations on 

the ri@ ideological track. She had a business background and a tie to the Home Care Program, which 

supported the eventual govemment model. 

P069: The fust sign that al1 was not well was the fact that Jim did not take the Iead on the Long 

Tenn Care (consultation). Helen Johns took the lead. ... 1 think that the lobbying by the for- 

profit sector had continuai al1 along. And that, Helen Johns, when she came on, - first of al1 

she's a business person, so there was an openness to the idea of private sector involvement- 

. . . Additionally, ber campaign manager, I remember, was a Home Care administrator. 1 have 

to check that out but 1 think so if 1 recall. Now the Home Care people were very much in 

favour of rnaintaining a brokerage model, because of course, that maintains Home Care and it 

maintains the case manager role. .. . Remember 1 said about the role of the nurse versus the 

roIe of the case manager? So they had it in with Helen, and Helen was the lead. So between 

Harris' own, and this government's overall idea that maybe there's nothing wrong with 

having private sector involvement, and it rnight, in effect be good, to improve the system. 

Helen's link into Home Care. What that al1 Ieads you to is favouring a brokerage model 

competing on best quality, best prie .  

While the choice of Johns may have been either practical or ideological or both 

simultaneously, it also created an institutional barrier to the ultimate policy decision-rnaker for this 

reforrn, namely, Jim Wilson. In this way the Conservative government was able to protect Wilson 

from special interest lobbies which could slow down reform. 

The discussions at the consultation meetings were organized to discuss the following four 

questions: 

1. What are the major access and coordination problems with the current long term care systern? 

2. From a consumer's perspective what characteristics shoutd the new system have vis-à-vis access 

and coordination? 

3. How should the new systern be organized to ensure access and coordination? 



4. To what extent should government prescribe a model or models? 

The first three questions were ones on which the previous two govemments had already collected 

copious information. The 1st question was the opening for all provider groups who felt that the NDP 

mode1 was far too govemment-controlled and intrusive. In sessions dominated by providers, the 

consumer and union voices, which favoured the all-inclusive MSA model, were relatively muted. 

The compressed time h e ,  the participation by invitation, the shortened invitation list, the 

selected and well-managed agenda, and the institutional barrier to the Minister created by hiring ARA 

Consulting to run the consultation, and the selection of the Parliamentary Assistant to lead the 

consultation allowed the Conservatives to orchestrate a report which supported the rnodel they 

intended to develop and to move expeditiousiy. Institutions, in terms of government structures and 

processes, were used to constrain societal interests and to M e r  government ideology and interests. 

7.2.3 The Consultation Repoe 

in their report! to the govemment, ARA Consulting indicated that there was agreement on the 

problerns with the current LTC system, narnely, poor access and coordination, inconsistency and 

inequity of services, inflexibility, fiagrnentation, duplication, multiple assessments, inadequate 

accountability, provider domination, inadequate complaints and appeal mechanism, lack of continuity 

of care, lack of recognition of special needs populations, and inadequate staff training. Not 

surprisingly, given the Conservative government's cornmitment to eliminate the MSA model, the 

report indicated that participants cited current service organizations, staff who provide services and 

volunteers as the strengths of the current system. 

According to the report, the features of an ideal system for participants included, among 

others, minimal layers of bureaucracy, recognition that people with disabilities needed services and 

not care, provision of service choice, and encouragement of family solutions. Adults with disabilities 

particularly wanted a system that provided individualized direct funding and provided an agency 

which brokered needed services, maintained choice (and not al1 under one roof), and a separate 

system for seniors. Participants in fact stated that a paralieel system was needed for adults with 

disabilities, children with disabilities, and aboriginal people. 

The report indicated that with a few exceptions, most participants were reluctant to 

recommend a model that would be suitable for al1 areas of the province. The consultants state that 

most participants wanted govemment to allow communities the flexibility to develop local models 

suitable to their own needs. The exception was "a few seniors' organizations and most labour groups, 

who favoured having one model prescribed for the province." In most cases these latter groups 

supported an integrated model. 



In terms of organizing the system, there was general agreement that the screening fbnction 

should be combined with the information function. With the exception of special situations, 

assessments should be independent of provider organizations. W l e  there was no consensus on 

funding approaches, three were suggested with the last one having the most support: brokerage (an 

independent MOH-fùnded organization would purchase services fiom agencies); Ministry-approved 

budgets (MOH would fund agencies directfy); and a local non-Ministry authority fiinded by the 

Ministry, which would in turn fund agencies. 

Models preseated by participants had a common basic structure, which included a local 

board, an independent assessment and resource management entity accountable to the board, and a 

range of independent service providers. Three models emerged fiom the discussion according to the 

consultants: the Federation/Partnership Model, the Augmented Home CareiManaged Competition 

Model, and the MucicipaVPublic Health Model. In fact there were four models suggested. The fourth 

model was the amalgamateci rnodel (MSA) favoured by seniors and labour, but the Progressive 

Conservatives had already indicated this mode1 was not on the table. n i e  only reference to this model 

in the report was in passing that a few participants supported an integrated mode 1, and it was buried 

under a different section of the report. Ln this consultation, opinions were only counted if they stayed 

within the bounds of what was ideologically acceptable. 

The FederationPartnership Model woutd be a new local, incorporated, not-for-profit 

organization with a local community board made up of providers, consumers and other 

representatives. The organization would purchase services and administer contracts, maintain a 

management information system and coordinate assessments. Service providers could authorize 

services for consumers with straightforward needs and for consumers who would approach them 

directly. The Federation would work cooperatively with the network of providers and its board would 

determine which providers would be recognized. 

Under the MunicipaVPublic Health Model local health units would manage resources and 

care and either provide direct service or contract with others for service. This model was similar to 

the existing brokerage system in some areas of the province where the Home Care Program was 

operated by Public Health Units. 

The Augmented Home CareManaged Competition Model (which would eventually become 

the Consemative government's preferred model) consisted of a single local authority which would 

merge Home Care, Placement Coordination Services, and Community Information Centres. Having 

the same functions as the Federated Model, it would, however, also house case management and 

assessment. Services would be purchased from approved providers. Without providing details as to 

how services would be purchased fiom providers, the consultants indicated that consumers would be 



involved in the choice of their providers thereby fostenng competition, and quality stanâards woutd 

be used to encourage competition among providers to achieve high quality care. Curiously, the only 

aspects of managed competition that were mentioned were the ones that are traditionally r a i d  as 

concerns, namely, consumer choice and the maintenance of quality where price is often the criterion 

on which contracts are awarded. 

With regard to implernentation, the consultants indicated that the participants had advanced a 

list of criteria for the development of local models but were reluctant to specifL these criteria or how 

they should be implemented. The participants' list included predictable criteria: clear access points, 

accessi bility, accountability, consumer/community involvement, consumer control and choice, a 

defmed set of mandated services, evaluation, case management for those, who required it, simple 

assessment process minirnizing duplication, provision for the unique needs of special populations, 

continued participation of volunteers, cornplaints and appeals procedure, human resource planning, 

standard training, information systems, sharing of resources where possible, cross-boundary access, 

linkages across providers, and flexibility to m a t e  new services. It was now up to government to 

create a new community-based model, and the report of the consultations, which were highly 

orchestrated, gave the Consexvatives carte blanche. 

7.2.4 Assessrnent of the Coosultations 

The consultation was not generally viewed as an honest attempt to entertain 

recomrnendations fiom societal groups, but merely a strategy of "smoke and mirrors" (P067) or 

"meaningiess" actions (G097). GO97 believed that the Liberals and NDP were both comrnitted to 

public consultations as process as well as product. "But you see, you're dealing with a different mind 

set with the Tories. To them the consultative process is far less important than getting the job done. 

The consultative process has far less rneaning to them." 

One respondent indicated that the reason for the focus groups was "to tell us what they were 

doing was the right thing and that we would agree with it." (C002) The constraints put on the 

consultation were evident in not only the participation by invitation, but also by the number of 

representatives each organization was allowed, and the tight control on the agenda for discussion. 

C007: We were told when we walked in the room there were two representatives only could go fiom 

each organization. And they had two different days so a11 the organizations were consulted. 

Johns . . . was there, and she started off in the morning by saying that now, 'we want to talk 

about reforms. There's some things we don't want to talk about. There's no point in bringing 

up anything about the MSA because we're not blking about that today.' ... There must have 

been 25 of us, and there was a consultant hired to do this and they went through their 

questions and answers and al1 this sort of stuff. And we al1 had about four minutes for one 



person of the two to make our point. And since we couldn't talk about the MSA, what could 

we talk about? 

CO1 O: The problem with them, of course, was, they said, 'Here's what you're going to taik about 

And here are the issues.' And we said, ' These arent really the issues.' And it was such a 

narrow consultation. For al1 intents and purposes, it was not a consultation. . . . Basically there 

were consultants who said, 'Here's what we're allowed to talk about.' Helen Johns listened. I 

will give her credit for sitting through every single session al1 day, asking questions. But it 

was pretty clear they knew what they were going to do, and what they wanted to do. And it 

wasn't going to matter very rnuch what we talked about doing. 

P040: We didn't bother (putting in a submission) because every sense of the issue that we had was 

that this wasn't a serious consultation. They'd had their mind made up. And they told us  it 

was going to be detennined by best quality, best price. 

P054: It was very staged. The consultation was, 'Here are the four questions ... This consultation is 

going to be basically, tell us what your answers are to these questions, and thank you very 

rnuch.' 

C074: It was a selected consultation of selected individuals representing selected organizations and 

selected interests. So when you stack a room ... . 
Some groups, which disagreed with the government's direction, accused the government of 

distorting their position. For example, one respondent felt that the government purposefûlly 

misrepresented the consumer position by indicating that consumers had not supported the MSA 

mode1 and wanted a different model. This was offered as fiirther evidence that the consultation 

consisted of mirrors, that is, the government was only interested in views that reflected their own. 

C002: Contrary to the records from the government, we were very disappointed with the cancelling 

of the MSA. But the focus groups tend to be where you corne and you Say your piece and 

then you get your report saying, 'Seniors a11 agreed', which is whatever way the govemment 

wishes it to be. 

The fact that Helen Johns ran the consultation was seen as evidence of the slant the 

Conservatives were going to take and that the consultation was merely for political optics. 

P056: She was fiom the business community .. . And it was very obvious that she had very much a 

commercial marketplace-driven philosophy to everything and that she felt that the health care 

system needed to be more business-like. So we kind of knew that the game was over even 

before we began, especially with her. 

There was a feeling, however, that the Conservatives did correctly read the mood of interest 

groups by consulting quickly. 



C074: Now what they were right about, however is that people were sick and tired of consultation- 

. . . so they were right to fast-track it. 

The tight reins put on the consultation and its product narrowed the participation of groups in 

the policy community to a selected number, constrained the discussion to permissible topics in a 

foreshortened tirne frime, and distanced them fiom the policy makers. The Conservatives were intent 

to bring the market to LTC and did not want to be distracted. With the exception of a few supporters, 

the attempt to give legitimacy to their policy model through the consultation failed in the eyes of most 

of the policy community. 

7.2.5 The CCAC Mode1 

On January 25, 1996 Health Minister Jim Wilson announced the LTC reforms which were 

billed as simplifling access, preserving existing organizations and reducing administration. Rather 

than creating over 100 rnulti-service agencies, the governrnent was going to amalgamate the Home 

Care Progranis with the Placement Coordination Agencies to create 43 Community Care Access 

Centres (CCACs). The CCACs would purchase services fiom existing providers and volunteers based 

on best qualiîy, best price. Io With the exception of Metropditan Toronto, service areas would be 

generally defined by the current home Gare boundaries. In Toronto, up to six CCACs would be 

established. 

In making his announcement Wilson remarked that the NDP had developed a model that 

"was not supported by consumers or providers." MSAs would have eliminated choice, favoured 

organized labour at the expense of volunteers, and would have hurt qua1 ity of care by driving provider 

organizations out of business. Through Bill 173 the NDP would have established approximately 130 

MSAs throughout the province compared to the 43 CCACs, increasing costs and adding far too rnuch 

bureaucracY.l l The announcement clearly emphasized the Conservative's preferred interpretation of 

vatues: liberty through consumer choice, hcreased efficiency through less government and 

duplication, and improved quality fiom greater cornpetition. 

CCACs would be a simplified service access point and be responsible for service information 

and referral to al1 LTC services ùicluding the volunteer-based community serviczs. They would 

coordinate service planning and monitoring, determine eligibility, undertake case management and 

pIacement coordination services for LTC facilities. They would not deliver services directiy except 

during a three-year transition period; the purchaser of services and providers of service were to be 

sp lit. Consumers could access community support services directly. People with disabilities would be 

allowed to deal directly with their attendant services and would remain independent of the CCACs. 

They could, however, opt to apply for personal services through the CCAC. "Clients" could access 

volunteer programs such as meals on wheels directly. 



CCACs would be governed by independent, incorporated not-for-profrt boards of directors 

accountable to the MOH through service agreements. Board rnembership would be a m k  of the 

broader community LTC consumers and their caregivers, and a balance of health and social services 

perspectives. The board would not include service providers under contract with CCAC." A draft job 

description for board members stated that members were expected to have a commitment to act in the 

best interest of ail persons s e ~ e d  by the CCAC, and not as spokesperson for any particular 

geographic area or special interest group." The first board would be selected by the Minister and 

subsequent boards would be elected by the rnernbership of the CCAC. 

According to the government, al1 providers would have equal opportunity to provide their 

services on a cornpetitive basis. A transition period would allow providers (namely, the not-for-profit 

agencies) to "adj ust to the cornpetitive system." Provider agenc ies WOU Id retain their own identities, 

governance structures and volunteer bases. CCACs wouId administer the RFP process within 

provincial guidelines, and funding would be based on both appropriateness and affordability. 

Objective ways to measure qudity would be deveioped in collaboration with providers, consumers 

and the Ministry but would include consumer satisfaction, worker continuity, staff training and hours 

of service provision." The Ministry would monitor service contracts on an ongoing basis and provide 

feedback to providers on their performance. 

Bill 173 would still provide the legislative fiarnework for managing and delivering LTC 

community services, but sections pertaining to MSAs, the 80-20 rule and the labour adjustment 

strategies would not be used and would eventualiy be repealed. CCACs, supportive housing, 

attendant outreach, and cornmunity support services would probably become approved agencies for 

funding under the ACZ.'' However, later in its mandate the Conservative Government, in response to a 

cornplaint brought by a consumer conceming a denial of service, would argue that CCACs were 

never designated as approved agencies and, therefore, clients could not appeal service decisions to the 

Health Services Appeal Board as set out under the Bill of Rights in the Act.16 As agencies not 

approved under the Iegislation CCACs could restrict consumer access to services through eligibility 

criteria or impose maximum allowable hours of service without recourse for the consumer. The 

intentional move not to designate CCACs as approved agencies and the fact that Home Care services 

were de-insured by the NDP (removing these services from OHIP) would allow the government to 

shift formerly public costs onto consumers. With the movement of more publicly insured services out 

of hospitals into the comrnunity, the effect of these actions by successive govemments was to 

passively privatize, not only services formerly under Home Care, but potentially also services under 

the Canada Healrh Act. 



Ln August 1996 the Premier announced the appointment of Cam Jackson as Minister without 

Portfolio, with responsibility for Seniors Issues removing this function from the Ministry of 

Citizenship, Culture and Recreation (MCCR). While the MOH would retain the budget and policy 

setting functions for LTC, Jackson was responsible for overseeing the implementation of the 

CCACS." A few respondents believed that Jackson's appointment was to ease the workload of the 

Minister of Health by taking over the implementation of LTC, and also to ensute that the initial 

momentum and visibility were sustained. ( ' 049 ,  PO56, G103) Hospital restructuring had begwi, and 

Jim Wilson had to step down while allegations of impropriety against him were being investigated. 

David Johnston had been appointed on a temporary basis while he continued his heavy 

responsibilities in Management Board. Others saw Jackson's appointment as a Minister without 

PortfoIio rather than as a fùll-fledged Cabinet Minister as the pnce Jackson had to pay for running an 

energetic campaign earlier against Mike Harris for the leadership of the Party. (P059) 

Although the decision to move responsibility of seniors issues to a Minister without Portfolio 

may have given these matters higher profile or eased the burden of the Minister of Health, it did once 

again create an institutional wedge between the policy maker and budget holder for LTC services and 

the implementers of the reform. Once again, restricted access to the decision-rnaker allowed 

implementation of the Conservative vision to move forward with few obstacles. However, the 

decision to rnove only seniors' issues and not disability issues, which remained in MCCR, turned 

LTC into a seniors' refonn. As will become clear in a Iater section, the disability community was 

more or less content with the CCAC model and did not require managing. 

7.2.6 Assessrnent of CCACs 

This section deals with the assessments articulated by interest groups at the time of the 

introduction of CCACs. The evaluations of the model by groups help to underscore their own values 

and interests, but also provide insights into the potential future impact of reform. Because the CCACs 

were not as yet up and running, these assessments are not based on actual experience with the 

reformed system. As with the previous two governments, respondents' views reflect theoretical or 

hypothetical appraisals of the workings of the model when eventually implemented. This section wiII 

include insights provided by consumers, labour, not-for-profit, and for-profit providers. 

(i) Consumers 

Seniors strangely enough saw the model as a government-run program as opposed to being 

community-driven. Here they focussed on the fact that in Toronto there were going to be 6 CCACs as 

opposed to 16 MSAs. As such the fear was that the larger catchment area of these CCACs would not 

allow for sensitivity to local issues. They were concerned that the system would be more hgmented 

because the community support services wouId be outside of the CCACs. As the opposition to the 



MSAs focused on too much king left to regulations, seniors had similar fears about CCACs. The 

irony was that although the CCAC was a Conservative government model, it was developed under the 

NDP legislation. While Bill 173 would have created an institutional constraint on the sector had it 

been irnplemented, the failure of the legislation was that it did not prevent a govenunent with a very 

different agenda fiom moving it forward. 

The disability groups were more concerned about sorne aspects of the model and less with 

others. The inclusion of for-profit provision and market mechanisms did not worry this group. From 

their perspective, consumer choice and independence in decision-making was what they wanted. With 

the continuation of the direct fùnding pilot projects, the most vocal disability groups were content. 

The one area of concern was whether the Bill of Rights under BiZZ 173 and an effective wrnplaints' 

procedure would be implemented. 

The ethnocultural comrnunities feared that, although their agencies were no longer threatened 

by the MSA rnodel, they would not be as successfùt at winning contracts because of the nature of the 

services they provided. Sirnilarly, they believed that the Progressive Conservatives with their focus on 

the bottom Iine were not interestecl in supporting diversity or providing a provincial fiamework to 

support it. Rather each CCAC would be allowed to determine whether and how they wouId address 

these issues. 

However, those supporting the CCAC model, such as for-profit providers believed that 

consumers wanted to get on with reform because this tirne there was a different set of consumers 

represented at the consultation airing their views. 

P059: They (consurners) said, 'let's get on with it. You know, we can't go back to more consulting, 

more reviewing, any of that, because we're just stalling.' . . . You had a very broad spectrurn 

there, of consumers' groups, which 17ve never seen in the room before. During the MSA 

stuff, when you talked to consurners or consumers being represented, it was Jane Leitch 

through the Seniors' Alliance group. And there are those who believe that it really was, they 

were a puppet for Ted Ball's group who was fiinded to promote a policy that the government 

wanted. 

Ironically, this respondent did not recognize that both governments, the NDP and the 

Progressive Conservatives, had legitimated their own reforms through the seemingly autonomous 

support of societal interests. 



(ii) Labour 

Organized labour favowing non-profit service provision saw the Conservative mode1 as a 

threat to this sector. Not-for-profits would not be able to compte with for-profits in a public market 

based on quality and price where quality was so ill-defined. The fear was that eventudly the delivery 

dimension of LTC community-based services would switch from largely not-for-profit to for-profit. 

Lurking beneath the surface of this concern was the eventual take-over by U.S. nationals and the 

inevitable Americanization of health care in Canada. 

P042: (We're very frustrated) with the fact that the choice for the provider wilI be based on cost and 

quality. Because we don't think that quality will continue to be a key force but rather, cost 

will be. Also a concem that, whiIe initially, let's Say in a community you have VON. You 

have several small for-profit cornpanies and maybe they're pretty well equai. They're sitting 

ducks for an Arnerican Company coming in and undercutting the whole lot, and then getting 

that contract because with fiee trade, and so on, we don't have anything that would prevent 

that. 

P033: There is a real danger that care will be provided by the lowest bidder, the way that the 

proposais are set up and the contracts will be applied. Although they Say that quality of care 

will receive equaI attention as the arnount of money that agencies are asking for. 1 don? 

believe in the long run that that's going to have as rnuch hold, as  much sway as cost. So 1 do 

think that there's a real danger that our quality of care is going ta hit the tubes. 

The other issue and sort of related to that also, is that there are some very large 

concems, very large organizations, very large companies who are corning in and 

underbidding like crazy and are able to, and willing to take a loss for the first three or four 

yens in order to get theu foot in the door, get contracts, and then sIowly, you know, the price 

will increase. The cost to the Ontario public will increase. . . . Also concerned too that for- 

profit entities are going to be providing probably a lion's share of the care, just because of the 

way it's structureci. 

We have heard, and other work I'm doing and have been doing, is the Arnerican 

health care cornpanies see Canada as the unopened oyster, and Home Care as the foot to get 

in to the door. And we're already seeing it in long term care facilities (that) are being bought 

up by, in Peterborough, Omnicare. Huge American corporation who has just bought up six 

nursing homes. And this is supposed to be an area they're losing money (in). Then why are 

these Arnerican corporations so interested in buying up our nursing homes hem? And a lot of 

people Say that they're getting a foot in the door to provide the other Home Cam services. 

And 1 think that this Home Care, without these kinds of protections that's in the MSA, we're 



going to move into a for-profit Americanized health case system with user fees. And this is 

the way it's going to be done. And the CCACs provide no protection against it, 

For one labour organization, the CCAC model, on its own, would not have been so omuious. 

However, given the decisions that this government was taking in other sectors, it was yet another nail 

in out tradition of public health c m .  

P043: When we were doing the MSA stuff, we . . . didn't have this commission (Health Services 

Restructuring Commission) ruming around the province ctosing hospitals. We didn't have 

deregdation of, ah, the removal of standards in Iong term care facilities. We didn't have the 

user fees for dmgs for seniors and low-income families. We didn't have the sell-off of 

ambuIance services to American firms. You know, it might have been more innocuous, you 

know, except that they stripped away those two significant pieces of the legislation (80-20 

rule and Iabour adjustrnent). It might have just been seen as "same as, different narne" with a 

slightly different spin, and they're not going to have the direct service providers. But given 

the context and the shifting ground in al1 the other areas of the heaIth sector, it's a little more 

orninous, 1 think. 

The labour movement saw that workers, their compensation packages, and work standards 

were going to be the elements in the contracting process that would be manipulated to produce a 

cornpetitive bid. 

P043: Contracting out workers in competition with each other and therefore their wages and 

benefits become, you know, cards that are kind of dealt on the table and goes to the Iowest 

bidder. And ofien what they're bidding with is the quality of somebody's work. Workers are 

constantly hearing that they have to be more flexible. Those workers, (who) are more 

flexible, they'll get your work if you're not more flexible. They can do it cheaper. . . . It 
means you don't have a contract language that protects you fiom a two-hour week this week 

and a fi@-hour week next week, you know. We know what they're doing to employment 

standards. (You don't have) a contract that says, or a health and safety legislation that says 

one-person Iifts are not safe and you c m  refiise to do that work. And . . . you de-regulate a 

work environment to make it so-called flexible. 

(iii) Not-for-profit Providers 

Provider agencies, not surprisingly, were split in their support of the Conservative model 

along for-profit and not-for-profit lines. Inherent in this split was the difference in the values they 

heId which were reflected in the ways that they conducted their programs. For example, 

responsiveness to community needs and workers' well-being rather than the ability to satisfi 



shareholders. There was a view that the Conservative model would ultimately erode the values 

underlying not-for-profit service provision. 

P050: 1 find this (Conservative model) is cut throat. . . . There's clearly conflict in values between 

the not-for-profits and the for-profits. Well, they'd (for-profiîs) like to t h i i  that that isn't the 

case but there still is a bottom line; there still is profit going to the owners of the 

organizations. And that's got to come out of service, or off the backs of the workers. . . . And 1 

think, the winners at the end of the day, - and there are some not-for-profits who have 

decided to take on the sort of the business mantra. So it's leading to conflict, too. 1 think the 

people have had some value dissonance within their own organization because they're again 

weighing survival vetsus staying solid to our values. ... I think at the end of the &y, what it 

means for everyone is less service for people and less quality service. 

Not-for-profit providers also believed that the government was naïve in thinking that 

managed competition would be more cost effective. Recalling that their model was a federation of 

existing agencies, they saw the CCAC as an additionaI ievel of bureaucracy. Moreover, they believed 

that there were considerable costs in managed competition, contrary to the notions of eficiency that 

were not considered or talked about. 

P067: I've argued there's a cost to have managed competition and we need to know that. And that 

conversation has never really been had. And there's a reason and that's because of the whole 

politics. So it's clear to me that's what the whole agenda is behind it is to reaIly have the 

commercial sector play a role. Because if it was to really create a more cost-effective system, 

people would be looking at what (we've) talked about. Because it doesn't take anyone a great 

deaI of difficulty to know that that's (CCAC) an infrastructure Iayer in the system that's 

redundant. 

Echoing the labour movement, the privatization (meaning commercialization) of the sector 

was seen as the real danger of the CCAC model. Managed competition would eliminate the not-for- 

profit sector, leave Ontario open to U.S. nationals, and ultimately, result in increased prices and costs 

to Ontarians which would not be reversible. in this scenario, both indigenous not-for-profit and for- 

profit agencies would lose out. 

P069: If you want to go the one next step afier that, &er we're (not-for-profits) gone, and d e r  al1 

the mergers and acquisitions have come in so that commercial organizations are basically 

now in control of our cornmunity-based services. . . . We've got multi-service, multi-national, 

and there's maybe two or three of them, that have literally bootlegged Our entire community- 

based services, guess what they're going to do? Push the prices up. And what's going to 

happen? Regardless of the stripes of the government of the day, what is going to happen is 



the same exact thing as with nursing homes right now. .. . The government isn't able to move 

on them because if they kicked them out they'll have to take over. But imagine, you know, 

ten years out. We might have to buy back the long term care system fiom three multi-national 

corporations, one in Belgium, and one in Japan, and one in America. And the govenunent's 

going to look at it and say, 'We're stuck with this because we can't a o r d  to buy that back. 

Our not-for-profit partners are gone.' Tm bad. There's nobody out there. 

P096: Strangely enough this has been shared to me by Canadian for-profit agencies. They are very 

concerned that a lot of rnulti-national private companies are coming up from the States to 

undercut, because it is going to be competitive and they can undercut at the beginning. 

They 'Il have backing from their own companies, . . . and will corne in at very cheap rates. 

And both the for-profits and not-for-profits will be lost. . . . And if we were to look to south of 

the border and visited several of the various agencies around, the quality of standards and the 

quality of service that is provided to the  seniors is not what 1 would say would be the quality 

in Canada (we want). . . . And 1 worry about even the for-profit agencies that are here, and 

have stniggled and worked, and built up their own businesses, and will be losing their 

businesses. 

One critic in government echoed these concerns. For this interviewee, Canada did not have 

the market base to sustain agencies without CCAC contracts in a managed cornpetition environment. 

Moreover, the for-profit motive in driving down costs fiom his perspective would erode quality and 

safety by encouraging the substitution of health care workers with less qualified, lower skilled, and 

cheaper workers. ironically, once again, the NDP legislation made provisions for exactly this 

scenario. 

G097: What they're saying is that they believe that we have an adequate size, first of al1 a 

population and secondly potential provider agencies who couid even without the governrnent 

contracts stay alive and provide the service. That won? happen. W e  don? have an adequate 

sector base for an organization that doesn't get the contract to stay in business. We're just too 

small. 

They haven't defined quality. What you get is what you pay for. And they are going 

to, under the tendering process, get the lowest bid. Now what that means is that there may be 

iower qualifications for nursing care. And we're seeing that happening in our hospitals now 

where the R.N.s are the ones being displaced and it's the nurses' aides who are less quaiified, 

have a diserent îùnction but now are taking on more and more responsibility in the hospital 

structure. That is clearly going to happen in Home Care .. . because so much of the cost of 

any heafth care delivery is the human resources cost. And what you will also find are general 



health workers, or whatever it's called, which are people who basically have extremely litîle 

training, theyYII be delivering a lot of are. 

One respondent fiom a not-for-profit organization, while believing that the not-for-profits 

could and would successfiilly adjust to managed competition, believed that one of the beneficial 

aspects inherent in a not-for-profit environment, the cooperative spirit, would deteriorate. Information 

which up to now had been shared fieely to irnprove services was now a strategic resource that had to 

be well-rnanaged in a competitive environment. 

P079: They recognized that they have to change a lot of their perception of how they operate - a 

simple thing Iike openness. This happens to be a fairty open organization. It recognizes, 

however, that if it's competing with other people, it cannot do the equivalent of revealing 

trade secrets or trade strategies. It might have got up at an annual meeting, two years ago, and 

said, 'This is what we plan to do for the future.' They're now saying, 'Can we f i o r d  to do 

that because Our cornpetition's going to be at our annual meeting? Do we want thern to know 

what Our garne plan is?' So 1 think there'll be a real change in how non-profits perceive their 

role. i mean they've always been competitive, but it's been a different kind of competition. It 

hasn't been so much a bottom-line, we can do it cheaper competition. 

Indeed the competitive environment was viewed as k i n g  responsible for dissolving the 

coalition of the four not-for-profit organizations that had formed at the beginning of this government 

mandate. 

P069: (Interviewer: Does the gmup of four still exist?) 1 would Say its life probably ended pretty 

much when we fmished the transitional support (period). Because now that that's finished, 

we're now into a cornpetitive mode], and everyone's competing for market share. 

One respondent believed that not-for-profits, through the elimination of waste and 

ineffkiency, were up to the task of becoming more competitive. He described strategies that could be 

employed to keep these organizations viable; strategies that may go against their value of developing 

services to meet needs rather than to generate profits or lower bids. 

P079: They will go in two directions in the course of becoming competitive. One is they'II try to 

produce the lowest cost product for the public dollar. They'll do it by controlling wages 

within their organizations, by trying to cut other kinds of administrative overhead within their 

organizations. Many of the really big non-profit services are administratively heavy. So, I 

think that those are ways they'll try to cut their costs. And I think they'll be largely successfui 

in that regard. 1 think they'll try to bid on things where they know they can be low cost, and 

will wony less about providing the things that they'd like to provide, (that) they feel in their 

hearts they ought to provide or that they can'tbe competitive at. And 1 think the second thing 
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they'll do is they'll try to go after the non-government dollar market much more than they 

have over the 1st 20 years. We non-profits have gotten pretty cornfortable sucking at the 

public îrough. When the public trough gets srnaller, theyYII see if there are any other troughs 

out there. . . . Those could be through insurance companies, it couid be through user-pay, it 

could be through appealing to markets that aren't even in the province. 

(iv) For- p ro fit Providers 

The for-profit organizations who had promoted the managed competition model, not 

surprisingly, thought that the values underpiming not-for-profit and for-profit agencies were not as 

different as the non-profit providers alleged, that lack of business acuity not campetition threatened 

the viability of an organization, and that Canada was not under siege by the Americans. 

The quaiity of the service had nothing to with the tax status of the organization. It had to do 

with management. Good managers produce good care; bad managers produce bad care. It had 

nothing to do with profits. The next question is, ' M a t  is profit?' . . . Profit is simply a cost. 

It's got a name, 'profit', but it's sirnply a cost of an organization being able to stay in 

business for their future and to continue what they're doing. . . . They (not-for-profit 

organizations) have ine ficiencies versus pro fit. 

if you're a company, you're foolish to put al1 your money, al1 your service into one contract. 

You've got to diversifi. . . . Agencies who haven't thought through a business plan, good 

business strategy are not economically viable, and that's because they're mismanaging 

themselves. 

I've personally watched, this is rnany years ago in the nursing home sector - the largest 

American company providing nursing home care would come into Canada and be gone in 

Iess than a year because they didn't understand the environment. They thought it was another 

America. . . . 1 watched them do this. They didn't undetstand the environment. They didn't 

understand the govemmental ievel of administration of the systern. And it was not an 

experience they enjoyed. And they got out as fast as they could. . . . Because Canada is 

different. Canada is a public health care system that's publicly administered. 

The CCAC model represented an ideological shift away fiom NDP values. Market principles 

of competition and efficiency became pre-erninent. Equity and security for consumers and labour 

were trumped by equality between for-profit and not-for-profit providers (even playing field) and 

security for al1 providers (no longer forced to amalgamate into MSAs). No longer were special 

interest consumers (ethnocultural, persons with disabiIity, and seniors) or labour allowed to represent 

their interests directly on CCAC boards. These interests were to be expressed by the general board 

mernbership. 



Consumer choice was said to increase with this model since CCACs had to contract, where 

possible, with more than one agency for particular service contracts. However, real choice of provider 

agency was more or less predetennined by the CCAC through the competitive process. Consumers 

had argued earlier that choice of the individual provider was more important than choice of provider 

agency. Managed competition would further threaten this notion of choice for consurners, should the 

provider agency whose worker the consumer preferred not be successfid in the next round of 

competition. People with disabilities continued to be allowed to opt out of the LTC model through 

direct fiinding. Direct fiinding for people with disabilities was very much in keeping with a 

conservative agenda where the consumedclient has control and money folIows the client. 

Ethnoculturd consumers were notionally allowed choice if their preferred agency were successful in 

gaining a CCAC contract. 

Labour was the big loser in this model. The compensation packages and working conditions 

were directly threatened by the race to the bottom Iine in managed cornpetition. With provider 

agencies no longer being transferred to MSAs and the privilege unionized workers received under 

Bill 173 no longer in force, the union movement was denied the growth they were promised in the 

community sector. 

While a11 existing provider agencies would now have the opportunity to remain in business, 

the new managed competition process was thought to advantage for-profit over not-for-profit 

agencies. In a competition based on best quality at the best price where quaiity is ill-defined, and 

where most of the costs of agencies are salaries, it was believed that price would win out. For-profit 

organizations had a competitive edge on the price dimension since they tended to pay poorer s a l q  

and benefit packages to their workers than not-for-profit agencies. Furthemore, it was doubtfui, that 

agencies that were unable to win a contract would be able to stay viable until the next competition. 

The balance in the LTC market could shift over t h e  to commercial agencies and, in an era of global 

markets and trade agreements, to American multi-nationals. 

7.3 Goverornent Interests in the Development of the CCAC Model 

This section deals with interviewees' views of the government's motives driving reform. 

Their comments are consistent with the interest-group assessments of the CCAC rnodel considered in 

the preceding section. There was very little disagreement amongst respondents, from consumers to 

providers to govemment oficials, conceming the Conservatives' interest in its refonn of the 

community-based services. The Conservatives, ûue to their Cornmon Sense, wanted less govemment, 

more competition and other market mechanisrns, adherence to the bottom line, the invofvement of the 

commercial sector, and to distance themselves fiom the NDP. For many, the reform now took on a 

market liberal ideological bent as it had taken on a more socialist leaning under the NDP. The 
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Conservative govenunent's interest and the ideology underpinning them were, to these respondents, 

transparent. 

1 think that this government needed to distance itself enonnously fiom the NDP. 1 think that it 

needed to send a strong signal to the business community that the healthcare system in 

Ontario was open for business 

(Their interests) are a) not to do the NDP model, and b) to encourage the private sector to 

take over the provision of these services. 

So it became clear that in my judgement we were just talking another shifi in ideology. And I 

don't think there was much clarity to what that really looked like other than it wouldn't - the 

structure would not be MSAs. So 1 think the next step to that was if not MSAs, then what 

kind of a structure accommodates the private sector? And that brought in the ideology. . . . 
They wanted to tramfer or re-invent, something a bit different than Home Care and that's 

where the CCACs were created with placement and Home Care coming together and the 

opportunity for the private sector to compete for al1 of the services. So in essence, there was 

almost a de-regulation, if you want to use that terrn, of home care services in the community. 

Because previously under the Home Care Programs the mandate was aiways that the Home 

Care programs could and should provide the services, or they could purchase the services. . . . 
With this new model . . . the market becomes open and you compete for the work. And that 

whole confiict of interest, a m ' s  length govemance piece is actuaily quite foreign in the not- 

for-profit or hospital sector. We really don't wony about conflict of interest and what is the 

profit of health care. I mean that's just not a language of any other sector of the health 

system. In the community that language has now come about, and 1 think, because of the 

whole role for the private sector in this service delivery component. 

They're trying to get more private sector business involved. 

Privatization - they don't believe in providing any services. Everything must be on a business 

basis, which means it has to make money. . . . They want to do away with public services. 

Ideologically it's (CCACs and managed cornpetition) quite compatible with their direction - 

privatization of services and a cheapening of services. . . . Much less interest and ernphasis on 

the role of govemment in the provision of services. 1 mean they don? really believe in a 

social secwity net in the way 1 think that Ontarians have been used to. 

A couple of things. One is that they wanted something that didn't look like it was designed by 

the NDP. i think they wanted something that would allow private enterprise to play on a 

cornpetitive basis. 



C010: 1 think it's (Consemative agenda in LTC) two things; one is money. I mean whatever they do, 

it's always money fmt, to Save money first. 1 think the second thing is they want to make it, - 
the private sector has been pushing them to privatize as rnuch as they can of health. 1 thuik 

they have contributors who they owe big tirne. They're trying to get the government out of 

doing things. 

P040: Well, 1 think it's the same mode1 that's behind al1 of their fundamental philosophy of this 

particular, so called Comrnon Sense Revolution. They're more in the business of getting 

govemment out of delivering services than they are of anything else. And this tax thing is 

actually, you know, giving taxes to people is really , everything they've done, deregulating 

anything, not just in health care, environment, whatever it is. There's the deregdation moves, 

the privatization rnoves, the open for cornpetition is to get govemment out of the business of 

delivering service and l ave  it open to market. And 1 think we're just going to see it full force 

here in Home Care. 

The government's decision to move the community support services outside of the realm of 

the CCAC's responsibility was seen as yet another way of focusing on the bottom Iine, a way of 

keeping tight control over spending and reducing governrnent's responsibility in the future. In 

October 1994, the federal Liberal govemrnent established the National Forum on ~ e a l t h ' q  which 

travelled across Canada consulting Canadians. It cornmissioned papers, and was to advise the federal 

governent on ways to improve the health care system and the health of Canadians. One of the issues 

that was k i n g  explored was the changing nature of care, the shifting locus of care fiom hospitals to 

the community, and the potential de-insuring of formerly insured health services. It was anticipated 

that one of the Forum's recommendations would be to publicly fund Home Care. One respondent 

believed that the Ontario government did not include community support services under the CCACs 

for this reason, to ensure that Ontario would not be liable for publicly providing a wider range of 

services under Home Care. 

PO43 : If the federal government comes up with a national Home Care funding program, you know, 

if they actually decide to include dnigs and Home Care in the Canada Health Act provision, 

then those (community support services) are services that they don't want to have included. 

For another respondent (G103), the government did not need to control access to community support 

services as much as they did professional, homemaking and persona1 support services. These latter 

services which were to be purchased by the CCACs were far more costly. Costs were to be controlled 

by CCACs purchasing them on a cornpetitive basis based on quaMy and pnce and by determining 

eligibility of consumers to access thern. 



Many respondents believed that unlike the two eariier government periods, the locus of 

policy development under this goveniment was highly centralized in order to ensure that their agenda 

as articulated in The Common Sense Revolurion was pushed through quickly. Once again institutionai 

constraints were put in place to promote government interests and ultimately the ideology underlying 

them. These respondents represented this view well. 

G096: The government seerns to be run out of the Premier's Ofice by a handfûl of people and they 

tend to direct what is going on. 1 don't see the Ministers playing the sarne role as under the 

previous three govemments. . . . It's a way that a lot of govenunents work when they want to 

make sure that their agenda is going to get through without any hitches and without any 

sidelines. Ifyou have a government that wants to be reaily focused and they have certain 

things they want to have done, if you start to let other people have their ideas, your agenda 

can be de-railed. And that happened in (the NDP) government. . . . So if they are focussed 

entirely on privatization, cutting the deficit and bringing in tax reforrns, if you have ministers 

that are given a full reign to do what they want to do and start consulting and going out. And 

their bureaucrats have been working on issues for the 1 s t  IO or 15 years . . . If central control 

is taken away, then they're just not going to be able to get their agenda done. 

CO 10: Decisions are not made by policy people, not made by bureaucrats, not made even in some 

cases by Ministers. They're coming out of a central point - fiom the Premier's Office. 

P062: (The Premier's Office) because thry were detennined to make the CSR into a real agenda. . . . 

And sorneone sits and ticks off boxes as each thing gets done. And that person sits in the 

Premier's Offke. 

One variation on this was one respondent who believed that reform was not as centrally 

controlled but was k ing  developed in the Minister of Health's Ofice. 

G095: My suspicion is that because Jim (Wilson) was clearly on the record as knowing what he 

opposed and what he would do, that he is in fact probably driving this one. Because they 

moved fairly quickly even though in almost a11 policy aspects this government is driven in the 

Premier's Office. 1 said earlier that rnost Premiers would question the wisdorn of putting a 

critic in as Minister. And 1 suspect Mr. Harris has had cause to question putting Jim in as 

Health Minister for that very reason. There are hostages out there, things that you said in 

opposition that you now have to follow through on. But he came to office with a clear sense 

of direction and the Ministry has been following that. 

The almost unanimous view was that, under this new regime, Ontario had indeed gone to 

market. Conservative ideology - more market provision (preferably for-profit provision) of services, 

less government, cost cutting, and a removal of the vestiges ofan NDP mode1 - was underlying the 



governrnent's interest in LTC refonn. Policy was more centrally controlled and driven to ensure that 

this agenda moved forward. 

7.4 Societal Interests 

This section outlines the policy interests of societal groups under this refonn period. The data 

indicate that the policy ioterests of groups did not change under this government. However, because 

of the new govemment mindseî, previous commonalities were no longer suficient to maintain 

alliances. Underlying differences amongst allied groups which were submerged under the NDP, 

resurfaced. The government's highly stnictured consultation and institutional barriers to Ministerial 

access left little time or opportunity for groups to influence the refom. Alliances shaîtered as distrust 

grew and groups re-positioned themselves under the new order. Other groups mereiy faded away. 

7.4.1 Cbanging Structure of Societsl Groups 

Without their special status and govemment resources and with a clear message fiom the 

Conservatives that the MSA rnodel was out, consumers had v e y  little to Say under this government. 

P049: They're (SCCA) still there, but they certainly don't have the linkages they had before. They 

were seen as a very strong MIP group, (and) had a very adversarial relationship with, 

particularly, Jim Wilson when he was in opposition through the Standing Cornmittee 

hearings. And they taught me, you always be nice to people. 

0106: The members of the SCCA still stay in touch with each other but they are not as active as they 

once were. There have been some deaths in the leadership group. Sad that they would die or 

get il1 before they could see any change fiom al1 their efforts. 

With the Conservative agenda across many diverse policy sectors (for example, downsizing 

of hospitals and the civil service and cutbacks in the broader public sector) in hl1 force, the labour 

rnovernent was fighting many other battles and was spread too thin. 

Most of the input of interests came fiom provider organizations. While the for-profit and not- 

for-profit agencies were united in their opposition to the MSAs and the desire to defeat the NDP, once 

the Conservatives came into power, the commonality that these groups shared started to corne apart. 

As it tumed out their shared interest under the NDP was in what they did not want rather than in what 

they wanted. When the Conservative consultation asked for alternatives to the MSA, the different 

factions in the Group for LTC Reform started to meet separately to develop models. With the shift in 

government ideology and direction in this policy sector, the balance of power between the for-profit 

and not-for-profit organizations transferred to the former. The for-profit organizations saw that their 

tirne had come. This respondent describes the shift. 

P049: When it came time to try and do sotnething constructive as opposed to destructive in tenns of 

objecting, - the Conservative govement  had come into power and there was already a 



divisiveness in the group (Group for LTC Reform), the commercials were pulling m e r  

away fiom the not-for-profits. Originally the not-for-profits had held a11 the power because 

the NDP did not favow the commercial sector. So 1 think the commercials found it very 

helpfül (under the NDP government) to be part of a group that was this involved and it gave 

them relationships and some respectability they didn't have. That shoe switched. . . . 
OHHCPA (the for-profit providers association) got together under the very capable direction 

of Vida Mazza and started to develop their model. Their model in many ways is very much 

similar to the one that the Home Care Program Association developed, and in part probably 

because Vida had been the President of the Home Care Program Association so she knew that 

system. And it was really almost what you see as the CCAC. The not-for-profit group which 

was VON, St Eliz., OCSA and Red Cross got together and spent a lot of time trying to corne 

up with an alternative model. 

A couple of organizations described the way in which not-for-profits sensing the change in 

the ideological wind started to meet quietly apart fiom the other organizations in the Group for LTC 

Reform. 

P058: At the same time, there was a group of four they were called within the Long Term Care 

Reform Group who had put together some thoughts about what they might propose (to the PC 

consultation). But they had not let the rest of us know. But we found out. And at one of our 

meetings of the Group for Long Term Care Reform, it became clear they were meeting in the 

hallway. . . . 1 thought we had agreed we'd al1 be proposing one approach and we were (not) 

going to go off and do our own thing. But it became clear that they were going off to do their 

own thing. And at that meeting 1 remember very clearly talking about hidden agendas. And it 

was the OHA who cottoned on to a is .  . . . And we questioned them (the group of 4 - VON, 

St. Elizabeth's, Red Cross and OCSA). And they said, 'No, there's no model. We've just put 

some thoughts together.' But in a group that @ad) worked so hard together, and al1 of a 

sudden a smaller group was going off, doing things that they weren't prepared to share with 

us. (It) felt like they were going off to present, to develop something to present to this 

government. And there we'd be Sitting without a counter proposal. So this al1 happened very 

quickly because we had a 60 day time fiame. . . . The group of four said, 'Don't worry, we'll 

look after you.' . . . The break up of the Group came essentially with that chasrn where you 

saw a sub-group going off to do, serve its own interest without informing the rest of the 

Group. So the rest of the Group said, , . . 'If they're going to put forward a proposal, we're 

certainly going to have to protect our interest and put forward a proposal. 



(T)he four not-for-profit service providers got together without anyone's knowledge to 

develop its own proposal. We caught wind of it . . . and asked for an accounting of what was 

going on given that we had committed to working as a group. And then we heard that the four 

went off to do their own thing. And they essentially said, 'Well, trust us. We can't reveal 

everything to you right now but trust us, and we'll make sure your interests are served in our 

proposal.' . . . So we developed our own proposal. We felt we had to. We had been left with 

no choice but to do that. 

The government was asking about alternatives to MSA. But we didn't know at the tirne, and 

we know now, that some of the more major non-profits got together and went to government 

with something else, long before we did. 

1 remember . . . saying, 'We need to talk. You know. We've got to corne up with something as 

an alternative.' Because we didn't have anything. 1 felt that what the group was doing was 

just a sham. Ali they were doing was opposing Bill 173 and we knew the NDP weren't going 

to be elected, but as soon as someone else gets elected they're going to Say, 'Okay, now 

what's your model?' And we knew there wasn't anything. ... The commercial sector had 

lobbied really hard during the election carnpaign and had helped finance their election 

carnpaigns too, so now you know, was payoff t h e  and that's the way politics works. So we 

knew that there was going to be a lot of pressure. We had to corne up with an alternative- So 

we met over the summer and then came up with this partnership model . . . So we had agreed 

by prior decision that each of our four organizations when we presented at these hearings 

wouId present not necessarily a final model but the begiming of that model. And it actually 

got refined a little bit as it went along because 1 think the very first time it was presented by 

(one of the organizations), the first plan was that no 'for-profits' would be allowed on the 

board of this partnership organization. And it got larnbasted by other people in the rwm. 

One respondent fiom a not-for-profit agency indicated that even within the informa1 coalition 

of not-for-profit groups, there was dissent between the professional service providers and the support 

service providers. However, in the end the feeling was that it was better to submit one model from 

their side than multiple ones. 

P049: We really felt strongly that the future particularly was going to be more of a commercial/not- 

for-profit tension, that it was going to be that old sort of, health and comrnunity and social 

services but we weren't successful in selling that. Anyway, it wasn't one of the happier 

moments in my career. We had an opportunity and we threw it away. . . . We were told it 

would be unacceptable to submit . . . two not-for-profit models. It was one or none. 



With distrust among the rnembers o f  the Group for LTC Reform, organizations began to line 

up on sides. 

P069: You've got Home Care, that is the Public Health Units, and the for-profits Iined up to support 

the model (CCAC). On the other side you've got the not-for-profits Iined up against the 

model. The sector's essentially split. 

The government effectively changed the power balance amongst societal groups in this policy 

community. They marginalized formerly powerfiil groups under the NDP, either by removing their 

resources or by creating multiple battie fionts. The Conservative ideology bred distrust amongst 

former provider allies, and along with the highly constrained consultation Ied to the splitting of 

groups. With societal groups shattered into their own corners of interest., the government was in full 

control of the agenda. 

7.4.2 Interests Advanced by Societal Groups at the Consultation 

There were no surprises in the different groups' interests in a reformed system. A govemment 

respondent best characterized the models advanced by societal groups, now realigned into four 

camps. Consumers and labour, the favoured interests under the NDP government, wanted the MSA 

model. Municipalities and the Public Heaith Units wanted to consolidate theu power by continuing 

the status quo with them taking over the management of the Home Care programs currently not in 

their control. The for-profit providers and Home Care staff wanted a separate case/care management 

split, a competitive purchaser/provider split, and a governing board without providers which would 

give the for-profit providers unfettered access to the home care market and the Home Care staff a 

continuing role to play in the new system without the Public Health Units draining Home Care 

resources for their own purposes. Finally, the not-for-profits wanted a partnership or federation of 

provider organizations which would be directly funded by govemment and where care and case 

management were perforrned by these organizations. They did not want others perforrning their 

assessments or managing their cases, nor did they want to have to compte with the for-profits for 

contracts . 

G10 1 : One mode1 was very close to the one they (govemment) chose. It was the Community Care 

Access Centre, obviously, that was supported by the Ontario Home Health Care Providers 

Association. And (it) had sort of a paraIIel .. . in the submission that was made by the Home 

Care programs themselves, but not the sponsors (municipalities, Public Health Units) of 

Home Care. Obviously it was couched very carefully because they (Home Care staff) didn't 

want to tell their bosses (Public Health Units) that they wanted a different model. But 

obviously it was also a case management mode[. So that was one model. 



You had a second rnodel that was principally put forward by the municipalities and 

Boards of Heaith, that said that the current methcd of running Home C m  was perfectly fine. 

And if there were any problems with it the municipalities could Iook afker it, and that 

municipalities should have the first right of refusal in t e m s  of the system. And of the 30 they 

ran, that they probably want to continue to run, and that in the other 8 areas of the province 

that would give them an option of taking over thme too if they wished to. 

And then you had a third group of people who came in and said that they wanted, 

thank you very much - these are the consumer groups and the labour groups - they came in 

and said, 'Gee, we want the MSA. We know you've mled it out but we still think that's the 

one we want.' 

And then you had a fourth group which was the major non-profit providers who came 

in and said, 'No, we don? think we should have a model that separates out case management 

from care management. We think that in fact, the system should be mn by a partnership 

arrangement among the service providers and that they should be funded directly by 

govemment rather than through an intermediate agency such as Home Care or the CCAC. 

And that they could work together to develop eficiencies by integrating the functions o f  case 

management and care management and elirninating some of the duplications involved at the 

separate care, case management level. And so that was the fowth model on the table. And 

considering those four models, as you know, which one won. 

Another government interviewee (G 103) expanded on the interests of the various groups and 

described the process to reach a solution. The municipalities and the Association of Local Health 

Professionals "didn't want to lose Home Care programs nor the administrative dolIars that went with 

that." The not-for-profit sector "had no doubt they could provide the highest quality. In fact they 

argued that their quality of service would be way and above most of the providers because their 

wages were higher, that their staff were less transitory, had more stability. They had training. They 

did research. They did a lot that commercial agencies, they claimed, didn't do. So they said, we have 

no problem providing you with the highest quality at the highest dollar. But we can't do it at the best 

price because we know the commercial agencies c m  undercut us. . . . the concem about the Wal-Mart 

of health care." The for-profit agencies "realized that the charitable organizations had been able to do 

things over the years that somebody in business for thernselves simply can't do. They don? have the 

fat to do it. . . . They felt that the non-profits could be more competitive. And they were willing to 

concede that the non-profits might need a chance to become competitive. So negotiations occurred. 

. . . And what was finally decided on was a three-year p e n d  o f  decreasing protections for current 

service providers. And so it guarantees 90%, 80%, 70% of voIume. In other words, VON who says, 



'we've been in business for a hundred and some odd years or whatever, weren't going to just go 

bankrupt overnight. It also meant that new commercial agencies couldn't just move in fiom the get-go 

and take over the whole market. That there would be a gradua1 effect. . . . To have it more of an 

evolutionary effect than revolutionary." 

While not-for-profit and for-profit providers would not disagree with the above depictions, 

their own words highlight some nuances. The interests of the not-for-profit group were Iargely to 

maintain dominance over the systern. One non-profit provider said it was very dificult putting 

forward a winning rnodel in a "managed competition" environment. The argument that the not-for- 

profit motive is nobler and does not require safeguards against confiicts of interest would have no 

sway in a climate where efficiency ruled supreme over equity and security. Their arguments wouId 

have to be phrased in the new discourse to get an audience. 

P067: They (the not-for-profits) had to either argue it two ways: to say not-for-profits are better so 

just use us; or they would (have) to Say, well because we don't need this am's  length 

relationship and because we are not-for-profit, we could govem and we could deliver. . . . And 

a few of us  in a softer way started to put together a i s  federation model where everyone 

would be positioned in a partnership and each one may or rnay not deliver the services and 

we may out-source some of them. Now of course it wasn't going to fly ... and this 

govenunent was not going to have not-for-profit preference. Now if it was a Liberal 

govemment, this partnership model would have k e n ,  1 think, a potential opportunity. But it 

was clear to me that wasn't going to fly. So the best attempt was to ûy to influence the 

OHHCPA's model. So much of our argument was . . . that you don't need the home care case 

manager, and that that's a cost in the system . . . that's where the duplication and added cost 

is. That any professionaI going into the home is making an assessrnent determining the care 

treatment, and in essence should be the resource manager, because they are there functioning 

in that rote in the hospitai system. 

A not-for-profit provider indicated that, unlike the commercial agencies, worker protection 

had been one of their main concerns. They had negotiated the protection of volume in the transition 

period not so much out of self interest but to protect workers 

P049: Because when you have competition which drives price down, and you have al1 your money's 

going to pay the workers, you know, what's going to be driven out. So we really wanted to 

make sure that where there was competition, the compensation to the worker was moved 

outside and you competed on another piece. And we had corne up with a very simple 

mathematical rnodel . . . and it just allowed competition on what was overhead. ... It's not 

quite the way it ended up. 



Similady, the protection of workers and efficiency arguments were used as the justification to 

rethink managed corn petit ion Ieaving the door open for a model which combined the case 

management and care function. 

P067: And the argument of the managed cornpetition is simpiy - it really is exploiting the workers 

who are non-unionized, in the short term to be paid as low as possible with no benefits. So 

your leverage of how to get more out of the system is really lower the worker pay. Or our 

argument was really look at the system. Look at some of the duplications and fûnctions and 

figure out another appmach. 

When govemment agreed to the transition period of protected volumes, not surprisingly, the 

for-profits wanted a rnuch shorter period- The sooner they could compete on an even playing field, 

the quicker they could increase their share of the market. However, one not-for-profit provider 

indicated that it was clear that the longer transition period would benefit the for-profits as much as the 

not-for-profits. 

P056: (T)hey did recognize that it (a shorter period) wasn't in the best interest of them either. They 

probably didn't admit that to the govemrnent, but privately I'm sure (they) could realize that 

they couldn't pick up the volume that quickly. Like if the whole of the non-profit sector 

failed, especially in nursing, and they had to pick up the business, they couldn't handle it, 

couldn't handle that large an increase (in volume). 

The volunteer community support sector within the not-for-profit sector were more concemed 

about not having to cornpete for contracts having had no experience with it or resources for it. They 

were relieved that support services were excluded fiom the mandate of the CCAC, and would be 

directly fùnded by government. 

P056: They haven't had to do business with Home Care in the past. They haven't had the same kind 

of familiarity with them. And 1 guess (they) were a little bit concerned about losing out, and 

so losing a contract. 

There was a number of overriding issues that were important for the commercial agencies 

that made their model incompatible with the one proposed by the not-for-profits and that shaped their 

model. Their interests dealt with features of the current system that led to conflicts of interest: 

namely, governance, the lack of separation of case management and care provision fhctions, and the 

purchasing of services through informai agreements. The old governance structure when Home Care 

was under the Public Health Units, they argued, led to the misuse of fimds. 

P059: You (shouldn't) be on the Board making decisions about who gets contracts, or be pnvy to 

information that would give you an advantage in the contract. So there would be no confiict 

of interest. That was a key principle as well for us. There were decisions made, for instance, 



under Public Health around purchasing items through the Home Care programs' budget that 

were unnecessary for Home Care. Hundreds of thousands of dollars were spent on automated 

equipment that was placed in the Public Health Units. We're talking about lots of money that 

was diverted fiom the mission of that Home Care Program to purchase (things) for the Public 

Health Units. .. . So that was one key principle, get the Board straightened out. 

The commercial agencies wanted to separate out the case management and care fiinctions so 

that staff of the CCACs would only perforrn assessments, eligibility determination and quality 

control. The provision of al1 care should be purchased fiom outside providers. They believed that if 

the two fiinctions were combined in the same organization, it onty lead to conflict of interest 

situations. 

P059: #en the Home Care Program made decisions it sometirnes favoured the provider, the 

therapist, rather than the client. So when case manager had complaints fiom clients saying, '1 

don't know when my therapist is coming', the Home Care Program wouldn't Say, 'Oh, we'll 

fix that.' They'd say, 'Too bad! Our therapists needs come before yours.' So we felt we've 

got to get rid of that. If we're really going to move to an accountable, customer focused 

system, we've got to get the providers out of there. 

Lastly, they needed a structure that allowed them to provide service on at least an equai 

footing with the not-for-profit sector. 

P059: We wanted the opportunity to compete in a fair and competitive environment. So we 

promoted, - we felt that to get there, we needed to have some sort of structure. That was the 

request for proposal process where you'd bid on a contract based on the quality that you 

could provide at the best cost 

Although it was a not-for-profit organization, the Home Care Programs' interests were to 

retain brokerage and case management. As such, their staff would easily slide into place in the new 

structure. Their interests, therefore, coincided with the for-profits. (P058) 

In the end, for most of the societal interests, especially providers, fatigue and a desire to move 

on took over, of which the govemment took advantage. One provider captured this sentiment. 

P067: I think evelybody was so profoundIy tired and we had al1 got to the point where we simply 

said, 'Just give us some kind of opportunity to stay alive and we'll be happy. And 1 think they 

(the govemment) capitalized on that emotional sense that al1 of the providers had, - it was 

like, you know, 1 don? have any more time to worry about the detail of things (anymore). 

With the viability and independence of provider groups no Ionger k i n g  threatened by the 

amalgamated rnodel of the MSA, interests of provider organizations split, and the Group for LTC 

Refonn fell apart. Any opposition to the increase of for-profit provision and market mechanisms was 



effectively silenced under the Conservative agenda; the interests of consumers and labour groups 

were sirnply ruled out of order. The not-for-pro@' efforts to forestall the inevitable failed. Managed 

competition came to Ontario. 

7.5 Influence of Interests 

Having now laid out the interests of groups, the question becomes whether they had any 

influence on this government. This section attempts to detennine whether, and which, societal 

interests, if any, infiuenced govenunent, or whether the interests of particular groups merely tined up 

with the plans govemment had already formed. Was what was perceived as influence merely 

preferred access for certain groups paved by a belief in similar ideologies? 

From the perspective of most respondents ideology determined access to government and 

potentially, influence over govemment. Those groups that had supported the NDP, namely the SCCA 

and labour, were in disfavour with the Conservatives. Whiie the NDP spoke of consumer 

empowerment in terms of consultation and authority in decision making, the Conservative 

government spoke of consumer voice in terrns of consumer satisfaction k i n g  one of the factors 

considered in the competition m o n g  providers. As respondents indicated earlier, the Conservatives in 

this policy objective were driven by a number of objectives, two of which were to run this sector like 

a business and to distance their model fiom the NDP (both positions king  compatible with each 

other). Consumers, as strong supporters of the MSA model, were no longer therefore able to access 

this governrnent. 

C074: They did include the Senior Citizens' Alliance (in their consultation), but they didn't give 

them the same platform that the NDP gave them because it was an NDP group. Or perceived 

to have power within the NDP, so they wouldn't give them the same voice. 

Having spent al1 their resources (they were no longer funded under the Conservatives) and energies 

promoting the MSA, the SCCA was more or less beaten down. From their perspective, any reforrn 

was preferred over more delays. As one government officia1 (G 103) said, "Haven't heard from the 

Alliance at all." 

The disability community was less involved with the Conservative position. Their objective 

of direct hnding and control over the hiring and managing of their own providers was more in 

keeping with Conservative ideology. That is, the principle of allocation being more towards the 

market end of the continuum where money follows clients. Therefore, there was less need to mobiiize 

and be active in this policy arena. (CO 10) 

Because the Conservative government was bent on undoing many of the protections that the 

NDP had brought in for labour in al1 sectors, the attention of unions was now diverted as they fought 

for their interests on many fiont.. They mounted rnass demonstrations against government through 



their Days of Action. Without the financial support that had been provided by the NDP governrnent, 

labour was no longer able to give LTC reform their attention. 

P040: The funding ran out. . .. The person who was, quote, assigned to it (government relations 

stafQ is doing WCB (Worker Compensation Board), doing health and safkty. There's huge 

amounts of legidation on that right now, running campaigns. (The staffmember) has b e n  

pulled in to do the Days of Action. They need another body to do the work. . . . The WCB and 

the health and safety stuff are huge changes that are happening to al1 workers not just 

healthcare workers. It includes heaIthcare workers, but the changes that are coming down on 

that are just enormous. And 1 don't think it was a decision of choosing one over the other. 

The person who got assigned to, to add heaith to their list was already overwhelmed. 

P043: We don? have an opportunity to just sit and talk about mutual interests. And they're (the 

Conservative govemment) profoundly anti-union. And they're driven to privatize, you know, 

to put as much of the delivery of health care into the private sector as possible. So we don't 

really have a starting point because those are fairly important things for us. 

White ideology silenced the consumer and labour voice, it responded to the provider voice. 

However, not dl providers were given the same audience with this government. It was widely 

believed by respondents, including those fiom the for-profit organizations, that the for-profit agencies 

were most influential in reform. 

CO 10: The private providers are playing a big role in the back room. And they're certainiy the 

people who are ptaying a role in the regulation issues, the Red Tape Commission. 

P033: Private owners of private entities. I think that's who is mostly speaking to this govemment. 

. . . Business has a very strong ear of governrnent. They certainfy had access where 1 think a 

lot of other people haven't. 

P040: The for-profits got whatever they want, 

P043: 1 believe the for-profit sector has a huge influence. 

POS6: For-profits - And they, what was interesting is, they've become the equivalent of the Seniors' 

Alliance I think with the NDP. . . . They seemed to have had a fair bit of access with the 

govemment . . . They seem to have assumed a new ascendance. 

P067: Certainly it was pretty ciear that the commercial group had the ear of the government. It was 

clear to me. 1 mean, I was absolutely convinced that it was going that way. So how do we 

influence that? 

The old Home Care program was also seen as influential with the Conservatives. Because the 

Home Care programs along with the Placement Coordination Agencies in al1 parts of the province, 

with the exception of Metropolitan Toronto, were going to become CCACs, the Ontario Home Care 



Prograrns Association was in favour of this model. The case managers would transfer to the new 

agency. The direct providers (e.g. rehabilitation therapists) would be employed by the CCAC during 

the three-year transition period by which time they were to become private contractors bidding for 

service contracts. 

A number of groups believed that the Ontario Home Health Care Providers Association 

(OHHCPA) and the Ontario Nursing Home Association (for-profit facilities) were particularly 

influential. According to one respondent, the ONHA had targeted Mike Harris about ten years ago 

and had provided financial support. (P067) 

PO83: Oh they're certainly Iistening very strongly to the nursing homes, the private nursing home 

association (ONHA). 1 also know they're Iistening very closely to the private Home Care 

Providers Association (OHHCPA). I know both the executive directors in those organizations 

. . . have the ear of the Minister quite closely. 

One respondent who concurred with thjs view, also understood that the Conservative 

govemment was able to move its agenda forward quickly and decisivety precisely because the 

societal groups in this policy community were not cohesive and, therefore, not an organized force to 

be reckoned with. 

P050: There was a sense at the tirne, very strong, that the interest group, that the for-profits were 

v e v  strong in support of the Conservatives througb their campaign. And that to a large extent 

moving to the managed competition in the community sector versus anywhere else in the 

health system, was a pay-back to the privates who had underwritten the costs of some of the 

campaign or were vexy strongly in support of the Conservatives. They (governrnent) owed it 

to them. And it would be easier to implement it in the community because after al1 it was 

pretty fiagrnented. There weren't power players Iike hospitals, CEOs, you know committed to 

the not-for-profit and Boards where the money really was. That this would be a good place to 

get an inroad. You know, it's sort of fragmented and they could very surreptitiously sort of 

move in and win contracts and gain market share and grow and change. 

One respondent indicated that because of the beliefs of this government and preferred access 

they gave to the for-profit sector, his organization changed its approach to government in hopes if 

they spoke the same language, they could fool the govemment. 

P033: How we changed fiom the NDP to this government. 1 think that when you're speaking to îhis 

government, you need to ensure that there's a cost-efiectiveness comment. You know, that 

you have to take on the issue of cost effectiveness. What we've tried to do is broaden this 

government's conception of cost effectiveness by talking about the concept in broader tenns, 

like investing in people's health is an investment, really is definitely cost effective as opposed 



to the alternative. You don't taik a lot about equity and equal access. You donTt emphasize 

that to the same degree. Our central message hasn't changed but the way it's packaged 

certainly has. 

There were, however, a few respondents who believed that little would influence this 

govemment. The Conservative's ideological belief in market, market mechanisms, and adherence to 

the bottom line predetennined the shape of the refonn. As such, they were not particularly influenced 

by any interest group. 

G097: 1'11 bet they didn't pay attention to anybody. I believe that the Tories had a set point of view 

about introducing a managed care approach to long term care and that's what they did. 

P070: They are not interested, 1 mean the sand and grave1 lobby would be saying the same thing 

(that they had no access to government), 1 would suspect. . . . They care about cost. That their 

entire, - what they cal1 the cornmon sense revolution is about getting the cost out of running 

Ontario. And so anything else that you want to talk to them about except new and dflerent 

ideas to get costs out, they're not interested. So it's even the next plateau fiom king locked 

out. It's - they don't want to know. . . . They've said , 'we're not even going to listen to 

people because we know what they're going to Say. Change is tough. We're going to have to 

just do it for people, and they' 11 thank us hopefully aflerwards. Pray to God we get a second 

terrn, and by the end of the second tenn, people will see that there's significant benefit k ing  

derived from al1 this.' 

Regardless, of whether respondents believed particular groups were influential or not, 

ideology influenced reforrn either directly or gave the appearance of influence through the alignment 

of interests or the preferential access given to like-minded interests. 

7.6 Conclusions 

Before the Conservative Governrnent assumed power, it was clear to the LTC policy 

community how they intended to refonn this sector. Through the publication of The Common Sense 

Revolution, the Party's ideology was evident - less government, market mechanisrns that focus on 

efficiency and cost reduction, a disempowerment of unions, and empowerrnent of the for-profit 

sector. Their first act in this policy field was to halt the implernentation of ail aspects of Bill 173, 

which went against their agenda of competition and for-profit provision, narnely, the MSAs, the 80- 

20 rule and the labour adjustment strategy. IronicaIly, the NDP legislation allowed the Conservatives 

to develop a mode1 that would have been anathema to the earlier governrnent. 

The Conservatives put in institutional structures and constraints that would make it dificult 

to de-rail their agenda. They organized a quick and highly-focussed consultation which foreclosed 

any discussion about MSAs and which impeded the ability of societal groups to organize their 



thoughts or r e s o w s .  They distanced the Minister of Health from both the consultation and the 

irnpIernentation of the CCACs by giving the responsibility for the former to Helen Johns, Wilson's 

Parliamentary Assistant, and the latter to Cam Jackson, Minister without Portfolio Responsible for 

Seniors Issues. Finally, they centralized policy decision-making in the Premier's OffSce. 

The coaIitions and alliances that the NDP had either directly fostered, indirectiy created 

through the bringing together of disparate interests to fight a common enemy, or inadvertently gave 

birth to through the Social Contraci, quickly unravelled. The thin veneer of common interests rubbed 

off, as groups attempted to influence the reform. Labour and seniors were silenced because of their 

previous associations and because their interests were antithetical to this govemment's. If this 

government was influenced by any p u p  at all, it would have been the for-profit providers which had 

either provided campaign support or had a common agenda. 

The CCAC mode1 differed fiom the earlier models in the opportunity it provided the for- 

profit sector to increase their market share. Managed competition rnoved allocation to the market end 

of the continuum, disadvantaging not-for-profit agencies. The only way for them to compete in this 

environment was to become more like the for-profits. in their efforts to stay viable, they were 

adopting strategies typically associated with commercial enterprises. Whether or not agencies would 

be able to survive if they lost a contract bid to compete again was in doubt. Through the mechanism 

of competition, one of the Harris government's achievements in this sector has been to M e r  

fragment an already loosely connected sector. 

The restructuring of the health care system, the shifting of care into the community and 

outside the constraints of the Canada Health Act, the de-insuring of Home Care by removing it from 

the OHIP budget, and the opening of the community sector to competition and more for-profit 

provision, and particularly, by American multi-nationals, will have major consequences for Canadian 

health care in the years to come. 
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Chapter 8 

Anaiysis of the Design ~ecisioii' 

Between 1985 and 1996, there were three politically different provincial govenunents in 

Ontario that developed five conununity-based LTC policies in succession. Rather than being 

evolutionaq, some of these models not only marked a clear departwe fiom earlier models but from 

the prevailing political and econornic environment of the time. 

This chapter will address the f k t  set of questions posed in the research regarding policy 

content. How did the financing, delivery, and allocation dimensions along with the pubIic/pnvate 

rnix differ across the following models: One-Stop Shopping, Service Access Organizations, Service 

Coordination Agencies, Multi-Service Agencies, and Community Care Access Centres; what 

werelare the implications of these differences from a public policy perspective; and what are the 

implications for the welfare state? In examinhg the design dimensions of  each modei analysis wilI 

focus on the shifts in the pubWprivate role in financing and delivery, and the shifts along the 

allocation continuum fiom control by the govemment atone end to market forces at the other end. 

Each model wiIl be assessed using Deborah Stone's four policy values or goals of equity, security, 

liberty and effrciency as evaluative criteria- The evaluation of each model against each of the four 

criteria depends on whose perspective (consumer, worker, provider, or govemment) is taken. 

White the role of the private sector, especially in the financing of medically necessary 

services provided by physicians and hospitals, is constrained by the Canada Health Ac& the same did 

not apply for LTC services. Provincial governments had considerable latitude in the design of their 

reforms. However, as the nature of LTC changed to include more patients Erom the acute sector, the 

attributes of the reform in this sector took on an added importance. Policy design decisions are rarely 

neutral given the nature of the political process. As will be argued in the next chapter, the political 

leanings of each of the three govemments shaped the reform they proposed. The decisions in this 

policy sector have the potential to alter the shape of the Canadian health care system in general. 

8.1 Design Decisions 

The following section will summarize the financing, delivery and allocation decisions made 

by the provincial govemments for each of the five models: One-Stop Shopping, Service Access 

Organintion, Service Coordination Agency, Multi-Service Agency, and corn muni^. Care Access 

Centres. The analysis will highlight the potential and actual shifts in the public-private divide in the 

financing and delivery dimensions, and the relative shifts along the allocation continuum. 



8.1.1 One-Stop Shopping (Liberai, 1987) 

Financing 

Scope of Services: 

The services would include the followhg provincially-funded community propams: home 

care, integrated homernaker, homemaker and nurses services, home support, and p tacement and 

coordination services (where available). Publicly funded services could include other services, such 

as volunteer services, community health centres, specialized geriatric seMces @ay Hospitals), 

community information centres, community and neighbourhood support service programs, and other 

community services for the physically handicapped. The distinction between forma1 in-home services 

and informa1 community support services was maintained. 

Public Role: 

In-home professional and homemaking services were to be fully funded by the Home Care 

Prograrn (which remained within the Ontario Heaith Insurance Plan, and accordingiy continued to be 

considered an entitlement). Public fûnding for community support services was to be expanded, but 

would remain within MCSS, and would continue to be financed by a mix of public and private 

resources (with the publicly-financed portion ofien being means tested). 

Eligible Clients: 

One-stop access primarily intended to serve the needs of the elderly but could also include 

other groups such as the disabled, who were eligible for Home Care and the Integrated Homemaker 

Progarn. 

Delivery 

The existing system of not-for-profit and for-profit providers would continue except that 

access would be coordinated by a new group of local agencies which would provide comprehensive 

functional assessrnents, provide services under its direct control or arrange for the provision of 

necessq services. The local authority would rationalize and integrate existing organizational 

structures; for exarnple, the case management component of Home Care and the Integrated 

Homemaker program were to be fully integrated with the comprehensive case management approach. 

Allocation 

Funding for in-home services would be brokered by the single access agensy either to other 

agencies through contracts that would take into consideration quality assurance, cost, volume of 

service, catchment area, hours of service and reporting requirements, or would be provided directly. 

Community support services would be funded directly by government. Brokerage referred to 

informa1 conwacts, purchase-of service, and referral agreements. On the allocation dimension, this 



mode1 was more towards the centrally planned and cooperative end. There was a purchaser/provider 

split for al1 services, and for in-home services the provider was once removed fiom the purchaser 

through the one-stop agency. 

8.1.2 Service Access Organizrrtions (Liberal, 1990) 

The second Liberal modei, Service Access Organizations (SAO), was very similar to the 

One-Stop Shop approach with a few variations. 

Financing 

Scope of Services: 

The scope of services remained the same as under the One-Stop model. 

Public Funding: 

Public funding would cover SA0 administration, service coordination, and the facility 

placement cornmittees, as well as the SA0 budgets for the purchase of formal in-home services. 

Government was going to increase public funding for community support services to 60%, and 

eventually to 70% of their budgets. There would be no consumer charges for treatment (usually 

provided by nurses or therapists) or for personal support and care services (assistance with bathing, 

eating and toileting). Charges for cleaning, cooking, laundry, shopping, home maintenance and meals 

services would be based on ability to pay assessed on income, not assets. Agency charging policies 

would be coordinated with the overall consumer charging policy. 

Eligib le Clients: 

Clients under this reform model were to include both seniors and persons with disabilities. 

Types of Budget: 

Govemment was going to create an integrated regional funding envelope for all services. 

Eventually, the Home Care budget would be removed fiom OHIP and would be combined with the 

budgets for LTC facilities and comrnunity support services under one capped envelope. 

Delivery 

Services would continue to be provided by the mix of not-for-profit and for-profit providers. 

The SAO, like One-Stop Access, would act as a single point of access, referral, assessrnent and 

service coordination, as well as purchaser of in-home professional and homemaking services. It 

would also control entry into LTC institutions. Cornrnunity suppon services would continue to be 

accessed directly by consumers or by referraI from SAO. Sponsoring agencies for service access 

could be existing or new organizations, other than current direct providers of service. 



Allocation 

Community support services would be funded directiy by govemment. SAOs would 

purchase in-home professional and homemaking services from budgets received from govemment. 

~l though the nature of the contracting process for in-home services was not made clear, govemment 

sources indicated that it would be more or less on the same informal, cooperative basis as it had been 

up to that tirne. For both in-home and community support services, there would be a 

purchaser/provider split with funds going through a mediating agency (SAO) for in-home services. 

This reform model represented minor tinkering with the earlier mode!. Aside fiom fomally 

including perçons with disabilities and increasing the public funding of community suppon services, 

this new model did not move the financing or delivery dimensions along the public-private 

continuum. The govemment's stated intention to remove Home Cafe from the OHIP vote represented 

a major threat in the future that could shifi costs to the private purse. The future creation of a single 

capped budget would allow for the allocation and reallocation of resources to refiect the changing 

needs of community. It would also provide the govemment with greater flexibility in controlling 

costs. Aside from removing the codict  of interest inherent in the brokerage model of the day, the 

allocation mechanism of the SA0 did not shift towards either the market or centrally controlled end. 

The Liberal's second poficy model had more to do with re-aligning LTC community services away 

from costly medical services. At this point in time, change was incrernental. 

8.1.3 Service Coordination Agency (NDP, 1991) 

Financing 

Scope ofservices 

The scope of services under the SCA mode1 would be the same as the S A 0  model, except 

that services under the Home Care Program, PIacernent and Coordination Services, lntegrated 

Homemaker Program, Attendant Outreach Program and the Homernakers and Nurses Services 

Program would be integrated within govemment into the Health and Personal Support Program. 

Access to non-professional services no longer depended on the receipt of professional services. 

Community support services would be expanded with consistent eligibility criteria and user fees, and 

priority would be given to underserviced areas. M i l e  each area of the province would have 

flexibility in deveIoping their own services, the government wouId establish criteria to determine a 

basic Ievel of mandatory services. 

Public Rule 

Health and Persona1 Support services were to be fully funded by govemment. Consumers 

could access homemaking services directly and contribute to cost if the service was not essentia1. 



Public funding for community support services would increase fiom 70% to 100% of theù approved 

budget less revenue fkom other sources. These services would include a CO-payment by the consumer. 

Eligible Clients 

Both the elderly and the disabled were included under the reform proposal. 

Delivery 

Forty Service Coordination Agencies would be established across the province to replace and 

consolidate services provided by the Home Care Program and PIacement Coordination Services 

Programs. Personal health and support services would be accessed through the SCA, white 

cornmunity support services could be accessed directly. 

Preference for funding and contracts in this mode1 was to be given to not-for-profit 

providers. Govemment was to extend pay equity requirements to a11 providers in the community, 

increase hornernakers' wages, and assist disptaced hospital workers access jobs in the expanded 

cornmunity sector. 

Allocation 

Funding envelopes would be established for each area of the province. 

Funding for personal health and support services would be brokered by the SCA while 

comrnunity support services would continue to be fiuided directly by government. Direct funding 

pilot projects were introduced for people with disabilities to purchase their own attendant care. 

The design decisions inherent in the SCA model were similar to the LiberaI S A 0  model with 

the foliowing exceptions: expanded public funding for community support services, a preference for 

not-for-profit agencies in the brokered SCA services, the sarne allocation mechanisrn except for the 

piIoting of market-type mechanism for people with disabilities (direct funding and hiring of their own 

personal care attendants). 

8.1.4 Multi-Service Agency (NDP, 1993) 

Financing 

Scope ofservices: 

Community support services for the first time were included in the basket of services to be 

provided by the MSA, that is, funding for both in-home and cornmuni@ support services would flow 

to the MSA. 

Public Rule 

Health and Personal Support services would be fully funded by government. 



Co-payments for comrnunity support services would be based on income and not assets as under the 

SA0 model. Funding for In-home Health services was removed fiom the OHIP vote and combined 

with funding for support services to form the Community Services Funding Envelope. 

Eiigible CZienrs 

The elderly, adults with physical disabilities, and people of any age who require health 

services at home or at school were included under this refonn proposal. 

Delivery 

AI1 community-based services would now be directly provided by the staff of MSAs which 

would be new not-for- profit agencies. The government through Bill 173 would exert considerable 

control over MSAs making them more or less quasi-public agencies. MSAs were restncted to 20% 

(originally 10%) of their budgets for the purchase of services external to the agency (the 80-20 nile). 

Preference for jobs in the new agencies was to go to unionized workers. 

Allocation 

Public funding of a11 comrnunity-based LTC services would now be administered by the 

MSAs, with approval required fiom government for allocation changes. With al1 service providers 

being employees of the agency and therefore no cornpetition involved in the purchase of services, the 

allocation decision was moved even fûrther towards the centrally planned end of the continuum than 

in the previous three models. Although there was technically a purchaser/provider spIit, with the 

MSA being a quasi-public agency, the distinction between purchaser and provider was blurred. 

WhiIe there was the limited potential for purchase of services from extemal providers, it was not 

clear on what basis this would be, that is, informa1 brokerage or cornpetitive contracts. 

The design decisions of the MSA model reflected in more ways than one the ideology of the 

NDP. Although financing actualiy moved no further towards the pubtic end of the continuum, it did 

so in spirit through the inclusion of comrnunity support services in the basket of mandated services. 

The transfer of the home care services budget from OHIP to a capped envelope, however, would 

uItimately have grave consequences for the LTC consumer and appears to be an aberration in the 

NDP vision. Delivery of services moved heavily towards the not-for-profit end provided by quasi- 

public sector employees, with for-profit being marginalized by the 80-20 d e .  Unions and their 

members would be protected and their rights promoted. The flow of funds fiom the funder to the 

provider took a decided him toward the central command-and-control end of the allocation 

continuum. 



8.1.5 Community Care Access Centres (Progressive Conservative, 1996) 

Financing 

Scope ofsentices: 

The CCACs would determine eligibiliq and purchase the following services on behalf of 

consumers: professional services (nursing, rehabilitation therapy, medical supplies, etc.), 

homemaking services (howcleaning, laundry, shopping, etc.), and persona1 support services 

(physical assistance with those activities of daily living a person cannot perfom on their own 

because of a permanent disability or illness). They would determine eligibility and manage access to 

Adult Day programs and pIacernent in LTC facilities. The CCACs would also provide information, 

and if requested, refer consumers to cornmunity support services which are largely v o h t e e r  driven 

(rneaI services, transportation, home maintenance, and friendly visiting). 

Public Role: 

Funding for professional and personal support services arranged by CCACs would be 

allocated by the provincial govemment through envelope fùnding to the CCACs. These services 

would involve no user fee. Community support services which were once again outside of the CCAC 

envelope would be accessed directly by consumers and would be directly fûnded by the provincial 

govemment. Community support services and homemaking services might involve a user fee. 

Eligible Clients: 

The elderly, adults with physical disabilities, and people of any age who require health 

services at home or at school were clients of this refonn model. 

Delivery 

The existing system of not-for-profit and for-profit providers would continue to provide 

services. Access to professional, homemaking and personal support services would be managed by 

CCACs. If requested, these centres would provide information and referral to community support 

services. However, consumers could access these latter services directly. Staff fiom the Home Care 

Prograrns and Placement Coordination Services would largely transfer to the new CCACs. Although 

these new agencies were required only to provide assessment, case management, placement 

coordination and referral services, during the three-year transition period staff of the CCACs could 

del iver other services directly. 

Allocation 

Funding for professional, homemaking and personal support services would be provided by 

government to CCACs through envelope fûnding. Rather than brokering or  providing these services 

directly, CCACs would purchase them fiom both for-profit and not-for-profit agencies through a 



managed cornpetition. Afier an initial three-year transition period during which the market shares of 

existing providers would be protected in decreasing amounts, contracts were to be awarded based on 

best qualityhest price. As a result, al1 existing service providers would have 90% of their 199996 

Home Care volume protected in year one, 80% in year two, and 70% in year t h e .  Thereafter, the 

not-for-profit and the for-profits would have to compte on an even playing field, including against 

out-of-country agencies who are currently poised at the border. The three-year transition period was 

intended to allow al1 providers, especially the not-for-profit agencies, to reach a level playing field in 

terrns of competition based on best qualityhest price. Quality, however, was tied to structural and 

process criteria rather than outcornes.' 

Community support services were once again outside the envelope for the agency (CCAC) 

and were to be funded directly by government. The direct funding of pilot projects for people witb 

disabilities wouId continue. There were still purchaser/provider splits for both types of services. 

While there were still centrally planned elements to the allocation dimension with respect to 

community support services, managed cornpetition and direct funding for people with disabilities 

shifted altocation towards the market end of the continuum. 

The Conservative mode1 was sirnilar in rnost respects to the second Liberal model, the SA0 

with a couple of notable exceptions. Unlike the earlier mode[, a competitive process replaced the 

informa1 brokerage method of allocation. Ln a sector where quality is hard to define, cost wodd be 

the variable that would determine successful bids. In this sort of environment, where workers' wages 

were the highest costs and where not-for-profit agencies paid better compensation packages, for- 

profit providers had the competitive edge. Workers and not-for-profit agencies were the big losers. If 

quality was sacrificed to competitive pricing, consumers were the ones who would ultimately suffer. 

In the long run, having widened the opening for commercial provision of services, even the Canadian 

for-profit providers may be pushed aside by American companies, But perhaps just as significant was 

a shifi to the private domain in the financing dimension which was the result of action taken, not by 

the Harris govemrnent, but by the former NDP government. 

Table 8.1 summarizes the differences across the models in financing, delivery and allocation. 

While there are differences in financing across the models, most of  the differences across the models 

lie in the aIIocation and delivery dimensions. However, in the long run, it is a change in the financing 

of services that may have the biggest impact on the consumer. The transfer of the Home Care budget 

out of OHIP under Bill 173 done for the purposes of integrating budgets and hence services, allowed 

the more market-driven Conservative govemment eventually to limit and contract the provision of 

publicIy funded community care. Actions by the curent Conservative govemment, occurring after 



Gov't 
Li beral 
[1987) 

(1 930) 

NDP 
(1991) 

Modcl 
3ne-Stop Shop 

Service Acccss 
Organizatiori 
(SAO) 

Service 
Coordination 
Agency (SCA) 

Table 8.1: Summary of Key Policy Design Decisions in LTC Reform 
- 

Financing 
cYho: persons over age 65 

Public-Private Frmding: 
n) fùlly provincially funded 
services: in-home services 
(professional, homemaking), 
functional assessments, placement 
services 
b) public/private financing: 
community support services 
Who: persons over 65 and 
disabled population 
Public-Private Fudi~rg :  
a)fully provincially funded 
services: in-home services; 
b) publiclprivate financing : 
coininiinity support services (co- 
payments based on income rather 
than assets). 
c) regional funding envelope; 
d) capped budget for Home Care 

(same as SAO) except 
community support services 
receive 100% of approved budget 
af?er revenues, 

Allocation 
lew agency to broker (informal 
:ontracts and purchase of service 
agreements) in-home services 
from extemal providers; direct 
provincial funding for community 
support services; coaperative 
model; purhaserlprovier split. 

SA0 broker in-home services 
from extemal providers; direct 
provincial funding for community 
support services; cooperat ive 
model; purchaserlprovider spfit. 

(same as SAO) 

Delivery 
existiiig mix of for-profit and not- 
for-profit providers; 
One-Stop Access would provide 
information for al1 services, 
coordinate access to, deliver or 
purchase in-home services, and 
coordinate access to institutions. 

existing mix of for-profit and not- 
for-profit providers; 
S A 0  would provide information 
for al1 services, coordinate access 
to, deliver or purchase in-home 
services, and coordinate access to 
institiitions. 

(same as SAO) except not-for- 
profit provider prcferencc 



Table 8.1: Summary of Kcy Policy Design Decisions in LTC Reform (cont'd) 

(1993) 

P.C. 
(1 996) 

Modcl 

Multi-Service 
Agency (MSA) 

Coiiiiniinity Care 
Access Cent rc 
(CC AC) 

Financing 
WIO: elderly and disabled 
population 
Public-Private Funding: 
a)fully provincially fundcd: in- 
home services, case management, 
placement. 
b) publiclprivate financing: co- 
payments for community support 
services bascd on income 
c)MSAs must provide a defined 
basket of services which incliide 
commiini ty support services 
d) honie care/support services in 
single capped budget 

Who: elderly and disnbility 
popiilation 
Public-Private Funding: 
a) in-home services provincially 
funded; 
b) public/private financing: 
community support services; 
c) capped budget for home care 

Allocation 

Regional planning; 
Govemment allocate al1 hnding 
for both in-home and community 
support services to MSAs who pay 
salar ied employees; cooperat ive 
model; no purchaserlprovider 
split, 
People with disabilities funded 
directly to purchase their own 
services; market model; 
purc haserlprovider spli t. 

Govcriiiiieiit provides CCACs 
witli biitlgei to coiitract iti-lioiiic 
services from extcmal providers 
through competitive process; 
competitive market model; 
purchaser/provider split. 
Govemment fund community 
support service agencies directly; 
cooperative model; 
purchaserlprovider spli t 

Delivery 
;ingle not-for-profit agency 
[MSA) to provide al1 care; upto 
20% of MSA budget for purchase 
of extemal service from for-profit 
md not-for-profit agencies 

Mix of for-profit and not-for- 
profit providers biit inaiiaged 
cornpetition contract process will 
likely give preference to for-profit 
agencies. 



the penod of time covered in this research, have in actuality placed eligibility restrictions on home 

care turning it from a fully insured service based on need to one that now has maximum hour limits. 

Those who have used up their allowable allotment wi11 either have to do without or to pay for these 

services privatety. 

On the detivery dimension the differences among the models spanned the public-private 

continuum. The Liberal models left the balance between the private not-for-profit and private for- 

profit providers in place, thereby not moving the fulcrum along the continuum. nie NDP models 

heavily favoured not-for-profit delivery wiîh the MSA model approaching a quasi public agency. In 

the NDP reforms, the interests of organized labour were both protected and promoted. The impact of 

the Conservative model will likeiy favour the for-profit agencies at a cost to organized labour. 

Allocation moved fiom the centrally planned end of the continuum under the Liberals, to 

even further down that extreme under the NDP, and then was shifted to the market end under the 

Conservatives. 

8.2 Aoalysis of Design Decisions 

Before evaluating each model along the three dimensions of financing, delivery and 

allocation, it is usefil to revisit the values inherent in policy design; namely, equity, eficiency, 

liberty and security. 

Equiw, while often defined as equality, implies distributions that are regarded as fair even though 

they may contain both equalities and inequalities. in arguments about equity, one has to consider who 

the recipient of the benefit wili be, what benefit is being distributed, and the process by which the 

benefit is distributed. 

EfJiccierzcy is often defined as a cornparison of inputs to outputs, costs to benefits. In arguments of 

efficiency, one needs to examine what is being inchded as an input versus an output, or a cost versus 

a benefit, and how it is being rneasured. 

Liberty is often defined as choice. Here one needs to consider whose liberty or fieedom of choice 

is being supported or promoted at whose expense. 

Security is often defined as the satisfaction of minimum human needs. Here the issues include 

what needs should be met, who should be responsible for meeting these needs (the government or 

individuals), and how the financial burden of meeting these needs is distributed. 

In analysing the three dimensions (financing? delivery, and allocation) of each government's 

proposed reforms of the community-based LTC sector, we draw upon the different interpretations of 

these values and the trade-offs, often implicit, amongst them for the various affected parties. 



8.2.1 Financing 

Financing issues were first of al1 focussed on the value/goal of security. Which services 

would be included in the basket of services, who would be eligible for these servies, which services 

would be publicly funded, and how would user fees be determined. When considering what services 

will be publicly funded, certain programs are considered "merit goods", in that they will be provided 

to everyone deemed to "need" h m ,  regardless of ability to pay. This has been Canada's decision 

with respect to physician and most hospital services As has been pointed out by many econornists,) 

market forces are not effective mechanisms for controlling costs if people cannot be priced out of the 

market as you have in situations where it is the responsibility of the individual to pay for their healtli 

care witli the govenunent funding services for those below a certain income. In such circumstances, 

multi-source hnding serves to raise total costs, since there is a floor price (what government is 

wilIing to pay), but no ceiling. A public-private mix for services deemed "necessary", then, does not 

contain costs, but shifts them, either to consumers directly or to other insurers (and therefore to 

ernployers, who pay for most private insurance, and to their employees, who often pay for such 

coverage in foregone wages). In the long run, the total costs to Society may stay the same but more 

Iikely increase, if the shift occurs to more expensive programs (e.g., foregone preventive care leading 

to emergency room visits or to institutionalization), or if providers are allowed to inflate charges to 

those abIe to pay. Those in between who can neither afford to purchase private insurance nor qua[@ 

for govemment coverage, end up doing without, ofien with adverse health implications. Financing 

issues in LTC thus become intertwined with the determination of which, if any, in-home and 

comrnunity services are deemed to be "merit" goods. 

If one extends the principle of comprehensiveness of publicly funded services which is 

available to hospital and physician case under the CHA to al1 community-based services, including 

community support services, one risks evoking expectations that al1 services will be treated as merit 

goods. Many people with LTC needs require social supports, such as homemaking services or the 

provision of meaIs to continue living in the community. These are normally considered services 

which individuals are expected to take responsibility to provide for themselves. Realistically, 

however, needs for forrnally provided non-medical services, in particular, Vary as a function of the 

individual's available social supports. An individual with strong famiiy supports will have less need 

of homemaking or meals on wheels (although such families may require respite care). However, 

cIients without family supports may deteriorate quicker without these services and require more 

expensive interventions that could have been prevented had community support services been 



available. Nevertheless, simple acceptance of the CHR principles for community-based services 

might be a prescription for uncontrollable cost escalation. 

In that connection, it is important to note that community support services were outside the 

rubric of al1 of the model agencies except the MSAs indicating clearly that these services were not to 

be treated like in-home services. Nor are they filly publicly funded in any other province's LTC 

~ ~ s t e r n . ~  Within the MSA model, it was envisioned that there would be CO-payments for these 

services. However, the inclusion of them in the mandated basket of services led many consumers and 

providers to believe that they would eventually be fully funded by government. 

The meeting in Halifax in 1998 which was convened to discuss the possibility of a national 

home care program based on the recommendations of the National Fomm on Health made it clear 

that it wiI1 be dificult to balance the expectations of the cornrnunity-based sector (who are while 

hostile to a medical model wish fult public financing for social support) against those who take a 

more Iimited view of public responsibility. 

The five LTC models with respect to the financing dimension can be displayed schematically 

along a public/private continuum as follows: 

Fiuancing in LTC Models along the PublidPrivate Continuum 

Public / - ( Private 

MSA SCA One-Stop/ CCAC 

SA0 

It  is important to note, as wili be argued below, that the MSA mode1 had the potentiaI for being as 

close to the private end of the continuum as the Conservative CCAC model because of the decision 

to remove Home Care from the OHIP budget. 

Whether budgets were capped or open-ended is a financing design decision which has 

implications for security. For services insured under the Canada Healrh Act, insured persons are 

entitIed to receive all rnedically necessary services without extra charges. Providers therefore cannot 

respond to constrained budgets by refûsing service to people seen as needing care, nor can they 

charge additional private fees. The Act speaks of "reasonable access" which it does not define. 

However, the legislation establishes a relatively clear barrier to denial of necessary care on purely 

budgetary grounds. 

Not bound by the provisions of the C m ,  Ontario had chosen in the past to provide many 

professional and homemaking services through its medical insurance plan (OHIP), thereby giving 



home care the status of a quasi-entitlement. Under this system, Home Care Progranis provided care to 

a11 eiigible clients and the MOH covered budget over-rus. The NDP legislation, Bill 1 73, however, 

removed home care fiom the OHIP budget, and made it legally explicit that there was no longer any 

requirement that care must be provided. (The law mandated assessments, but not services.) Under 

the MSA and CCAC refoms, although it was intended that there would be no private charges for 

professional and homemaking services, it wadis explicit that budgets for home care services would 

be capped. If care is an entitiernent as it used to be with professional and homemaking services, how 

do you reconcile entitlement with capped budgets? While services would be hlly funded when 

provided, they may not necessarily be provided when needed. Indeed the Conservative Governent 

provided CCACs and other approved agencies guidelines for setting service ma~imums.~ In the 

surnrner of 1999, the Harris government quietly introduced regdations setting service maximums for 

home care services. The justification by government for removing home care from the OMP budget 

and placing it within a capped LTC budget originally had been couched in eficiency terminology, 

tltat is, it is easier to integrate health and social services, to administer and deliver a continuum of 

care, as welI as to reallocate funding arnong different types of services if all the budgets are in the 

same envelope. While integration and coordination may have been their intention, the NDP did not 

anticipate the eventual consequences when the Harris government took advantage of this decision 

and iimited service. Security had been traded for efficiency by the new government. 

This tumed out to be a decision that not onIy affected universal access to home care services 

for the elderly and the disabled. As pointed out earlier, due to a nurnber of factors, more and more 

acute care has been shifting fiom the hospital to the home. Long Term Care reform originally began 

as a refonn of health and social services for seniors to help them maintain functional independence 

and to continue living in the community. It was later broadened to inctude people with disabilities. 

By the mid-1990s, the dient population for LTC services included a high proportion of patients of al1 

ages with acute care needs. Care, which was covered under Medicare and funded by OHIP, has now 

moved under the rubric of home care. Because CCAC budgets for in-home services are capped, 

clients with acute care needs have explicitly been given priority over those who were traditionally 

considered LTC clients, the fiai1 elderly and the disableda6 With capped budgets and service maxima, 

care that was once under the protection of the C M  has moved to a sector where it can be de-insured 

or subject to user charges. The principles of universaIity and accessibility under the CH4 are clearly 

compromised. The frai1 elderly and people with disabilities who do not have an acute care need and 

who are placed further down the priority list, will either do without service or purchase these services 



privately if income permits. This situation is a clear example of  privatization by attrition as described 

by Starr. 

As described earlier, a number of committees fiom the Premier's Council on Health under 

the Liberal Governrnent to the Health Services Restnicturing Commission under the Harris 

Conservatives recommended a further allocation and reallocation of funds fiom the institutional 

sector to the community-based sector. Although each government promised an infusion of funds for 

cornmunity-based services, neither the amount or the timely flow of these resources was sufficient. 

Comparing the recommendations of the Health Services Restrucniring Commission for the increase 

in funds to comrnunity-based services to the funds prornised by the Harris government, Kushner 

showed that, in the worst case scenario, the Toronto CCAC would receive $14.5 million Iess over 

seven yean from the provincial government7. The amount of fûnding clearly has implications for 

quality and volume of services. To the extent that either goal is deficient, the security of seniors and 

perhaps equity in their access will be affected. To the extent that insufficient community care leads to 

more expensive interventions, effkiency declines. 

As a resuIt, the government's efficiency in capping budgets, setting maximums, and 

underfunding of this sector is done at the expense of the consumers' security and equity, and more 

than IikeIy at the expense of the efficiency of the health care sector, and often of the total economy 

via its impact on employers and on total health expenditures. 

Equity in funding was an issue for a11 of the governments. Each government intended to 

address geographic inequities in the province by giving preference in the allocation of new funding to 

underserviced areas, and sector inequities by reallocating funds fi-om hospital to community services 

budgets. The relative inability of community support agencies to raise private revenues through 

fundraising activities was recognized by the NDP governrnent when they increased public funding of 

these agencies from 70% to 100% of their budgets Iess private revenues. Al1 governments intended a 

uniform consumer CO-payrnent for cornmunity support services, based on income and not assets. 

Although accountability is a goal in itself perliaps closely linked to liberty and the fieedom to 

participate in decision making, it can also be considered one that potentially promotes securiv. 

Through the political process, governments must answer to the populace for the actions they take. 

On the other hand, the decisions made in the private sector are held accountable to a much smaller 

constituency, the investors. When the financing of services is privatized, they are further removed 

from the scrutiny of govemment. In such circumstances, accountability for actions, which includes 

the maintenance of standards and quality, shifts fiom the public o r  political sphere to the private 

sphere dominated by investors who seek to maximize the rate of retum on their investments. As 



~ u o h ~ '  indicates when services are privatized, the effect of markets is to make technical efficiency 

the predominant objective, not to be sacrificed to other objectives such as allocative efficiency, 

equity or security. Decision making in the private sector is narrowly concentrated in closed 

boardrooms and not held to public scrutiny and possible consequences as it would be in the public 

sector. Security for the population in terms of accountable, open decision rnaking is sacrificed to 

goafs of eff~ciency and the security of a few. 

8.2.2 Delivery 

With respect to the public/private mix, the variations in the models had more to do with the 

balance between the for-profit and not-for-profit organizations within the largely ptivate delivery 

system. Some researchers 9 10 11 12 13 have argued that not-for-profit delivery of cornplex services is 

inherently better in tenns of both efficiency and quality than for-profit delivery. In health care and 

social support services where services are harder to predict, monitor, and evaluate, it is difficult to 

argue for the delivery of many of these services by commercial agencies. 

Part of the reason for the failure of markets in health care has to do with risk selection and 

the profit motive. For-profit agencies, in order to generate profits, tend to provide service for low risk 

clients leaving the high risk ones for others; this is known as crearn skimming or cherry picking. 

They also tend to enter markets that have a critical volurne and therefore would not find it attractive 

to enter many rural or remote communities. It is also believed that they may sacrifice quality and 

workers' wages CO remain competitive on price. Some have suggested that commercial agencies also 

indulge in gaming (manipulation of the rules to further an organization's own interests not intended 

by the rules) of the system and in inflating costs. As Woolhandler and Himmelstein have articulately 

argued, "Investor-owned hospitals maximize profits rather tiian minimize cost~."'~ 

Researchers argue that not-for-profit providers often enter markets because they see a need 

as opposed to an opportunity for gain. In addition, not-for-profit providers are said to offer better 

employment packages for their employees (full-time employment with better salary and benefit 

packages, better training) and hence rnay be more expensive. Policy preferences favouring not-for- 

profit versus for-profit delivery appear to be linked to the ongoing debate about whether it is a public 

policy goaI to ensure higher wages, better training, etc. or whether the goal is to get the most services 

for the lowest price. 

The Liberals more or Iess intended to continue with the balance of for-profit and not-for- 

profit providers that existed at the time. The NDP in both tlieir models designed their system as a not- 

for-profit one, severely limiting the for-profit providers, as well as boistering organized labour. The 

MSA model however, had the potential to eliminate existing provider agencies (both for-profit and 



not-for-profit) by making al1 workers employees of the MSA and to favour unions by encouraging the 

unionization of workers. The CCAC model employs competition to seek "best quality at best price"; 

however, without clear definitions of quality, some argue that the result is a strengthening of for- 

profit providers who undercut not-for-profit providers by paying lower wages and employing less 

skilled (and non-unionized) labour. Clearly, policy needs to balance costs and quality; to date, the 

relative performance of various providers has not been evaluated." 

Schernatically, if one considers the eventual impact of the delivery design decisions on the 

make-up of the sector, the five models could have Iain almg a not-for-proWfor-profit continuum as 

folIows: 

Delivery in LTC Modeb afong a Not-for-profit/ For-profit Continuum 

Not-for-profit For-profit 

1 -- I 
MSA SCA One-Stopl CCAC 

SA0 

Once again, this display is notional and based on speculation since at the time of the research a11 five 

models including the CCAC were theoretical models. 

In the delivery dimension, efficiency was the policy goal most often invoked by al1 three 

goveminents. While competition in the CCAC mode1 is seen to encourage the best price, lack of 

duplication in administering bodies under the MSA was viewed as the rnost effective way of 

reducing costs. Efficiency under the CCAC model, however, may be made at the cost of qualiiy if the 

latter is not well-defined and given at least equal status with price. As a result security of consumers, 

as weII as the security of not-for-profit providers(viabi1ity) and workers (wages) are in jeopardy. 

Efficiencies under the MSA model woufd have been made at the cost of security of al1 existing 

private providers (both not-for-profit and for-profit providers). 

With respect to workers, the rnodels have different implications. The question revolves 

around who should have first right to jobs in the new coordinating agencies. Should it be open to al1 

health care workers, onIy displaced health care workers including those in the institutional sector, 

only displaced workers in the community sector, or only organized labour? Also should the existing 

wages and working conditions of workers be protected or enhanced in the reform? 

The Liberal model more or less did not change the situation for workers. 



However, through the preference for organized labour in the transfer of workers to the NDP MSA 

rnodel, security for unionized workers was enhanced at the expense of equity and secunty for non- 

unionized workers. Moreover, the MSA was seen as a rnodel, which would enhance the ability of 

labour to organize the entire sector. With the pendulum swing back under the Conservatives, 

organized labour is now threatened, as agencies in their drive for efficiency reduce their wage and 

benefit costs to remain competitive in the contract process. 

While for-profit deIivery in health care has not stood the test of ernpirical studies on either 

efficiency or quality, many view the generation of profits on the backs of the sick abhorrent. 

Objections to commercial delivery are based on the replacement of the traditionai value system with 

a new one "that severs the communal roots and Samaritan traditions of hospitals, rnakes doctors and 

nurses the instruments of investon, and views patients as ~ommodities."'~ 

8.2.3 Aliocation 

In anaIyzing design decisions regarding allocation, there was one major issue which 

predominated the refoms- the mechanisrn for flowing public funds to service providers. As indicated 

none of the models with the exception of the CCACs ever got implemented and as a result, decisions 

on reimbursement methods and amounts were not made. Rather, decisions focused on whether it 

would be direct allocation frorn govemment to either provider organizations or individual providers; 

or whether government would allocate it through a mediating agency. If the latter, the basis on which 

this agency would allocate funds to providers was the decision point, that is, whether allocation 

wouId continue on an informal cooperative basis (brokerage) or through a formal cornpetitive process 

(managed cornpetition); or on the abiIity of providers to attract clients. In the first two methods 

clients fotlow money and in the 1 s t  one money follows clients. 

In each government's mode[, allocation of resources for some or al1 services would go 

through a mediating agency. With respect to in-home services, the funding was flowed to al1 the 

rnodel agencies for these services. The difference lay in how the money was to be allocated to the 

service providers. Under the NDP MSA rnodel, the purchaser and provider of services were the same, 

that is, al1 providers would be salaried empIoyees of the MSA and funding would be allocated 

directly as a global budget by the provincial government to the MSA. On the allocation continuum, 

this was towards the centrally planned end. 

Under the Liberal SA0 or NDP SCA models, purchasers and providers were separate and 

allocation was on an informai contractual bzsis, and moved further along the continuum toward the 

market end. 



Under the Conservative CCAC models, there is also a purchasedprovider split but allocation 

is based on a forma1 competitive request for proposal (RFP) process; thus moving the rnodel further 

along the continuum towards the market end. In al1 the models, clients follow the money. 

Cornmunity support service providers were to be firnded directly by govemment in al1 

models. With the brokerage and managed competition models, these services lay outside the 

responsibilities of the mode1 agency. With the MSA model, govemment flowed the funds to the 

agency since these service providers were their direct employees. In the former situation 

governrnents wouId decide on any reallocation between in-home and cornmunity support services. In 

the latter situation, the agency wouid make these decisions based on advice from its board and within 

government regulation. 

While in all the services so far discussed, clients followed the money, there was one 

exception; namely, under a pilot projecS people with disabilities were given direct funding to 

purchase their own services. In this instance, money followed the client. 

SchematicalIy, along a continuum fiom centrally planned allocation mechanisms at one end 

and market allocation mechanisms on the end, the five models would have lined up as foIlows: 

Allocation in the LTC Models along a Continuum 

CentralIy 

P lanned Market 

1 --- - - - I 
MSA One-Stop/ CCAC People 

SAO/SCA with 

Disabilities 

In analyzing allocation policy decisions with respect to eficiencies, one has to Iook at the 

administrative costs of the process of alIocation versus any savings that could accrue from the 

process. Transaction costs of formal contracts (staff tirne and resources needed for the process and to 

develop smooth working relationships witb new providers) will probably be highest under the CCAC 

model, but efficiencies could be gained from competition on price as long as quality is not sacrificed. 

We have to remember that the highest costs associated with these services are labour costs. So any 

reduction in price will probably be achieved through a reduction in wages. These are already, 

comparatively speaking, low paid workers. In the interpretation of efficiency claims, those who argue 

for the eficiencies achieved through cost cutting of this nature consider wages as an input in the 



costhenefit analysis. Organized labour and social action groups, however, tend to see wages as an 

output. Eficiency for government gained through a competitive contractual process may be exacted 

at the expense of equity for and security of workers. 

For service providers, Iosing a contract bid may threaten their viability, and accordingly, 

govemment's efficiency is gained at the cost of provider security. In a competitive process, 

information is an organization's private resource." While competition may be viewed as a process 

that opens up the market, in other ways it closes it down. Efficiencies that couId be attained through 

the cooperative sharing of information under either the Liberal or NDP model, are iikely to be lost 

under the CCAC RFP process as agencies view their strategies as trade secrets for producing lower 

costs. This reflects a movement in the public/private dimension from open to closed. Or as others 

have indicated a rnovement in the privatization of policy information." l9 

Wlde  the CCAC model might gain eficiencies on price, consumers are not interested in this 

s p e  of efficiency if it results in a reduction in the quality of services and therefore, their security. 

While the MOH was to provide criteria and guidelines for quality in the contract process, the 

provincial Auditor's ~ e ~ o r ? '  of 1998 found rhat CCACs did not have to use them in the RFP process 

and could determine the weight assigned to any quality requirernents in evaluating proposals. 

Without quality as a criterion, the only other dimension for evaluating contracts is price. As already 

stated, price can be cut by Iowering workers' wages or by using lower skilled workers, both of which 

can affect quality. The Auditor's Report went on to recommend that the Ministry develop and 

implement standardized methods that CCACs could use to assess whether the quality of service 

requirements in their RFP are being met; evaluate its irnplementation and consider how often RFPs 

should be issued. 

Choice is most relevant to the allocation dimension. The questions here are: What kind of 

choice are we talking about - choice on the part of consumers of provider agencies or individuals 

frorn those agencies who provide the care? How much choice is enough? 1s choice more important 

than continuity of provider? Who gets to choose -the client or some mediating body? In LTC, choice 

rnay be more of a red herring. Consumers are largely made up by the frai1 elderly who Iack the ability 

often to "voice" their interests or to "exit" fiom services that do not meet their needsS2' 

The NDP model most constrained choice of provider agencies since the MSA was the 

provider of a11 services. The amount of choice for the consumer under either the brokerage or 

managed competition models depends on the number of different providers of the same service that 

would be under contract with the coordinating agency, the frequency of the tendering process, and 

the amount of consumer input into the actual contract decision. With the managed competition mode1 



of the Conservative Government, providers who are not successful in winning the contract, may not 

be fiscally viable in the future and therefore, choice of provider agencies for consumers over the long 

run may actually diminish. 

In recognizing that people with disabilities had different needs fiom the elderly, al1 

governments agreed, based on arguments of liberty (choice), to pilot a direct funding mode1 whereby 

the disabled could hire and train their own attendants. Only in this latter instance does the client 

rnake the actual choice of provider. 

8.3 Broader Implications of LTC Reform 

What has and will happen in the LTC sector is indicative of pressures being exerted on 

services under Medicare and has implications for the future shape of our universai, publicly financed 

and IargeIy not-for-profit delivered systern. As stated earlier, cost shifiing is occurring from the acute 

care sector to the LTC sector. As this care shifts, i t  is moving into a sector where for-profit financing 

and service provision have and will have a greater foothold. Furthemore, the private sector share of 

financing and for-profit delivery of services under the CHA has been increasing. This trend along 

with the movement of more and more acute care into the home and the changes in the LTC sector 

rnay alter the characteristics of health care in Canada. 

The shift in the last decade of the twentieth century in the publidprivate mix in Canada's 

health care system is documented by evidence. The role of the private sector in health care financing 

Ilas been increasing. From 1990 to 1997, the private share of total health expenditures increased from 

a little over 25% to 30.6%, the highest level since 1970. Since 1992 the increasing share of private 

expenditure has been due mainly to a leveling of  public sector expenditure as a result of government 

fiscaI policies. Canada was the onIy country compared to France, Germany, UK and US in which 

public health expenditures decreased as a share of GDP between 1990 and 1997. 

In 1996, private spending for hospitals represented only 9.7% of total hospital expenditure, 

and private spending on physicians represented 1.1% of total spending on physician services. 

However, between 199 1 and 1996, private expenditures for physician services increased at a rate of 

5.9% annually, slightly higher than the average rate of increase in al1 private health expenditure 

during that tirne. By 1997, the private share of physician services had reached its highest level since 

1986. This has been largely due to de-insuring o f  services formerly considered medically necessary 

and to the Ievering of annual service fees by approximately 4% of Canadian physicians. The private 

sliare of hospital expenditures h a  not grown much in the same period. That is probably due to the 

fact that public and private expenditures in hospitals are complementary rather than supplementary, 

that is, private spending in hospitals is dependent on public capacity. However, earIy discharge and 



other strategies to produce eff~ciencies in acute care have created an increased reliance on private 

uncornpensated sources of care. 22 23 24 

In an area of health care with mixed public and private sources of financing, namely dnigs, 

totaI spending fiom both public and private sources, has escalated faster than any other sector. In 

1997 drugs became the second largest categoy of total health expenditure, second only to hospital 

spending and overtaking spending on physician services. It is expected this growth and rank will 

continue in 1999. Moreover, the share of prescribed drugs financed fiom private sources has 

increased steadily since 1991, reaching an estimated 59.0% in 1997." 

While private sector expenditure for health care increased in al1 jurisdictions during the 

1990s, Ontario experienced the steepest growth. Public sector spending decreased most sharpiy in 

Quebec and Alberta, but the decline in Ontario was the most protracted. In 1997, while 69.4% of 

Canadian health expenditure came from the public sector, in Ontario and Alberta, provinces with 

similar politicai ideologies, the public sector share was the lowest at 66.2% and 68.8% respectively. 

In 1999, Ontario is expected to have the lowest ranking. 26 

With respect to delivery, the Canadian health care system is predominantly private but 

largely not-for-profit. However, the pressures to increase the for-profit portion of delivery as stated in 

earlier sections do not necessarily result in poorer service. There are some areas where public 

financing of private, for-profit services may be both effective and efficient. Many Canadian hospitats 

have formed creative partnerships with the for-profit sector in areas such as cleaning and laundry 

services wliere cost-cutting is not done at the patient's health, although it may certainly be done at the 

cost of workers' wages and jobs. There are, however, examples of for-profit delivery of publicly- 

funded acute care services; e.g., cataract surgery in Alberta, hernia surgery in Ontario, and abortion 

services, to name a few. Despite the lack of evidence sirpporting the superiority, in terms of quality 

and efficiency, of for-profit over not-for-profit provision of acute care, the pressure for more is 

increasing. Actions, such as that proposed by RaIph Klein, the Premier of Alberta, to publicly fund 

for-profit clinics to perform certain surgical procedures is a recent example. Because of international 

trade agreements, these decisions may have important consequences not only for Our not-for-profit 

delivered system, but also for our publicly financed system. 

As  le let on*' has indicated a number of measures such as the de-listing of publicly funded 

services, private companies that provide in-house patient medical evaluation for life or disability 

insurance, and shorter hospital stays that have shified care into the home and to private deliverers, 

have increased the private component in Canada's heaIth care system. What once used to be 'niche' 

markets for the private sector now has the potentiai to bleed into mainstream health care. These 



changes allow interested parties, such as NAFTA investors like Arnerican-style HMOs, to force 

governrnent's hand and allow them to operate in Canada. Once this occws, it becornes dificult for 

the Canadian govemment to alter this course of action. Once ensconced in Canada, these market- 

based organizations will, as evidence shows, increase the cost of health care and slowly erode our 

single payer financed system through efforts to rnaximize profits and to increase market share. Given 

Klein's constant attempts to re-open the Cmadu Health Act to introduce private financing, one can 

only conclude that his current strategy is a back door approach to achieve his unsuccessfûl fiont door 

fo ray . 

Along with the shifting site of acute care into a sector with private sector involvement, the 

Harris govenunent's successful irnplementation of their LTC reform with its limits on fomerly 

publicly financed home care services, the creation of a favourable environment for increased 

commercial delivery of care, and its focus on market allocation mechanisms has further increased the 

private component in Ontario's health care. What happens in LTC, therefore, may not just have 

implications for the traditional clients of this sector, seniors and people with disabilities, but also for 

the general population. 

8.4 Conclusions 

LTC Reform by each government shified the balance of the public versus the private in both 

financing and delivery, and the allocative dimension towards either more centralized control or 

towards market instruments. As these shifts occurred, decision making and public accountability 

entered the closed doors of boardrooms. An era of cooperative sharing of best practices has been 

replaced by one where providers guard their successes. The lot of workers has worsened as their 

wages and working conditions become inputs into the cost-benefit equation. The restriction on 

service lirnits, eligibility criteria, and rneasurable quality criteria in the contracting process have 

threatened the safeîy of consurners. In the long run, the Harris reform may jeopardize the viability of 

Canadian not-for-profit and for-profit LTC providers as American companies find a more welcoming 

environment in Ontario. 

The design decision in LTC reform were buttressed with calls to policy goals of equity, 

efficiency, security, and liberty. The reform models were buttressed by different meanings of these 

goals and inevitably, the promotion of one goal had impacts on the others. Which trade-offs prevailed 

depended on the relative influence of ideas, interests and institutions in the policy formation process. 

The next chapter will analyse the prevaiiing ideas, interests and institutions during the period of 

reform and the effect these constructs had in the LTC policy determination process. 
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Chapter 9 

Ideas, Interests and Institutions 

The reform of community-based services in the Ontario Long Tenn Care sector since the mid 

1 980s provides an excellent case study of the role of ideas, interests, institutions in providing insights 

and understanding of policy development and change. The argument of some academic traditions to 

champion one constmct as having exclusive explanatory power of policy outcornes is intellectually 

weak. It is not that only ideas, or institutions, or interests rnatter. Rather, a11 three constructs are 

necessary. However, within different policy sectors or over tirne, the predominance of either ideas, 

interests or institutions varies. In this way, these three constructs and theu relative influence provide 

understanding as to why certain foms of policy are possible within one p o k y  sector and not another, 

and can aiso account for the dynamisrn in policy change over time. Furthemore, these constructs do 

not operate in a vacuum. Each can be either muted or made stronger by contingencies in the 

environment. 

This chapter will use the constructs of ideas, policy interests and institutions, their interaction 

and influence relative to each other over time, to account for the shifts in the policy decisions in LTC 

reform over the eleven-year period. It will be argued that on the whole because of a weak network of 

societal interest. in the community-based LTC policy sector, govenunent ideology and government 

interests were able to predominate in the reform process. Societal interests that were supportive of the 

government's directions were reinforced and given preferential access. It was not onIy the interna1 

resources or political power of these groups that allowed their interests to be furthered or protected. 

Rather, the promotion and acceptance of their interests was more dependent on the prevailing 

ideology and interests of the government in power. It was precisely because of the dominance of 

government ideas and policy interests that unlikely alliances among sociebi groups were formed. 

However, the permanence of aIliances and their mutual interests were difflcult to sustain given the 

shifting scope of reform when each new govemment introduced yet another model, which addressed a 

somewhat different set of societal interests. These coalitions, however, were not cornpletely 

ineffectual. As will be shown, during the NDP period coalitions did slow the process down, 

contributing to the failure of the NDP reform. The new ideological mindset of the Conservative 

government would, however, reduce the ability of any societal interests in this sector to have either 

meaningful input or influence. 

Institutions either facilitated or faiIed to constrain interests or ideotogy. Institutions in the 

form of existing legislation did not constrain any of the governments. Even Bill 173 passed by the 

NDP government, the only LTC legislation introduced in this period, did not constrain bu& rather 

facilitated the succeeding Conservative government in their reform efforts. Other institutions, such as 



rninisterial processes, were ofien shaped by prevalent ideas and allowed government to forward its 

interests. These new institutional structures were used to make certain actions possible and to shape 

new ways of thinking. 

Ideas, interests and institutions are not deterministic. Policy is not developed in a vacuum, 

and even within a policy community of weak societal interests, govemments are not entirely free to 

enforce their will. As ~ e i r '  has argued, they are bounded by contingencies in the political and 

econornic environment which remove flexibility of action, make certain choices more feasible, close 

off other alternatives, and make different ideas more attractive. 

9.1 Ideas, Interests and Institutions 

In analyzing the reforrns that took place in the LTC community-based sector, we need to 

account for marked swings in policy decisions. Rather than continuing on the Liberal or their own 

early path of incremental policy change in this sector, the NDP govemment designed a refom mode1 

w hich would have dramatically altered the existing service system. At a point in histocy when 

governments were responding to the calls of a neo-conservative agenda and the invocations to 

reinvent themselves by scaling back, de-regulating and privatizing services, the NDP govemment 

proposed a model which concentrated control and services under a government-type agency. One 

possible explanation is that the MSA reform was an aberration or fluke in Ontario's history of LTC 

reform. However, if the NDP model were rnerely an anornaly in an otherwise smooth unswerving 

trajectory of policy reform, we need to explain why the Progressive Conservative model introduced in 

1996 was not a reversion to the earlier Liberal model. Rather it was a Liberal mode1 with a definite 

pro-market twist. 

~ u o h ~ ~  theorizes that the relative structural and institutional stability of the Canadian health 

care system is due to its own distinctive logic in which collegial mechanisms and medicai influence 

predorninate. She contends that the Canada Health Act and the oversight control of the federal 

government through fiscal transfers as well as broad public support introduced institutional stability 

to our system not experienced in the US or Britain. This intemal logic of the Canadian systern worked 

to rnaintain its institutional mix and structural balance. The second-tevel agency relationship between 

the state and the medical profession, in particular, ensured the provision of services within 

considerations of cost and appropriateness. The accommodation between the state and the profession 

allowed the profession clinical control and t!!e state budgetary control. According to Tuohy, despite 

the economic sIowdown of the early I990s, which gave rise to the creation of interna1 markets in 

health care in Britain and to merged markets of health insurance and health care delivery in the US, in 

Canada the system rernained relatively unchanged. 



Tuohy's analysis, however, does not take into account the changing nature and site of care, 

which involves a different policy comrnunity with a different relational network between the state and 

interested societal groups. The protection of rnedical and hospital services afforded by the Canada 

Health Act was never extended to home care and community support services. As argued in the last 

chapter, hospital budget constraints, which have resulted in shorter lengths of stay, and technological 

advancements, which have allowed for more care to be provided outside hospitals, have shifted 

publicly insured care from the protection of the federal legislation to an arena of greater volatility and 

provincial variation. Not only is more and more care shifting fiorn the public to the private sector in 

both financing and delivery of health services, it is rnoving from open arenas of decision making, 

accountability and scrutiny to closed board rooms of private business. 

The Iogic and professional-collegial systems dominant in physician and hospital care as 

described by Tuohy do not apply in the LTC policy sector. As Coleman and skogstad3 indicate, a 

policy community is shaped by three sets of structures: the autonomy and capacity of  s b t e  agencies; 

the organizational development of sectoral interests; and the relationships or networks that develop 

behveen the state and societal actors. In the LTC comrnunity-based sector societal interests were 

diverse, loosely connected agencies and advocacy groups, largely without stable funding, large 

sources of revenue, administrative bureaucracies, or shared interests. The professional bureaucracy 

within government was knowledgeable and well informed in this sector. Without a strong force Iike a 

rnedical or hospital association as a counter-balance in the sub-governrnent, the state was able to push 

fonvard its own agenda. Societal interests were privileged only if their agendas were in concert with 

the state's. As a result, this policy network consisted of a strong government and a weak, fragrnented 

set of societal interests. 

Existing state institutions such as the Ch54 and its associated fiscal penalties did not apply in 

this sector. WhiIe provincial legislation in LTC could have created an institutional conte* which 

would further the interests of the government in power and constrain future governments, this was not 

the case in LTC. The Liberal government's model was not legislated, and hence it imposed no 

institutional brakes for the NDP government. Despite the passage of the NDP MSA model in Bill 173, 

it did not restrict the Harris Conservative government from furthering its agenda, The CCAC market 

model was established under the NDP legislation. Ironically, the transfer of the Home Care budget 

out of OiUP under Bill 173, done for the purposes of integrating budgets and hence services, allowed 

the more market-driven Conservative government eventually to limit and contract the provision of 

publicly funded community care. Actions by the current Conservative government, after the period of 

time covered in this research, have in actuality placed eligibiIity restrictions on home care turning it 

from a fully insured service based on need to one that now has maximum hour Iimits and is reserved 



for the acutely il[. Those who have used up their allowable allotment will either have to do without or 

to pay for these services privately. As a result, the intended consumers of LTC reform are no longer 

seniors or the disabIed with long terrn needs, but people of ail ages with acute care requirements. 

WhiIe legidation was not able to constrain the provincial govemrnents, this does not mean 

that institutions did not play a role in shaping some aspects of reform. The weak sub government in 

the LTC poIicy cornmunity also does not mean that interests were not meaningful. Within context of 

economic and political contingencies, each had a varying role to play in accounting for the changes in 

policy. Moreover, the prevalence of a set of ideas, interests and institutions in one period had an 

influence on the meanings and dynamics of the three in the next period. The remaining sections of the 

chapter will summarize and analyze the role of each construct throughout the history of this period. 

9.2 Summary of the Dynamics of Ideas, Interests, and Institutions between 1985-1996 

9.2.1 Liberal Period 

The two Liberal government mandates marked a period of rneasured incremental change in 

the LTC policy sector. Spurred by concerns of an aging population and the potential cal1 on future 

spending given the existing mode of caring for seniors in institutions, the new govemment decided, as 

had the previous Conservative government, that keeping seniors in the cornmunity for as long as 

possible was more cost-effective. Moreover, if the prevention of deterioration and institutionalization 

of seniors was the goal, social supports were at Ieast as important as health care. This approach was in 

keeping with the growing awareness of the importance of prevention versus cure and health as being 

more than the absence of disease. Community and home care, and health as weIl as social supports 

were, therefore, going to be important in the new approach. 

Comrnunity-based services were fiagrnented, uncoordinated, and difficult to access. The 

majority (80%) of the provincial budget for community services was spent on home health care, 

whereas the majority of care was provided by either the volunteer social support sector or families. 

Reforrn of this sector was necessary if its ernphasis on health care was to change to social services, 

and if access and efficiency were to improve. 

The Liberal's main policy interests were to de-medicalize the community sector and to 

integrate and coordinate access to these services. These interests were achieved through institutional 

structures that were put in place within and outside of governrnent. The former they achieved by 

channeling the process for reform away fiom the Ministry of Health, and giving the Iead for refonn 

first to the Office for Senior Citizens' Affairs and then to the Minisüy of Cornmunity and Social 

Services. 

It was further recognized that integration of services at the cornmunity level wouId first 

require structural changes within government. This was achieved through the dual reporting 



relationship of the Assistant Deputy Ministers in MOH and MCSS responsible for LTC community 

services to both Deputy Ministers. This structure was eventually replaced with a single division for 

LTC services with one Assistant Deputy Muiister who reported to both Deputies. 

integration and coordination of  services at the community Level was to be achieved through 

the One-Stop Access agency, which was superseded by the Service Access Organization. In both 

instances, institutions were designed to further the Liberal's policy interests and their belief in the 

necessity to shift away from the medical model of care for seniors. 

Two environmental contingencies influenced Liberal decisions. Constrained by a coalition 

with the NDP in their first mandate, the Liberal's first rnodel (One-Stop Access) was little more than 

tinkering with the existing system. They cautiously introduced pilot projects to test out the new mode1 

and ailowed the fiexibility for each model to be developed according to the needs of the particular 

cornmunity. 

Although they obtained a majority for their second mandate, by 1989 when the Liberals 

introduced their second rnodel, SAO, they were becoming aware of an impending recession. As a 

result, they knew that there would be hard and unpopular decisions to make in the near future. Their 

decision to caI1 an early election in this mandate based on their desire to take advantage of their 

present popularity would allow them to ride through the recession. Hence, their second LTC model 

was as cautious as their first one, again proposing incremental changes, leaving the hard actions, such 

as the transfer of home care from the OHP budget to a capped envelope, to some unspecified future 

date in their next mandate. 

SocietaI interests during the Liberal period were most fiagmented. Home Care programs and 

not-for-profit professional agencies were perceived to dominate. However, the not-for-profit support 

agencies recognized the need to pool their resources to gain a greater influence in the policy 

community. At the end of the second Liberal mandate, they formed the Ontario Community Support 

Association and a capability to respond more coherently to policy issues on behalf of this sector. 

Advocacy groups for seniors, persons with disabilities, or the ethnocultural community at this stage 

remained largely as single disparate agencies. The large health associations such as the OMA and the 

OHA either felt they had Iittle interest in reform or were otherwise occupied, for example, fighting 

the physician extra-billing issue. Given the gradua1 and minimal approach of the government, there 

was Iittle in the reforms to arouse societal interests. Even had they wished to oppose the Liberal 

reform, societal groups were too fragrnented to mount a coherent opposition. As a result, the shape of 

the sub governrnent and the relative power balance of groups within it did not alter to any great extent 

during this period. 



9.2.2 NDP Period 

With the Liberal cal1 for an election in 1990, Ontarians elected an NDP majority government. 

Their election as a government was a first in Ontario history and a surprise to everyone including 

their own candidates. Not well-prepared to govern, their first LTC model was very similar to the 

second Liberal one, no doubt because it continued to be developed in the bureaucracy. It had some 

elernents, however, that were more in keeping with NDP beliefs; namely, it increased funding for 

cornmunity support organizations fiom 70% to 100% of an agency's approved budget after deducting 

revenue fiom other sources, it made a number of concessions to workers, and it indicated a preference 

for not-for-profit delivery. AIthough the Iead for reform continued with MCSS, in 1992 it was 

switched to the MOH and the amalgamated LTC division now repofied only to the Minister of 

Health. This move was probably sparked more by the relative strength of the Minister of Heaith, 

Frances Lankin, versus the new Minister of CornmuniS and Support Services, Marion Boyd. With 

LTC as a 'signature priority' of the NDP government, Frances Lankin was believed to be able to get 

the job done. With their elaborate public consultations, the NDP had bought some time to formulate 

their own unique approach. To ensure no resistance fiom the bureaucracy, their second model, the 

MSA, was drafted in the Minister of Health's ofice and represented a marked departure from the 

SCA model. The MSA reflected more their political ideology and policy interest in that it gave 

preference to organized labour and cornrnunity support services. More irnportantly, it centralized 

delivery under one administrative structure and gave the Minister of Fiealth considerable powers over 

the new model agency. 

Their massive public consultation, as well as the funding of the SCCA, OSCA and the OFL, 

were al1 in keeping with NDP beliefs in participatory democracy and cornmunity empowerment, and 

their ties to the social support sector and labour. Moreover, preference in the  consultations was given 

to consumers and fronttine workers. These actions were viewed with considerable skepticism by most 

groups in the policy cornrnunity. It was believed that when these favoured groups spoke, rather than 

being empowered to voice their own beliefs, they were merely puppets mouthing the government's 

mantra. 

The constraining factor during the NDP perïod was the economic position in which the 

province found itself. The deficit was rising, the recession had hit by 1992 thereby reducing 

government revenues, and Ontario was losing its credit rating status. Unlike other provincial 

govemments including the later Harris Conservative governrnent, the Rae government did not make 

its spending cuts early enough in their mandate, which might have given them time to try and build 

support for the necessity of the cuts, and possibly to increase spending towards the end of their 

mandate. For example, the new Romanov govemment in Saskatchewan, discovering when they took 



office that the province's deficit was $850 million and not the $265 million they were led to believe 

by the previous government, appointed a Royal Commission to look into the economic state of the 

province. The inquiry helped convince the public that urgent and drastic actions were req~i red .~  The 

NDP took the approach of a 'Keynesian deficit" in their first budget, that is, to spend its way out of 

the recession. However, they quickiy discovered they could not maintain this level of spending with 

the drop in revenues due to cuts in federal transfers and the recession. 

The Expenditure Control Plan, which included raising taxes and reducing govemment 

expenditures, along with the Social Contract both introduced in 1993, were to Save the province $6 

billion in that fiscal year. There were other impacts, however, other than government savings. Both 

sets of actions alienated the public sector unions. AIthough the government's intent in their action 

was to preserve jobs, ernployees had to take unpaid days off which rneant breaching existing 

negotiated agreements. The labour rnovement did not forgive their party for this action and withdrew 

their support during the 1995 election. Needing to appease labour during their tenure, the government 

made concessions to them in Bill 173, which redrew boundaries and the scope of conflict5, awakened 

other opposition and tumed formerly supportive groups, such as the OCSA, against the Iegislation. 

The Social Contract also had the other unintended effect of bringing together in one room 

societaI interests who rarely had a chance to meet. The amalgamation of agencies under the MSA 

provided common interests to otherwise disparate groups, nameIy, the for-profit and not-for-profit 

providers, and the Social Contract process gave them the opportunity to recognize each other and 

their commonalities. 

in the end the NDP was able to push their legislation through but it was slowed down 

considerably by processes and decisions that reflected their beliefs in comrnunity empowerment, 

participatory democracy and the preservation of jobs. The public consultation broadened the scope of 

conflict and meant that Iegislation was not introduced until the Iast year of their mandate. The deficit 

reduction plans were also undertaken too late in their mandate. The Social Contract process provided 

an avenue for societal interests to coalesce and further slow d o m  passage of the legislation. Despite 

this opposition, the NDP were able to Iegislate a mode1 which gave the promise of increasing public, 

as opposed to private, financing and delivery, and a top-down, command-and-control aIlocation 

mechanism. However, aIthough the NDP were able to press through their reform, it was a Pyrrhic 

victory. They did not have an opportunity to implement their refonns before the election was called. 

Without administrative structures in place, the Harris Conservatives were given broad latitude. 

9.2.3 The Progressive Conservatives 

The Conservatives were clear before they were elected that their agenda was going to be 

retrenchment, less government and more market mechanisms. Their ideology was very much 



coloured with an anti-politicai, anti-governrnent brush. Within LTC, their policy interests were to 

disma.de the ideoIogically offending pieces of Bill 173 - the MSAs, the labour adjustment policies 

and the 80-20 rule for extemal purchase -and bring the LTC sector to market. 

Every action they took was to speed the implementation of their vision for reform of this 

sector and to eh ina t e  or put up barriers to special interest lobby groups, which could slow the 

process dom.  Both of these strategies, had they been taken, could have ensured greater success for 

the NDP in their refonn efforts. But these were actions that would have offended core NDP beliefs. 

The Conservatives conducted a quick and highly circumscribed (in terms of who was invited 

to participate and the agenda for discussion) consultation and announced the implementation of 

CC ACs within months of assurning O fice. They centralized policy decisicn-rnaking within the 

political arm of governrnent, so much so that most respondents be lieved policy was being formulated 

in the Premier's Ofice. The involvement of the Premier's Office was believed to ensure that policies 

were in keeping with the spirit and letter of the Common Sense Revolution. 

On the whole, in keeping with their anti-political and what some would believe their anti- 

dernocratic ideology, they insulated themselves from the pressure of interest groups. They created a 

barrier between societal interests and the Minister of Health's Ofice by giving responsibility for the 

consultation to a Parliamentary Assistant and by giving implementation of reform to a Minister 

without Podolie. The withdrawal of funding support from government and the reduced access to 

government decreased the ability of al1 groups, including those formerly favoured under the NDP (the 

SCCA, OCSA and organized labour) to have an impact. Moreover, the actions of government in other 

policy sectors, which were perceived as more deleterious by organized labour, diverted their attention 

away from the reform of LTC. The coalition of providers that had formed under the NDP mandate, 

the Group for LTC, dissolved when cornpetition rather than cooperation was the order of the day. 

Although the government did have the support of some groups, namely the for-profit providers, 

opposing interests were not able to mobilize an effective counter-attack. 

The legacy of the Harris government's reforrns is being pIayed out. Their reform, aided by 

institutional structures they introduced, will shift financing and delivery to the private, market side of 

the public-private divide, and allocation to the market end with its emphasis on price and undefined 

quality. 

9.3 The Explanatory Capability of Each Construct 

As stated throughout, ideas, interests, and institutions are together important in understanding 

policy formation and change. Their relative influence varies depending on the policy sector and over 

time. In the community-based LTC sector, although societal interests and institutions had a role, 

government ideology was predominant in reform in this eleven-year period. This section considers 



the alternative possibilities if institutions or societal interests were to dominate reform and, finally, 

lays out the argument for the predominance of government ideology to explain LTC policy. 

9.3.1 If Institutions Were to Predominate 

if institutions were the predominanr influence in LTC reform, they would need to be able to 

account for more of the  actions taken than they do. 

In the federal/provincial context, the Canada Health Act and the associated penalties did not 

confine the contours of reform as it had and has in hospital and physician care sectors. Rather, the 

absence of any restraining effect in the Act gave each government considerable latitude in putting 

fonvard reform models that reflected their different ideological perspectives. 

Furthemore, none of the reforms introduced by each govemment constrained the next. As 

stated earlier, only the NDP MSA mode1 was drafted into legislation. However, it did not foreclose 

any avenues for the Conservative government. In fact, it made possible actions the NDP government 

may not have intended, such as restricting home care budgets and transfonning home care into a 

substitute for acute care after the closure of hospital beds. In this policy sector, each government was 

able to ignore or negate the actions of the previous one and put forward policy models that were 

markedly different. 

It is not that institutions had no effect. Rather, they can account for less than ideas. They are a 

second order influence shaped by governrnent ideology and governrnent interests to further the latter 

hvo. Particular federal and provincial institutions in sorne instances did reduce governments' abilities 

to manoeuvre and in others, did alIow certain actions. While the EPF transfer pertained only to post 

secondary education and hospital and physician services, the fact that the federal gant flowed into 

provincial general revenues meant that federal cuts indirectly reduced the provincial govemment's 

flexibility in introducing program changes in otlier areas. In the economic environment of the early 

1990s and with heaIth being the largest provincial expenditure, the Ontario govemments needed to 

ensure affordability and predictability of expenditures. With Iess ability to institute cost saving 

measures in acute and prirnary care due to strong restraining institutions and societal interests in those 

respective policy sectors, the provincial governrnent turned to other sectors, such as LTC. The 

transfer of the home care budget into capped envelopes either intended or actually carried out by the 

tliree governments is one such instance. Whether the intention was cost control or the ability to 

integrate services and reallocate funds based on local needs is hard to answer. Only the current Harris 

government has made its motive clear by introducing eligibility criteria and service maximums to 

contain costs. There were no federal levers available to penalize subsequent reduced access. The 

actions of the Liberal and NDP governments in otlier areas of community-based LTC reforxn would 

suggest that their motive for this decision had more to do with integration. The creation of a budget 



envelope for community-based services was an example of an institutional measure whose si=, 

make-up, and subsequent effect will depend on the belief system of the governent  of the day 

regarding the appropriate role of the state in the provision of these services. 

Consultation, as an institutional process was once agaln more reflective of governrnent 

ideology, the result of which was not always intended. The NDP consultation, while intended to 

increase participation by al1 groups, especially formerly marginalized groups, resulted in delays that 

were critically damaging in their attempt to launch the MSA. The Harris mini-consultation while 

critical in controlling the scope of confiict and quickening the irnplementation of reform, reflected an 

ideology of the need to minimize special interest lobby and public participation in the governing 

process. 

Government interests were also put in place through institutional means. The de- 

medicalization of community services was effected through the channeting of reform away from the 

Ministry of Health. Integration of services was reinforced through the incremental steps of bringing 

together, first within government and then within the community, the LTC community services some 

of which were under the Ministry of Community and Social Services and others of which were under 

the Ministry of Health. 

Like the strategies for de-medicalization and integration, the extent of each government's 

direct management of policy development was dependent on their need to further their own interests 

and beliefs. Under the Liberals, policy was developed within the bureaucracy because beliefs about 

the shape of a reformed system between the government and the bureaucrats were mutual and did not 

differ markedly from the one that had evolved through the years. During the earIy h ! P  period, policy 

deveIopment remained within the bureaucracy, accounting for the sirnilarities behveen the S A 0  and 

SCA modei. This was not so much a result of mutual interest but rather the fact that the new 

governrnent was in a steep Iearning curve phase on how to govern and was not prepared for action in 

this sector. In time when their own ideas were better formuIated, the development of reforrn was 

taken away fiom the bureaucracy and handled within the Minister of Health's office by her political 

staff who drafted the MSA policy documents. Under the Harris Conservatives, refotm was shaped 

either within the office of the Minister of Health or even more centrally within the Premier's Office. 

The Cornmon Sense Agenda was the blueprint for everything that happened in the Harris government 

and the Premier was micromanaging his cabinet to ensure cornpliance with the overall Conservative 

agenda. 

In the LTC policy sector there were no government institutions in place or that were 

introduced that could forcibly check future government direction. Clearly, the fact that governrnents, 

because of the absence of institutional structures, were Iargety unconstrained in reforming LTC as 



they were in other sectors provides evidence of the importance of institutions. Institutions did, 

however, have a supporthg role to play in this sector. They were strategically introduced by each 

government to facilitate the shape of some aspects of reform, which were in keeping with their own 

interests and visions for a new LTC sector. 

9.3.2 If Interests Were to Predominate 

If societal interests were the predominant infiuence in the development of LTC policy, why 

did the seemingly dominant groups during each governrnent mandate not prevail in the others? Why 

was there so much volatility in alliance formation and breakdown during this period? As already 

stated in this research, the community-based LTC policy cornmunity consisted of a nurnber of small 

agencies, a few larger more stable organizations such as Victorian Order of Nurses and the Red 

Cross, and numerous advocacy groups representing one-off consumer interests. There were no well- 

funded provider organizations like the Ontario Hospital Association or professional organizations like 

the Ontario Medical Association. 

Under the Liberals the Home Care Programs and professional provider agencies such as the 

VON were viewed as most influential. Under the NDP, it was the not-for-profit home support 

agencies under the Ontario Community Support Association and seniors under the newly formed 

Senior Citizens' Consumer Alliance. Later on, organized labour was viewed as having an influence. 

Under the Harris Conservatives, it was the for-profit provider agencies. Each was given preferential 

access under different governments and each Iost their access when governrnents changed. 

Access and the perceived influence of groups had more to do with the interests and vision 

they shared with the government of the day. The NDP funded OCSA, SCCA and labour to form 

aHiances, and to consult theu members. These organizations shared a belief with government in a 

strong labour movement and g r a s  roots organizations. The fact that the power of societal interests to 

sway government was more virtual than real is evident in the fact that when OCSA withdrew its 

support from the MSA legislation, it was not successfil in getting the N D P  to change its rnodel. The 

SCCA turned out to be a one-interest group which, when government support evaporated, so did they. 

Ethno-cultural organizations which had a voice, even if a raîher small one, under the Liberals and 

NDP found it diminished under the Conservatives who rejected special interest groups looking for a 

leg up. 

The ins tabil ity of coalitions also illustrates the relative ineffectiveness of societal groups to 

further tlieir policy interests. Groups, such as the VON and St. Elizabeth's which were influential 

under the Liberal government had to form unlikely partnerships with the for-profit providers in an 

attempt to overturn Bill 173 which would have resulted in their expropriation. This partnership died 

with the election of the Progressive Conservatives when mutual interests evaporated. Similady, 



OCSA's inability to maintain its support for the NDP legislation had to do with its inability to corne 

to a consensus position for its association given the differing structures, resources and markets of its 

individual members. 

The distinction between saying interest groups were not powerful and saying that the concept 

of interests is powerful is key. Once again, it is not that societal interests were not important but that 

they were not the predominant force in this sector. Their relative weakness allowed governments to 

be more forcefd. Governments supported groups that held cornrnon ideas and interests. Ultimatety, 

the support of groups that were perceived as dominating in each mandate was used by government to 

legitimate their own interests and reforms. That governments require extemal validation to promote 

their credibility lends support to the importance of societal interests in policy formation. That 

governrnents could act despite the withdrawal of support from its allies indicates the relative strength 

of the government with respect to the sub government in this policy sector. 

9.3.3 ldeas Did Predominate 

The reform of LTC was Iargely dominated by ideas about health care current in the period 

and by the ideological stripe of the governrnent. However, ideas did not run rampant. They were, as 

stated earlier, modified and advanced somewhat by interests, institutions and contingencies in the 

environment. Nevertheless, ideas are the criticaI factor in explaining LTC policy development and 

change. 

The paradigm shift in heaith care away from the medical mode1 to a population health rnodei, 

which emphasized hea!th promotion and disease prevention, can account for some of government's 

decisions. While the interest in cost saving was certainly a factor given the aging of the population, 

the shift away from a medical mode1 was driven by the belief in the diminishing retums of any further 

investment in medical interventions. The involvement of government ministries and the decision of 

wliich ministry would have lead responsibility for LTC reform was guided by these ideas. The 

expansion of comrnunity support services by the LiberaI and NDP governments in particular reflects 

the conviction of the role of these services in promoting heaith and preventing further deterioration 

and more costly interventions down the road. CertainIy these ideas were prornoted through 

institutions, such as the Premier's Councils and the interna1 processes of governrnent. 

Beliefs in participatory democracy and the empowerment of the public, especially marginal 

groups prornpted the NDP government to undertake one of the most ambitious consultations in 

Ontario histov and to provide funds for the mobilization of formerly less heard voices. These same 

beliefs were reflected in the Bill of Rights and the representation of marginalized groups on planning 

and administering bodies under Bill 173. Converseiy, the suspicion of government and the belief that 

every interest was a special interest lobby led the Harris Conservatives to orchestrate a highly 



constrained and time limited consultation and to drop the funding of special interest groups. The 

mistrust of interest goups inspired this goverment, as argued in Chapter 7, also to create 

institutional barriers to these groups. 

The not-for-profit preference in the delivery of services in bo t -  NDP models, the 

arnalgamation of most providers of care under the MSAs, more centralized planning structures and 

the increase in funding for comrnunity support services to 100% of their approved budgets less 

revenues were consistent with the NDP belief in an expanded role for government, the role of 

cornmunis grass roots organizations, and a distrust of the profit motive. Conversely, a mistnrst of 

government and a strong conviction in the efficiency of cornpetitive contracts and market 

mechanisrns prompted the Conservative CCAC model, along with the halting of those aspects of the 

NDP Iegislation that were offensive to the new ideology, namely, the not-for-profit preference, the 

labour adjustment sections, and the 80-20 nile. 

The support or non-support of organized labour was also highly ideological. The M>P even 

in their first model, the SCA, were going to introduce measures to further or to protect the position of 

workers. Certainly, the adjustment measures in the MSA legislation and during the policy 

development process, for example, jobs for unionized workers, representation on boards, and the 

funding of labour groups, favoured organized labour over other workers. in fact, there was 

considerable consensus in the policy comrnunity that LTC reform under the NDP had more to do with 

creating an environment and context which was favourable to the unionization of the sector than 

correcting the ills of the systern. Although these rneasures may have been recompense for the 

enactment of the Social Contract, the need and inclination to support labour was undeniable. Even the 

SociaI Contract was motivated not only to reduce the government deficit, but also to presewe jobs. 

The Harris Conservatives reversed these policies, developing a model which would seriously 

disadvantage al1 workers. In the cornpetition for contracts where only price is well-defined, the only 

area for driving costs down is in compensation packages and working conditions for workers. 

Without a doubî, non-unionized workpfaces are better able to achieve ihis. 

Al1 the examples given above corne fiom the more ideologicalIy extreme governments, the 

NDP and the Conservatives. Many in the policy community have argued that the Liberal 

governrnent's reforms and the way in which they went about it, were incremental because the status 

quo more closely represented a liberal ideoiogy. Basically a rniddle-of-the road approach resulted in a 

model which was a modest tinkering of the existing system of for-profit and not-for-profit providers, 

and a flexible, cooperative process to the issuing of contracts. 



9.4 Implications and Final Conclusions 

This research provides two important insights and conciusions. One concems the  policy 

process and the other, policy content. The two, however, are inextricably linked- First, the research 

brings further understanding to the nature of policy development in general and provides evidence 

into the nature of policy development in the particular policy sector of community-based LTC 

services. Through the examination of LTC reform as a case study, this work tests and lends support to 

the theoretical h e w o r k  that highlights the importance of al1 three constnicts, ideas, interests and 

institutions, in understanding policy development. Although empirically the relative influence or 

configuration of the three may vary across policy sectors or over time in one policy sector, none alone 

is sufficient in expiaining change. Indeed, within LTC, policy change is elucidated by the difference 

in strength of influence of one factor over the other two. Only a consideration of al1 three, however, 

can explain the different dynamics in this policy sector in the eleven-year period. 

Unlike other health policy sectors such as hospital care and physician services, the influence 

of ideas and interests of the state predominated over societal interests and institutions. Because of a 

nebvork of loosely connected and fragmented societal groups not strong enough to check the state's 

actions, and the iack of institutional constraint fiom the Canada Health Act, each government was 

able to introduce reforms reflecting their own interests and ideology. Institutions had a steering effect 

for impiementing the interests and ideology of the government in power but not constraining the next. 

Unlike the policy sectors protected by the CIt4, this sector experienced extreme volatility in reform 

when the ideological stripe of each new government changed. However, if the future of the LTC 

sector is dominated by for-profit delivery and in particular, large Arnerican nationals, the dynarnics of 

the three constructs in this sector are likely to change. The power balance between the government 

and the subgovernment will alter, as these commercial agencies becorne a force with which 

governments rnust contend. The theoretical framework, furtherrnore, is promising and useful in 

understanding future changes in Canadian health care, which wiI1 witness shifts across policy sectors. 

Second, the research documents the need to examine the decisions on the three design 

dimensions of financing, delivery and alIocation along a public-private continuum for the first two, 

and along a continuum between central and market mechanisrns for the last. In LTC reform, the 

bottom line issue was about drawing boundaries between public and private and the appropriate role 

of the state in the financing and provision of these services. Where the line was drawn along the three 

dimensions was not neutral and largely reflected the ideology of the government of the day. 

Wien the Ontario government began looking at remodelling community-based LTC services 

in the early to mid 1980s, they were mainly concerned with reforming services for the elderly. In the 

late 1980s, reform was expanded to include people living with disabilities. Between the mid 1980s to 



today, but especially under the current Consetvative government, hospital restructuring and medical 

and technofogical advancements have shifted more and more acute care and the associated costs fiom 

the hospital sector into the community sector. As a result, the home care population is changing to 

include a larger proportion of acute care patients. 

The reform of LTC community-based services has implications for the future pattern of 

Canada's health care system. The movement of more acute care from hospitals to the home is leading 

to a passive pnvatization of fomerly insured services either to private payer systems or by increasing 

the burden on family caregivers, and from a not-for-profit delivered system to one that wilt favour 

for-profits. That this is already occurring is supported by data. As this shifi occurs, the accountability 

for an ef5ective health care system shifis fiom the public sphere of government to the private and 

cIosed boardrooms of Canadian and offshore companies. 

Ironically, the pursuit of governments and interest groups to de-medicalize community-based 

care in the 1980s and 1990s may end in a debate to re-medicalize it in order to include it within the 

definition of insured services and the protection of institutional mechanisms. As Aaron ~ i l d a v s k ~ ~  

argues, you don't solve cornplex poficy issues, you replace one set of problems with another. If you 

are successful, you will prefer the new problerns to the old ones. in LTC reform, we may not have 

been so lucky. 
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Appendix A 

In temiew Schedule 



Long Term Care Refom in Ontario 
Interview Questionnai te 

I am a Ph.D. candidate in the Department of Health Administration at the University of Toronto. 
My doctoral thesis is an examinatioa of Long Term Care refonn in Ontario beginning with the 
reforms proposed by the Liberal government under David Peterson (1 985- 1 WO), and those 
proposed by the NDP governrnent under Bob Rae (1990- 1995), and those proposed by the 
Conservative government under Mike Harris. I wish to ask you questions about your involvement 
in the reforms, your views about the different govemment proposals, and the process of reform. 
The information you provide will be confidential. Any reference to the information you provide 
in answer to these questions will not be attributed to either you or your organization. 

1. How long have you personally been involved in the LTC reform? Probe ifpersonal 
involvement spanned the d~rerent  reforrn periods. 

2. With which organization were you involved during the Liberai/NDP/Conservative reform 
periods? 

Liberal Reform 
As you may recall, the Liberal governrnent released two documents outlining their 

proposals for reforming the LTC sector. in 1986, they released A New Agenda which came up 
with the mode[ called One-Stop Shopping. Then, in 1990, they released the document, Straregies 
for Change, which proposed Service Access Organizations (SAO).(Card 1) 

What do you consider to be the most important features of the S A 0  modeI? 

What did you (your organization?) like about the model? What did you (your 
organizution?) dislike about it? 

What do you think the government's main interests were in reform and in proposing the 
S A 0  modei? 

Was your organization invoIved in the reform of LTC under the Liberal government? 
When and Why did your organintion decide to get involved in the reform? 

What actions did it take? (Card 2) 

What was your organization trying to accornplish with these actions? Which strategies 
were most effective? Why? 

If your organization fonned alliances with other groups during this period, when and with 
whom? What were your group's interests in forming the alliance? What interests did you 
share in common with the other group(s)? What influence, if any, did this alliance have 
on the reform? Does the alliance still exist? If not, when did it cease to exist, and why? 

During this period of reform, if your organization tried to meethave contact with the 
government, with whom did you try to meet? Were you successful in meeting with the 
intended party? If not, with whom did you rneet? Probe whether the contact wm in the 
political or bureaucratie side ofgovernmenf and the level ofrhe contact. Were you ever 
approached by government? For what reason? 



9. Which organizations do you feel were most influential in the reform during this period? 
Why? What were their interests? 

10. Overall, do you feel your organization had any influence on the reform? In what way? 
Was your organization's views on LTC reform altered by its participation? In what way? 

1 1. How successful do you feeI the government was in meeting its own interests? 

NDP Refonn 
In October 1990, the NDP formed the govenunent. During their tenure, they released a 

number of policy documents on LTC reform. In 199 1, they released Redirection ofLong Term 
Care and Support Services in Ontario which proposed the Service Coordination Agency (SCA). 
Afier a lengthy consultation, they released in 1993 a set of four documents outlining their 
proposed reform model, the Multi-Service Agency (MSA). (Cmd 1)) 

What do you consider to be the most important features of the MSA model? 

M a t  did you like about the MSA model? What did you disIike about it? 

What do you think were the government's main interest in reform and in proposing the 
MSA model? 

Was your organization involved in the reform of LTC under the NDP government? When 
and Why did your organization decide to get involved/stay involved in the reform during 
this period? 

What actions did your organization take to try and influence this reform? (Cnrd 2) 

What was your organization trying to accomplish with these strategies? Which strategies 
were most effective? Why? 

If your organization formed alliances with other groups during this period, when and with 
whom? What were your group's interests in forming the alIiance? What interests did you 
share in common with the other group(s)? What influence, if any, did this alliance have 
on the reform? Does the alliance still exist? if not, when did it cease to exist, and why? 

During this period of reform, if your organization tried to meethave contact with 
government, with whom did you try to meet? Were you successful? If not, with whom 
did you meet? Probe whether the contact was in the political or bureaucralic side of 
government and the level of the contact. Were you ever approached by government? For 
what reason? 

Which organizations do you feel were most influential in the reform during this period? 
Why? What were their interests. 

Overall, do you feel your organization had any influence on the MSA reform? In what 
way? Was your organization's views on LTC reform altered by its participation? In what 
way ? 



1 1. How successfiil do you feel the governent  was in meeting its own interests? 

Conservative Reform 
In June 1995, the Progressive Conservatives forrned the government. When they took 

office, they halted implementation of the MSA model. After a brief consultation, they proposed 
the CCAC rnodel. (Card 1) 

What do you consider to be the most important features of the CCAC model? 

What do you like about the CCAC model? What do you dislike about it? 

What do you think are the govenunent's main interest in reform and in proposing the 
CCAC model? 

Is your organization involved in the reform of LTC under the Conservative govemment? 
When and Why did your organization decide to get involved/stay involved in the reform 
now? 

What actions did your organization take to try and influence this reform?(Card 2) 

What was your organization trying to accomplish with these strategies? Which strategies 
were most effective? Why? 

If your organization formed alliances with other groups during this period, when and with 
whom? What are your group's interests in forming the alliance? What interests do you 
share in cornmon with the other groupfs)? What influence, if any, has this alliance had on 
the reform? Does the alliance still exist? If not, when did it cease to exist, and why? 

During this period of reform, if your organization tried to meethave contact with 
government, with whom did you try to meet? Were you successful? If not, with whom 
did you meet? Probe whether the contact was in the poli~ical or bureaucratie side of 
government and the Zevel of the contact. Were you ever approached by government? For 
what reason? 

Which organizations do you feel were rnost infiuential in the reform during this period? 
Why? What were their interests. 

Overall, do you feel your organization has had any influence on the CCAC reforrn? In 
what way? 1s your organization's views on LTC reform altered by its current 
participation? In what way? 

How successful do you feel the governrnent is in meeting its own interests? 



General Questions 
As you may recall, during the Liberal, NDP, and current Conservative governments, the 

Ministry and Minister which led the reform changed a number of tirnes. in addition, other 
ministries were involved with the lead ministry during different periods of reform. 1 would like to 
ask you some questions about the possible effect this had on reforrn. (Card 3) 

1. Did the change in government, i.e. which political party formed the govemment affect the 
influence of your organization on the reform or the way in which you thought of LTC 
reform? in what way? Probe for the change in government contacts and the change in 
p u p s  which had access. 

2. Did the change in lead Minisûy affect your organization's influence/ideas on the reform? 
in what way? Why? 

3 .  Did the change in Ministers affect your organization's influencdideas on the refonn? In 
what way? 

Now 1 would like to ask yow views and opinions on a number of policy goals. In 
addressing these questions, it is important to recognize the difference between the financing of 
LTC and the ways in which these services c m  be delivered. (Card 4). To begin with: 

1. If 1 asked you to freely associate, what cornes to mind when 1 Say the word, "public"? and 
"private7'? What types of organizations are included in each sector? 

7 -. What do you believe is the appropriate role of the governrnentl the for-profit sector/ non- 
profit sectod individuals in LTC services? 

a) what L X  services should be fully fûnded by govemment, what services should be partially 
funded by government; who should be covered by these services? 

b) what LTC services are best delivered if any, by government/ the for-profit sector/ the not-for- 
profit sector; Le., which LTC services should the different sectors provide; should there 
be any restrictions? 

(Card 5 )  
3. What does the vaIue or goal, equity, mean to you? Which sector, govemrnentl for-profit/ 

not-for-profit, is bener at achieving equity in Long Term Care services? Why? 

4. What does the value or goal, eflciency, mean to you? Which sector, governmentl for- 
profit, not-for-profit, is better at achieving eflciency in Long Term Care services? Why? 

5.  What does the value or goal, liberty/choice, mean to you? Which sector, governmentf for- 
profit/ not-for-profit, is better at achieving Iiberty/choice in Long Term Care services? 
Why? 

6 .  What does the value or goal, security/need satisjactiion mean to you? Which sector, 
governmentl for-profit/ not-for-profit, is better at achieving security in Long Term Care 
services? Why? 

1 would now like to ask you questions directly about the ability of each of the different reform 
models proposed by government to address each of  these goals. Card 6 



1 .  To begin with, which mode1 d o  you prefer? Why? What are the factors most important to 
you in recommending this model? 

3 -. Which modei do you believe would have had the greatest amount o f  govemment 
involvement? Why? 

+ ->. Which mode1 do  you believe would have resulted in the greatest equity? Why? 

4. Which mode1 do you believe would have resulted in the greatest eficiency?Why? 

5 . Which mode1 do you believe would have resulted in the greatest libertykhoice? Why? 

6 .  Which mode1 do you believe would have resulted in the greatest security o r  fulfdlment of  
need? Why? 



Card 2 

Card 1 Public Documents and Models released by Each Government 

Strategies or Actions 
1. Ietter writing 
2. report/submission to government 
3. submission to the Standing Cornmittee 
4. meetings with government 
5. alliances with other groups 
6. media events (press releases, press conferences, demonstrations) 
7. ho Iding works hops/conferences/rneetings 

Harris P.C. Governent 
1995-present 

Community Care Access 
Centres (CCAC), 1996 

Peterson Liberal Government 
1985-1990 

A New Agenda 1986 
One-S top Shopping Mode1 

Strategies for Change, 1990 
Service Access Organization 

(SAO) 

Card 3 MinistriesMinisters Involved with LTC under each Government. 
Li beral Government 1 NDP Government 1 Conservative Government 
1985-87 1990-92 1995-96 
Office for Senior Citizens' MCSS (Akande) MOH (Wiison/Johnson) 
Affairs (Van Home)* MOH (Giganted Lankin) 

MC (Ziemba) 

Rae NDP Government 
1990- 1995 

Redirection of long Term 
Cure and Support Services in 

Ontario, 1 99 1 
Service Coordination Agency 
(SCA) 
Four government documents, 

1993 
Multi-Service Agency @ASA) 

1987-90 
MCSS (Beer) 
MOH (Caplan) 
OSCA (Morin) 
ODP (Collins) 

1992-95 
MOE (Lankid Grier) 
MCSS (Silipo) 
MC (Ziemba) 

1990 
MCSS/MOH- Community 
Health and Support Services 
Division 

bold print indicates Iead 
minist~y 



Card 5 Which sector is best at achievine each of the four goals? 

Card 4 What should the role of each of the sectors be in financing and 
delivering LTC services? 

.- 

[ Values 
- 

1 Government r ~ o n - p r o f i t  1 For-Profit 1 

Financing LTC 
Services 
Delivering LTC 
Services 

Government 

Equity 
E fficiency 
LibertyIChoice 
Securitv 

Eq uity 
Efficiency 
Li berty/C hoice 
Security 

1 

Card 6 Which model would bave been best a t  achieving each of the four goals? 

Non-Profit 

CCAC 

For-Profit 

Involvement I 

Values 
Government 

Individ uals 

SAO/SCA One-stop Shop MSA 




